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Preface to ”Mining Safety and Sustainability II”

The mining industry provides important support for development of the global economy and

society. With further economic development and the continuous improvement in people’s living

standards, the demand for mineral resources is gradually increasing. However, with the increasing

depth of mining, the difficulty of mining also increases, thus placing higher requirements for mining

equipment and safety. Detection of the mineral exploration environment, improving the safety of

mining operations, developing intelligent tunneling equipment, and ensuring the coordination of

human–machine–environment in the mining production system have become necessary conditions

for promoting the transformation of mining methods and achieving the goal of ”double carbon”.

Exploring safe, efficient, and sustainable methods for mining mineral resources has become urgent. In

the past, scholars around the world have carried out extensive research work on safe and sustainable

mining, but because mining operations are resource-consuming and characterized by productive

behaviors, applying the principles of safety and sustainability to mining itself is challenging.

It is important to reduce the risk of mining accidents and disasters, enhance the safety of

mining operations, and improve the efficiency and sustainability of mineral resources development.

Therefore, it is necessary to extract useful knowledge from the process of mineral resources

development and resource integration by means of experimental techniques, simulation methods,

data mining, theoretical innovation, technological development, and other methods. This will

provide further theoretical and technical support for guiding the normative, green, safe, and

sustainable development of the mining industry. This Reprint aims to present new research and

recent advances in the safety and sustainability of mining.

Last but not least, thanks to all authors for their excellent and meaningful contributions to this

topic. We welcome more experts and scholars to present your new ideas regarding safety mining,

sustainable mining, mineral resource management, technology of intelligent mining, research and

development of intelligent mining equipment, sustainable development, new mining methods, and

related topics.

Longjun Dong, Yanlin Zhao, and Wenxue Chen

Editors
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Numerical Study on Characteristics of Bedrock and Surface
Failure in Mining of Shallow-Buried MCS

Guangchun Liu 1,2, Wenzhi Zhang 1,*, Youfeng Zou 1, Huabin Chai 1,* and Yongan Xue 1

1 School of Surveying and Land Information, Henan Polytechnic University, Jiaozuo 454000, China;
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2 School of Resouce and Civil Engineering, Liaoning Institute of Science and Technology,
Benxi 117004, China

* Correspondence: zhangwenzhi@hpu.edu.cn (W.Z.); chaihb@hpu.edu.cn (H.C.)

Abstract: Coal is one of the important energy sources for industry. When it is mined, it will cause
the destruction of bedrock and surface. However, it is more severe in mining shallow-buried multi
coal seams (SBMCS). To better reveal the characteristics of the bedrock and surface damage, we have
carried out a theoretical analysis, as well as used numerical simulations and field monitoring methods
to study the surface and bedrock damage caused by the mining of SBMCS. The characteristics of
bedrock and surface failure structure, settlement, and stress distribution were studied and analyzed.
The findings show that the collapsed block, formed by the rupture of the overlying stratum, interacts
with the surrounding rock to form large cavities and gaps, and the stress concentration occurs
between them. The maximum downward vertical concentration stress is about 9.79 MPa. The mining
of the lower coal seam can lead to repeated failure of the upper bedrock and goaf. The settlement of
bedrock presents gradient change, and the settlement of upper bedrock is large, about 8.0 m, and
the maximum settlement is 8.183 m, while that of lower bedrock is small and about 3.5–4.0 m. The
weak rock stratum in the bedrock is crushed by the change stress of repeated mining, and formed a
broken rock stratum. The cracks in the bedrock develop directly to the ground. On the ground, tensile
cracks, compression uplift, stepped cracks, and even collapse pits are easy to cause in mining SBMCS.
Affected by repeated mining, the variation of surface vertical stress is complex and disorderly in
the middle of the basin, and the variation of horizontal stress is mainly concentrated on the edge of
the basin. The maximum stress reaches 100 KPa, and the minimum stress is about 78 KPa. Through
theoretical analysis and discussion, the size of the key blocks is directly related to the thickness and
strength of the rock stratum.

Keywords: coal mining; multi coal seam; CDEM; numerical simulation; bedrock failure; surface
damage

1. Introduction

Coal is a non-renewable fuel energy, which is gradually replaced by renewable energy.
However, in today’s world, it is still one of the most important industrial energy sources.
Coal resource exploitation still plays a vital role in the energy planning and management
of all countries in the world. The safe and efficient mining of coal is related to the national
industrial and economic development. After coal mining, the bedrock layer and surface are
damaged, affecting and threatening the safety of working face and surface. Coal fields are
widely distributed in China, and the occurrence conditions of coal seams are different [1,2].
Qinshui coalfield, in Shanxi Province, is the basin coalfield with the most abundant coal
in North China. It belongs to the coal-bearing strata of the Benxi Formation, Taiyuan
Formation, and Shanxi formation developed in the late Paleozoic [3,4]. It is a typical
geological condition for the occurrence of multiple coal seams. The mining thickness
of coal seams in Qinshui coalfield varies greatly. According to [1], coal seam in Benxi

Energies 2022, 15, 3446. https://doi.org/10.3390/en15093446 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/energies1
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Formation is thick in the Northeast and West, and thin in the central and South; coal
seam in Taiyuan formation is thick in the East and thin in the West; coal seam in Shanxi
formation is the thickest coal bearing group, which is thick in the North, thin in the
South, thick in the East, and thin in the West. The geological conditions of shallow burial
multi coal seams (SBMCS) refer to the geological conditions in which the coal seams are
buried in a shallow depth, the composition and structure of the bedrock are relatively
simple, and there are three or more coal seam occurrence geological conditions. The
mining of SBMCS is affected by factors such as coal seam depth, coal seam thickness,
bedrock and interlayer lithology, geological structure, and fault [5]. Many scholars have
conducted in-depth research on multi coal seam (MCS) mining, under different geological
mining conditions, from the perspectives of bedrock failure structure characteristics, roof
structure characteristics, rock movement law and stability, and fracture development
characteristics, and they achieved fruitful research results. Zhang [6], Lin [7] and others
studied the characteristics of overburden movement and fracture development, affected by
repeated mining in MCS, by using a similar simulation method, and they determined the
relationship between fracture development height, overburden lithology, and thickness.
The fracture development, rock fracture, and water loss of MCS mining are studied. The
stress field distribution of bedrock and surface needs to be further discussed. Qin [8],
Dong [9], Yang [10], and others used a combination of various methods to study the
structural characteristics of mining MCS and analyzed roof instability and working face
pressure, the calculation method of coal mine support resistance and the breaking impact
effect of roof structure, and obtained the laws of MCS bedrock failure and roof structure
characteristics. Based on the study of coal seam group, the stability and rock failure
mechanical characteristics are analyzed. The bedrock and surface damage caused by
SBMCS mining need to be further studied. Chen [11], Yan [12], Dong [13], and others
studied the surface movement and deformation characteristics, surface dynamic prediction,
bedrock damage, and migration law of SBMCS mining by means of numerical simulation,
similarity test, and field monitoring. They found the relationship between the surface
movement, bedrock damage, and bedrock fracture development of SBMCS and the bedrock
buried depth and lithology. Their research on SBMCS is more comprehensive, through
on–site monitoring, numerical simulation and theoretical analysis. However, they are
aimed at the geological conditions with thick loose layers, and most of the research areas
are located in the desert area of Northwest China. According to the geological conditions of
Qinshui coalfield, further research is needed. Xie [14] et al. studied the basic roof structure
characteristics, movement, and deformation law of MCS mining, providing the basis for
the mechanical calculation of bedrock movement and deformation. The equivalent basic
roof structure and activity law of overburden between MCS are studied. The mechanical
analysis of surface failure and the fracture structure of bedrock in MCS are not studied
in detail. Zhao [15] and others used the discrete element UDEC numerical simulation
software and mining subsidence prediction software to simulate and study the surface
residual settlement after mining, which provided a theoretical feasibility demonstration
for coal mining under a high-speed railway. Wu [16] et al. Used FLAC3D to simulate the
conditions of different bedrock heights and determined the impact of repeated mining on
the height of “two zones”. UDEC is a discrete element method, which can better simulate
the characteristics of an overburden collapse zone caused by mining, and it has certain
limitations on the simulation of initial stress before mining and the interaction between
broken rock and soil. FLAC belongs to the finite element method and adopts the algorithm
based on the Lagrange continuity equation. It also has certain limitations in the simulation
of collapse and cracking. The above research shows that the mining of SBMCS is a complex
problem related to geological conditions. The bedrock and surface failure characteristics
and stress distribution law of SBMCS mining, under the geological conditions of Qinshui
coalfield, need to be studied further. In numerical simulation, the discreteness of bedrock
failure and the continuity of initial stress after mining cannot be well treated by using the
finite element or discrete element method, respectively. Discrete element and finite element
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methods are widely used in geotechnical engineering and underground engineering. Then,
before mining, the rock stratum is a continuous medium, and it becomes a discrete block
structure after mining. Therefore, a new method of coupling a finite element and discrete
element, which is Continuous Discontinuous Element Method (CDEM), can solve this
problem [17,18].

This paper attempts to use the CDEM and Generalized Digital Emulation Manu-
facturer(GDEM) software numerical simulation platform to study the bedrock failure char-
acteristics, structural form, and bedrock stress distribution characteristics of SBMCS [19].
We take Majiazhuang coal mine in the southeast of Qinshui coalfield as the engineering
background. It provides a numerical analysis basis for SBMCS mining in the southeast of
Qinshui coalfield, and it provides a theoretical basis for safe mining and green mining of
mines with MCS geological conditions. The remainder of this manuscript is organized as
follows. In Section 2, Methodology, we mainly expound the mechanical analysis of key
blocks and CDEM algorithm. In Section 3, Materials and Methods, we mainly describe
the engineering background of the engineering research area, modeling, and simulation
process. In Section 4, Results, we analyzed the failure characteristics of bedrock, surface
stress distribution, and settlement, according to the results of numerical simulation and
field monitoring. In Section 5, Discussion, we obtain bedrock failure characteristics and
processes, and we discuss the impact of water on mining and the CDEM numerical simula-
tion method. In Section 6, Conclusions, we describe the research results for the research
content, as well as the conclusions obtained.

2. Methodology

2.1. The Calculation of Key Stratum Failure

After the coal seam is mined, the key layer in the rock stratum can support the
overlying rock. However, the key layer will collapse when it reaches the ultimate bearing
capacity [20]. The key block structure is formed after collapse, which interacts with the rock
stratum and floor to form a stable structure. According to relevant literature research [21],
it is found that, after the coal seam is mined, the key block plays a very important role. It
forms a relatively stable structure to support the rock mass on it. We need to establish a
mechanical model to deeply study and discuss the process.

Mechanical analysis shall be carried out from the initial stage of key block collapse.
With the continuous advancement of the working face, the direct roof of the upper coal
seam reaches the limit span, resulting in separation and collapse [22]. The key stratum
bears the upper bedrock load. When the key stratum reaches the ultimate bearing capacity,
cracking and disconnection will occur at both ends, as well as midspan of the rock beam, in
the key stratum [23]. Under the action of friction and extrusion force between key blocks,
the blocks produce rotary motion and finally reach a static equilibrium state, as shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Force analysis of the basic structure of the key stratum failure.
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After bedrock collapse, the key blocks interact with the coal seam floor and sur-
rounding rock to form a relatively stable structure. According to the “masonry beam”
theory [24,25], there is a height difference between the horizontal thrusts TA and TB on
both sides, and the compressive stress passes through the overhanging fault block to form
the rear arch. The compression force TC in the fault block increases with the increase in
the overhanging area of the block, where the two blocks are squeezed and broken, and the
friction force of the block decreases. When the friction force between the two blocks is less
than the shear force on the contact surface, the broken block slides down and sinks along
the contact surface, resulting in rotational deformation and instability. The key stratum
fractured for the first time, and the formed key block constituted an asymmetric three–hinge
arch structure [26,27].

As for the geometry in Figure 1, assuming that the rotation angle of the key block is β,
the subsidence amount is w, the length of the key block is equal to L, the upper part of the
block is uniformly distributed with load q, and the generated horizontal thrusts are TA and
TB, it functions with points A and B. The thickness of the block is hm, point A is subjected to
frictional force RA, and point B is subjected to a supporting force qB of upward distance d.
Point C is the hinge point of the fractured block, which transmits the internal force TC between
the two block systems. It is a force per unit length (1 m).

According to the overall equilibrium state of the two key block structures, the equilib-
rium equation can be obtained:

∑ F = 0
∑ M = 0

}
(1)

where F is the force in different directions, N;
M is the moment generated by each force, N·m;
According to the force analysis of the key blocks, as shown in Figure 1 and Formula (1),

TC can be calculated that:

TC =
qL(L cos β + hm sin β)

2(hm cos β − w)
(2)

where TC is the internal force between the two blocks, N/m;
q is the load above the block, MPa;
β is the tilting rotation angle of the block, ◦;
hm is the height of the block rock beam, m;
W is the subsidence caused by block rotation, m.
According to the geometric relationship, as shown in Figure 1, we can be known that{

sin β = w
L

cos β =
√

L2−w2

L
(3)

Substituting Formula (3) into Formula (2), the relationship between thrust TC and
settlement w can be calculated:

TC =
qL
2

√
L2 − w2 + hm

L w
hm
L

√
L2 − w2 − w

(4)

In the initial stage of key stratum failure, when periodic failure occurs, the rotation
angle β is usually small, and the ratio of rock layer thickness to failure distance (hm/L) is
usually small and can be ignored in the calculation process. We can get:

√
L2 − w2 ≈ L

hm
L ≈ ( 1

50 ∼ 1
20 )

}
(5)
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Therefore, Formula (4) can be approximately simplified to

TC =
qL
2

L
hm − w

(6)

According to the relevant knowledge of mechanics, rock beam collapse is usually caused
by tensile failure in the middle, so the relationship between the initial collapse distance Lini
and the tensile strength of rock stratum σmax can be calculated as follows [11,24].

Lini = hm

√
σmax

q
(7)

where Lini is the initial collapse distance of bedrock, m;
q is the load applied on the collapse block, Mpa;
σmax is the maximum tensile strength of broken block, Mpa.
From the above analysis, it can be concluded that the size of the key blocks is directly

related to the thickness and strength of the rock stratum, as well as the load on the bedrock.
The failure of key stratum has a direct relationship with the properties of the rock

formation, and the failure distance to reach the initial failure can be calculated, as shown in
Formula (7). Therefore, the horizontal thrust TC can be expressed by the tensile strength of
the rock stratum σmax, and the relationship between hm and L can be obtained.

TC =
1
2

h2
m

hm − w
σmax (8)

The large tensile strength and thickness of bedrock make the thrust TC between blocks
larger. Therefore, the friction between collapses is large, and it is not easy to slip. When
the horizontal thrust reaches the limit, the indirect contact surface of the blocks is broken,
resulting in slip and collapse. This also shows that the length and thickness of the collapsed
block, as well as the tensile strength of the block itself, affect the size of the space under it
and even the duration of the cavity.

2.2. CDEM Algorithm

Before coal mining, each rock mass layer and coal seam are considered to be rock layers
with continuous properties. When the coal seam is mined, it first causes the separation and
collapse of the direct roof, and then, with the advance of the working face, the basic roof
separation and collapse form a discrete block structure. After the coal seam is mined out, the
bedrock fractures are developed, which shows the discreteness of cracking. The collapsed
blocks fall into the goaf to form a discrete block structure. Therefore, the CDEM, based on the
Lagrange equation, should be selected as the numerical simulation method of coal mining.
This method can not only calculate the deformation state of coal and rock mass but also
simulate the plasticity, damage, and the fracture process of coal and rock mass after applying
the Mohr Coulomb criterion of brittle fracture on the virtual contact surface.

CDEM algorithm is an algorithm for solving the explicit solution of the dynamic
equation of fractured elements, according to the theory of the generalized Lagrange
system [17,18]. The algorithm is based on the strict generalized Lagrange equation, as
shown in Formula (9), combined with the global dynamic relaxation algorithm, to iteratively
solve the explicit solution of the equation.

d
dt
(

∂L
∂xi

) + (
∂L
∂yi

) = Qi (9)

where xi, yi are generalized coordinates;
L is the energy of the Lagrangian system;
Qi is the work done by non-conservative force.
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The basic structure of the CDEM algorithm is composed of two parts: blocks and
interface. The block element is usually composed of quadrangles. It has only elastic de-
formation and no plastic deformation. The plastic deformation is concentrated on the
virtual crack. For the direction of crack development and actual cracking, the theoretical
direction is perpendicular to the direction of the maximum principal stress of the sur-
rounding element, while the actual direction is the closest element boundary or along a
diagonal direction [23]. Interface element is a constitutive model describing the relationship
between adjacent blocks in the block discrete element, also known as contact surface. Three
attributes, connecting two block elements and the normal vector of the contact surface, are
used to represent the force between block elements. CDEM algorithm is the same grid
shared by the Lagrangian element algorithm and the discrete element algorithm.

The core calculation formula of CDEM is shown in Formula (10) [28]:

M
{ ..

u(t)
}
+ C
{ .

u(t)
}
+ K{u(t)} = {Q(t)} (10)

where M is quality matrix;{ ..
u(t)

}
is acceleration matrix;

C is damping matrix;{ .
u(t)

}
is velocity matrix;

K is stiffness matrix;
{u(t)} is displacement matrix;
When the cell is not embedded before the medium cracks, the node only contains

unbalanced force (only elastic force and external force); when the medium is cracked or
embedded, the node force changes, and the corresponding parameters of node velocity
and acceleration motion state are generated. CDEM algorithm couples continuous and
discontinuous media algorithms, and it realizes the perfect unity of the finite element, block
discrete element, and particle discrete element [29]. GDEM numerical simulation platform,
developed based on CDEM algorithm, is independently developed by the Institute of
mechanics, Chinese Academy of Sciences. It is a constitutive model based on CDEM
method. By means of CPU/GPU and behavior acceleration, it can not only simulate the
elastic, plastic, damage, and fracture processes of geological bodies and artificial materials
under multi field coupling but also develop unit constitutive and contact constitutive by
using C++ or JavaScript, according to actual needs. The platform software contains 14 built-
in block constitutive models and 12 built-in interface constitutive models [19]. In this study,
the elastic damage fracture constitutive model is adopted, and the mechanical parameters
of rock stratum include density, elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio, tensile strength, and
internal friction angle. The brittle damage fracture constitutive model is applied on the
virtual interface, and the mechanical parameters of the interface include normal stiffness,
tangential stiffness, cohesion, internal friction angle, and tensile strength [30].

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Geological and Mining Conditions

The study area is located in the southeast of Qinshui coalfield and the east of Jincheng
mining area, belonging to the edge of Qinshui Basin. Qinshui coalfield has simple geological
structure conditions, a flat coal seam dip angle, multi coal seam occurrence, and strong
regularity, and most of the hydrogeological conditions are not complex. The geological
conditions of the mine are the most superior mining conditions in China. Geographical
location of the study area is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Geographical location of the study area.

The coal bearing strata of coal mines in this area are the Permian Shanxi Formation and
Carboniferous Taiyuan formation, with a total of 13–15 layers of coal, with a total thickness
of nearly 13 m. According to the analysis of the geological data of Majiazhuang coal mine,
the stratigraphic structure is mainly sandstone and mudstone, including limestone and
siltstone. There are three stable minable coal seams, of which the buried depth of 3# coal
seam is 31.4 m, and the average coal thickness is 2.9 m; the buried depth of 9# coal seam is
84.6 m, and the average coal thickness is 1.0 m; the burial depth of 15# coal seam is 120.4 m,
and the average coal thickness is 4.3 m. Other coal seams are unstable coal seams or coal
lines, which are not minable or are partially minable. The coal seam dip angle of the mine
is less than 3◦, which is a nearly horizontal coal seam, belonging to the typical SBMCS
occurrence condition on the southeast boundary of Qinshui coalfield, as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Comprehensive geological histogram of Majiazhuang mine.

3.2. Model and Mechanical Parameters

This simulation takes the geological conditions in the southeast of Qinshui coalfield
as the background, and it establishes a 1:1 numerical simulation model. A 2D model of
35 coal and rock strata is designed, including seven groups of rock strata with different
properties and three coal seams. The design dimension of the model is 127.5 m high
and 600 m wide. The mining length of the simulated working face is 300 m. The mining
thickness is designed according to the actual average mining thickness of each layer of
coal. According to the boundary conditions of the model, the left and right boundaries are
fixed by means of zero velocity in the X-axis direction; in the Y-axis direction, the bottom
boundary is completely fixed, and the upper boundary is free, as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Schematic of model size and boundary conditions.

The initial in-situ stress of this simulation is calculated by using the linear elastic
constitutive model, and the unbalance rate is set to 1 × 10−5. The mechanical parameters
required for calculation are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Calculation parameters of rock mechanics.

LITHOLOGY ρ (/kg/m3) E (/GPa) μ c (/MPa) σt (/MPa) ϕ (/◦)

Loess and Sand Gravel 1900 0.015 0.30 0.02 0.60 17.0
Mudstone 2200 1.31 0.24 2.16 3.73 25.0

Sandstone and Mudstone 2440 2.23 0.25 3.80 4.25 30.0
Sandstone 2640 3.54 0.25 5.50 4.78 35.0
Limestone 2800 2.66 0.23 6.20 7.98 35.0

Sandy Mudstone 2613 0.90 0.26 5.50 4.78 30.0
Siltstone 2540 3.16 0.35 2.65 1.36 31.0

Coal 1400 1.00 0.29 1.25 1.60 25.0

3.3. Simulation Scheme and Steps

This time simulates the mining process of three stable and minable coal layers in the
southeast of Qinshui coalfield, studies the characteristics of bedrock failure and surface
movement, and analyzes the characteristics of bedrock stress distribution. The numerical
calculation is divided into two stages and three times of coal seam excavation. In the initial
geostress calculation stage, the virtual mass calculation method is adopted. During the
simulation, the coal and rock strata are discretized as a whole. The strength and stiffness
of the contact surface are inherited from the cell strength, and the strength of the contact
surface is set as 10% of the cell strength to obtain the initial geostress state under the action
of gravity. The initial strain of coal is converted into the constitutive model of brittle rock
after the initial strain of the coal-softening element is converted into the constitutive model
of brittle rock. In the stage of the coal seam excavation solution, in order to better simulate
the bedrock breaking process, the displacement and change gradient within the calculation
range are zeroed. Then, calculate the coal seam excavation stage, excavate in three times,
and set it as “None” model, according to the designed coordinate range of coal seam goaf,
to realize coal seam excavation. After each coal seam excavation, the solution time step is
set to 10,000. In order to master the variation law of surface settlement, monitoring points
with an interval of 10 m are set on the surface. When simulating the excavation of different
coal seams, the characteristics of bedrock fracture and surface failure are recorded.

The numerical model is corrected and adjusted by using surface monitoring data. Dur-
ing 3# coal mining, surface safety monitoring was conducted, and monitoring points were
arranged along the advancing direction of the working face to monitor surface settlement.
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4. Results

4.1. Analysis of Bedrock Failure Characteristics

This simulation adopts a 2D plane model. After the excavation calculation of three
layers of coal, the failure characteristics of bedrock are obtained, as shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5a shows that, when mining the upper coal seam, the coal seam floor near the
coal pillar at the edge of the goaf is uplifted, and the floor is cracked and damaged. The
key bedrock layer above the edge of the goaf breaks down to form a key block structure.
The inclined broken block contacts the coal seam floor and the upper rock mass to form
a triangular suspended space. The key blocks in the middle of the goaf are unstable and
broken, and the “masonry beam” structure is formed by stacking in the goaf [19]. Affected
by the failure of bedrock, there are the tensile zone, compression zone, and compressive
uplift zone on the surface.

With the mining of the middle coal seam, the floor uplift of the upper coal seam
gradually disappears. The mining thickness of the middle coal seam is small, and the
change of bedrock failure characteristics is not obvious. Figure 5 shows the bedrock failure
characteristics after mining of the lower coal seam. When the lower coal seam is mined, the
coal seam floor is broken and lifted. The failure of the lower direct roof rock layer develops
upward and affects the goaf and bedrock of the middle and upper coal seams, resulting in
its instability and fracture again, and the floor rock layer of the middle coal seam breaks
down, which makes the key rock layer above the middle coal seam unstable and collapse.
A key block structure is formed at the edge of the goaf to support the overlying strata. The
rock stratum breaks and collapses, and the cracks of the bedrock develop directly to the
surface, resulting in great damage to the surface, forming huge staggered platforms, cracks,
or collapse pits, with large widths and depths of damage. The development of fissures
connects the goaf and the surface of the three layers of coal, resulting in the discharge of
harmful gases. At the same time, it also forms a water diversion channel, and the water and
sediment are fed into the working face and goaf. This not only pollutes the air and water
near the mining area but also threatens the safety of the working face and surface water.

(a)

Figure 5. Cont.
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(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5. Characteristics of bedrock and surface damage. (a) Bedrock failure in upper coal seam
mining; (b) Bedrock failure of all coal mining; (c) Cloud map of stress distribution of bedrock;
(d) Cloud map of bedrock settlement (left is vertical, right is horizontal).

According to the analysis of Figure 5c, the stress change of bedrock has obvious
characteristics, and the failure of rock stratum starts from the surface of rock stratum. The
bedrock above the edge of the goaf is mainly broken, cracked, and with tensile damage,
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while the middle part is mainly compressive and shear damage. The weak rock stratum in
the bedrock is damaged by shear and tension, and the broken rock stratum belt is formed
under the action of repeated mining. The damage boundary in bedrock decreases suddenly
with the increase in mining depth. The damage boundary line presents a parabola shape
and is symmetrically distributed on both sides of the goaf. The content shown in Figure 5d
is the cloud map of bedrock settlement, and the bedrock settlement shows three gradients
with the change of depth. The settlement of the lower bedrock is only affected by the
mining of 15# coal seam, and the settlement is small, about 3.5–4.0 m; the subsidence of
the middle bedrock is larger than that of the lower bedrock. Affected by the mining of the
middle and lower coal seams, the subsidence caused by the bedrock has a superposition
effect, and the subsidence is about 4.88–5.5 m; the upper bedrock has the largest settlement,
which is affected by the mining of all coal seams, and the cumulative effect is more obvious.
The maximum settlement is 8.183 m. From the gradient settlement caused by bedrock
failure, the bedrock settlement caused by MCS mining is related to the mining thickness
of the coal seam, and the influence is cumulative. The mining of the lower coal seam will
lead to the repeated destruction of the rock mass of the upper bedrock and goaf, and the
subsidence of the bedrock and surface bedrock, caused by the mining of the lower coal
seam, is the most severe.

4.2. Bedrock Failure Stress Analysis

The stress balance of bedrock is broken during coal mining, resulting in bedrock
instability, fracture, and fragmentation. After all the coal is mined, the stress distribution
nephogram of bedrock failure shows left-right symmetry. The horizontal stress and vertical
stress are selected for comparative analysis. It can be seen from Figure 6 that the left part is
the cloud diagram of vertical stress distribution, and the right part is the cloud diagram of
horizontal stress distribution. Before the instability and collapse of the key bedrock layer, it
exists in the form of “cantilever beam” and suddenly breaks after reaching the ultimate
bearing capacity. The key block is subjected to the pressure of the upper rock mass, and the
vertical stress concentration occurs in the rock stratum above the coal pillar. The maximum
downward vertical stress is about 9.79 MPa, and the maximum upward vertical stress is
about 2.73 MPa. At the same time, the coal pillar is also affected by vertical stress, resulting
in bending deformation and even coal explosion and rock explosion accidents. Before the
bedrock is broken, it is stretched and bent, and there is a horizontal stress concentration area
in the upper part of each rock stratum. After the rock stratum is broken, the stress on the
upper and lower sides of the key block changes: the upper part is subjected to compressive
stress, the lower part is subjected to tensile stress, and then, there is a horizontal stress
concentration area. In the broken rock stratum, the interaction between rock blocks also
produces stress concentration points. After the bedrock is broken, the maximum horizontal
stress value is 4.9–6.1 MPa, which is symmetrically distributed left and right, in the opposite
direction, and points to the middle of the basin.

Figure 6. Cloud map bedrock stress distribution (left is vertical, right is horizontal).
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4.3. Surface Deformation and Stress Characteristics

There is a tensile zone, a compression zone, and a compressive fracture zone in the
surface basin. The tensile zone is located at the edge of the surface subsidence basin,
and the surface fractures are relatively developed, resulting in step fractures and tensile
fractures [31]. The compression zone is located at the bottom of the edge of the subsidence
basin, the cracks are closed, and the topsoil is compressed without crushing damage. The
compression and fracture area is in the middle of the surface basin [32]. The topsoil is
in the state of compression and fracture, resulting in compression and shear failure, and
compression uplift occurs in some areas. These surface damage phenomena are consistent
with the characteristics of surface damage caused by SBMCS [31,33].

In order to better analyze the characteristics of surface movement and deformation, in
the process of numerical simulation, a monitoring point is set every 10 m on the surface,
and a total of 61 surface monitoring points are arranged to monitor the settlement value and
stress distribution of the surface during the simulation process, as shown in Figure 7. The
characteristics of surface subsidence accord with the law of surface subsidence in the actual
mining process. The surface presents a flat bottom moving basin, and the characteristics of
surface subsidence caused by MCS mining are also obvious. According to Figure 7a, the
three dense areas of the curve in the middle of the basin show the maximum subsidence
curves of the three coal seam excavation stages, respectively. According to the 3# coal
surface monitoring data collected, the maximum settlement is 2.622 m, and the maximum
settlement obtained by numerical simulation is 3.0 m. The simulation state is ideal, and the
difference of settlement is 0.378 m, which is a reasonable range. According to Figure 7b, the
distribution law of surface horizontal stress is that the stress concentration fluctuates up
and down at 10 KPa (downward), the stress in the middle of the basin (within 200~400 m)
changes frequently, complexly, disorderly, and greatly, the stress value changes greatly, and
the difference between the maximum value and the minimum value is greater than 26 KPa;
however, the stress changes at the edge and outside of the basin are small [34].

According to Figure 7c, the overall variation characteristics of surface horizontal
stress are obvious. Near the edge of the mobile basin (within 100 m), the horizontal stress
changes significantly, and the horizontal stress changes slightly in the middle and outside
of the mobile basin. The maximum stress reaches 100 KPa, and the minimum stress is
about 77 KPa. Therefore, within a certain range of the surface, at the edge of the goaf,
the horizontal stress changes actively, and the phenomena of tension and compression
are obvious. The opening and closing movement of surface cracks in this area is obvious.
Combined with the change of vertical stress, it is easy to produce staggered cracks and
surface uplift. The stress change has obvious stratification phenomenon. The mining
activity of the lower coal seam has an impact on the upper goaf and its bedrock. The stress
increases due to the influence of lower coal seam mining.

(a)

Figure 7. Cont.
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(b)

(c)

Figure 7. Characteristic analysis curve of surface movement and deformation. (a) Surface subsidence
characteristic curve; (b) Characteristic of surface vertical stress distribution curve; (c) Characteristic
of surface horizontal stress distribution curve.

5. Discussion

5.1. The Bedrock Failure Process and Characteristics of MCS

After each layer of coal is mined, a caving zone is formed. Then, the roof collapses
directly, forming a collapse zone. The rock blocks falling into the goaf are relatively broken,
and the particle size is small, which is mainly affected by the impact force of the mining.
The volume of the broken rock and soil mass of the roof becomes larger, due to the influence
of rock formation fragmentation. In the bedrock between different coal seams, when the
key stratum reaches the failure limit, it presents a cantilever beam structure to support the
broken rock layer above [20,35]. As the working face advances, a sudden brittle fracture
occurs when the cantilever beam exceeds the ultimate bearing capacity. As the height
increases, the filling space becomes narrow, and after the key layer above breaks down, an
ordered block structure is formed as shown in Figure 8. The blocks are discrete and stacked
on each other to form a masonry beam structure [12,36]. Therefore, the settlement of the
broken bedrock layer, composed of the collapse zone and “masonry beam”, needs many
years to be gradually compacted, and the surface of the goaf can reach a relatively stable
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state. The bedrock damage caused by MCS mining is more serious than that caused by
single seam mining, and the damage recovery time may be longer.

Figure 8. Schematic of bedrock failure in mining of MCS.

The mining of SBMCS causes the damage state of bedrock and surface, which is
directly related to the mining geological conditions. In Northwest China, the coal seam is
thicker, and the bedrock is thinner. The surface of many coal mines is covered with thick
loose aeolian sand layer, and the bedrock is thin [11,30]. The destruction of bedrock and
surface caused by mining is more serious. However, the loose layer can repair the surface
damage automatically and slowly. There are few buildings on the surface, which is suitable
for mechanized high-intensity mining [37]. There are many differences between the multi
coal seam mining in the Qinshui coalfield and the MCS mining in the Shendong mining
area. Qinshui Coalfield does not have a thick loose layer on the surface, but it has thinner
Loess and Sand Gravel. Therefore, the self-healing ability of the surface is poor. As a result,
the failure characteristics and stress field distribution of the bedrock are different.

5.2. Impact of Water on Mining Safety

Underground mining engineering is a very dangerous thing if it is under the city or
underwater. The water body has a great impact on the mining of coal mine. The mining
causes the destruction of bedrock, and the crack is a good channel for the water body,
which poses a great threat to the mining face. The mining of shallowly buried multi coal
seams leads to bedrock collapse and relatively developed fractures, which leads to the
direct connection between the surface and the working face and forms a water diversion
channel. Surface water, groundwater, underground phreatic water, and other water bodies
are affected by bedrock fissures and feed into the mining face, resulting in a flood in the
working face.

The interaction between water body and coal rock mass is a complex physical and
chemical process. Chemical actions such as dissolution, hydration, dissolution, and
oxidation-reduction may occur between the water body and coal rock mass, which will not
only change the composition and structure of coal rock mass but also affect the mechanical
properties of coal rock mass [38] The infiltration of water into the rock and soil will also
change its physical properties. The water in the fractured rock mass will produce lubri-
cation at the fracture contact surface, reduce the friction resistance at the fracture surface,
enhance the shear stress effect, and induce the shear movement along the fracture surface.
Under the action of water softening and argillization, the filler in the fracture surface of
rock mass begins to develop from solid state to plastic state to liquid state with the increase
in water content, which reduces the mechanical properties of fractured rock mass, cohesion,
and friction angle [39]. At the same time, the surface water is fed into the goaf, so that
a large number of water bodies are stored in the goaf and overburden fractures, and the
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harmful substances in the goaf will also pollute the water bodies. For the research on the
influence of overburden on water, it is necessary to establish water monitoring (water level
monitoring, water quality monitoring, pore water pressure monitoring) and relevant tests
of various rock masses under different saturated water conditions. The research on the
coupling effect of water body and rock mass needs further research.

5.3. Numerical Simulation Method

In terms of numerical simulation, the CDEM algorithm has many advantages in the
process. The GDEM platform can organically combine the finite element and discrete
element, and it has a good effect on the numerical simulation of bedrock and surface
damage in coal mining. UEC software, based on the discrete element, and FLAC software,
based on the finite element, can simulate and analyze underground mining. However,
compared with the GDEM platform, based on the CDEM method, the GDEM platform
is closer to engineering practice, has more constitutive models, and the mining process
can be redeveloped. If there is a water-resisting layer in the goaf geological conditions,
corresponding measures shall be taken to protect the water resisting layer. In mining MCS,
attention should be paid to controlling the development height of bedrock fractures and
keeping the water resisting layer from being damaged. We can regard the aquifer as an
elastic template, build a balanced differential equation according to the theory of elastic
mechanics and elastic foundation, and solve the differential equation, according to the
relevant boundary conditions in the mining process. Furthermore, the mechanical analysis
and calculation of multiple water barriers can be realized.

6. Conclusions

Through the research of this paper, it is found that the bedrock and surface damage
caused by coal mining have strong regional characteristics. Different geological condi-
tions have different characteristics. Bedrock damage and fracture development, caused by
SBMCS mining, have regional characteristics. Different lithology, different water condi-
tions, different burial depths, mining thickness conditions, and method of mining are all
important factors affecting the failure characteristics of overlying rocks. The conclusions of
this paper are as follows:

(1) Affected by the repeated mining SBMCS, the bedrock is seriously damaged, and the
bedrock is broken above the edge of the goaf, forming collapse pits, step cracks, and
other failure forms. The weak rock stratum in the bedrock is affected by repeated
mining to form a broken rock stratum belt. Repeated mining leads to a gradient
change of bedrock subsidence. The settlement of mining 15# coal seam, and the
settlement of bedrock between 15# coal and 9# coal is small, about 3.5–4.0 m, while
the maximum settlement is 8.183 m on the ground.

(2) After the bedrock breaks, it forms a broken block, which overlaps with the coal seam
floor and surrounding rock to form a large suspended space. The size of the key
blocks is directly related to the thickness and strength of the rock stratum, as well
as the load on it. After discussion and analysis, the horizontal thrust between the
collapsed blocks of the overlying rock is related to the tensile strength and thickness of
the overlying rock. The cracks in the bedrock are relatively developed. The mining of
the lower coal seam leads to a large number of pores and cracks in the upper bedrock
and the collapsed rock mass in the goaf. The crack is connected with the surface,
which makes it easy to form sand and water burst accidents.

(3) The surface damage caused by SBMCS mining is more serious and complex. The
amount of surface subsidence has the superposition effect of surface subsidence
caused by repeated mining of MCS. The horizontal stress changes significantly along
the edge of the surface subsidence basin, which is prone to tensile and compressive
failure. The central part of the mobile basin is affected by repeated mining and
presents complex vertical stress changes. The maximum stress reaches 100 KPa, and
the minimum stress is about 77 KPa.
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(4) The CDEM algorithm has many advantages in the process of numerical simulation.
The GDEM platform can organically combine a finite element and a discrete element,
and it has a good effect on the numerical simulation of bedrock damage in coal mining.
In this study, it is necessary to further study and analyze the coupling effect between
water body and bedrock. The coupling mechanical model of water body and broken
rock mass is established to study the influence of the coupling model on the stress
and settlement of bedrock and surface.
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Abstract: In order to explore the deformation and failure law of deep surrounding rock roadway
disturbed by strong dynamic pressure, the triaxial mechanical properties of mudstone samples under
pre-cracking damage conditions were tested to study the deformation and failure characteristics and
energy evolution mechanism in the damage process, under different loading rates and confining
pressures. In the mechanical experiment, the specimen is pre-cracked to simulate the damage
and failure of surrounding rock during roadway excavation, and the damage degree model of rock
specimen is established. The results show that the loading rate and confining pressure have significant
effects on the peak strength and energy characteristics of mudstone at the average damage degree
of 0.12, and the peak strength increases with the increase in confining pressure and loading rate.
Under the same confining pressure, the energy increases first, and then decreases with the increase
in loading rate, and the loading rate at the turning point is called the critical loading rate. Under
the same confining pressure, the closed stress of mudstone gradually increases with the increase
in loading rate, and the closed stress and loading rate show a good linear relationship. Through
the fitting relationship, it is found that the fitting correlation coefficient between the closed stress of
mudstone and the loading rate is as high as 0.99. The elastic strain energy ratio presents a composite
function of exponential function with natural constant e, which is a nonlinear process.

Keywords: loading rate; confining pressure; peak strength; presplitting; critical loading rate

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the depletion of shallow coal resources, mining has gradually
turned to deep mining. However, due to the high ground stress environment of deep
mining, deep surrounding rock is often disturbed by roadway blasting excavation and high
strength mining of the working face, which leads to the aggravation of rock damage and
a decrease in strength. Accidents of roof caving and two-side shrinkage occur frequently,
which will lead to the overall instability and failure of the roadway. In underground mining
engineering, the influence of high ground stress surrounding the rock properties of the
roadway, and artificial mining [1–4] has become the main reason for roadway failure.

Mudstone is the most widely distributed rock in the world, and mudstone is also
a common rock type in coal mines. Mud soft rock roadway deformation is a process of
the slow release of deformation energy induced by coal mining or other dynamic loads.
At present, many scholars have carried out a large number of mechanical test studies on
the failure disasters and support of coal and rock roadways under static and dynamic
loads [5–9]. Bai et al. [10], by theoretical analysis and numerical methods, studied the
temporal and spatial distribution law of mining stress and dynamic disturbance in the
process of dynamic pressure roadway excavation, and proposed the sectional dynamic
support technology. Zang et al. [11] studied the variation law of surrounding rock under a
static load and different disturbances of intensity by numerical simulation, and proposed
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the combined support of shotcrete anchor net and reinforced anchor cable. Du et al. [12]
studied a new test system coupled with true triaxial static load and local dynamic distur-
bance with regard to the strength characteristics and crushing law of rock under different
dynamic and static combined loads. Su and Gao [13], through field investigation, numerical
simulation and field testing, studied the stress and deformation evolution characteristics
of surrounding rock under the influence of multiple excavation and mining. The mating
support technology of high pre-stressed bolt and short anchor cable was proposed. From
the above research contents, it can be seen that a large number of scholars have carried out
in-depth research on the influence of the dynamic load strain rate on roadways, but the
study of coal mine dynamic disturbance (10−5/s < strain rate < 10−3/s) on the mechanical
properties and failure law of argillaceous rock mass is lacking. In particular, there is a lack
of research on the mechanical behavior and engineering dynamic response characteristics
of an argillaceous rock mass under static load and then under different disturbance loads.
Therefore, it is of great significance to study and analyze the deformation and instability
mechanism of roadways under dynamic disturbance.

In addition, from the perspective of energy, the material failure process is essentially a
state instability phenomenon driven by energy. Many scholars at home and abroad have
done a lot of research on rock failure processes. Zhang et al. [14] carried out failure tests on
marble under different unloading confining pressure, to study the variation law between
deformation and failure of marble and energy. Wen et al. [15] redefined the damage variable
from the perspective of energy dissipation, and analyzed the damage evolution based on a
triaxial test. Wang et al. [16] analyzed the energy, energy dissipation and energy conversion
mode in the process of rock failure by cyclic loading and unloading. Based on the theory
of damage mechanics, rock mechanics and energy conservation, the quantification of the
rock failure degree was discussed. The study from Zhao et al. [17], combined with the
experimental results, theoretical analysis and numerical simulation, demonstrated that
the energy conversion characteristics in the process of rock deformation and failure are
summarized according to the energy storage, release and dissipation mechanism of the
rock. Hou et al. [18] studied the influence of the loading rate on the energy dissipation
characteristics of shale, and discussed the variation in the strain energy conversion rate
with the loading rate.

In summary, this paper adopts the method of axial loading pre-compression to produce
certain micro-fracture damage inside the rock sample, to simulate the mining influence
process of deep rock excavation and artificial mining in the roadway, which is called pre-
cracking damage. The triaxial mechanical properties under different confining pressures
and loading rates are tested, and the failure characteristics, strength characteristics and
deformation characteristics, under different loading rates and confining pressures, are
studied. The internal relationship between deformation and failure, pre-cracking damage
and energy dissipation of specimens is analyzed, which has important research significance
for roadway support and disturbance dynamic disaster analysis.

2. Test Materials and Test Schemes

2.1. Sample Preparation

The test rock samples were taken from the roof rock block of 1200 transport roadway
in the Shanjiaoshu Coal Mine. The Z1Z-GT-230 core drilling rig was used to drill the core
of the rock block. At the same time, the STJ2500-1-4 track trimming machine and SHM-200
double face leveling machine were used to process the core specimens. The core is shown
in Figure 1. In order to better meet the test requirements, the standard specimen developed
by the International Society of Rock Mechanics was adopted. The specimen was a cylinder
with a diameter of 50 mm and a height of 100 mm. At the same time, the flatness of the two
ends of the rock was controlled within 0.02 mm, and the non-parallelism of the two ends
was less than 0.05 mm.
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Figure 1. Core standard specimens.

2.2. Test Scheme

The test loading equipment adopts a DSZ-1000 stress–strain controlled triaxial shear
test system, as shown in Figure 2. The maximum static main pressure of the test machine is
1000 kN, the force resolution is 10 N, the measurement accuracy is ±0.5% FS, the maximum
vertical main pressure moving step distance is 300 mm, and the maximum static confining
pressure is less than 60 MPa. The system control mode has three kinds: force control,
displacement control, axial strain and transverse strain control, which can ensure the
reliability of the experimental loading process data and the authenticity of the simulation
of the roadway dynamic disturbance.

 
Figure 2. DSZ-1000 mechanical experimental system.

In order to study the influence of the loading rate and confining pressure on the
strength and energy characteristics of rock samples after pre-cracking damage, three groups
of different confining pressures were set in this experiment, representing the different stress
environments of rock. There were three different confining pressures W (1 MPa, 2 MPa,
3 MPa). Under each group of confining pressure, there are three different loading rates S
(0.3 mm/min, 0.6 mm/min, 1.8 mm/min). Due to too many specimens, this paper only
selected nine representative specimens for research and analysis.

The surrounding rock on the surface of the deep mine roadway is broken due to mine
pressure and artificial mining. The surrounding rock is in a low confining pressure state or
zero confining pressure state (uniaxial compressive state). The maximum principal stress
of the surrounding rock is axial stress, and the minimum principal stress is circumferential
stress. In the process of coal mining, the stress will transfer, the surrounding rock has been
damaged or failed and the rock will be further in three-dimensional stress or a uniaxial
loading state. In order to study the whole influence process of deep rock excavation and
artificial mining, the rock mass is divided into three main stages. The first stage: high-
stress triaxial loading stage, which simulates the original rock stress state and original rock
damage process of deep rock mass. The second stage: stress unloading process, which
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simulates the unloading process of deep rock mass after excavation under the stress state of
the original rock. The third stage: loading stage of low confining pressure and different rate,
this stage simulates the peak stress transfer under dynamic disturbance, and then loading
a low confining pressure and high vertical stress on pre-cracking damaged rock specimens
in the unloading stage. The confining pressure and the loading rate in the vertical direction
after the unloading stage affect the failure factors of the deep rock mass.

The main process of pre-cracking damage is as follows: (1) The testing machine σ3 is
set to 20 MPa by the stress control mode, and the stress point moves from O point to A
point, which simulates the real stress state of the roadway before excavation. (2) When the
stress point reaches A, stress control is used to unload σ3 at A certain rate, to a confining
pressure of 15 MPa. In this process, σ1 is continuously increased, and the increase in σ1 is
50–70% of the peak strength. This process simulates the stress adjustment after roadway
excavation (sections A–B). (3) When the stress point value reaches point B, the stress control
reduces σ1 to the same value as σ3 (to prevent specimen failure), and then the specimen
is unloaded to 0 MPa at the same time. In this process, the specimen forms cracks (B–O
segment). The loading path was shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Specimen loading path.

3. Pre-Cracking Damage Analysis

3.1. Principle of Energy Dissipation

In the process of the rock experiment, the test machine inputs energy to the specimen
through mechanical work, and the energy will exist in the form of accumulation and
dissipation in the rock. The energy accumulated by the specimen is mainly divided into
potential energy and thermal energy. In general, the energy conversion into heat energy
is relatively small, which has little effect on the strength of the specimen, and can be
attributed to the dissipation energy. The potential energy is mainly converted into elastic
potential energy and also becomes elastic strain energy. The dissipation of energy is mainly
manifested in the friction between the structural planes inside the rock and the extrusion
between microscopic particles, and finally the thermal energy forms in the process of
forming new microscopic cracks. Assuming that the specimen does not have other forms
of energy exchange, the work done by the testing machine on the specimen is denoted as U,
Ue as the elastic potential energy of the specimen during the test, and Ud as the dissipation
energy of the internal damage of the rock, from the literature (Wen et al. [15]):

U = Ud + Ue (1)
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For elastomers, the total energy provided by the testing machine will be converted
into elastic potential energy. For an elastic–plastic body under triaxial compression, its
energy input can be expressed by the following formula:

U =

ε1∫
0

σ1dε1 +

ε2∫
0

σ2dε2 +

ε3∫
0

σ3dε3 (2)

Among them: σ1 indicates that the specimen is subjected to axial stress, MPa. σ2 and
σ3 represent the confining pressure of the specimen, MPa. ε1 denotes the axial strain of the
rock specimen. ε2 and ε3 represent the circumferential strain of the rock specimen.

For pseudo-triaxial compression, when confining pressure σ2 = σ3, the energy absorbed
by the rock specimen is:

U =
∫

σ1dε1 + 2
∫

σ3dε3 =
n

∑
i=1

1
2
(σ1i + σ1i−1)(ε1i − ε1i−1)− 2

n

∑
i=1

σ3(ε3i − ε3i−1) (3)

For the calculation, it can release elastic strain energy Ue of the unit rock mass, the
unloading elastic modulus Eu can be replaced by the elastic modulus E of the elastic section
before the peak. The released elastic strain energy at any point on the stress–strain curve
can be calculated according to the formula:

Ue =
σ2

1i
2E

(4)

For the triaxial stress state, the released elastic energy is composed of axial and
circumferential parts. By consulting the literature [19,20], the energy released by the
circumferential elastic strain energy is small, and the elastic strain energy released by the
axial is negligible, so only the axial elastic strain energy is considered.

3.2. Establishment of Damage Degree Model Based on Energy Dissipation

The deformation and failure of the rock is essentially the process of generation, ex-
pansion, connection, penetration and slippage of micro-cracks inside the rock. When new
cracks are generated, the rock needs to absorb energy, and the slippage friction between
cracks will consume energy. Therefore, the deformation and failure process of rock is the
process of energy accumulation and dissipation. According to the law of thermodynamics,
energy dissipation is the essential attribute of rock deformation and failure. Therefore,
the dissipation and release of energy eventually lead to the deformation and failure of
the rock, and the dissipation of energy is the main reason for the damage of the internal
structure of the specimen. Considering the damage of mudstone in different degrees during
deformation and failure, the damage degree D is defined, which can be expressed as:

D =
Ud

U
(5)

Formula: U is the total energy absorbed by the specimen, MJ/m3. Ud is the energy
consumed in the simulated unloading process, MJ/m3.

Because this experiment is carried out by the pseudo-triaxial test, therefore, using the
pseudo-triaxial formula analysis, the synthesis of Formulas (1), (3), (4), and (5), obtained in
the process of deformation and failure of mudstone damage, with regard to mathematical
expression is:

D = 1 − σ2
1i

2(E
∫

σ1dε1 + 2
∫

σ3dε3)
(6)

Figure 4 shows the stress–strain curves of some rock specimens under pre-cracking
damage. Since there are many test rocks, some rocks are selected to analyze the damage
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degree of the pre-cracking stage. As can be seen from the figure, when the stress is loaded
to the set load and then unloaded, the unloading curve does not return along the path of
the original loading curve, but is lower than the loading curve. The area below the loading
curve is the work done by the external load, while the area below the unloading curve is
the elastic energy released by the rock, that is, the elastic deformation energy of the rock
under the current load. In addition to the increase in elastic deformation energy of the rock
sample, another part of the total work is dissipated, and the dissipated energy will not be
released from the rock sample with unloading, so the unloading curve is lower than the
loading curve. The total work minus the elastic deformation energy of the rock sample is
the dissipated energy, namely the area between the loading and unloading curves. The
damage degree D of each rock sample can be calculated by calculating the area, which
proves that the greater the dissipation area, the greater the damage degree. According to
Equation (7) and the test results, the damage degrees under pre-cracking conditions are
0.13, 0.11 and 0.12, respectively. It can be seen that this process is mainly to simulate the
fracture specimens formed by roadway excavation, so it has little effect on the damage
degree of the rock specimens at this stage. There is an inflection point in the curve in
Figure 4c, indicating that there are cracks in the specimen before the pre-cracking test.
During the test, the cracks need to absorb energy when they close slowly, and the energy
absorbed in the pre-cracking stage after closure will be less than that before.

  
(a) Test sample 1 (b) Test sample 3 (c) Test sample 6 

Figure 4. Stress–strain curve under pre-cracking damage.

4. Strength Characteristics under Pre-Cracking Damage Condition

4.1. Strength Characteristics Analysis

The stress–strain curves of mudstone rock samples under different loading rates
and confining pressures are shown in Figure 5, by sorting out and analyzing the triaxial
compression test results under pre-cracking damage conditions, and the main mechanical
index parameters of the test results are given in Table 1. It can be seen from Figure 5 that,
with the increase in confining pressure, the stress–strain curves of mudstone samples show
different degrees of strain characteristics. The deformation and failure process of rock
samples can be roughly divided into four stages, namely, the compaction stage, elastic
deformation stage, elastic–plastic deformation stage and post-peak failure stage. In the
initial compaction stage, the cracks in the rock specimens are continuously compacted
with the increase in stress. In the elastic deformation stage, the stress–strain curve is linear,
and the elastic modulus E remains constant. In the elastic–plastic deformation stage, the
internal cracks of the rock samples begins to expand and is accompanied by a large number
of cracks. In the post-peak failure stage, with the increase in strain, the stress gradually
drops and the ability to continue bearing is lost. At the same loading rate, the peak strength
of the rock samples increases with the increase in confining pressure. When the loading
rate S is 0.3 mm/min, the confining pressure increases W from 1 MPa to 3 MPa, and the
peak strength increases from 110.96 MPa to 138.7 MPa, with an increase of 25%. When the
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loading rate S was 0.6, the confining pressure increased W from 1 MPa to 3 MPa, and the
peak strength increased from 169.18 MPa to 229.15 MPa, with an increase of 35.5%. When
the loading rate was S 1.8, the confining pressure increased W from 1 MPa to 3 MPa, and
the peak strength increased from 138.7 MPa to 265.86 MPa, with an increase of 91.7%.

  
(a) 1 MPa (b) 2 MPa (c) 3 MPa 

Figure 5. Stress–strain curves of specimens under different confining pressures.

Table 1. Triaxial compression test results.

Sample
No

Confining Pressure
/MPa

Loading Rate
/mm min−1

Peak Strength
/MPa

Elastic Modulus
/GPa

1 1.0 0.3 110.96 34.2
2 1.0 0.6 169.18 49.17
3 1.0 1.8 171.83 58.74
4 2.0 0.3 117.67 38.2
5 2.0 0.6 226.88 46.65
6 2.0 1.8 245.45 53.95
7 3.0 0.3 138.7 37.96
8 3.0 0.6 229.15 55.84
9 3.0 1.8 265.86 62.08

It can be seen from Table 1 that under the same confining pressure, the faster the
loading rate is, the greater the strength of the specimen will be. When the confining
pressure is 1 MPa, the loading rate increases from 0.3 mm/min to 1.8 mm/min, and the
strength increases from 110.96 MPa to 171.83 MPa, with an increase of 54.8%. When the
confining pressure was 2 MPa, the loading rate increased from 0.3 mm/min to 1.8 mm/min,
and the strength increased from 117.67 MPa to 245.45 MPa, with an increase of 108.5%.
When the confining pressure is 3 MPa, the loading rate increases from 0.3 mm/min to
1.8 mm/min, and the strength increases from 138.7 MPa to 265.86 MPa, with an increase of
91.6%.

Figure 6 shows the deformation and failure characteristics of the specimens and the
binary treatment. It can be seen from the figure that the failure cracks of the specimen
are mainly longitudinal in development, showing shear failure. The surface cracks of the
specimen were relatively small at a small loading rate until after the failure. With the
increase in the loading rate, the number of cracks in the specimen gradually increased,
and cones were generated at both ends. Rock blocks with uneven sizes fell off, on to the
surface, and most of them were detritus, indicating that, with the increase in the loading
rate, a large amount of elastic energy accumulated in the specimen after the failure was
transformed into the plastic dissipation energy that broke the rock.
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(a) Confining pressure W = 1 MPa 

  
(b) Confining pressure W = 2 MPa 

  
(c) Confining pressure W = 3 MPa 

Figure 6. Failure characteristics and binary treatment of specimens.

4.2. Characteristic Stress Analysis

Martin [21,22] and others conducted a more in-depth study of rock mechanics exper-
iments, which found that the fracture development of rock in the failure process will be
divided into four stages, namely, the closure stage, the initiation stage, the expansion stage
and the interactive penetration stage. Cracks in the four stages of the development process
will have a great correlation with the overall strength and mechanical properties of the
specimen. In the process of specimen crack closure compaction, due to the rock specimen,
it has its own defects and the test machine loading first crack closure compaction, will
produce a stress threshold denoted as crack closure stress σcc. When the testing machine is
loaded to the stress threshold, it indicates that the specimen has been completely closed and
will enter the elastic deformation stage. The change in this stage is mainly controlled by the
mechanical parameters such as the elastic modulus E and Poisson’ s ratio V of rock. With
the increase in the stress of the specimen, there will be stable new cracks in the specimen.
This process is a stable crack propagation stage. The stress of the specimen at the beginning
of the crack is recorded as the initiation stress σci. According to the research results of
a large number of scholars, the initiation stress is roughly 30–60% of the peak strength
of the specimen. When the stress of the specimen continues to increase, unstable crack
propagation will occur inside the rock. At this time, the corresponding stress is denoted
as the damage stress σcd. After the specimen reaches the damage stress, the internal crack
will always be in an unstable state. Academia also regards the damage stress σcd as the
long-term strength of the rock. After the damage stress, the internal cracks of the specimen
continuously interact with each other, and gradually develop from a large number of
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surrounding cracks to macroscopic cracks and shear bands. Finally, the macroscopic failure
of the specimen occurs, and the specimen reaches the peak strength σp.

In summary, the specimen has four main characteristic stresses in the compression
process, including closure stress σcc, initiation stress σci, damage stress σcd and peak strength
σp. The stress threshold of each stage corresponds to different stages in the failure process
of the test specimen. Therefore, the study of the stress eigenvalue has important guiding
significance for the strength damage of the specimen under different confining pressures
and different loading rates.

There is the volumetric strain method and acoustic emission method for determining
characteristic stress values. The conventional mechanical experiments can be approximately
calculated by the volume strain εv curve:

εv ≈ 2ε1 + ε2 (7)

In the formula, ε1 represents the circumferential strain measured during the test and
ε2 represents the axial strain. When the specimen is subjected to external force, the internal
cracks will be closed, and crack initiation, expansion stage and interactive penetration
occur. The volumetric strain curve will occur at an offset inflection point, damage stress σcd
and peak strength σp. The stress points corresponding to the circumferential strain curve
are closed stress σcc and crack initiation stress σci, as shown in Figure 7.

 
Figure 7. Diagram of characteristic stress corresponding value (Cai et al. [23]).

In this paper, the closed stress σcc, crack initiation stress σci, damage stress σcd and
peak strength σp of rock specimens under different loading rates and confining pressures
in triaxial tests, are obtained by using volumetric strain and circumferential strain. Figure 7
is the characteristic stress curve of the specimen. It can be seen from Figure 7 that, with
the increase in confining pressure, the characteristic stress increases in varying degrees,
indicating that the expansion of rock specimens will require higher stress after the confining
pressure increases. From another aspect, confining pressure has an inhibitory effect on the
expansion of specimens. At high confining pressure, the inflection point of the volumetric
strain will be delayed, so the crack initiation stress and damage stress will be increased.

It can be seen from the closed stress σcc in Figure 8a that, under the same confining
pressure, the closed stress of mudstone gradually increases with the increase in loading rate,
and the closed stress has a good linear relationship with the loading rate. It is found that
the closed stress and loading rate of mudstone can be described by a linear relationship:

When the confining pressure W is 1 MPa, the loading rate S increases from 0.3 mm/min
to 1.8 mm/min, and the closure stress increases from 12.5 MPa to 42.5 MPa, with an increase
of 240%. The fitting relationship is y = 20.925x + 6.715, and the fitting correlation coefficient
between the two is as high as 0.998.
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(a) Closure stress cc (MPa) (b) Crack initiation stress ci MPa) (c) Damaging stress cd (MPa) 

Figure 8. Characteristic stress curves of specimens.

When the confining pressure W is 2 MPa, the loading rate S increased from 0.3 mm/min
to 1.8 mm/min, and the closure stress increases from 14.2 MPa to 48.2 MPa, with an increase
of 239%. The fitting relationship is y = 23.475x + 9.758, and the fitting correlation coefficient
between the two is as high as 0.996.

When the confining pressure W is 3 MPa, the loading rate S increases from 0.3 mm/min
to 1.8 mm/min, and the closure stress increases from 16.8 MPa to 50.5 MPa, with an increase
of 201%. The fitting relationship is y = 22.78x + 10.133, and the fitting correlation coefficient
between the two is as high as 0.999.

When the loading rate is low, the reaction time for the deformation of mudstone
mineral particles is sufficient, and the crack propagation can be coordinated with the
increase in load. At a high loading rate, the crack propagation in the material lags behind
the increase in the load, and the absorbed energy is accumulated inside the material, which
shows that the closure stress increases with the increase in the loading rate.

From Figure 8b, the initiation stress will increase with the increase in loading rate.
The initiation stress of confining pressure 1 MPa and 2 MPa can still maintain a significant
linear relationship. When the specimen is 3 MPa, the increase rate of initiation stress will
decrease. It can be seen from Figure 8c that under three confining pressures, the damage
stress of the specimen increases with the increase in the loading rate, but the increase rate
slows down.

5. Energy Characteristic under Pre-Cracking Damage Condition

5.1. Energy Evolution Characteristics under Different Loading Rates and Confining Pressures

Figure 9 shows the energy evolution curves of rock specimens under different loading
rates and confining pressures after pre-cracking damage. It can be seen from the figure
that the energy change characteristic curves have similar characteristics. Before the peak
strength of the rock specimen was reached, most of the energy absorbed by the specimen
at this stage was converted into elastic energy E, accounting for about 75.5–93.4% of the
total energy, and only a small part of the energy was converted into plastic dissipation
energy. With the increase in confining pressure, the elastic energy increases, indicating that
confining pressure can inhibit the circumferential deformation of the specimen, forcing
the axial specimen to accumulate large elastic strain energy, As shown in Figure 9, when
the confining pressure W was 1 MPa, the accumulated elastic energy was 18.78 kJ·m−3.
When the confining pressure W increased to 3 MPa, the accumulated elastic energy was
47.06 kJ·m−3, and the elastic energy increased by 150.58%. When the specimen was dam-
aged, the plastic dissipation strain energy accounted for more than 99% of the total energy,
and almost all the energy was consumed in the form of plastic dissipation energy, such as
the energy consumed by friction between cracks.
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(g) (h) (i) 

Figure 9. Energy evolution curve of rock specimens. (a) Test sample 1 (W = 1 MPa, S = 0.3 mm/min),
(b) Test sample 2 (W = 1 MPa, S = 0.6 mm/min), (c) Test sample 3 (W = 1 MPa, S = 1.8 mm/min),
(d) Test sample 4 (W = 2 MPa, S = 0.3 mm/min), (e) Test sample 5, (W = 2 MPa, S = 0.6 mm/min),
(f) Test sample 6 (W = 2 MPa, S = 1.8 mm/min), (g) Test sample 7 (W = 3 MPa, S = 0.3 mm/min)
(h) Test sample 8 (W = 3 MPa, S = 0.6 mm/min), (i) Test sample 9 (W = 3 MPa, S = 1.8 mm/min).

It can be seen from Figure 10 that, under the same confining pressure, when the
loading rate increases to a certain value, the absorbed energy no longer increases with
the increase in the loading rate, on the contrary, it decreases. For this rock sample, the
loading rate S at a turning point is 0.6 mm/min, and the total strain energy absorbed by the
specimen at the loading rate of 0.6 mm/min is the largest. This loading rate is called the
critical loading rate; on the one hand, the faster loading rate S limits the development of
cracks, which is conducive to bearing, but on the other hand, it also makes the load-bearing
part of the micro-element store more deformation energy so that it is closer to failure, which
is not conducive to bearing. Therefore, there is an optimal loading rate S that makes the
energy absorbed by the specimen reach the maximum value. The confining pressure W was
1 MPa, and the absorbed total strain energy was 33.46 kJ·m−3. When the confining pressure
W increased by 2 Mpa, the total strain energy absorbed was 54.21 kJ·m−3, which increased
by 62.01%. When the confining pressure W increased by 3 Mpa, the total strain energy
absorbed was 54.71 kJ·m−3, which increased by 63.51%. With the increase in confining
pressure W, the total strain energy absorbed by the rock is increasing.
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Figure 10. Energy distribution chart of rock sample.

From the elastic strain energy conversion, it can be seen that when the confining
pressure W is 1 MPa and the loading rate S is 0.3 mm/min, the elastic strain energy
conversion is 83.5%. When the loading rate S increases to 0.6 mm/min, the elastic strain
energy conversion rate reaches 87.1%. When the loading rate S increases to 1.8 mm/min,
the elastic strain energy conversion rate decreases to 75.5%. When the confining pressure
W is 2 MPa and the loading rate S is 0.3 mm/min, 0.6 mm/min and 1.8 mm/min, the
elastic strain energy is transformed by 94.57%, 81.61% and 78.42%, respectively. When
the confining pressure W is 3 MPa and the loading rate S is 0.3 mm/min, 0.6 mm/min
and 1.8 mm/min, the elastic strain energy is transformed by 93.45%, 86.01% and 82.39%,
respectively. With the increase in the axial loading rate of the specimen, the conversion rate
of the elastic strain energy of the specimen decreases continuously, which indicates that
the elastic deformation of the rock cannot occur within the specimen at a high loading rate,
thus the accumulation of elastic strain energy is small. The parenthesis in Figure 10 is the
loading rate under the current confining pressure.

5.2. Proportion of Elastic Strain Energy

The elastic strain energy ratio represents the energy ratio absorbed by the elastic
deformation of the specimen during triaxial compression, and this process can analyze the
dynamic process of the energy accumulation state of the specimen. Figure 11 shows the
relationship between the proportion of elastic strain energy and the strain before the loading
peak of the rock specimen. It can be seen from Figure 11 that the curves of the proportion
of elastic strain energy have similar characteristics. When the specimen is loaded to 30–40%
of the peak strain, the proportion of elastic strain energy increases sharply, showing a linear
upward trend. When the specimen is loaded to about 70% of the peak strain, the proportion
of elastic strain energy of the specimen begins to be slow, and the growth process gradually
tends to a stable maximum and remains for a period of time. When loading to the peak
strain, the elastic strain energy ratio decreases gradually. In the initial stage of loading,
the proportion of elastic strain energy in specimens 4, 6 and 8 decreased. In this stage,
when the specimen was initially made of fractured specimens, some micro-cracks were
generated inside the specimen. When the specimen was loaded, the micro-cracks inside the
rock and other micro-structural surfaces were closed and friction slipped, thus consuming
elastic strain energy. When the specimen reaches the peak stage, there are new cracks in
the specimen. The strain energy consumed by unit strain is greater than the accumulated
elastic strain energy, and the elastic energy decreases. It can be seen from the overall fitting
curve that the elastic strain energy accumulation of the specimen presents a composite
function of the exponential function of the natural constant e, and its change is obviously
nonlinear.
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Figure 11. Elastic strain energy ratio, strain curve diagram. (a) Test sample 1 (W = 1 MPa,
S = 0.3 mm/min), (b) Test sample 2(W = 1 MPa, S = 0.6 mm/min), (c) Test sample 3 (W = 1 MPa,
S = 1.8 mm/min), (d) Test sample 4 (W = 2 MPa–0.3 mm/min), (e) Test sample 5 (W = 2 MPa,
S = 0.6 mm/min), (f) Test sample 6 (W = 2 MPa, S = 1.8 mm/min), (g) Test sample 7 (W = 3 MPa,
S = 0.3 mm/min) (h) Test sample 8 (W = 3 MPa, S = 0.6 mm/min), (i) Test sample 9 (W = 3 MPa,
S = 1.8 mm/min).

6. Conclusions

(1) The damage constitutive model of the mudstone specimen is established and verified
by pre-cracking. The results show that the average damage degree D of the specimen
is 0.12, and the model is reasonable.

(2) Through triaxial mechanical experiments under different confining pressures W and
loading rates S, the results show that under the same confining pressure W, the closed
stress of mudstone increases gradually with the increase in loading rate S, and the
closed stress has a good linear relationship with the loading rate S. Through the fitting
relationship, it is found that the fitting correlation coefficient R, between the closed
stress of mudstone and the loading rate S, is as high as 0.998.

(3) Under the same confining pressure W, the energy absorbed by the rock sample is
the largest when the loading rate S is 0.6 mm/min, and the energy absorbed by the
rock sample decreases with the increase in the loading rate. The loading rate S at
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the turning point is 0.6 mm/min, indicating that the energy increases first and then
decreases with the increase in the loading rate. The loading rate at the turning point
is called the critical loading rate.

(4) The proportion of elastic strain energy is used to analyze the dynamic process of the
energy accumulation state of the specimen. It can be seen from the overall fitting
curve that the elastic strain energy accumulation of the specimen presents a composite
function of the exponential function of the natural constant e, and its change is
obviously a nonlinear process.
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Abstract: The phenomenon of rock movement in mining areas has always been a difficult problem in
mining engineering, especially under complicated geological conditions. Although the backfilling
method mitigates the destruction of the surrounding rock, deformation can still exist in the mining
area. In order to ensure the safety of under-sea mining, it is necessary to study the rock movement
laws and the mechanisms. This paper focuses on a settlement analysis of the monitoring data of the
No. 55 prospecting profile. By analyzing the shape of the settlement curves, the spatial distribution
characteristics of settlements of different mining sublevels are summarized. Additionally, the fractal
characteristics of the settlement rate under different space–time conditions are studied. We also
discuss the relationship between the fractal phenomenon and the self-organized criticality (SOC)
theory. The findings are of great theoretical value for the further study of mining settlements to better
understand the physical mechanisms of internal movement and rock mass failures through the fractal
law of the settlement. Furthermore, elucidating the rock movement law is an urgent task for the
safety of seabed mining.

Keywords: rock movement; high-dip metal deposits; fractal character; the self-organized criticality
(SOC) theory

1. Introduction

Rock movement of different degrees often occurs in mining areas due to the distur-
bance of mining activities [1–4]. The movement, deformation, and destruction of rock
masses caused by underground mining activities may further lead to ground subsidence
which has caused growing social stability and ecological problems worldwide [5–7]. There-
fore, many scholars have been attaching great importance to the study of rock move-
ment phenomena; they have proposed relevant theories and numerical models [8–10].
They have conducted much research on rock movement law and relevant profound the-
ories from different perspectives [8,11–13]: geometric theory, mechanical theory, and
mathematical–statistical theory, for instance, the geometric method [14], the circular inte-
gral grid method [15], key strata theory [16,17], random medium theory [18], numerical
methods [19,20], and fractal theory [21,22]. In addition, a large number of numerical mod-
els have emerged, including the Knothe function model [23], the visco-elastic model [24],
the anisotropic material model [25], FDM predictive methodology of subsidence [26], the
improved Knothe function [27–29], the “four-zone” model [30], and the improved key
stratum theory [31]. Regarding fractal theory, the fractal concept was created in 1967 [32].
For the study object, if there is a power-law (or scaling-law) relationship between some of
its variables within a certain range, it is considered to have a fractal phenomenon [33,34].
The power-law and fractal theory are closely linked and complement each other. The fractal
theory has been widely applied in social sciences [35], agriculture [36], geography [32],
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geology [37,38], and other fields in recent years. Although the application of fractal theory
in geological science started relatively late, it shows strong vitality and broad application
prospects due to its powerful expression and concise form. Most geological phenomena are
fractal in the statistical sense. In addition, the research and exploration of rock mechanics
have also benefited from the development of fractal theory [22,35,36], for instance, in the
study of the fractal characteristics of land subsidence [16] and the acoustic emissions of
rock mass [37–39]. Fractal theory is widely used to guide production practices.

In summary, rock movement theory continues to develop and mature. However, most
mining-induced rock movement studies focus on coal mines; the problem of rock movement
caused by the mining of high-dip metal deposits on the seabed is little studied, especially
in the presence of faults [40–44]. As one of the popular mining methods, backfill mining is
increasingly applied in China and other mining countries. The filled materials consolidate
and compress together with the surrounding rock, and the stress of the surrounding
rock gradually shifts to the filling body over time. Finally, the mine reaches a state of
equilibrium. However, the movement of the surrounding rock is inevitable, which is
affected by the mining operation, the low-stiffness filling body, the filling method, the
existence of unfilled void spaces, and repeated mining activities [10,45,46]. Severe rock
movement or even surrounding rock damage can pose a great threat to the safety of mining
personnel and mining production activities. Nonlinear scientific theories are increasingly
widely used in geological hazard evaluation and prediction [47–51]. Some scholars have
used the self-organized criticality (SOC) theory to analyze the progressive failure process
of rocks under stress. We know that many natural phenomena exhibit fractal features, and
geological phenomena are no exception. As for the physical mechanisms underlying the
fractal phenomenon, the self-organized criticality (SOC) theory offers a better explanation
of the characteristics of nonlinear complex systems [47,48,51]. Simply put, SOC means
that a system will spontaneously evolve to a critical state. The stratum is in a dynamic
equilibrium state before excavation. The excavation process breaks the equilibrium and
leads to changes in the energy, so the stratum instinctively adjusts itself and organizes itself
to reach a new equilibrium through the adjustment of stress and deformation.

In this study, we used the following methods to explore the law of rock movement
produced by mining high-dip seabed deposits. We took the No. 55 prospecting line of
the Xinli mining area as the study object, summarized the deformation characteristics of
various sublevels (−200 m sublevel, −240 m sublevel, −320 m sublevel, −400 m sublevel,
−480 m sublevel, and −600 m sublevel), analyzed the vertical settlement rate using fractal
theory, and studied the possible deformation mechanism using the self-organized criticality
(SOC) theory. Hereafter, further studies on the mechanisms of rock movement phenomena
caused by mining high-dip deposits will be conducted, including physical simulation and
numerical simulation research.

2. Study Area

2.1. Geographical Environment and Geology

The Xinli mining area of the Sanshandao gold deposit is the first hard rock mine that
belongs to the under-sea deposit in Shandong province, China. It is located in Laizhou bay,
Laizhou city, bordering the Bohai Sea in the northwest and connected to the land in the
southeast (Figure 1). Many scholars have conducted much research on it [52–55]. The study
area belongs to the continental semi-humid climate of the temperate monsoon region. In
addition, it has both oceanic and continental climate characteristics. The annual average
temperature is 12.5 °C, and the precipitation is 612.1 mm [56].
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Figure 1. The study area (indicated in the red circle).

The study area is located to the east of the Tan–Lu fault, the north-limb of the Qixia
anticlinorium, and the northeastern part of the Sanshandao–Cangshang fault zone. As for
the Xinli mining area, the gold-bearing alteration zone is 1300 km long in the strike, and
its width varies from 70 to 185 m. It is produced in a relatively simple large vein shape,
with a stable occurrence and good mineralization continuity. The altered rocks are zoned
along the strike and inclination. From top to bottom, the altered rocks are pyrite sericite
granite, pyrite sericite granitic cataclysm, fault gouge (existing below the main fracture),
pyrite sericite cataclysm, pyrite sericite granitic cataclysm, and pyrite sericite granite. The
pyrite-sericite cataclysm zone in the range of 0–35 m below the main fracture has the
strongest alteration and gold mineralization, and it is also the location of the main ore body.
The quaternary sediments are distributed in the shallow part of the surface, exposed in the
southeast, with a thickness of 16–46 m, with sandy clay, fine sand, medium-coarse sand,
and coarse gravel. The sedimentary sequence is diverse, and the regularity is poor [57].
The direction of the maximum principal stress is roughly the horizontal direction (NWW),
and its value is greater than the self-weight stress of the rock mass [7]. There are three main
faults (F1, F2, and F3) and some typical secondary joints in the study area (Figure 2). The
gold ore body is an altered rock type gold deposit controlled by the F1 fault (a reverse fault),
whose strike is 40◦ and the dip angle is about 38◦. The F2 fault (a normal fault) lies west
of the F1 fault, with a strike of 15◦ and a dip angle of 80◦. The F3 fault (a strike-slip fault)
stretches northwest to the sea and southeast to the continent, with a strike of 300◦ and a
dip angle of 90◦.

 

Figure 2. Three main faults and the Xinli mining area.
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2.2. Mining Situation

The Xinli mining area of the Sanshandao gold deposit began its basic construction
in 2005, with a designed production capacity of 1500 t/d. The Xinli mining area adopted
the mechanical upward horizontal slice stopping-filling method with pointed pillars. In
order to improve production efficiency, simultaneous upward mining in several sublevels
has been designed. The mining activities are conducted from bottom to top by slicing and
filling at a slice height of 2.5 m. After the excavation, the mined-out area is immediately
backfilled with hardened solids mixed with mineral tailings and cement slurry (binder).
The stope length is 100 m, and its width is the thickness of the ore body. Three vertical shafts
and one return air shaft have been established in the mining area, and several sublevels
(−200 m, −240 m, −320 m, −400 m, −480 m, and −600 m.) have been developed (Figure 3).
In addition, a transportation roadway was developed at −440 m; a water silo, pump room,
and power distribution room at −600 m; and a fine ore recovery roadway at −667 m.

Figure 3. The simplified geological condition of the No. 55 prospecting profile (the green lines show
the plot range of the following settlement curves).

3. Methodology

3.1. Displacement Monitoring of the Roadway

In August 2015, a settlement monitoring system was established in the Xinli mining
area. In the whole mine, only the No. 55 prospecting profile line passes through the
ore body vertically from the hanging wall, that is, perpendicular to the mining direction,
forming the most favorable monitoring space conditions (Figure 2). Compared with other
profiles, the monitoring network of the No. 55 prospecting profile is relatively complete,
covering several sublevels of different depths. The monitoring network is mainly deployed
in several sublevels of the No. 55 prospecting profile and other roadways, and the number
of monitoring points exceeds 250 (Figure 4); the monitoring intervals are usually one or
two months. All of the monitoring uses the fourth-level leveling method. A leveling survey
is a method used to determine the height difference between different points on the ground
by using instruments (such as level and leveling staff) that provide level realization. It is a
vital technique of classical geodetic surveying [58–60]. This method played a positive role
in China’s height measurement campaign of Mount Qomolangma from 2019 to 2020 [61].
The total length of the leveling route is 7100 m. In the early stage, the monitoring interval
was one month. Later, due to the increased monitoring workload and relatively stable
settlement data in the study region, the monitoring interval was adjusted to two months
after 2017. In order to ensure the efficiency of the monitoring work and to save costs, the
distance between the monitoring points was nearly 50 m, and it became smaller in the area
close to the ore body, where the deformation is intense. The density of the monitoring points
depends on the deformation degree of surrounding rock; areas of intense deformation
often require more detailed monitoring data. It should be noted that the deformation of the
roadway caused by the mining disturbance is composed of the convergence displacement
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of the roadway itself and the displacement of the rock mass. When considering the time
effect, it can be assumed that the convergence displacement of the roadway itself is close
to zero. Therefore, the monitoring data of the roadway were taken as the results of the
rock movement.

Figure 4. The monitoring network of the No. 55 prospecting profile.

3.2. Fractal Theory

Regarding fractal theory, the capacity dimension is also called the box-counting di-
mension, and its definition is based on coverage [62]. The functional model is expressed as
N (r) = C × r−D. In the equation, r represents characteristic scale; C represents the propor-
tional factor; D represents the fractal dimension; and N (r) represents the number or sum of
the scale greater than or equal to r. According to the different meanings of N (r), it can be
divided into two function models of the capacity dimension: the content–number method
and the content-sum method [63]. In order to obtain the fractal dimension value D, the
value of r is constantly changed, and a series of corresponding N (r) values are obtained.
The two series of data obtained are projected onto a logarithmic coordinate graph. If there is
a straight line in a log–log plot, it indicates that the data conform to the fractal distribution.
In order to analyze the fractal characteristics of settlement rate evolution in the Xinli mining
area, we adopted long-term monitoring data of the −200 m, −320 m, −400 m, and −480 m
sublevels from May 2016 to November 2021.

4. Results

4.1. Settlement Monitoring Curve

Although it is well known that the backfilling mining method is an effective method
used to control the severe deformation of surrounding rock [64–67], the rock movement
phenomenon still exists in the mining region. Furthermore, the strength of the surrounding
rock has decreased due to mining disturbance. We reorganized the monitoring results
of several sublevels of the No. 55 prospecting profile from May 2016 to November 2021.
The monitoring curves are displayed in Figures 5–7. It should be noted that different
colors imply different monitoring dates, and we only present some of the monitoring
dates in order to keep the figures more concise and readable. Due to the arrangement
of the administrative staff, the monitoring of the −240 m sublevel was interrupted in
April 2019, and the monitoring of the −600 m sublevel was started in December 2017. In
addition, the settlement value increased by 1000 times in the following figures, and the
horizontal distance is the real value. From the final form of the settlement monitoring
curves, the backfilling method cannot completely constrict rock movement and deformation
of the surrounding rock. According to the years of the monitoring results, we found that
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the vertical settlement curves can be divided into two categories based on the shape of
the curves: (1) a “pan”-type curve. The upper sublevels (−200 m and −240 m) of the
No. 55 prospecting profile tend to show “pan” type curves (Figure 5). Most monitoring
points have similar settlement values, and the curves are smooth. (2) a “funnel”-type
curve. The lower sublevels (−320 m, −400 m, −480 m, −600 m) of the No. 55 prospecting
profile tends to show “funnel”-type curves (Figures 6 and 7). The settlement values of
most of the monitoring points have obvious differences, and the curves are somewhat
rough. Although there are also some differences between the two curves, there are some
similarities, regardless of the sublevels of the No. 55 prospecting profile; the monitoring
points on the left side of the monitoring line have a slight upward trend. After mining,
the surrounding rock moves and deforms as a result of disturbance, and the closer the
monitoring point is to the mining area, the larger the displacement is. Moreover, the
maximum settlements of the six monitoring sublevels from top to bottom are 296 mm,
146 mm, 308.5 mm, 332.5 mm, 268.5 mm, and 82.5 mm, respectively. In the −200 m, −320 m,
−400 m, and −480 m sublevels, the horizontal distances between the monitoring points
reaching a 150 mm settlement are 341.6 m, 251.3 m, 152.3 m, and 97.9 m, respectively.

Figure 5. The “pan”-type curve (a): −200 m sublevel (b): −240 m sublevel.

Figure 6. The “funnel” type curve (a): −320 m sublevel (b): −400 m sublevel.
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Figure 7. The “funnel” type curve (a): −480 m sublevel (b): −600 m sublevel.

4.2. Fractal Character of the Settlement Rate

Studies have shown that the dynamic settlement curve of the ground surface points
caused by mining has statistical fractal characteristics [22,68].

We used two function models of the capacity dimension to analyze the monitoring
data (Tables 1 and 2). The value of r (settlement rate) was constantly changed, and a series
of corresponding N (r) values were obtained. It should be noted that the absolute values of
the settlement are used here for convenience.

Table 1. Content-number method.

r/(mm/month) 3 6 9 12 15 18

N1 (r) 894 175 45 17 4 1

Table 2. Content-sum method.

r/(mm/month) 3 6 9 12 15 18

N2 (r) 4473.7 1441.7 517.0 236.8 68.1 19.7

The two series of data obtained were projected onto a logarithmic coordinate graph,
respectively (Figure 8). For the content-number method, there is a straight line that was
fitted by the least square method in a log–log plot, with an R2 value of 0.95. For the content-
sum method, there is a straight line that was fitted by the least square method in a log–log
plot, with an R2 value of 0.92. Whichever method we used, they both indicated that the
data conformed to the fractal distribution.

The settlement rate data of any provided monitoring sublevel from May 2016 to
November 2021 also showed a fractal character. When taking the −400 m sublevel as
an example, the settlement rate data also have an obvious fractal character (Table 3 and
Figure 9). There is a straight line that was fitted by the least square method in a log–log
plot, with an R2 value of 0.97. In addition, the settlement rate data of the −400 m sublevel
from June 2016 to September 2019 also showed a fractal character (Table 4 and Figure 10).
The settlement events over different space–time scales both show fractal characteristics.
The settlement events reflect the scale invariance of the settlement system.
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Figure 8. The settlement rate distribution of the whole No. 55 prospecting profile from May 2016 to
November 2021. (a) Content-number method; (b) content-sum method.

Table 3. The settlement rate distribution of the −400 m sublevel from May 2016 to November
2021 (content-number method).

r/(mm/month) 3 6 9 12 15

N3 (r) 287 59 12 3 1

Figure 9. The log–log plot of the settlement rate distribution of the −400 m sublevel from May 2016 to
November 2021.

Table 4. The settlement rate distribution of the −400 m sublevel from June 2016 to September
2019 (content-number method).

r/(mm/month) 3 6 9 12 15

N4 (r) 208 46 12 3 1

Figure 10. The log–log plot of the settlement rate distribution of the −400 m sublevel from
June 2016 to September 2019.
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5. Discussion

The subsidence monitoring curves at different depths have distinct characteristics.
As the depth increases, the difference in settlement values between the monitoring points
becomes larger. As mentioned earlier, the horizontal distance between the monitoring
points reaching 150 mm subsidence is decreasing. There are many factors that could
contribute to this result: the mining depth, the thickness of the ore body, the mining history,
the mining method, backfilling effect, and tectonic geological conditions. Furthermore,
the spatial accumulative effect may be another factor. Tectonic stress, hydrogeological
conditions, and temperature vary at different mining depths; the thickness of the ore body
determines the excavation scale; the mining history determines the original disturbance
and deformation of the surrounding rock; the mining method and backfilling method
also affect the settlement of the surrounding rock; and ore-controlling fractures have a
significant influence on the deformation of mining areas [41]. All of these factors could
lead to the result that the upper part may suffer more severe disturbances. Dynamic
disturbances often cause local instability of the surrounding rock and goaf, which further
lead to different degrees of settlement. When the lower surrounding rock is disturbed
by mining, deformation occurs, and the filling is not sufficient to form goaf. The upper
part tends to deform by the influence of the excavation of the lower part. This is a natural
occurrence that happens under the influence of gravity. Moreover, the upper part can
deform when mining activities are implemented in the upper rock mass. This means that
the uppermost sublevel is the most affected by the spatial accumulative effect.

Based on the results of settlement monitoring curves, we also found apparent asym-
metric characteristics, similar to other scholars who have conducted much research on
subsidence [69–72]. The steep geometry of the orebody and the existence of the fault both
have potential effects on rock movement phenomena. The steep geometry of an orebody
and the existence of a fault can affect rock movement by forming different stress condi-
tions. In this paper, the monitoring points on the right side of the monitoring line have a
downward trend; the monitoring points on the left side of the monitoring line have a slight
upward trend. We hold that the flexural cantilever beam model [73,74] is suitable to explain
this phenomenon. Figure 11 is the schematic diagram. At first, the inclined orebody and
the surrounding rock are under prominent horizontal tectonic stress [75]. Due to mining
disturbance and tectonic stress, the deep rock mass produces a trend of upward bending,
and the shallow rock is pulled; then, the fault activation of the shallow surrounding rock
under tensile stress leads to the formation of a sedimentary basin. The hanging wall and
footwall fault blocks can be regarded as two bending cantilevers interacting with each
other. The equilibrium force generated by extension causes cantilever uplift of the footwall
fault block and settlement of the footwall fault block.

Figure 11. Schematic diagram of settlement development.
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The rock mass is heterogeneous and consists of rock blocks and structural planes.
Because of the difference in the physical and mechanical properties of rock block, as well
as the complexity of the structural plane, mining-induced rock mass failures are strongly
nonlinear, and the dynamic settlement curve of the surrounding rock is fluctuant. Taking
the “J12” monitoring point in the −400 m sublevel as an example, the settlement rates show
obvious fluctuation characteristics. (Figure 12). Mining-induced rock mass failures show a
strong nonlinearity, which makes the dynamic settlement curves of the No. 55 prospecting
profile show a non-smooth shape (Figures 5–7). The evolution process of rock movement
is essentially a self-organizing evolution process, from disorder to order and from low
levels to high levels under the action of certain external conditions and internal nonlinear
mechanisms [49]. Underground mining activities may cause movement of the surrounding
rock due to the advance of the excavation fronts and the progressive closure or collapse
of the mineral extraction galleries. During this excavation process, the stress balance of
the rock mass was disturbed, and stress redistribution occurred. The rock movement
system of the mining area is an open system because the exchange of material and energy
is always occurring between the rock movement system and the outside. The surrounding
rock stress field, rock mass structure, and other factors all change with respect to two
scales: time and space; and the nonlinear interaction between them makes this system very
complicated. Thus, the rock movement system remains far from being an equilibrium,
although it may have stable statistical properties [75]. The fractal character of subsidence
is related to the SOC of the rock movement system. Thus, the internal movement and
failure mechanisms of the rock mass are still unexplained problems. This paper reveals the
fractal characteristics of rock movement, similar to other natural phenomena. According to
the fractal characteristics and the SOC theory, we may find rock movement anomalies in
time. In addition, it is necessary to use fractal theory to conduct in-depth studies on rock
movement mechanisms.

Figure 12. The settlement rates of the “J12” monitoring point in the −400 m sublevel.

6. Conclusions

We used several years’ worth of monitoring data of the No. 55 prospecting profile
of the Xinli mining area to study the deformation characteristics. The results show that
the dynamic settlement curves of the monitoring sublevels have interesting differences.
The vertical settlement curves can be divided into two categories based on the shape of
the curves: (1) a “pan”-type curve (−200 m and −240 m sublevels) and (2) a “funnel”-type
curve (−320 m, −400 m, −480 m, and −600 m sublevels). This phenomenon is not only
related to the basic geological and mining conditions but also to the cumulative effect. The
upper part may deform as a result of the mining activities in this part as well as due to
the deformation of lower sublevels. This is a natural occurrence that happens under the
influence of gravity.

Mining-induced rock mass failures are strongly nonlinear due to the randomness of
rock mass structure, which is reflected in the fluctuating settlement curves. In addition,
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the settlement rates of the monitoring points of the No. 55 prospecting profile have good
statistical fractal characteristics. The settlement events at different spatial and temporal
scales all have fractal characteristics, which reflects the scale invariance of the settlement
system. Based on the above information, the self-organized criticality (SOC) theory offers a
better explanation of the fractal characteristics of nonlinear complex systems. In this paper,
the physical mechanisms of rock movement have been preliminarily investigated through
the collection and analysis of the monitoring data, and the findings have theoretical value
for the further study of mining settlements.
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Abstract: This study takes the Dongguashan Copper Mine as its engineering background. Based on
the mechanical model of the mine wall under the trapezoidal load of the backfill, a comprehensive
evaluation index is proposed, and its calculation equation is derived. On this basis, an orthogonal test
is designed to explore the influence of mining design parameters on mine wall stability. The results
show that the width of the mine wall is the main factor affecting its stability, and increasing the width
of the mine wall can significantly improve its stability. When the width of the mine wall is kept above
4 m, its stability is better. When the mechanical parameters of the backfill are poor, the mine wall is
prone to overturning failure. The width of the mine room has an influence on the multi-directional
loading of the mine wall, but the influence on the stability of the mine wall is low. According to
the regression equation calculation, the mine wall safety factor is about 1.46 under the design of G5
mining of Dongguashan Line 52, the stability of the mine wall is good after actual mining and the
engineering application effect is ideal, which can provide a theoretical basis for the design of isolation
pillar mining in deep mines.

Keywords: mine wall stability; Platts arch; safety factor; orthogonal experiment; regression analysis

1. Introduction

With the continuous development and utilization of resources, the mining of mineral
resources has developed towards a deeper level and a larger span, and deep mining has
become the mainstream trend in mining [1–6]. As a mining method, fill mining can make
full use of tailings resources and control the deformation of surrounding rock effectively,
and it is widely used in deep mining [7,8]. After the goaf is filled, the backfill body can
support the rock formation and control the stope pressure activities. In order to improve
the utilization rate of mineral resources, the ore pillars in the stope often need to be mined
after the goaf is filled. During the mining of the ore pillar, in order to ensure the stability
of the backfill and the goaf, mine walls are often left on both sides of the pillar. The wall
can improve the stability of the backfill and play a temporary supporting role to avoid the
collapse of the backfill and the falling of the roof during the mining of the pillar, which
increase dilution losses from mining techniques. Therefore, it is of great significance to
carry out research on the stability of the mine wall and optimize the structural parameters
of the mine wall, which is of great significance to reduce the loss of mine wall ore volume
and ensure the safety of mining pillar.

At present, many scholars have achieved a lot of research results through theoretical
calculation, reliability analysis and numerical simulation [9–13]. Elasticity theory, thin plate
theory and catastrophe theory have been widely used in the study of mine wall stability.
Wei [14] improved the limit equilibrium method by applying the stress area superposition
method, in which the stress distribution of the elastic area and the inelastic area of the
pillar was obtained and the stability of the pillar in the strip-mining process was analyzed.
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Huang [15] established a mechanical model of mine wall bending failure; the critical
bending stress of the mine wall was calculated by the energy method and the stability
changes in its size were obtained and the correctness of the theoretical analysis was verified
by numerical simulation. Xu [16] proposed the concept of stripping degree and established
a corresponding secondary stripping model to analyze the stability of hyperbolic coal
pillars. He considered the critical condition of pillar instability under the influence of coal
pillars and high temperatures. Based on the instability theory and cusp catastrophe model,
Wang [17] deduced the roof deflection curve under the condition of the unequal span of
adjacent stopes, and then the pillar instability condition under the condition of asymmetric
mining was determined. Based on reliability analysis, Idris [18] introduced the method of
using an artificial neural network in pillar stability research. The pillar reliability index and
failure probability were calculated, and he analyzed the influence of variation coefficient on
pillar stability and determined it according to the minimum acceptable risk of pillar failure.
The optimal pillar size was determined. Liu [19] studied the failure mechanism of the pillar
group by using the method of the renormalization group, and the safety factor of the pillar
system was obtained. The safety of the pillar group scheme was analyzed with the fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation theory, and the pillar structure design in seabed mining was
optimized. Ding [20] used the Stochastic Gradient Boosting (SGB) model to analyze pillar
stability and established an evaluation index system based on five factors: pillar width,
pillar height, pillar aspect ratio, rock uniaxial compressive strength and pillar stress. The
parameter sensitivity was studied based on the relative variable importance, and the main
variables affecting the pillar stability were obtained. With the development of computers,
numerical simulation has also become an important means of research on pillar stability.
Zhang [21] studied the relationship between various factors in multi-coal strip mining
and the vertical displacement of the pillar based on FLAC numerical simulation software.
Zhang [22] used the layered cover model for pillar design and stability analysis, eliminating
the influence of boundary effects on the analysis results, and determined the main factors
affecting pillar stability. Yang [23] combined the experimental data and the research method
of numerical simulation, studied the pillar size of the Zhaozhuang Coal Mine in Shanxi
Province, and proposed differentiated support technology, which improved the bearing
strength of the pillar and effectively reduced the deformation of the surrounding rock.

In general, there are many research methods for mine wall stability analysis, and
research results have also been obtained. Among them, reliability analysis can compre-
hensively consider the influence of various factors on the stability of the mine wall, and
it is widely used in engineering. However, the current stability and reliability analysis
of the mine wall is mostly related to unidirectional vertical load; the main consideration
is the yield failure form of the mine wall, ignoring the influence of backfill on mine wall
stability [24,25]. Furthermore, the backfill method is mostly used for mining in deep mines.
As well as the yield failure of the overlying surrounding rock, overturning failure may also
occur under the lateral load of the backfill, so existing research results are not suitable for
the mine wall design of the backfill stope. Therefore, taking the Dongguashan Copper Mine
as an example, this study analyzes the backfill-wall bearing mechanism after the isolated
pillar is mined. The expression of the safety factor of the mine wall under the action of
overlying strata and backfill is deduced, and orthogonal experiments are designed to study
the influence of different parameters on the stability of the mine wall. The equation for cal-
culating the comprehensive safety factor of the mine wall is obtained. The research results
are expected to provide a reference for the design of isolated pillar mining in deep mines.

2. Project Overview

The Dongguashan Copper Mine is located in Tongling, Anhui Province. It is a typical
deep deposit with a burial depth of −690 to −1000 m, a main ore body of 1810 m in
length, 500 m in width and an average thickness of 20 to 50 m. The main ore body of
the Dongguashan Copper Mine strikes NE35−40◦, the average dip angle is 20◦, and the
maximum dip angle is located on the two sides of the ore body, about 30–40◦. The middle
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part of the ore body is relatively gentle, and the lateral angle is less than 15◦. The ore-
bearing rock mass is mainly copper-bearing skarn and copper-bearing magnetite. The
roof-surrounding rock has good properties; the surrounding rock is mainly composed of
marble, and the floor surrounding rock is mainly composed of siltstone and diorite.

Due to the deep burial of the ore deposit and the high stress state of the surrounding
rock, the mining period of the ore rock is long and the mining is difficult. In order to achieve
the goals of efficient, safe, and low-cost mining, the main ore body adopts the “temporary
isolation of the pillar stage and the subsequent filling mining method”. The method is
characterized by dividing the panel along the strike direction of the ore body; the panel
span is 100 m, and the panel size is length (ore body width) × width (100 m) × height (ore
body thickness), and there are temporary isolation pillars in each panel interval to achieve
independent mining of each panel. The stopes are divided every 18 m along the vertical
ore body strike (the width direction of the ore body) inside each panel. The mining process
is carried out in three steps. First, the one-step stopes are mined according to the method of
“interval mining”. After the one-step stope is mined, full tailings are used for cementing
and filling. After the first-step stopes are filled, the stopes are recovered and filled in a
two-step process. At this stage, the one-step and two-step stopes’ mining work has been
completed. In order to fully recover the mineral resources, it is necessary to carry out
three-step mining for the isolation pillar between the panel. After the isolation pillar is
mined, mine walls are left on both sides to prevent a large number of backfill in the stope
from collapsing. Figure 1a is a top view of the stope layout and Figure 1b is a vertical
cross-section view of the stope layout.

 

Figure 1. (a) Top view of Dongguashan stope layout. (b) Vertical cross section view of Dongguashan
stope layout.

3. Analysis of Mine Wall Safety Factor

Mine wall instability includes various failure forms, among which are mainly brittle
failure, ductile failure and weak plane shear failure [26,27]. The mine wall is simultaneously
subjected to the load of the overlying surrounding rock and the backfill, which may cause
brittle compression failure under the action of the overlying surrounding rock or shear
failure under the lateral load of the backfill [28–31]. In addition to the above-mentioned
strength failure, the mine wall may also suffer from overturning failure. Combined with
the actual situation of Dongguashan, this study takes the comprehensive safety factor as an
evaluation index of mine wall safety. Among them, when the safety factor value is greater
than 1, it means that the mine wall is in a stable state. When the safety factor is equal to
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1, it means that the mine wall is in a critical state. When the safety factor is less than 1, it
means that the mine wall is in an unstable state.

3.1. Mine Wall Mechanics Model

According to Platts’ ground pressure theory, when excavation is carried out, the
original initial stress state of the surrounding rock will be destroyed, and the stress will be
redistributed [29]. When the stress field becomes stable again, a pressure arch containing
the plastic zone will be formed, namely the Platts arch [30]. After the mining room is mined,
the self-weight of the surrounding rock in the upper arched plastic area is borne by the
backfill, which is denoted as G1. Taking the isolated ore pillar as the research object, when
the isolated ore pillar is mined, the rock body above the goaf will cave in, and a temporary
stable caving arch will gradually form. The self-weight of the surrounding rock of the
caving arch is G2. Figure 2a shows the bearing mechanism diagram of the backfill–mine
wall system. Considering the backfill as a homogeneous medium, the effect of the backfill
body on the mine wall increases linearly along the depth direction. When the backfill bears
the direct upper load, the initial value of the top load on the backfill is not 0, and there is an
initial lateral effect on the top of the mine wall. This study considers the force form of the
mine wall under the trapezoidal lateral load. The mechanical model of the mine wall is
shown in Figure 2b.

 

Figure 2. (a) Bearing mechanism diagram of the backfill–mine wall system. (b) Mine wall mechanic model.

In Figure 2a: GT is the total weight of the overlying surrounding rock of the backfill–
mine wall system; G1 is the self-weight of the upper surrounding rock for the backfill;
G2 is the self-weight of the caving surrounding rock in the isolated pillar goaf; RP0 is the
equivalent radius of the plastic zone of the backfill–mine wall system; RP1 is the equivalent
radius of the upper plastic zone of the backfill; RP2 is the equivalent radius of the plastic
zone in the upper part of the goaf; l0 is the span of the backfill–mine wall system; l1 is the
width of the mine room; l2 is the span of the goaf.

In Figure 2b: p is the initial upper load; q is the initial lateral load; λ is the lateral
pressure coefficient; γ1 is the bulk density of the backfill; γ is the bulk density of the mine
wall; h is the height of the mine wall; b is the width of the mine wall, x is the vertical distance
from the origin of the coordinates, y is the lateral distance to the origin of the coordinates.
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According to our previous research [31–33], the stress expression of the mine wall un-
der trapezoidal load was obtained by the semi-inverse solution method of elastic mechanics:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
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In Equation (1): σx is the vertical stress of the mine wall, σy is the lateral stress of the
mine wall, τxy is the shear stress of the mine wall.

According to Platts’ theory, the plastic zone radius correction coefficient ξ is [26,27]:
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The dead weights of the backfill–mine wall system, the backfill, and the caving sur-
rounding rock in the goaf are, respectively,
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Then, the initial vertical load of the mine wall p is:
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The initial lateral load q is calculated by the Rankine earth pressure equation:
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where γ2 is the bulk density of the roof rock; H0 is the mining depth; Ct is the cohesion of
the roof rock; ϕ1 is the friction angle of the roof rock; N is the number of pressure-bearing
mine walls; θ is the friction angle of the backfill.

3.2. Compression Safety Factor Kσ

The compressive safety factor represents the compressive capacity of the mine wall,
and its calculation equation is the ratio of the compressive strength of the mine wall to the
maximum compressive stress on the mine wall. The maximum compressive stress on the
mine wall is the maximum value of σ in Equation (1). For the value of the compressive
strength of the mine wall, some scholars have deduced a variety of calculation equations
for the bearing strength of the mine wall. Among them, the empirical equation proposed
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by Bieniawski [34] is more accurate and widely used. The equation for calculating the
compressive strength of the mine wall is:

σp = σc

[
0.64 + 0.36

(
b
h

)]α

(8)

In Equation (8): σp represents the compressive strength of the mine wall; σc represents
the uniaxial compressive strength of the complete rock mass; b represents the width of the
mine wall; h represents the height of the mine wall; α is a constant, and its value depends
on the size of the mine wall. When the ratio of the width to height dimension of the mine
wall is greater than 5, the value of α is 1.4, and when the aspect ratio is less than 5, the value
of α is 1.0.

Therefore, the calculation equation of the mine wall compression safety factor is:
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3.3. Shear Safety Factor Kτ

The mine wall shear safety factor is an index reflecting the size of the mine wall shear
resistance, and its calculation equation is the ratio of the shear strength of the mine wall
shear plane to the maximum shear stress on the mine wall. The maximum shear stress
on the mine wall is the maximum value of τxy in Equation (1). The shear strength of the
mine wall can be calculated by the Mohr–Coulomb strength criterion, and its calculation
expression is:

τp = σ0 tan ϕ + c (10)

where σ0 is the normal stress in the normal direction of the shear plane of the mine wall; ϕ
is the friction angle of the mine wall; c is the cohesion of the mine wall.

Therefore, the calculation equation of the mine wall shear safety factor is:
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3.4. Overturning Safety Factor Kc

The overturning safety factor is the anti-overturning ability of the mine wall, and its
calculation expression is the ratio of the anti-overturning moment of the mine wall to the
force and bending moment of the backfill on the mine wall. According to the force of the
mine wall, the expression of the anti-overturning moment of the mine wall is:

MK =
b
2
(
Gp + G

)
(12)

In Equation (12): MK is the anti-overturning moment of the mine wall; Gp is the load of
the overlying surrounding rock on the mine wall and its calculation equation is: Gp = pb; G
is the gravity of the mine wall per unit thickness, and its calculation equation is: G = γhb.

The force of the backfill on the mine wall can be calculated by Rankine earth pressure
Equation (13):

Fy = qh +
1
2

λγ1h2 (13)
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The pressure of the backfill on the side of the mine wall is linearly distributed in a
trapezoid shape. According to the moment calculation, the action point can be obtained
3qh+λγ1h2

3(2q+λγh) from the bottom surface, so the overturning safety factor of the mine wall is:

Kc =
b
2
(
Gp + G

)(
qh + 1

2 λγ1h2
)

3qh+λγ1h2

3(2q+λγh)

(14)

3.5. Comprehensive Safety Factor K

Considering the various failure forms of the mine wall, the comprehensive safety
factor is used as an index to evaluate the stability of the mine wall, and its calculation
equation is as follows:

K = min{Kσ, Kτ , Kc} (15)

In Equation (15): K is the comprehensive safety factor, when K = Kσ, the main failure
form of the mine wall is compression failure; when K = Kτ , the main failure form of
the mine wall is shear failure; when K = Kc, the main failure form of the mine wall is
overturning failure.

4. Analysis of Factors Affecting Mine Wall Stability

According to Equation (15), the factors affecting the stability of the mine wall mainly
include the width of the mine wall, the height of the mine wall, the friction angle of the
backfill, the bulk density of the backfill, the width of the mine room, the mining depth,
the uniaxial compressive strength of the mine wall and the mechanical properties of the
surrounding rock. Combined with the current mining situation of the Dongguashan
Copper Mine. Since the mining depth, mine wall height, mine wall uniaxial compressive
strength and mechanical properties of the overlying surrounding rock are determined by
the mine geological conditions, it is difficult to artificially design and adjust, so the main
consideration of mine wall stability is the width of the mine room, the width of the mine
wall, the friction angle of the backfill and the bulk density of the backfill.

According to the measured data of the mine, the mining depth H0 = 700 m, the
uniaxial compressive strength of the mine wall σp = 104.5 Mpa, the thickness of the
ore body is about 20–50 m. and the weighted average thickness is about 40 m. For the
convenience of calculation, we equivocate it with a model with a height of 40 m, therefore
h = 40 m. Furthermore, the mechanical parameters of the mine wall and the overlying
surrounding rock are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Mechanical parameters of mine wall and overlying surrounding rock.

Name Bulk Density/KN·m−3 Poisson Cohesion/Mpa Friction/◦

Roof rock 27.1 0.2087 36.50 35.3
Mine wall 32.2 0.3124 21.43 50.21

The above four factors are analyzed by the orthogonal range analysis method, com-
bined with the actual situation of the Dongguashan project. Each factor is assigned within
an appropriate range, and the calculation results of the mine wall safety factor under the
conditions of each mine wall mining design scheme are shown in Table 2. The stability
coefficient range results are shown in Table 3.

From the orthogonal test results in Table 2, it can be seen that the comprehensive
safety factor of the mine wall is mostly the compression safety factor or the overturning
safety factor. The main form of wall instability is brittle compression failure or overturning
failure. According to the extreme difference of each factor in Table 3, the important factors
affecting the stability of the mine wall are the width of the mine wall, the bulk density of
the backfill, the friction angle of the backfill, and the width of the mine room. In order to
further study the variation law between the factors affecting mine wall stability and the
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mine wall safety factor, the research factors are regarded as variables and other factors are
regarded as quantitative, and the quantitative relationship between each factor and the
mine wall comprehensive safety factor is studied by the control variable method.

Table 2. Orthogonal test table of mine wall safety factor.

Test Number l1/m b/m ϕ/◦ γ1/KN·m−3 Kσ Kτ Kc K

1 60 2 20 20 0.3870 1.9867 0.7080 0.6863
2 60 3 28 32 0.7225 2.5390 0.8276 0.7225
3 60 4 36 24 1.9760 4.9425 2.2466 1.9760
4 60 5 24 36 1.5123 2.7669 1.0465 1.0465
5 60 6 32 28 3.2470 4.9980 2.4223 2.4223
6 65 2 36 32 0.4456 2.6540 0.6855 0.4456
7 65 3 24 24 0.8124 2.3587 0.9161 0.8124
8 65 4 32 36 1.2796 3.0240 1.0286 1.0286
9 65 5 20 28 1.6343 2.5561 1.1373 1.1373

10 65 6 28 20 3.6705 4.7018 2.7559 2.7559
11 70 2 32 24 0.4952 2.3765 0.7222 0.4952
12 70 3 20 36 0.5020 1.4942 0.4386 0.4386
13 70 4 28 28 1.3959 2.7750 1.0948 1.0948
14 70 5 36 20 3.3561 5.2323 2.7465 2.7465
15 70 6 24 32 2.3529 2.9248 1.2510 1.2510
16 75 2 28 36 0.3050 1.5236 0.3536 0.3050
17 75 3 36 28 1.0779 2.9706 0.9955 0.9955
18 75 4 24 20 1.6238 2.5372 1.1667 1.1667
19 75 5 32 32 2.1605 3.2314 1.2491 1.2491
20 75 6 20 24 2.6039 2.6640 1.3099 1.3099
21 80 2 24 28 0.3370 1.3522 0.3552 0.3370
22 80 3 32 20 1.2449 2.6173 1.0063 1.0063
23 80 4 20 32 0.9804 1.6180 0.5517 0.5517
24 80 5 28 24 2.4243 2.9227 1.2762 1.2762
25 80 6 36 36 3.2303 3.8513 1.4194 1.4194

Table 3. Stability coefficient range analysis results.

The Mean of K l1/m b/m θ/◦ γ1/KN·m−3

K1 1.3707 0.4538 0.8248 1.6723
K2 1.2360 0.7951 0.9227 1.1739
K3 1.2052 1.1636 1.2309 1.1974
K4 1.0052 1.4911 1.2403 0.8440
K5 0.9181 1.8317 1.5166 0.8476
R 0.4526 1.3779 0.6918 0.8284

4.1. Quantitative Relationship between Mine Wall Safety Factor and the Width of the Mine Wall

Other factors affecting the safety factor of the mine wall are regarded as fixed values,
and study the relationship between the safety factor of the mine wall and the width of the
mine wall, the width of the mine room l1 = 70, the friction angle of the backfill θ = 28◦,
and the bulk density of the backfill γ1 = 24 KN·m−3. Figure 3 is a diagram showing the
relationship between the safety factor and the width of the mine wall.

As shown in Figure 3, with the increase of the width of the mine wall, the bearing
strength and the anti-overturning capacity of the mine wall will increase. Therefore, the
mine wall compression safety factor, shear safety factor and overturn safety factor all
increase with the increase of the width of the mine wall. Analysis of the change rate of
the safety factor shows that with the increase of the width of the mine wall, the increase
rate of the shear safety factor and the overturning safety factor is basically stable, and the
increase rate of the compression safety factor increases, which indicates that the width of
the mine wall has the most significant effect on the compression safety factor. Under the
value level of the above factors, when the width of the mine wall is less than 3 m, the mine
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wall comprehensive safety factor is less than 1, the mine wall is in an unstable state, and
the main failure forms are compression failure and overturning failure. With the increase
in the width of the mine wall, the mine wall compression safety factor increases sharply.
When the width of the mine wall is greater than 4 m, the mine wall safety factor is greater
than 1, the mine wall compression safety factor is greater than the overturning safety factor,
and the backfill has a more significant effect on the mine wall bending.

 
Figure 3. Relationship between safety factor and the width of the mine wall.

4.2. Quantitative Relationship between Safety Factor of Mine Wall and Bulk Density of the Backfill

The width of the mine wall is taken as 4 m, the width of the mine room is taken as
70 m, and the friction angle of the backfill is taken as 28◦. The quantitative relationship
between the safety factor of the mine wall and the bulk density of the backfill is studied.
The results are shown in Figure 4.

 
Figure 4. Relationship between safety factor and bulk density of the backfill.

It can be seen from Figure 4 that the mine wall compression safety factor, shear safety
factor and overturning safety factor all decrease with the increase of the bulk density of
the backfill, but the decreasing rate of all three decreases gradually. Comparing the mine
wall compression safety factor and the change rate of the overturning safety factor, we
can see that the overturning safety factor of the mine wall changes faster with the bulk
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density of the backfill. Therefore, when considering the influence of the bulk density of
the backfill on the stability of the mine wall, the overturning failure form of the mine wall
should be considered.

4.3. Quantitative Relationship between the Mine Wall Safety Factor and the Friction of the Backfill

Controlling other variables, the variation law of the mine wall safety factor with the
friction angle of the backfill is analyzed. The width of the mine wall and the width of the
mine room are 4 m and 70 m, respectively, and the bulk density of the backfill is 24 KN·m−3.
Figure 5 is a diagram showing the relationship between the mine wall safety factor and the
friction angle of the backfill.

 
Figure 5. Relationship between safety factor and friction angle of the backfill.

It can be seen from Figure 5 that with the increase of the friction angle of the backfill,
the safety factor of the mine wall increases, and the increase rate of the compression
safety factor remains basically unchanged, while the increase rate of the shear safety factor
and the overturning safety factor gradually increases. The analysis shows that when the
friction angle of the backfill increases, the lateral pressure coefficient decreases, the effect
of the backfill on the mine wall decreases, and the safety factor of the mine wall increases
accordingly. Because the friction angle in the backfill mainly affects the side of the backfill
on the mine wall. Therefore, the shear safety factor and the overturning safety factor are
more affected by the friction angle of the backfill.

4.4. Quantitative Relationship between Mine Wall Safety Factor and the Width of the Mine Room

The width of the mine wall is 4 m, the bulk density and friction angle of the backfill
are 24 KN·m−3 and 28◦, respectively, and the variation law of the safety factor of the mine
wall with the width of the mine room is studied. The results are shown in Figure 6.

With the increase of the width of the mine room, the load of the overlying surrounding
rock on the backfill increases, the load on the overlying surrounding rock on the mine
wall decreases, and the lateral load of the backfill increases. Therefore, with the increase
in the width of the mine room, the compression safety factor of the mine wall increases
gradually and the shear safety factor and overturning safety factor of the mine wall both
decrease, which is consistent with the trend shown in Figure 6. At the level of the above
factors, when the width of the mine room exceeds 80 m, the mine wall comprehensive
safety factor is taken as the overturning safety factor and the mine wall is more prone to
overturning failure.
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Figure 6. Relationship between safety factor and the width of the mine room.

4.5. Multi-Factor Analysis of Mine Wall Safety Factor

In order to comprehensively analyze the variation law of the comprehensive safety
factor of the mine wall with the width of the mine wall, the width of the mine room, the
bulk density of the backfill and the friction angle of the backfill, a regression equation of
the safety factor including four factors was established, and the quantitative relationship
is used to quantitatively reflect the change of the comprehensive safety factor of the
mine wall. According to the orthogonal experimental calculation results in Table 2, a
multiple regression equation is constructed by the Matlab data processing software and the
expression of the regression equation can be obtained as:

y = 1.5513 − 0.0227x1 + 0.3452x2 + 0.0425x3 − 0.0495x4 + ε (16)

In Equation (16): the dependent variable y represents the comprehensive safety factor
of the mine wall; x1 represents the width of the mine room (m); x2 represents the width of
the mine wall (m); x3 represents the friction angle of the backfill (◦); x4 represents the bulk
density of the backfill (KN·m−3); ε represents the residual.

The complex correlation coefficient of the regression equation in Equation (16) R = 0.8848
shows that the regression equation fits well, and F = 38.4076, p = 0.0000 shows that the
explanatory variable (xi) is significant for the coefficient test. Figure 7 is the residual of the
regression equation. It can be seen that there is only one abnormal point, which also shows
that the regression effect is good.

According to the independent variable coefficient sign of the regression equation of
the comprehensive safety factor, the comprehensive safety factor of the mine wall changes
in the same direction as the width of the mine wall and the friction angle of the backfill.
The increase in the width of the mine wall or the friction angle of the backfill will increase
the comprehensive safety factor of the mine wall. The comprehensive safety factor of the
mine wall changes inversely with the width of the mine room and the bulk density of the
backfill, which is the same as the above quantitative analysis results. According to the size
of the independent variable coefficient of the expression of the regression equation, the
important factors affecting the stability of the mine wall are: the width of the mine wall,
the bulk density of the backfill, the friction angle of the backfill, and the width of the mine
room, which are the same as those shown in Table 3. At the same time, according to the
independent variable coefficient value of the expression of the regression equation, the
influence weight of each factor on the comprehensive safety factor of the mine wall can be
quantitatively analyzed.
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Figure 7. Residual diagram of the regression equation of the comprehensive safety factor of the mine wall.

5. Engineering Examples

According to the design scheme of isolated pillar mining in the Dongguashan Copper
Mine, the width of the mine wall is 4 m, the width of the mine room is 78 m, and the filling
scheme of the mine room uses full tailings cement filling. Experiments show that the bulk
density of the backfill is 24 KN·m−3 and the friction angle is about 34.6◦. According to
Equation (15), the comprehensive safety factor of the mine wall is 1.39, and the comprehen-
sive safety factor of the mine wall calculated by the regression equation of Equation (16)
is 1.46; the error rate is less than 6%. Furthermore, the comprehensive safety factors of
the mine wall obtained by the two equations both exceed the critical safety factor of 1.00.
Theoretical calculation shows that under this mining design scheme, the mine wall is in a
stable state.

According to the above design scheme, the isolated pillar is mined. After the mining is
completed, the CMS goaf detection technology is used to scan the pillar back to the mined
area to observe the retention of the mine wall [35], and use the BGK-A3 displacement
meter to monitor the deformation of the roof rock during the mining process [36]. The
triaxial stress meter is used to monitor the stress change of the mine wall. Figure 8 is a
cross-sectional view of the scanning results of the open area after the mining of the 52-line
isolated pillar G5 is completed.

 

Figure 8. Vertical cross section view of empty area scan results.

It can be seen from Figure 8 that after the G5 isolation pillar is mined, the integrity of
the top of the mine wall remains relatively good, no overturning failure occurs, no fracture
occurs at the bottom of the mine wall and the pressure bearing performance is good. The
integrity of the left mine wall is good, but there is over-mining in the middle of the right
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mine wall. The maximum span of the goaf is 16.6 m, and there is no large amount of
backfill mixed in the gob scanning and ore mining. The maximum displacement of the roof
surrounding rock measured by the BGK-A3 displacement meter is only 32 mm, and the
deformation is in a controllable range. During the mining of the isolated pillar, the relative
change of the maximum principal stress of the mine wall is 1.16 Mpa, the change of the
intermediate principal stress is 1.17 Mpa, and the minimum change of the principal stress is
2.05 Mpa. The change in the stress value of the mine wall is small and it is in a stable state.
The reliability of the mine wall is good, which is consistent with the theoretical calculation
results and meets the mining requirements. In addition, according to the existing research
results [15,37,38], this article analyzes the stability of the mine wall under this parameter
by the energy variation method, the cusp catastrophe theory and the thin plate theory.
The calculation results are consistent with the above situation, which further verifies the
theoretical analysis results and improves the reliability of the research results.

6. Conclusions

In this study, according to the mining situation of an isolated pillar in the Dongguashan
Copper Mine, the bearing mechanism of the backfill–mine wall system is analyzed, and the
influence of backfill mechanical parameters on the stability of the mine wall is considered.
Based on the failure forms of the mine wall under multi-directional loads, the comprehen-
sive evaluation index of the mine wall stability is proposed, the calculation equation of
the comprehensive safety factor is deduced, the orthogonal test is designed to analyze the
sensitivity of the influencing factors of the mine wall stability, and the following research
results are obtained:

1. The important factors affecting the stability of the mine wall are the width of the mine
wall, the bulk density of the backfill, the friction angle of the filling body and the
width of the mine room. Among them, the width of the mine wall mainly affects the
bearing strength and the stress distribution state of the mine wall. The bulk density of
the backfill and the friction angle mainly affect the lateral load of the mine wall, and
the width of the mine room affects both the vertical load and the lateral load of the
mine wall.

2. The main forms of mine wall failure are brittle compression failure and overturning
failure. Increasing the width of the mine wall can significantly improve the mine wall
compression safety factor. Reducing the bulk density of the backfill and increasing
the friction angle of the backfill can improve the mine wall overturning safety factor.
The increase of the mine width increases the compression safety factor and reduces
the overturning safety factor of the mine wall.

3. According to the regression equation calculation, the comprehensive safety factor of
the 52-line G5 mine wall is about 1.4, which is close to the theoretical equation and
the actual situation of engineering exploration. It provides ideas for the optimization
of mine wall design and filling scheme in the process of deep isolation pillar mining.
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Abstract: Mining environmental liabilities (MEL) are of great concern because of potential risks to
ecosystems and human health. In this research, the environmental risk (RI) related to MEL existing in
three artisanal and small-scale gold-mining areas of Ecuador was evaluated. For this purpose, data of
167 MEL including landfills, mining galleries, tailing deposits, and mineral processing plants from
Macuchi, Tenguel–Ponce Enriquez, and Puyango mining areas, were analyzed. The risk assessment
related to the presence of waste deposits was carried out based on the methodology proposed by the
Spanish Geological Survey. Moreover, the procedure outlined in the Environmental Risk Assessment
Guide of the Ministry of Environment of Peru for nonwaste deposits was applied. The highest RI

values were identified in Puyango and Tenguel–Ponce Enriquez. Thus, they were both categorized as
priority control areas requiring intervention and rehabilitation plans. The MEL that require a high
level of intervention include waste deposits and mine entrances associated with potentially toxic
elements. Moreover, the point risk maps showed that rivers in the studied areas have a potential
pollution risk. This study provides risk levels associated with MEL in mining areas from Ecuador.
This information could be used for environmental management and pollution mitigation.

Keywords: mining pollution; potentially toxic elements; risk management; abandoned mining areas;
mining waste deposits

1. Introduction

Mining environmental liabilities (MEL) are elements such as facilities, infrastructures,
surfaces affected by spills, disturbed watercourses, machine shops, tool storages, ore
storages, mining waste deposits or stockpiles currently located in abandoned mines that
pose a permanent potential risk for human health and the environment [1–3].

The absence of clear regulations has led the accumulation of MEL in mining zones
worldwide. There are polluted areas due to the mining activities that have been carried out
for centuries in different countries such as Peru [1–4], Mexico [5], Chile [6], South Africa [7],
Ghana [8], Slovakia [9], Korea [10], Spain [11], and Ecuador [12–16]. Moreover, numerous
MEL have been reported in Latin American countries such as Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, and
Peru [17].

In most cases, tailings dams are MEL that represent significant ecological risk because
it is feasible that they release potentially toxic elements (PTE) such as As, Cd, Cu, Zn,
and Mn into the nearby water sources. These contaminated water resources are often
used for crop irrigation or for human consumption, creating a serious pollution issue.
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Tailing dams pose a potential risk to the environment and the safety of people due to
the characteristics of the wastes and the intensive storage [18]. The poor management of
mining waste has triggered the failure of dams with catastrophic consequences for the
environment, as reported in Minas Gerais—Brazil [19,20], Aznalcóllar—Spain [21], and
Karamken—Russia [22].

Several papers have been written about tailings management and mining disposal in re-
cent years, describing the soil contamination, groundwater, and sediment problems [23,24].
These studies provide information about the evaluation of the possible side effects of the
contamination of a mining site and its potential influence on the quality of the environment
and people’s health [7,25,26]. However, despite the associated problems of MEL, there
is scarce research in Latin America that aims to provide the risk levels derived from the
vicinity of abandoned mining facilities.

A timely risk assessment may help to identify problematic MEL by estimating the
probability and severity of the consequences in several scenarios [25], helping to prioritize
the MEL intervention and the strategies for environmental management [27]. Accordingly,
the environmental risk evaluation is a process that comprises the measurement of the
possible negative impacts resulting from the exposition of one or several factors of environ-
mental stress. These stress factors correspond to physical, chemical, and biological entities
that may cause damage to the ecosystem [28].

According to Alberruche del Campo et al. [29], the methods of the environmental
risk analysis that use evaluation matrices are the ones that best adapt to the objectives of
establishing action priorities in territories with a large number of MEL. Nevertheless, for
the vast majority of MEL information is scarce, preventing detailed assessments. As an
alternative to this problem, the Spanish Geological Survey has developed a methodology
called Simplified Risk Assessment. This method is based on an MEL inventory and is
supported by available technical and scientific information, i.e., topographic maps, aerial
images, geological maps, unit maps, hydrogeological, geochemical maps, land use, distance
to population centers and the state of conservation of the ecosystem among others that rank
MEL. Once the MEL that requires further attention have been identified, fieldwork should
be conducted to collect detailed information so that the remediation or rehabilitation project
is realistic and appropriate for the site of interest.

There is a considerable quantity of MEL in Ecuador in three well-known mining
districts where the MEL were inventoried, such as the Macuchi, Tenguel–Ponce Enriquez
and Puyango. These areas are considered as mining zones of special relevance in terms
of artisanal and small-scale gold-mining activity in Ecuador. Nevertheless, there is no
available data about the risk level these waste facilities cause to the environment and
the exposed population’s health. In this context, this research aims: (a) to estimate the
associated risk of MEL in each mining district and (b) to categorize and prioritize MEL that
require immediate attention based on the contamination they can pose and their effects
on the environment and the population. This information could be utilized in future
management strategies to mitigate the environmental contamination related to the mining
sites’ abandonment and contribute to the sustainable development of the population and
the environment.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

The research focuses on three significant artisanal and small-scale gold-mining (ASGM)
districts in Ecuador, which belong to Macuchi, Tenguel–Ponce Enriquez and the Puyango
River basin (Figure 1). Macuchi is in the Cotopaxi province and comprises an area of 16 km2

(Figure 1a). Tenguel–Ponce Enriquez is situated between the Guayas and Azuay provinces;
it has an area of 192 km2 (Figure 1b). The Puyango River basin is located in the El Oro and
Loja provinces and has a surface of 1924 km2 (Figure 1c). The Puyango-Tumbes basin is
one of the most critical watersheds in South America [30].
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Figure 1. Location map of the study area and position of mining environmental liabilities (MEL). The
MEL were in the mining districts of: (a) Macuchi; (b) Tenguel–Ponce Enriquez; (c) Puyango.

Intense mining and mineral processing activities (mainly located near rivers) have
been reported in the three study areas [31], in addition to the agriculture and livestock
activities [13,32]. The improper management of mining disposal, mainly from illegal
mining, has derived from the accumulation of MEL and has significantly environmentally
affected the ecosystem [13,33,34].

Previous research performed in the areas of interest reported the presence of PTE
in several environmental facilities (Table S1, Supplementary Materials) as well as the
potential risk of damage to the ecosystem and the population [35]. For example, in Macuchi,
concentrations of PTE that exceed the maximum allowable limit (MAL) established in the
Ecuadorian standard for water and soil have been reported [36]. At the same time, high
levels of PTE, mainly As, in shallow water and river sediments have been reported in
Tenguel–Ponce Enriquez and Puyango [12,15,34,37]. The PTE present in the contaminated
areas, besides degrading the ecosystem, can enter the human body through different routes
of exposure [38,39], affecting the area’s residents’ health [40,41].
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2.2. Data Collection

A total of 167 MEL reported by the Ministry of Environment of Ecuador [30,36,42] were
used in this study. The MEL included mine dumps, tailing dams, treatment plants, mining
works, and abandoned facilities (Figure 1). Table 1 shows the number of MEL identified
in each studied area. One of the most important MEL located in Macuchi and Tengel—
Ponce Enriquez correspond to abandoned landfills and mine entrances. On the other hand,
galleries and abandoned tailings deposits predominate within the Puyango area.

Table 1. Mining environmental liabilities reported in the studied areas.

MEL
Macuchi
(n = 14)

Tenguel–Ponce
Enriquez
(n = 111)

Puyango
(n = 42)

Landfills 4 34 -
Mining galleries (Mines) - - 14

Mine entrances 5 64 -
Tailings deposits 5 - 12

Abandoned infrastructure - 13 -
Mineral processing plants - - 11

Alluvial terrace - - 3
Quarries - - 2
Landfills 4 34 -

Mining galleries (Mines) - - 14
n = number of MEL reported in the study area [30,36,42].

2.3. Risk Assessment

A simplified risk assessment was performed for the MEL following the procedure
shown in Figure 2. For this purpose, the probability (IP) and severity indices (IS) associated
with each MEL were calculated. In the case of mining waste deposits, the risk assessment
was carried out using the methodology proposed by the Spanish Geological Survey [29].
For the rest of the MEL (nonwaste deposits), the procedure outlined in the Environmental
Risk Assessment Guide of the Ministry of the Environment of Peru was followed [43].
The cartographic information was processed using Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
through ArcMap 10.8.1 to identify the areas that represent a greater risk of affecting the
population and ecosystem. This information allows proposing management actions for the
MEL identified as significant concerns in each evaluated area.

Figure 2. General scheme for simplified risk assessment of abandoned mining sites proposed by the
Spanish Geological Survey [29].
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2.3.1. Risk Scenarios

The risk characterization was conducted for four scenarios (S1–S4) identified as a
priority in the present study (Figure 3). Two scenarios were considered for the risk assess-
ment associated with the mining waste deposits: (i) S1—shallow waters are affected by the
possible generation of acid mine drainage; and (ii) S2—population health is affected due
to direct contact with MEL. In addition, two additional scenarios were considered for the
MEL, such as galleries, mine entrances, infrastructure, processing plants, alluvial terraces,
and abandoned quarries. Both scenarios potentially impact water bodies, urban areas, and
agricultural areas: (iii) S3—contaminated water transportation or acid mine drainage; and
(iv) S4—the drag of contaminated sediments.

Figure 3. Scheme of risk assessment scenarios.

The probability (IP) and severity (IS) indices were rated on a scale from zero to five,
being: very low (≥0 and <1), low (≥1 and < 2), medium (≥2 and <3), high (≥3 and <4), and
very high (≥4 and ≤5). The environmental risk estimation was obtained by multiplying the
probability of occurrence (IP) by the severity of the consequences (IS). The last one included
studying the types of receptors: the population effects and the natural environment [27].
Therefore, based on the IP × IS products, three grades of qualification for the risk (RI)
were distinguished: low risk (0 ≤ RI ≤ 5), medium risk (6 ≤ RI ≤ 15), and significant risk
(16 ≤ RI ≤ 25) [27,43].

2.3.2. The Probability Index (IP)

The probability index for S1 was calculated considering the proximity factor to water
bodies (PR), the toxicity factor of the generated waste (FTOX), and the factor of unprotected
surface (FSD), according to Equation (1) [29].

IP (S1) = PR × FTOX × FSD (1)

The valuation criteria of PR are shown in Table S2. FTOX = 5 was established for the
deposits with pH < 6.5 and the presence of acid mine drainage or heavy metal(loid)s. For
the waste deposits with pH between 6.5 and 8.5 in its leachate, an FTOX = 0.5 was rated.
Moreover, FSD was calculated by multiplying the exposed area of the waste structure (in ha)
by a 0.5 factor, according to the methodology used. The exposed area considered for each
deposit was 1 ha.
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For the S2 scenario, IP was quantified using Equation (2), which includes the pollutants
direct contact concentration factor (FCCD), waste deposits accessibility factor (FACC), and
residential area proximity factor (PRR).

IP (S2) = FCCD × FACC × PRR (2)

For the S2 evaluation, the total concentration values of heavy metal(loid)s (As, Cd,
Cr, Hg, Ni, and Pb) reported in previous studies in soils and sediments (Table S1) were
considered. For the MEL where the heavy metal(loid) concentration in soils was below
the MAL of the Ecuadorian legislation [44], a concentration factor FCCD = 0 was assigned,
and for those which exceeded the MAL, FCCD = 5 was allotted. Additionally, the valuation
of PRR and FACC is presented in Table S2. The criteria from Table 2 were used for the
probability estimation (IP) of S3 and S4. Both scenarios measure the effects of MEL presence
in the population and natural environment.

Table 2. Assessment criteria for probability index (IP) determination of scenario S3 and S4.

Criteria IP Value

Occurrence of the scenario continuously or daily 5
Scenario can happen within a week to a month 4
Scenario can happen within a month to a year 3
Scenario can happen within one to five years 2

Scenario can happen within a period greater than five years 1

2.3.3. The Severity Index (IS)

The severity index (Is) for the S1 scenario evaluated the effects on the population
IS(S1PO) (Equation (3)) and in the natural environment IS(S1NA) (Equation (4)).

IS (S1PO) = 0.5PEX + 0.5(FSUP−PO × VP) (3)

IS(S1NA) = FSUP−NA × VE (4)

A population (n > 50) exposed to toxic elements by water consumption was considered
(PEX = 5). The exposition factor (FSUP) was established by considering the receivers’ distance
to the mine waste deposit using the criteria in Table S3 (FSUP−PO for the population and
FSUP−NA for the natural surroundings). Finally, the used criteria for evaluating population
vulnerability (VP) to the ingestion and/or direct contact with contaminated surface water
and the natural environment to contamination with effluent from reservoirs (VE) are
presented in Table S3 with the FSUP valuation criteria. On the other hand, in the S2 scenario,
the impact on the population IS(S2) was estimated according to the criteria shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Assessment criteria for severity index (IS) determination of scenario S2.

Criteria IS Value

Uses with very high associated severity: marginal villages, children’s parks 5
Uses with high associated severity: intensive recreational use (sports

activities), isolated single-family homes 4

Uses with moderate associated severity: urbanized residential areas,
nonintensive recreational use (trails, viewpoints) 3

Uses with low associated severity: agricultural and forestry activities 2
Uses with very low associated severity: other uses (commercial, industrial)

with very low exposure 1
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For the S3 and S4 scenarios, the severity index (IS) for the population (IS(S3PO) and
IS(S4PO)) and natural environment (IS(S3NA) and IS(S4NA)) was estimated according to
the impact classification for the population and environment (GPO/NA) (Equation (5)).

GPO/NA = C + 2P + E + VPO/NA (5)

where C is the number of pollutants emitted to the environment, P is the dangerousness of
the residue, E is the extension of the environmental impact, VPO is the vulnerability to the
affected population, and VNA is the conservation state of the assessed environment. The
values of the factors used in the IS calculation for scenarios S3 and S4 are shown in Table S4.

3. Results

3.1. Risk Characterization

Calculated risk values results for S1–S2 and S3–S4 are presented in Tables S5 and S6,
respectively.

3.1.1. Macuchi

Figure 4 shows the point risk map for the presence of MEL in the Macuchi area. In total,
93% of the MEL were identified in this region, representing a medium risk for the population
and the natural environment. The risk values ranged from 6 ≤ RI ≤ 15. Figure 4a shows
the abandoned landfills located at distances of >500 m from waterways, residential areas,
and territories of environmental interest with a low probability of affectation. Nevertheless,
in the surroundings of the Pilalo river, where the tailings are found, the affectation risk to
the population from direct contact and contaminant effluents increases. This rise is because
there exists a higher probability of affectation to the water bodies and the health of the
people who receive that water. The highest risk valuation of affectation was obtained for
the population in scenario S1 (10 ≤ RI ≤ 15), however, these values only reach a medium-
risk classification and not a high-risk one. This risk is caused by the mentioned tailings
dams with acid drainage and heavy metal(loid)s, which exceed the MAL of Ecuadorian
legislation. On the other hand, in scenario S2, 11% of the MEL presented a low risk, while
89% reported a medium risk for the population (6 ≤ RI ≤ 9), see Figure 4b. Finally, the S3
and S4 scenarios resulted in a medium affectation risk for the people (9 ≤ RI ≤ 15) and for
the natural environment (6 ≤ RI ≤ 15), as shown in Figure 4c,d.

Figure 4. Point risk map for scenarios: (a) S1 for population and environment; (b) S2 for population;
(c) S3 for population and environment; (d) S4 for population and environment in Macuchi area.
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According to the MEL inventory [36], 60% of mine entrances studied in the sector do
not present water and sediment accumulation. In this area, tailings deposits are the MEL of
major concern for the population and ecosystem due to the potential risk of contamination
with heavy metal(loid)s to the Pilalo river, which is used as a water supply by the residents
of the nearby communities.

3.1.2. Tenguel–Ponce Enriquez

In the zone of Tenguel–Ponce Enriquez, no tailings deposits were reported. Approxi-
mately 31% of the MEL correspond to landfills, from which 79% represented a medium
risk of affectation for the population and the environment in scenario S1 (Figure 5a). The
risk ranges of this scenario were medium for the residents of the sector (8 ≤ RI ≤ 12) and
for the natural environment (6 ≤ RI ≤ 9). The sites that presented a low risk corresponded
to landfills located between 250–800 m from the waterways.

Figure 5. Point risk map for scenarios: (a) S1 for population and environment; (b) S2 for population;
(c) S3 for population and environment; (d) S4 for population; (e) S4 for environment in Tenguel–Ponce
Enriquez area.

In the S2 scenario (Figure 5b), approximately one-third (35%) of the landfills repre-
sented a medium affectation risk for the population with an RI = 6 index. The MEL with a
low-risk index were found at distances greater than 2 km from the communities of the sector.
On the contrary, in the S3 scenario, the affectation risk was medium for both the population
and the environment (Figure 5c). The values were RI ≥ 9 and RI ≤ 15 for the population
and RI ≥ 6 and RI ≤ 15 for the natural environment. Similar results were obtained in
the S4 scenario, in which all evaluated MEL presented a medium affectation risk for the
population (Figure 5d). The risk for the natural environment (Figure 5e) was also medium
(RI = 12) in 18% of the analyzed sites, while 82% of the MEL showed a low affectation risk
(RI = 3). Moreover, the risk analysis allowed the identification of a significant quantity
of MEL that are in the proximities of the Chico, Tenguel, Fermin, and Guanache rivers, a
fact that represents a persistent threat of contamination by heavy metal(loid)s to the water
sources, besides being a potential risk for the people and ecosystem.
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3.1.3. Puyango

In Puyango, a significant quantity of abandoned tailings was reported (72% of the
identified tailings in the three studied mining districts). As a result, 77% of the tailing
deposits of the S1 scenario showed a medium affectation risk for the people and ecosystem
(Figure 6a), with values of 8 ≤ RI ≤ 12 for the population and with a range of 6 ≤ RI ≤ 9
for the natural environment. A total of 33% of the tailings resulted in low-risk affectation
values for the population and the environment with RI ≤ 4 due to the distances between
these MEL and the river channels of the area being greater than 300 m. In the S2 scenario
(Figure 6b), 100% of the tailings resulted in a medium affectation risk to the population’s
health, with a value of RI = 6. The evaluation of S3 and S4 scenarios showed a medium risk
for the people and the environment, as presented in Figure 6c,d. The risk index values of
the S3 scenario were RI = 15, while for the S4 scenario they were RI = 12. For the assessment
of each proposed scenario, all the MEL of the area that contained heavy metal(loid)s in
concentrations that exceeded the Ecuadorian environmental standard were considered.
The point risk maps indicated that approximately 98% of the MEL are located near water
bodies such as the Amarillo, El Salado, and Puyango rivers and the Arcapamba creek.

Figure 6. Point risk map for the scenario: (a) S1 for population and environment; (b) S2 for population;
(c) S3 for population and environment; (d) S4 for population and environment in the Puyango area.

The results show that the pollution sources of major concern for the population and
the environment are the mine entrances, landfills, and tailings deposits associated with
the presence of acid drainage with a high content of heavy metal(loid)s. Moreover, the
population near the tailings deposits and mine entrances may have health problems due to
exposure to pollutants, released and mobilized from MEL, in the supply water.

4. Discussion

In the present study, the areas with the presence of deposits of abandoned waste
(tailings and landfills) are Macuchi and Puyango, which reported a medium affectation
risk in most of the analyzed sites in the S1 and S2 scenarios, which points out a potential
risk that exposes the ecosystem and population. The presence of toxic elements such as
heavy metal(loid)s in the MEL (that are released through different mechanisms to the
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environmental compartments) is causing the risk in the evaluated districts (Figure 7).
Consequently, the ecosystem is highly affected by the presence of heavy metal(loid)s in
shallow waters, soils, and sediments [15,45,46].

Figure 7. Conceptual site model for human health risk.

It is widely known that in the areas where tailing deposits exist, the concentration
of heavy metal(loid)s in the soil is high due to the dispersion of the material particles
and the drag of contaminants by the erosion processes [47]. The concentration of heavy
metal(loid)s in the water in the three mining districts exceeds the MAL established by the
Ecuadorian legislation. Additionally, the pH of the soils in the studied areas present acidity
characteristics [30,42]. For example, effluents in tailing deposits with pH values of 2 and
with concentrations of As (1.1 mg/L), Cd (4.9 mg/L), Cu (1103 mg/L), Fe (8422 mg/L),
Pb (1.1 mg/L), and Zn (364 mg/L) are located in Macuchi [36]. Additionally, according
to different studies, the detection of heavy metal(loid)s in shallow water and sediments
is considered alarming in the zones of Tenguel–Ponce Enriquez and Puyango; a prod-
uct of the direct or indirect discharges coming from the gold mining activities to the
rivers [15,37,48,49]. This fact, therefore, increases the risk in the population and natural
environment. The Puyango area may be particularly impacted since most of its MEL (98%)
were found near water bodies, which may increase the presence of heavy metal(loid)s in
surface waters, and therefore affect nearby populations and river users.

In Macuchi, the Pilalo river presents As, Pb, Cd, Cu, and Zn that exceed the MAL
established in the Ecuadorian legislation of water and soils. In the area of Tenguel–Ponce
Enriquez, the Tenguel river has Cu as its main pollutant and slight increases in As, Cd,
Sb, Pb and Zn derived from gold-mining activities [50]. Moreover, the Fermin River has
high concentrations of As, possibly due to the discharges made by the mineral processing
plants of the area [37]. Jiménez-Oyola et al. [51] reported a severe ecological risk from As
in the river sediments of Ponce Enriquez. On the other hand, Quishpe [46] identified that
the Chico River presents average values of As higher than the MAL established in the
environmental regulations for conserving aquatic wildlife in freshwater. In Puyango, the
water bodies with greater affectation are the Calera and Amarillo rivers, where mineral
processing has been carried out [45].

On an international level, a diverse study that evaluated the risk associated with the
presence of MEL reported similar results to the ones obtained in the present research work.
In San Luis Potosí, Mexico, the principal sources of toxic elements in the contaminated
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sites by MEL correspond to tailings deposits, dams, and slag deposits from which the
pollutants can mobilize or be transported through the wind or runoff water and affect
great soil extensions [5,52,53]. Moreover, in Zlata Idka–Slovenian, a study reported a high
carcinogenic risk for the residents due to the high concentrations of As in soils, water,
and vegetables [9]. Another case is Hualgayoc of Cajamarca, a mining district in Peru
widely affected by the presence of MEL, which caused the contamination of agricultural
soils with high contents of Pb (4683 mg/kg), Zn (724.2 mg/kg), Cu (511.6 mg/kg), As
(3611 mg/kg), and Ag (33.4 mg/kg), exceeding the MAL established in the Peruvian
legislation for agricultural soils [4]. In addition, around an abandoned mine of Hg in
Asturias–Spain, exorbitant values of Hg were detected in the air, with concentrations up to
203.7 μg/Nm3 [54]. Another example of MEL consequences is in South Korea, where most
metallic mines have been abandoned, causing severe contamination cases [10]. Similarly,
Ngole-Jeme and Fantke [7] reported high levels of heavy metal(loid)s such as As, Cd, Co,
and Ni in soils in areas with the presence of abandoned tailing deposits in the mining city
of Krugersdorp.

4.1. Potential Impacts of MEL on Human Health

The present study identified that the major affectation related to MEL presence is
produced on the population by the direct or indirect exposition to toxic elements con-
tained in waste deposits. In general, in the evaluated sites, the MEL contaminants are
released through several mechanisms: leaching and air and water drag and transporta-
tion through air, shallow water, soil, and sediments, which finally come into contact with
receptors through different routes of exposure such as inhalation, accidental ingestion or
dermal absorption (Figure 7). The primary means of exposure is generally contaminated
water because it is used for consumption or recreational use. The approximate number
of people exposed to the contamination in the evaluated mining areas is between 2400
and 7000 inhabitants. In Macuchi, 59% of families (approximately 2470 people) consume
water from the rivers and springs [55]. In Tenguel–Ponce Enriquez, around 25% of the
homes (approximately 5500 people) take water from the rivers and springs from the Gala,
Tenguel, and Siete basins [10]. In Puyango, nearly 46% of the population (approximately
7135 people) does not have water from a public network [56]. This situation forces the
inhabitants to obtain water from wells, rivers, channels, and rainwater. Moreover, the
identified MEL in the study zone are without surveillance or protection. People can easily
have direct contact with the contaminated waste, especially children, during recreative
activities. Figure 7 shows a site conceptual model pointing to the sources of contamination,
the transport mechanism of pollutants, and the routes of exposure of significant concern.

Various kinds of human effects caused by exposure to MEL have been reported by
several authors worldwide [1,5,8]. Heavy metal(loid)s such as As and Pb, contained in MEL,
are potentially toxic for human health and can cause carcinogenic effects in the population
at long exposures [57]. Diverse adverse effects for health, such as bladder, kidney, lung, liver,
and colon cancer, cardiovascular and neurological diseases, and diabetes, are attributed
to As exposure in humans [58]. On the other side, intoxication by Pb has centered on
children because they are more susceptible to the present adverse effects during growth
and neurobehavioral development [57–59]. Therefore, the risk for human health is strongly
related to human behavior, which depends on the activities carried out in the contaminated
site. Thus, the risk for human health depends on the pollutants of the environmental
system, the heavy metal(loid) toxicity or metalloid, the routes of exposure, and the risk
receptors [60]. In this sense, limiting exposure is a key factor in diminishing the risk.

4.2. Mining—Environmental Regulation

The environmentally responsible development of mineral resources is vital for the
mining industry [61]. It is essential to consider the regulations and laws that guide the
activities to be developed in an environmentally, economically, and socially sustainable
way to promote sustainable development in favor of protecting the soil and land [62].
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Adler Miserendino et al. [63] mention that the impacts, principally in the degradation of
water quality and aquatic ecosystems caused by illegal mining and ASGM, result from
deficiencies of the national regulatory framework. Moreover, factors such as the lack of
capacity of local actors and internal political struggles contribute to the lack of integrated
planning that ensures a postmining economy [64].

Furthermore, the lack of information and knowledge has had a significantly adverse
effect on ASGM practices [65]. At the same time, the lack of technological investment in
mining processes has potentiated significant impacts on hydric, soil, and air resource [66].
On an international level, the interventions to address the impacts of ASGM have commonly
focused on the technological changes in mineral processing through eliminating the use of
toxic elements [63]. For example, since 2010, the use of Hg in Ecuador has been forbidden
in the gold recovery process. Nevertheless, informal miners still use amalgamation with
Hg, and some of them even burn the amalgams inside their homes, exposing all of the
members of the family to noxious fumes [67].

In so far as the environmental mining regulations in Ecuador, these are relatively new
and still present deficiencies. For example, concerning MEL, unlike other countries such
as Brazil, Peru, or Chile, Ecuador does not count with a legal instrument that allows the
integral management of them. Additionally, regulation with a preventive and corrective
approach is necessary. Moreover„ so is resource assignation permitting control on time and
minimizing the generation of MEL in the mining areas [17].

The Mining Law of Ecuador [68] establishes that the mining concession holders and
beneficiation plants should incorporate environmental management plans until closure
and definitive abandonment of the mining project. In addition, it is found that the closing
of operations and rehabilitation of affected areas should be a progressive process in the
different stages of the project life cycle [69]. Therefore, the objective of rehabilitating mining
zones is to make them safe, stable, nonpolluting, and self-sustainable for soil use after the
activities [70,71]. Furthermore, closure and rehabilitation of the mines is an obligation for
all the mining holders to prevent future contamination sites. Nevertheless, the subject of the
environmental management plan is relatively new for the ASGM sector [72] and in practice
still presents certain limitations. Finally, to limit the presence of illegal mining (closely
related to environmental degradation), in 2014, illegal mining activities and environmental
pollution were categorized as a felony according to the Integral Organic Criminal Code of
Ecuador [73].

Despite the different legal instruments of the Ecuadorian environmental standard,
there is a notorious deficiency in the associated regulations to recover degraded areas and
manage environmental liabilities. Moreover, the ineffective application of the law is evident
in many cases. This leads to thinking that an essential factor in the aspect of preservation
of the environmental rights of nature and environment is apart from the legislation and
regulations of the system, the ethical and moral quality of the system itself, and the people
involved to correctly apply and obey the law so that the environmentally, socially, and
economically sustainable development of the mining activity is not compromised. It is also
important to consider that the main problem of artisanal miners is that there is no guide,
such as a simplified rehabilitation plan, nor guidelines with simple techniques that avoid
the costly requirements of rehabilitation [72].

4.3. Management and Public Policy: Suggested Actions

The identified impacts in the present study are a legacy from the past. They are
associated mainly to ASGM and the illegal mining carried out in the study areas since the
end of the XIXth century [31]. The evident lack of regulation in mining activities and the
lack of recovery actions (on time) of degraded areas have caused MEL accumulation. The
same accumulation has propitiated pollutants’ transport in the different environmental
compartments, resulting in severe anthropogenic contamination [66].

Table 4 shows the strategies and proposed actions for the management of MEL that
represent a high risk for the population and the environment. Puyango and Tenguel–Ponce
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Enriquez were identified as priority control areas, that is, they require urgent intervention
as well as restoration and rehabilitation plans. MEL that require a high level of intervention
include waste deposits, mine entrances, and abandoned processing plants. To achieve
ecological restoration of the sites, some actions can be adopted, such as those presented
in some research that propose phytoremediation [46,74–76] or the creation of geoparks in
areas that do not represent a significant risk for the population [77].

Table 4. Categorization of priority areas and proposed strategies for pollution control.

MEL
Intervention Level

High Medium Low Proposed Actions

Landfills + ×
Covering, sealing, and revegetation of deposits

Chemical and physical stability control and monitoring plan
Water, soil, sediment, biotic component and stability control, and monitoring plan

Mining galleries + Chemical and physical stability control and monitoring plan
Implementation of geotourism (museums and geoparks) in rehabilitated areas with low impact

Plugging of higher risk mine entrances or galleriesMine entrances + ×

Tailings
Deposits

×
*

Reuse/reuse/valorization of mining tailings
Covering, sealing, and revegetation of tailings deposits
Restoration plan and revegetation near the riverbanks

Water, soil, sediment, biotic component and stability control, and monitoring plan

Abandoned
infrastructure + Construction of a community meeting place

Water, soil, sediment, biotic component and stability control, and monitoring plan

Mineral
processing plants *

Dismantling infrastructures
Chemical stabilization of soils

Control and monitoring of chemical stability of soils

Alluvial terrace *
Treatment of the waters of affected rivers.

Restitution of flora and fauna
Physical and chemical stabilization of riverbanks

Quarries *

Physical and chemical stabilization of soils
Revegetation of the areas

Restitution of fauna
Water, soil, sediment, biotic component and stability control, and monitoring plan

(×) Macuchi MEL; (+) Tenguel–Ponce Enriquez MEL; (*) Puyango MEL.

Besides the restoration and rehabilitation plans, it is necessary to have continuous
control and monitoring plans for the areas to ensure the correct recovery and restitution
of the land. It is important to know that the restoration processes of the degraded mining
areas are complex and require joint work between different institutions: mining companies,
planners, investors, institutions, and local communities [78], with a common vision focused
on sustainability. A lack of common vision can produce inefficacy in management plans [64].
Moreover, it is necessary to point out the importance of having clear public policies that
encourage those involved to put social and environmental responsibility into practice
during the execution of mining projects.

Regarding abandoned tailings, a sustainable alternative to manage these MEL is their
reutilization and reuse in the construction industry [79,80]; tailings have been reused to
fabricate bricks, ceramic materials, and cement [81–83]. Therefore, efforts should be focused
on searching for the sustainable utilization of mining waste, promoting a circular economy.
Finally, a risk communication plan must be in place to minimize the population’s exposure
to the potentially dangerous areas identified in this assessment.

5. Conclusions

This work provides a preliminary assessment of the risk associated with the presence
of mining environmental liabilities in three artisanal and small-scale gold-mining areas of
Ecuador. According to the results, Puyango and Tenguel–Ponce Enriquez appears to be
the most affected mining areas by the presence of MEL, mainly waste deposits and mine
entrances. Landfills, tailing, and mine entrances present a medium risk for the people and
the environment due to the content of potentially toxic elements. Around 2% of MEL are far
away from the population and water bodies, therefore, the result of the risk was low (RI < 3)
for the people and the ecosystem. The point risk maps showed that the rivers with major
risk of contamination are: Pilalo in Macuchi; Chico, Tenguel, Fermin, and Guanache in
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Tenguel–Ponce Enriquez and Amarillo, El Salado, and Puyango in the Puyango River basin.
To our knowledge, the impacts caused in the studied areas are a product of the inherent
contamination due to illegal mining activities since the end of the XIXth century. In this
sense, it is necessary to remediate the polluted sites and practice continuous monitoring to
restore the ecosystems properly. In addition, the population’s exposure must be restricted
from high-risk areas through a communication plan of the risks. Additionally, it is urgently
necessary to investigate the bioavailability of heavy metal(loid)s in the environmental
compartments, as well as their impact on the environment and people’s health. This study
highlights the need to implement regulations for the management of mining environmental
liabilities in Ecuador to protect the environment and residents of mining communities,
ensuring sustainability for the ecosystem, populations, and the mining industry.
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criteria of the severity index (Is) of scenario S1, Table S4: Assessment criteria of parameters for the
severity index determination of scenarios S3 and S4, Table S5: Risk assessment results: scenarios S1
and S2, Table S6: Risk assessment results: scenarios S3 and S4.
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Abstract: This study analyzes the stability and optimizes the parameters of the bottom structure in
sublevel stoping with the delayed backfilling method, improves production efficiency, and increases
the ore recovery ratio under the premise of ensuring safe production. Theoretical formulas are used
to calculate the stability of the pillar with the bottom structure. Numerical simulation is used to study
the stability of muck slash during excavation. Finally, the optimization parameters of the bottom
structure are obtained by combining a similar physical experimental model and numerical simulation.
The results show that the excavation of the muck slash caused different degrees of deformation at
the roof and floor of the roadway. The largest stress occurred at the roadway crossing, whereas the
smallest stress was in the middle area. The excavation also caused the secondary stress concentration
at the adjacent bottom structure but did not significantly impact its stability. During the mining
process, the largest displacement deformation occurred at the roadway crossing, and the influence
of mining disturbance on the stability of the bottom structure involves timeliness and periodicity.
Considering the recovery ratio, dilution ratio, and stability, the spacing of the extracted ore drift
is recommended to be 9 m. This study ensures the stability of the bottom structure in the mining
process and obtained reasonable parameters of the extracted ore drift, which provides a scientific
way for the mines that use sublevel stoping with the delayed backfilling method.

Keywords: bottom structure; numerical simulation; parameter optimization; stability

1. Introduction

The bottom structure of the sublevel stoping with the delayed backfill method is a
chamber group composed of a series of muck slash, drilling drift, and extracted ore drift [1].
The layout and parameters of the bottom structure have a great influence on the efficiency of
the mining method, labor productivity, ore blocked out, ore dilution and loss, and drawing
work safety. Its stability is the key to ensuring the safety and efficiency of ore mining [2,3].
However, in the mining process, it will be subjected to the stress redistribution caused by
excavation disturbance and the rock burst effect caused by stope blasting and ore falling [4].
Especially after entering deep mining, given complex factors such as high ground stress
and dynamic disturbance, the deformation of the bottom structure roadway is significantly
increased, and the stability problem is prominent, which poses a great threat and trouble to
the safety of stope production and the efficient recovery of ore. Furthermore, the shallow
mining method is challenging to apply to the subsequent deep mining of the mine [5].

In recent years, research on the bottom structure of stope has mainly optimized
the main parameters and determined the optimal bottom structure form of stope using
theoretical formulas and mathematical analysis. It predicted the failure of the roof, floor,
and surrounding rock [6–16] and analyzed the stability of the bottom structure in the
process of excavation disturbance combined with numerical simulation [17–23]. Previous
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studies have mainly focused on the parameter design of the muck slash in the caving
method and the distribution and change of stress in excavation disturbance. Different
muck slash was selected according to the technical and economic indicators, such as the
ore recovery ratio. The stability of the stope bottom structure was analyzed from the
surrounding rock of the bottom structure, the support of the roadway, and the interaction
between ore and rock [24–31]. However, studies on the bottom structure of the sublevel
stoping with the delayed backfill method are limited, and the parameter optimization of
the extracted ore drift is also less involved. Therefore, studying the relevant parameters of
the extracted ore drift is crucial to the loss and dilution of the ore in the mining process.

Empirical formula and FLAC3D numerical simulation software are used to study the
stability, stress variation characteristics, displacement characteristics, and failure character-
istics of the bottom structure in different periods of the sublevel stoping with the delayed
backfill method and evaluate the stability of the bottom structure. A similar physical
model test and PFC3D particle flow software are also used to examine the influence of
the spacing between the extracted ore drift in the bottom structure of the stope on the ore
loss and dilution level. A set of optimal parameters are here estimated to provide a basis
for designing the bottom structure in the sublevel stoping with the delaying backfilling
mining method.

2. Engineering Background

A gold mine adopts sublevel stoping with the delayed backfill method. The orebody
level of a gold mine is −600–155 m. In order to study the stability of the bottom structure in
the mining, the first and second sublevel of −616 m is selected for analysis. The maximum
horizontal thickness of the orebody in this area is 105 m, and the minimum thickness is
57 m. The dip angle of the orebody close to the hanging wall is 25◦, and the dip angle of
the footwall is 48◦. According to the actual geological work on site, the mine rock is mainly
composed of granitic rock and has good stability. The physical and mechanical parameters
of mine rock are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Physical and mechanical parameters of ore and rock.

Mechanical Parameter Hanging Wall Footwall Ore Body
Main Fracture

Surface

natural density g/cm3 2.7 2.72 2.82 2.73
Cohesion C/MPa 4.6 4.8 4.7 2.2

angle of internal friction
ϕ/(◦) 35 39 37 34

p-wave velocities m/s 4943 5401 5029 5014
tensile strength MPa 2.40 2.50 2.45 1.02

compressive strength MPa 72.0 85.0 70.0 42.0
elastic modulus E/GPa 16 21 20 13

Poisson ratio γ 0.22 0.21 0.24 0.22

In the mining, the ore body is mined from bottom to top, in the order of room to
pillar. The width of the room and pillar in the stope is 10 m, the sublevel height is 15 m,
the bank height is 60 m, and the length of the room is the horizontal thickness of the ore
body. The section size of the stope track is 3.2 m × 3.0 m, and the section size of the air
connection is 2.0 m × 2.0 m. The stope model is established through SURPAC, as shown
in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Stope solid model.

3. Stability Analysis of Bottom Structure

3.1. Study on Size of Bottom Structure

In the sublevel stoping with the delayed backfill method, the bottom structure of
the muck slash can be simplified to a single pillar. In theory, the tangential stress on the
sidewall surface of the pillar is the largest. The pillar’s surface is affected by dynamic
loads, such as mining blasting in practice. The fissure is abnormally developed, forming a
ground stress fracture layer of 0.4–1 m, and the maximum stress value is transferred to the
center of the pillar [32]. According to structural mechanics theory, when calculating the
strength of pillars, the stress distribution in continuous or discontinuous pillars is uniform,
and the stress mainly causes the failure of pillars in the vertical direction [33]. The pillar
calculation generally does not consider the pillar weight unless it is very high. The required
cross-sectional area to ensure pillar strength can be calculated according to the allowable
bearing strength equation, as in Equation (1) [34]:

SγHk
s

≤ σok f

n
(1)

where S represents pillar support area (m2), γ represents rock bulk density (kg/m3),
H represents stope distance to surface depth (m), k represents load coefficient, s represents the
cross-sectional area of the pillar (m2), σ0 represents the UCS of the pillar (MPa), and n represents
safety factor (3–5 when the surface does not allow collapse or long-term retention).

The equation of relative pillar area is obtained from Equation (1), as shown in Equation (2):

s
S
≤ γHk

σok f
(2)

When calculating the strength of the pillar, ensuring that the pillar is not affected by
blasting shock and avoiding the longitudinal bending of the pillar are necessary. Therefore,
the condition that the unknown parameter kf needs to meet is kf ≥ 2ω, where ω is the
minimum resistance line of the room blasting. According to the mechanical parameters of
mine rock in Table 1, at the level of −616 m, kf = 1.2, n = 2, k = 0.6, and the length of the
pillar edge is a. The pillar size obtained from Equation (2) satisfies the following conditions:

a ≥ 4.29 m,

Field investigation reveals that, at −616 m level, the pillar with a small size and less
than 4 m has different degrees of damage, but the size greater than 4 m, there is basically
no failure form. Figure 2 is the typical failure form of the pillar in the field; most of the
failures occurred at the root of the pillar. Figure 2a shows that three obvious parallel joints
run through the pillar, and shear failure occurs along the joint surface under pressure. Over
time, the failure will expand from the surface to the interior and eventually lose the support
capacity. Figure 2b shows poor pillar stability. The root has been broken, which is prone
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to instability. In the later stage, the corresponding types of cross-section pillars should
be strengthened.

  

Figure 2. Typical pillar damage. (a) Pillar joint failure (b) Pillar root failure.

3.2. Numerical Simulation
3.2.1. Establish Model

For the stability analysis of the bottom structure, given the complex ground stress,
the general theoretical calculation cannot be completed. Therefore, this study uses nu-
merical analysis to simulate the ultimate span between the extracted ore drift of deep
stope under the condition of no support. According to the actual situation of the mine,
considering the Saint-Venant principle, the influence of boundary on the excavation of the
central stope is reduced, and the calculation range is selected to be more than three times
that of the excavation area. Considering the ore body and surrounding rock and the pitch
angle, the length, width, and height are determined to be 300 m × 270 m × 120 m. After
the model is established by ANSYS software (ANASYS2019, American ANSYS company),
it is calculated by FLAC3D according to different lithological groups. The model is meshed
by four-node tetrahedral elements. The calculation model is composed of 308,130 zones
and 417,809 grid points. The mine rock mechanics parameters used in the calculation are
shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Parameter of bulk modulus and shear modulus.

Mechanical Parameter Hanging Wall Footwall Ore Body Main Fracture Surface

volume modulus K/Kpa 9.52 12.07 12.82 7.74
shear modulus G/Mpa 13.11 17.36 16.13 10.66

The stress field of underground engineering existed before excavation. In this sim-
ulation, the two-stage elastic–plastic solution was used to obtain the initial stress field
of the stope in sedimentary consolidation through the gravity effect of the overlying for-
mation. The stress state of rock mass at a depth of H from the surface is expressed in
Equations (3) and (4). The Mohr–Coulomb criterion is used for the mechanical model of
mine rock, as shown in Equation (5) [33].

σx = σy =
μ

1 − μ
σ (3)

σ2 = γH, (4)

fs = σ1 − σ3
1 + sinϕ

1 − sinϕ
− 2c

√
1 + sinϕ

1 − sinϕ
(5)
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where γ represents Poisson ratio, M represents average rock weight, H represents depth
from surface (m), c represents cohesion, ϕ represents the internal friction angle, and fs
represents the destroy judgment coefficient.

Considering the constitutive characteristics of mine rock, the continuity of medium,
and boundary conditions, the stress loaded on the top of the model is found to be 19.46 MPa,
and the horizontal stress loaded on the model’s boundary is 24.3 MPa. Figure 3a shows
the stress nephogram in the vertical and horizontal directions of the initial stress field,
and Figure 3b shows the research area division of the model. This study selects the scheme
with the minimum spacing between extracted ore drift of 7 m for numerical simulation.
By analyzing the stability of the small spacing, the parameter basis is provided for the
design of a larger spacing of the extracted ore drift, and the recovery ratio of the ore is
improved under the premise of ensuring safety.

  

Figure 3. Initial diagram of the calculation model.

3.2.2. Simulation Result Analysis

(1) Stress analysis during excavation

Figure 4 illustrates the stress distribution nephogram of the bottom structure during
excavation. The maximum principal stress of the rock mass after excavation has been
redistributed. The two sides of the roadway and the shallow part of the roof and floor
are in the pressure relief area. The deep part of the roof and floor of the roadway and
the shallow part of the two bottom angles of the roadway are in the stress concentration
area. Figure 4a shows that the disturbance stress caused by excavation is concentrated
on the bottom structure, and the stress value is the largest at the intersection tip of the
roadway. After excavation, the stress on the two sides of the extracted ore drift and muck
slash is significantly greater than that outside the bottom structure. The stress decreases
gradually from the bottom structure area to the outside. According to the process of room
excavation in Figure 4b–d, in the process of room excavation, the influence area is larger
than that of the roadway excavation. The excavation of the room causes the secondary
concentration of the structural stress near the bottom, and the stress concentration area
of the bottom structure changes obviously. The stress concentration value is the highest
at the tip and gradually decreases from the outside to the inside, showing an elliptical
distribution. The excavation of the three rooms does not significantly impact each other,
indicating that the bottom structure is stable under this parameter.
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Figure 4. Stress distribution of bottom structure.

(2) Displacement analysis during excavation

Figure 5 presents the displacement nephogram of the roof and floor in the mining
process shown in the section diagram of the bottom structure of the pillar. After excavating
the bottom structure, the roof and floor of the roadway have different degrees of defor-
mation, and the bottom structure also has a small amount of settlement. With the mining
of the ore body, the hanging area of the rock mass increases, and the initial stress balance
system is destroyed. Under the action of the internal unbalanced stress, the surrounding
rock seeks a new balance through deformation. The deformation process of the rock mass
makes the accumulated stress of the surrounding rock release and transfer continuously.
Simultaneously, the deformation of the bottom structural displacement also means that the
energy is absorbed inside. The above figures’ comparison shows that the bottom structure’s
displacement caused by room 1 mainly concentrates on the roof and floor. When rooms 2
and 3 are stoping, the displacement of the bottom structure changed greatly, and the dis-
placement increased by three times. With the mining of the room, the area with large
displacement continues to expand to the surrounding, and the bottom structure bears more
stress transfer caused by mining.
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Figure 5. Displacement of the excavation.

(3) Plastic-zone analysis during excavation

Figure 6 shows the plastic area where the deformation of the soil cannot be recovered
during the excavation of the room; Figure 6a shows that, after the excavation of the bottom
structure, only a small area of failure zone is generated near the hanging wall of the roadway.
The main fracture surface is close to the hanging wall, and the rock mass is mainly selvage.
However, the poor stability leads to the failure of the rock mass. Figure 6b–d shows that
the stress of the adjacent bottom structure of room 1 increases significantly after excavation,
and the stress concentration at the intersection of the muck slash and the extracted ore
drift is more pronounced. The stress concentration of both sides of the bottom structure is
caused again after the excavation of room 2, which has a certain influence on the bottom
structure of room 1. The failure zone of the ore body of the bottom structure on both sides
is further increased, and a circle of plastic zone is formed in the periphery. Only the middle
elliptical area has not been destroyed. After the excavation of room 3, the stress of the
bottom structure is further increased, and the plastic zone area of the bottom structure is
close to half of the total area. Only the middle part does not occur plastic deformation,
and the bottom structure is in a critical state of failure. Throughout the development of the
plastic zone, the influence of mining disturbance on the stability of the bottom structure
has timeliness and stages.
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Figure 6. Distribution of plastic zone.

Figure 7 illustrates that the failure range of the bottom structure is in the shape of
a funnel, and the middle failure area is the largest. The main reason is that, after the
formation of the bottom structure, the pillar bears the coating pressure on the excavation
area, forming the compression-shear failure, which causes the local failure of the bottom
structure. However, the bottom structure is not fully yielding and is still stable.

 

Figure 7. Left view after excavation.
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(4) Displacement monitoring analysis

Figure 8 shows the distribution of displacement monitoring points in the bottom
structure. MP represents the monitoring point. According to the displacement change of
the roof and floor, 24 monitoring points are arranged in the bottom structure. The first group
of MPs is located at the intersection of the roadway roof, numbered 11–14. The second
group of MPs is located in the center of the roof of the extracted ore drift, numbered
21–24. The third group of MPs is located in the center of the pillar of the bottom structure,
numbered 31–34. The layout points of the fourth, fifth, and sixth groups are located on the
bottom floor at the same position as the first three groups.

  

Figure 8. Distribution of monitoring points. (a) Top view of MP layout (b) Side view of MP layout.

Figure 9 shows each monitoring point’s displacement process in the bottom struc-
ture. The displacement variation of the roof and floor in the bottom structure is similar.
The displacement and deformation of the roof and floor at the roadway intersection are
the largest, and most of the roof subsidence and floor heave occur in the mining process.
A small amount of displacement is caused after excavation, but the deformation is limited.
During room excavation, the displacement of the roof and floor changes significantly and
gradually stabilizes with the mining.

 

Figure 9. Cont.
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Figure 9. Displacement curve of each monitoring point. (a) The first group of MPs (b) The second
group of MPs (c) The third group of MPs (d) The fourth group of MPs (e) The fifth group of MPs
(f) The sixth group of MPs.

4. Spacing Optimization of Extracted Ore Drift with Bottom Structure

The extracted ore drift is the key channel for drawing. When the spacing is too
wide, the stress superposition is reduced, and the stability of the roadway is improved.
However, the residual ore in the ridge and the footwall between the roadway increase,
and the ore recovery ratio cannot be guaranteed [35]. Therefore, the spacing of extracted
ore drift involves ore recovery and roadway stability. Its essence is to achieve a reasonable
balance between ore recovery and roadway stability and maximize ore recovery to ensure
roadway stability.

4.1. Physical Modeling Experiment
4.1.1. Model Design and Material Selection

This experiment adopts a 3D ore model. According to the stope size and roadway
layout, the model ratio was 1:66.6, the model size was 750 × 150 × 225 mm, extracted ore
drift size was 45 × 45 mm. The roadway had a symmetrical layout. The experimental
model is shown in Figure 10. The bulk density of ore and waste rock selected in this
experiment was 1.98 g/cm3 and 1.68 g/cm3, respectively. The ore block size range of
the stope in the gold mine was 400~800 mm, and the waste rock block size range was
600~1000 mm. According to the geometric similarity in the similarity theory, the particle
size of ore and rock in the experiment is ground according to the geometric size ratio of
1:66.6. The ore and waste rock used in the experiment were obtained from mine production.
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The particle size of ore and waste rock were ground to 6~12 mm and 9~15 mm, respectively;
after screening by lattice sieve, they were mixed according to the experiment’s proportion
of particle size distribution.

 
Figure 10. Experimental model diagram.

4.1.2. Experimental Design and Steps

According to the requirements of the mining method, the spacing was set to 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, and 13 m, taking the roadway spacing as variable parameters. During the experiment,
each group was filled with one waste rock and four ore layers, and three to five groups of
extracted ore drifts were arranged. After mucking was completed, the drawing was started.
In the experiment, a small spoon was used for ore drawing. According to the one-time ore
drawing amount in actual production and the proportion of the physical model, the ore
drawing amount per shovel was about 25 g. When the ore drawing was similar to that of
waste rock, the drawing was stopped, and the drawing of the next ore drift was carried
out after weighing. In order to ensure the uniform ore drawing of each ore drift, the next
drift for ore drawing was changed after every 20 shovels. This drawing was terminated
when all of the extracted ore drift was unable to be drawn. Then the ore was sorted as in
the drawing model, the spacing of the extracted ore drift was adjusted, the ore and rock
were screened, the total ore waste rock was counted, and the ore drawing experiment for
the next scheme was prepared. The experimental process is shown in Figure 11.

 

Figure 11. The drawing process.
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4.1.3. Experimental Result Analysis

The drawing experiment was carried out according to the above experimental scheme.
Under different experimental schemes, ore quantity, waste rock quantity, total mine rock
quantity, dilution ratio, and ore recovery ratio were obtained. The relationship between
ore loss dilution ratio and ore drawing roadway spacing was obtained by fitting the
results of the different ore drawing roadway spacing. The experimental results are shown
in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Effects of different mining roadway spacings on recovery ratio and dilution ratio.

Figure 12 shows that the change trends of ore recovery ratio and dilution ratio are
the same, and the two establish a slight downward trend with the increase in the spacing
of the mining roadway. When the spacing is 7–10 m, the change is gentle and suddenly
drops at 10 m. When the spacing is 11 m–13 m, it is gradually stable, and the overall
trend is flat–steep–flat. Combined with experimental observation and analysis of ore–rock
movement law, when the spacing becomes larger, the number of outlets decreases, and the
recovery ratio decreases. When the spacing is 10 m, the recovery ratio decreases sharply
because of the decline of one outlet.

4.2. Numerical Simulation Analysis
4.2.1. Establishment of Mining Model

According to the indoor rock mechanics test and field data, the simplified stope
model is established using PFC3D numerical simulation software. The size of the model is
X × Y × Z = 55 m × 10 m × 15 m, the size of the extracted ore drift is X × Y = 3 m × 3 m,
the angle is 45◦, the radius of the ore is 18 mm, and the waste rock is 19 mm. The mechanical
parameters of the ore and rock are shown in Table 3. The spacing of 7 m is selected as
the research object for numerical simulation analysis. The initial mining model is shown
in Figure 13.
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Table 3. Parameter table of numerical simulation.

Material
Tangential

Stiffness (N·m−1)
Normal Stiffness

(N·m−1)
Density
(kg/m3)

Friction
Coefficient

surrounding
rock 1.2 × 108 1.2 × 108 / 0.35

ore 1.0 × 108 1.0 × 108 2700 0.3
rock 1.0 × 108 1.0 × 108 3000 0.3

Figure 13. Drawing of ore drawing model.

4.2.2. Drawing Simulation Results Analysis

The following is a comprehensive analysis of the flow of ore and rock in the ore body.
The study examines the outflow of ore and waste rock and the distribution of ore and
rock in the ore body in each period of the drawing process. It intuitively shows the whole
drawing process, obtains the output of ore and waste rock after completing the drawing
process and the residual parts of ore and waste rock in the ore body, and calculates the ore
recovery ratio and dilution ratio.

Figure 14 illustrates the schematic diagram of each stage in the drawing. In Figure 14a,
the radius expansion method fills the particles. After the particle filling is completed,
the initial balance is carried out. Figure 14b shows that the movement of the upper orebody
is not evident in the early stage of drawing. Most of the mine rock mixtures released for
the first time are waste rocks, and only a small amount of ore is released. Figure 14c is the
drawing process. A small movement occurs in the middle ore body, and the ore flow law
is the same as the laboratory physical model experiment. Figure 14d is the final drawing.
The ore flow diagram of each stage shows that the mine rock mixture released for the first
time is mostly waste rock, and only a small amount of ore is released. After drawing, the ore
in the upper part of the outlet is released first and gradually forms a funnel shape. Only a
small amount of intermediate ore moves. After the drawing is cut off, a large amount of
waste rock is found at both spont mouth ends. The ore in the upper is less, and most of the
ore is in the lower part. Finally, more ore is seen in the middle of the spont mouth and at
the top of the hanging wall.
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Figure 14. Schematic diagram of the drawing process.

Figure 15 shows the relationship between the extracted ore drift spacing and the ore
recovery and dilution ratio in the numerical simulation. Its change trend is consistent with
the experimental trend of a similar physical model when the dilution ratio is constant in the
number of spont mouths. With the increase in spacing, the residual ore and rock increase,
the residual waste rock at the bottom increases, and the dilution ratio decreases. When the
number of the spont mouth increases, ore and rock drawing increase, and the dilution ratio
increases. Considering the recovery ratio and dilution ratio, using the parameter of 9–10 m
is recommended for the spacing between the extracted ore drift.

 

Figure 15. Influence of different spacing of extracted ore drift on recovery ratio and dilution ratio.
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5. Conclusions

(1) The numerical analysis shows that the excavation of the muck slash caused different
degrees of deformation at the roof and floor of the roadway. The roadway has
two sides. The shallow part of the roof and floor are in the pressure relief area.
The deep and shallow strata of the two bottom corners of the roadway are in the
stress concentration area. The excavation of the adjacent two roadways does not affect
each other. The largest stress occurred at the roadway crossing, whereas stress is the
smallest in the middle area. Stress is symmetrically distributed, and only a small area
of the failure zone is generated near the hanging wall at the roadway.

(2) During the excavation of the room, the secondary stress concentration at the adjacent
bottom structure and the stress concentration area of the bottom structure are signifi-
cantly changed but did not significantly impact its stability. It only affects the near
bottom structure to bear more stress transfer.

(3) In mining, the displacement deformation of the roof and floor at the intersection is
the largest and gradually tends to be stable with the mining. The influence of mining
disturbance on the stability of the bottom structure has timeliness and periodicity.

(4) In the stope of this study, the bottom structure of the mining roadway is simplified as
a single pillar when the sublevel stoping with delayed backfill method is used. When
the actual size of the pillar is less than the theoretical, the pillar will be destroyed along
the joint or at the root. Considering the recovery ratio, dilution ratio, and stability,
the spacing of the extracted ore drift is recommended to be 9 m, which can be increased
to 10 m if stability is poor.
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Abstract: Over two decades, block caving mining has developed the application of hydraulic frac-
turing as a preconditioning method. This study aims to estimate hydraulic fracturing costs in block
caving operations and suggests the base case of specified costs based on the U.S. Energy Information
Administration (EIA) report. Furthermore, it applies cavability factors to develop the long- and
short-term strategies through the fuzzy inference system. In the long-term strategy, we suggest three
possible scenarios for reducing the long-term strategy’s uncertainty by considering the association for
the advancement of cost engineering (AACE)’s contingency rate. Moreover, each fuzzy membership
function of the three possible redeveloped scenarios was analysed through arithmetic operations over
independent/dependent fuzzy numbers for comparing each scenario. The outcome of flexible cost es-
timation suggested deciding on the scale of infrastructure and ore production by facilitating undercut
propagation and controlling block height of block caving operation including additional fragmenta-
tion processes. The result of this study also illustrated that systematic fuzzy cost engineering could
help estimate the initial stage of budgeting. In addition, through solving the uncertainty of fuzzy
calculation values, the project schedule identification is presented by recognising the dependence on
each scenario’s common characteristic of the cavability parameter and cost contingency rate.

Keywords: fuzzy logic; hydraulic fracturing; cost optimisation; fuzzy cost engineering; mining planning

1. Introduction

Block caving is a mass underground mining method that suitably applies for massive
cavable orebodies. Due to the capability of large extraction in massive orebodies, the
block caving method has the superiority of operating cost by economies of scale over any
other underground mining method. Furthermore, including the facilitation of block caving
mechanism helps obtain small fragmentation and reduce the entire cost of the comminution
process. Even though block caving could induce a low-cost mining method through an
automatic flow system, it is limited in application to uncavable hard rock masses that
highly rely on the influence of gravitational force. Thus, the application of an effective hard
rock-preconditioning method is vitally required to achieve the desired depth, production
rate, and caving performance, such as cave initiation, cave propagation, and draw rates.

Preconditioning is a prerequisite and comprehensive process applied to perturb a
rock mass property before cave initiation by altering/modifying its in situ geomechanical
properties through destressing and fracturing [1]. These processes comprise treating the
rock mass either by drilling a single hole and pressurising it with fluid, called Hydraulic
Fracturing (HF) or by drilling up holes into the rock mass and packing them with explosives
to break the in situ rock masses. The extensive use of preconditioning methods nowadays
suggests that it may become a fundamental part of block caving.
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Over the past two decades, applying the preconditioning technique used in the caving
method has evolved to extract massive, deeper, and low-grade ore bodies. Various engi-
neering and academic studies have been conducted considering the extraction of ore from
larger and deeper mines, including Ridgeway Deeps [2,3], Northparkes mine [4–6], Cadia
East mine [7], Salvador mine [8], and the El Teniente mine [9] which has a product range
from 6 to 35 Mtpa with plans to increase production in future.

HF, before its application in the mining industry, has been widely used in the petroleum
industry to recover trapped oil from low-porosity and low-permeability rock. It was
used for the first time in mining operations at Northparkes mine (Australia) in 1997 [4].
The potential of its practical use in the full-scale mining industry is to mitigate the risks
associated with underground mass mining, such as rockburst, by inducing micro-seismic
events by injecting a fluid to cause a fault slippage [10]. For controlling the outburst in the
coal mine, the massive HF method is recently used through surface HF in underground
coal rock [11]. In addition, the contribution of the natural fracture is identified for flow
channels when the HF technique is applied [12].

In the HF application, new fractures are created by inducing tensile stresses along
the borehole boundary by applying pressure in an isolated section of the hole. Water or
a water-based cross-linked polymer gel is injected in an isolated section between the two
straddle packers. The fracture initiates along the borehole boundary, mostly below the
borehole collar, after the pressure exceeds the rock mass tensile strength and propagates the
fracture length by increasing the injection pressure. This results in a reduction of connection
time between the two fractures during the caving process. The HF method could enhance
the cavability, draw rate, and fragmentation size in block caving operations by connecting
existing natural fractures and new fractures.

Even though there is a growth in demand for applying such preconditioning methods,
there are difficulties estimating the economic cost/benefit. Since preconditioning techniques
have just been applied to block caving operations, there are uncertainties in analysing costs
in its practical application. In addition, a lack of knowledge for estimating the cost of
preconditioning techniques causes hardship to the decision-makers. Thus, decision-makers
should often rely on experts’ knowledge. Since the conventional approach of the mining
industry flows with decision trees, it often has caused trouble with the imprecision of
prediction because of the deterministic way of decision. To avoid these uncertainties, which
in an operating situation always incur major problems in the mining industry, this study
applied the fuzzy inference system (FIS) to develop a pragmatic decision-making support
tool that enables a more smooth and practical approximation in a probabilistic way.

This study addresses the short-and long-term strategies of the HF cost estimation
in block caving, where the proposed approach is not only reducing the uncertainty in
the economic assessment of HF by using fuzzy modelling, but also addressing how to
identify the dependence on cost measurement due to engineering variables and order the
scenario between several cases. For fuzzy modelling in the short-term and long-term based
on the characteristics of block caving, the input parameters would be selected from the
cavability’s natural factors and induced factors, respectively. In a short-term strategy, the
cost of HF was measured for one borehole by using the natural factor of rock mass, such as
uniaxial compressive stress, in situ stress, water, and discontinuity properties. In a long-
term strategy, it was modelled for a year-based project by induced factors that indicate the
character of block caving, such as block height, draw rate, fragmentation, and propagation
of caving. Through induced factors, we make different scenarios and differentiate both
correlated cases and uncorrelated cases by considering the variable’s dependency on how
to decide the contingency rate.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the related case
studies for fuzzy cost estimation. Section 3 provides a brief explanation based on the
fuzzy set theory and discusses HF cost and cavability index. In Section 4, the results of
fuzzy modelling in short-term strategy and long-term strategy suggest the application of
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contingency rate on the results of the defuzzified long-term strategy’s result. Finally, some
conclusions are provided in Section 5.

2. Fuzzy Logic Applications into the Mining and Cost Estimation

The application of fuzzy logic in the mining industry is well explored. For handling
the complex mine design and implementing the techniques, the trends of using fuzzy logic
suggest a new approach to solving the issues related to traditional economic activity in
mineral sectors [13]. Bandopadhyay [14] analysed the roof and floor conditions for mining
method selection with fuzzy aggregation procedures. Den Hartog MH [15] developed a
performance prediction of a rock-cutting trencher with a knowledge-based fuzzy model. In
this paper, the developed model uses six input variables (rock strength, joint spacing of
three joint sets, joint orientation, and trench dimensions) for estimating the performance of
a trencher (bit consumption and production rates). Jiang, Y.M. [16] applied the fuzzy set
theory in the evaluation of roof categories in longwall mining. Cabseoy, T. [17] and Bascetin,
A. [18] used fuzzy set theory for the selection of optimum equipment combinations in
surface mines. Yao, Y., Li, X., Yuan, Z. [19] developed fuzzy logic and a neural network
approach by utilising data obtained from cutting tests. Wei, X., Wang, C.Y., Zhoub, Z.H. [20]
suggested the fuzzy ranking system for evaluating the sawability of granite and for selecting
a suitable tool and determining the optimum sawing parameters. Li, W. et al. [21] applied
the fuzzy probability measures to the analysis on actual cases of excavation, mining, ground
surface movement, and subsidence. M. Iphar [22] applied fuzzy sets to the diggability
index (DI) rating method for surface mine equipment selection. They selected the inputs as
weathering degree, rock strength (UCS), joint spacing, bedding spacing and put them into a
fuzzy inference system for DI rating. Edrahim Ghaesei and Mohammad Ataei [23] proposed
the roof fall rate, which was applied to fuzzy logic by using the input parameters as CMRR
(coal mine roof rating), PRSUP (primary roof support), intersection span, and depth of
cover. Dong, L.J. et al. [24] developed the evaluation index of a man–machine–environment
system and established it for the clean and safe production grade of a phosphorous mine
by using the grid-based fuzzy Borda method (GFB).

The fuzzy logic for the case of cost estimation analysis has had a few applications:
Muñoz, M., & Miranda, E. [25] introduced a FIS for estimating the premium cost of an
options exchange. It is applied in the derivative market in Mexico, and its results are com-
pared with the Black–Sholes theoretical model. Kasie, F.M. et al. [26] proposed a decision
support system that stabilises the flow of fixtures in manufacturing systems. This paper
justifies the cost-effectiveness of the decision support system and strengthens the decision
proposed using a similarity measure. Fayek, A.R., & Rodriguez Flores, J.R. [27] developed a
fuzzy model to assess the quality of infrastructure projects at the conceptual cost estimating
stage. In this paper, the fuzzy expert system provides a systematic approach for assess-
ing the quality and cost of components to perform a fitness. Alshibani, A., & Hassanain,
M.A. [28] applied the fuzzy set theory for estimating the maintenance cost of constructed
facilities. Tony Chen [29] proposed an entropy-consensus agent-based fuzzy collaborative
intelligence (FCI) for estimating the minimum unit cost of a semiconductor product, which
has critical weakness due to insufficient consensus. Anthony, K. et al. [30] illustrated the
construction of cost estimating relationships (CERs) using fuzzy sets and fuzzy inferencing
procedures. Petley, G.J., & Edwards, D.W. [31] developed fuzzy matching to use in capital
cost estimation about the plant materials of constructions. Zima & Krzysztof [32] suggested
fuzzy case-based reasoning (CBR) for estimating costs in the early phase of the construction
project. Shaheen, A. A. et al. [33] addressed the fuzzy range estimating model that utilises
the major cost packages identified by experts. Through this method, the paper would like
to overcome the shortcomings of Monte Carlo Simulations. Plebankiewicz, E. et al. [34]
performed the analysis for the validity of the model structure assumptions by comparing
the selected initially fuzzy approach and probabilistic approach to calculate life cycle cost
(LCC). Cocodia, E. [35] illustrated fuzzy analysis for the development of cost estimation
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reasoning (CER)s risk for use in conceptual cost estimates for futures Floating Production,
Storage and Off (PRSO) developments.

Moreover, fuzzy engineering economic analysis is researched by many authors. Kahra-
man, C. et al. [36] developed engineering economy techniques under fuzziness which are
the new extensions of the fuzzy set such as intuitionistic, hesitant and type-2 fuzzy sets
to be applied to environmental problems. Kaino, T et al. [37] described fuzzy sensitivity
analysis and its application. Çoban, V., & Onar, S.Ç. [38] applied the Pythagorean fuzzy
sets for dealing with uncertainty and imprecision inherent in production levels and energy
price for life-cycle cost (LCC) and levelled cost of energy (LCOE) methods. Dimitrovski,
A.D. & Matos, M.A. [39] applied the fuzzy sets approach in utility economic analysis. In
this paper, they considered the dependence that may exist between the fuzzy variables
and the influence of this dependence on the results. They also considered mathematical
operations over independent fuzzy numbers.

In this paper, a new systematic strategy with the FIS of HF method is developed with
fundamental fuzzy rules based on the engineering index of cavability. Furthermore, we
propose a method that considers contingency costs to reduce risk and uncertainty for long
term HF cost estimation.

3. Fuzzy Inference System Development

3.1. Fuzzy Set

Fuzzy set theory is designed for representing the formalised tools to deal with, hardly
representing the probabilistic model. Fuzzy set theories could provide better rational
decision-making tools with specified membership functions than probabilistic methods.
However, no answer is always correct when rules or facts are based on experience and
past data which are often ambiguous. The fuzzy set theory also can be used in uncertain
economic decisions to deal with vagueness. The methodology of the paper, for dealing with
the mathematical expression of cavability index (CI), which is a classified rating system,
utilises fuzzy set theory and gives the rating system the quantitative number through a
membership function of fuzzy numbers. The fuzzy modelling method does not exclude
statistical methods but becomes a tool when other approaches for HF cost optimisation are
not pertinent.

3.1.1. Fuzzy Arithmetic Operation

In general, a financial calculation is difficult to convert into a probability model due to
uncertainty. However, the fuzzy financial calculation can address this uncertainty because it
can show the decision-maker what can happen. For this calculation, arithmetic calculations
of fuzzy numbers can be considered, synthesised in the equation for generic operation, and
described by the extension principles [40]. It is noteworthy that if the computation of fuzzy
numbers is the same number of arithmetic calculations, the calculation can be solved when
both variables are independent, such as the normal number of arithmetic calculations. Still,
when both variables are dependent, the arithmetic calculations cannot be applied, and the
extension principle should be applied. In other words, an extension principle is a method
of extending an ordinary number of operations to fuzzy concepts.

When applying the extension principle, it is necessary to consider dependency and
independency in probabilistic calculations. In most cases, however, these dependent
features tend to be neglected without proper consideration. For example, although the
tendency of rock characteristics in mines is heterogeneous, it does not mean all variables of
cavability are independent of each other characteristic of the rock mass. This could reveal
the correlation between the two variables expressed as fuzzy numbers, as it implies that
the variables will behave in the same way. In other words, if one of the variables takes
a certain value from its support set, the other variables could share precedent values in
proportion to the support set. Thus, the more information with common characteristics,
the more uncertainty can be remained by considering dependence. In this situation, the
dependence between variables of cavability also works in cost estimation because some
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uncertain values directly or indirectly affect the elements of HF cost estimation through
the motivated use of common uncertain parameters. Therefore, this paper excludes the
tendency to exacerbate the uncertainty of long-term operation. That can occur from the
induced cavability factor, expressed by the fuzzy set in block caving from a long-term
perspective. It has modelled three scenarios for consideration of the dependence.

3.1.2. Fuzzy Inferences System

Fuzzy Inferences System (FIS), based on fuzzy propositions and fuzzy sets, is com-
monly referred to fuzzy reasoning as the computing framework. FIS is constituted of a
fuzzifier, rule-based structure, and defuzzifier. For using FIS between cavability index
and HF cost estimation, it is fuzzified through the Mamdani fuzzy algorithm in this paper.
Through a fuzzified algorithm, a rule-based structure drives reasonable conclusions from
soft computing between obscure information and other information when the defuzzifica-
tion processes ended.

3.2. Cost Optimisation in Mining

Cost optimisation is a continuous process aiming to minimise operating costs whilst
improving business values without significantly impacting other associated factors. Cost
optimisation has become a vital part of the success of mining projects. However, there
are several parameters associated with the uncertainty which can affect the overall cost
optimisation process. Therefore, the selection of parameters is key to the success of the cost
optimisation process.

Before considering the Hydraulic Fracturing (HF) costs, it is required to review and
analyse the newest creative techniques of HF in block cave mining. Firstly, the problem
of using either a cased borehole or an open borehole is questionable. Usually, in the oil
and gas industry, the cased borehole is applied to the HF operations to retrieve the fluids
and initiate the HF process by making perforations link up a single axial HF. After the
perforation process, the HF may initiate from its preferred propagation plane outside the
cased borehole. However, in cave mining, for the HF initiation process, directional HF
could be introduced for inducing lower breakdown pressure and promoting HF transverse
initiation [4,7]. Unlike the cased borehole case, the initiation of the HF process in the open
borehole is replaced through the cutting machine, which creates an initial notch around an
open borehole as an artificial weakness for the hydraulic fractures to initiate [41].

Next, using proppant material for HF in cave mining is questionable. According to
recent research, HF for preconditioning in cave mining is suggested for using proppants to
enhance the induced stress shadow effect. Usually, in the oil and gas industry, proppant is
injected into HF to induce greater length and width of the fracture. The formed fractures are
prevented from being closed due to in situ stress and are kept semi-permanent by injecting
the proppant. In the geotechnical view, fractures caused by HF can be re-orientation in the
preferred direction due to the effects of stress shadow. Because HF causes stress in the rock
due to the liquid injected into the rock, the stress shadow effect induces deformation of the
rock and forms the stress reversal region. In other words, since the injection rate exceeds the
flow capacity of the rock formation, the stress created here is called the stress shadow effect,
which deforms the existing state of stress due to the superimposition of in situ stress. The
stress shadow effect depends on whether a stress reversal region occurs around an existing
fracture or between existing fractures and the extent of this stress reversal region [41].
Because the preconditioning of HF used in block caving is to make the rock mass more
blocky, it is preferred that the formed fractures become networks or connect with existing
cracks. Therefore, it becomes more important to form a joint network by maintaining the
crack and how cracks occur easily. However, HF, usually used in conventional block-caving,
does not use proppant (mainly using sand), but it is suggested to induce stress shadow
effects to each crack by keeping the gap between the cracks by injecting proppant into the
cracks, which are caused by HF.
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Lastly, the cost estimation of HF to be applied in block caving mines is relatively
unprecedented compared to that of the oil and gas industry. Thus, this study refers to a
report by the U.S Energy Information Administration (EIA) that performed an analysis
of upstream drilling and production costs conducted by IHS Global Inc. [42]. However,
the cost of HF used in the oil industry cannot be directly applied to block cave mining as
the above-mentioned paper discussed. This is because of the differences in HF techniques
between the oil and gas industry and the block cave mining, which were summarised in
table 1 in Q. He et al. [41].

According to Bunger et al. [43] and Adams and Rowe [44], the most significant differ-
ence between the gas & oil industry and the mining industry is the fracture size. Table 1
shows that the amount of injection rates used in the oil industry differs by a factor of
25 from those used in the block cave mining industry and, in terms of injection volumes,
they differ by a factor 12.5 to 50 from those used in the block cave mining industry. Above
all, the reason that caused the quantitative difference between the two industries in HF is
the size of the fracture, and similarly, distances between fractures create the difference in
the quantitative factors for HF.

Table 1. Differences between hydraulic fracturing in the cave mining industry and hydraulic fractur-
ing in the shale gas industry, revised by Bunger et al. [43] and Adams and Rowe [44].

Application HF Size
Injection

Volume (m3)
Injection
Rate (L/s)

Addictive Proppant
Distances
between

Fractures (m)
σ3 Orientation

Cave
mining industry

About 30 m
in radius 8–20 5–10 No Some 1.25 Mostly vertical

in Australia

Shale
gas industry

Hundreds
of meters

in half-length
135–1000 75–250 Yes Yes About 100 Mostly

horizontal

3.3. Cost Variables of Hydraulic Fracturing Costs

Many factors may also contribute to the fluctuation of HF costs. For example, HF
cost is influenced by drilling cost (rig rates and drilling), fluid cost, proppant cost, pump
cost, and equipment cost heavily impacted by more significant market conditions and
the time required for drilling the total well depth. In addition, HF costs depend on
rock mass conditions and the cost of minerals. Furthermore, HF costs are influenced by
geological properties for geo-steering, which is required to optimise the preconditioning
efficiency by orienting the wellbore perpendicular to the minimum in situ stress orientation
and inducing the interaction between hydraulic fractures and natural fractures for the
growth of hydraulic fractures. Therefore, HF costs might need a comprehensive function of
budgeting estimation.

Based on the listed reasons above, the elements of the HF cost estimation used for block
caving should include the following: the HF uses an open borehole rather than a cased
borehole, and by using proppant to form stress reversal regions and to utilise the effect of
stress shadow effect, the use of proppant to expand the width of the fracture and to proceed
in the preferred direction. In addition, the study rectifies the EIA’s HF cost estimation for
the difference in HF size and HF distances between fractures. Furthermore, HF cost factors
are discussed that may contribute to formulating an estimation. As a result, the values
are rectified and supplemented for all the illustrated cost aspects described in Table 2. In
Table 2, the P10, P50, and P90 stand for percentiles such as P denotes the percentiles in the
distribution, P10 denotes the lower 10% of the observations and P50 denotes a value close
to the mean value.
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Table 2. P10, P50, and P90 of one borehole cost estimation with 500 m length for HF in block
cave mining.

HF Cost Component Items P10 P50 P90

Frack cost Fluid cost $31,250 $68,750 $125,000

Proppant cost Water and sand cost $31,250 $68,750 $131,250

Drilling cost $97,500 $125,000 $200,000

Frack pumping cost

Stage cost $15,000 $16,250 $16,875

Break pressures cost $137,500 $187,500 $225,000

Injection rate cost $4750 $7500 $11,750

Others $118,750 $137,500 $175,000

3.3.1. Drilling Related Costs

Drilling related costs make up roughly 20% to 25% of the total cost of HF in block
caving. This cost is associated with borehole depth, drilling rates, drilling penetration,
and drilling efficiency. Drilling costs had many parameters which are likely linked to
quantifiable costs, such as drilling crews’ wages and drilling equipment. It also includes
intangible costs such as the drill bits consumption, equipment rental fees, drilling costs,
and other service costs.

3.3.2. Frack Pumping Costs

The frack pumping cost is a highly volatile variable. It consists of 20% to 25% of
total HF costs. Between the frack pumping variables, only the injection rate is selected for
considering the difference of application between block caving and the oil-gas industry.
Furthermore, the break pressure, which must be higher than the intact rock strength, would
also consist in fracking pumping costs. Moreover, in a block caving HF operation, there is
no need to take an option for several stages. Thus, this study just assumed the operation
would be set as a single stage.

3.3.3. Fluid and Proppant Costs

The fluid and proppant costs make up 15% to 30% of the total HF borehole cost. As
discussed above, the purpose of the fluid and proppant in HF is to initiate and propagate
fractures. Several substances could make up the proppant, such as artificial proppant and
coated proppant, etc. However, this study only considers the fluid and proppant as water
and sand, respectively. Even though water has a low viscosity and can be injected at a
high or low rate, it could initiate micro-fractures and propagate in the target area. It is also
available in abundance and cheaper than any other fluid used for HF.

3.4. Cavability

Cavability is the ability to unravel the in situ rock mass when developing the undercut
process and consider all three stages of caving: initiation, propagation, and continuous
caving, which is the vital feature of the caving process [45]. In addition, the cavability of
rock mass will have an essential role in controlling the mine design at the initial stage of
economic issues in a given geological environment. On the other hand, the preconditioning
task has the ultimate goal of weakening the rock mass or developing discontinuities.
Preconditioning has been used for enhancing the cave initiation and propagation to achieve
the desired draw rates. Because of the effects that can be achieved by preconditioning are
the same as the purpose of recognising the rock mass’s cavability in cost-effective utility,
the study assumed preconditioning and cavability share direct intermediary characteristics.
In other words, if cavability ultimately represents the degree of capability for caving in situ
rock mass in the orebody, then preconditioning is intended to proceed with this process
for improving the ability into the formed rock to be caved. Since the natural factors of
cavability can directly or indirectly affect boreholes required for preconditioning, this value
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is presented through fuzzy logic at a short-term cost estimation. The induced factors of
cavability propose a strategy to estimate costs for long-term planning of preconditioning.
For instance, if obtained from the rock with weak geology of the orebody, preconditioning
can maximise its effectiveness by reducing the strength of the pressure that can be seen
as an effect, and later transferred to a part made of strong rock that would be estimated
through cost estimation fuzzy logic in the long-term plan.

3.4.1. Cavability Index

The Cavability index (CI) is referred to the degree of cavability in the caving mining
method. CI is an essential geomechanics factor for conducting caving by forming an
ellipsoid shape in the draw column using the gravitational separation process. In addition
to this importance, CI helps address uncertainty in the design and planning process phases
of the caving operation because the engineer’s decision is incomplete with information
and data on the rock mass. Therefore, CI is often obtained through structural analysis,
numerical modelling, and an empirical chart estimated using rock mass rating (RMR) and
IRMR [46,47]. In addition, CI obtained from these empirical formulas ultimately helps
infer the dimension of the undercut which is the most important component of block
caving design, and to set up the hydraulic radius (HR). HR is necessary to ensure the
direction of caving propagation for the unsupported area of the back of the cave. That is,
the determination of HR is used by CI to decide the required dimension for caving and
sustain mining operations.

CI of the orebody is influenced by the rock mass of its natural properties. It is also
influenced by induced factors resulting from the mining process [48,49]. These properties
have been demonstrated by a review of RMR classification [45].

Natural Factor

The natural factors in cavability generally use the physical properties of rock mass
classification. Such a natural factor includes uniaxial compressive strength (UCS), in
situ stress, water, and rock mass discontinuity properties. UCS shows the characteristics
of rock material strength. In addition, in situ stress serves as an important factor in
the natural factor of cavability, as it informs the magnitude and orientation of regional
stress in the caving mine [48]. Water reduces the effective stress of discontinuous joints
in the rock mass, weakening their shear strength. Water can increase the capability of
cavability by reducing the friction between the joints. Lastly, the natural factors also include
discontinuity properties. This factor also distinguishes six ways of spacing, orientation,
aperture, persistence, roughness, and filling of joints as used in representative rock mass
classifications (RMR, IRMR, Q systems).

Induced Factor

The induced factor represents the structural characteristics required by the caving
process. These induced factors are made up by engineering decision-makers and are
regarded as a way for mining the orebody. Induced factors are included in an undercut,
HR, block height, and fragmentation. For identifying the uncertainty of mine, cavability is
specified by each of the criteria.

First, undercut is favoured to choose the advanced undercut method, which is the
development of undercut ahead of the partially developing extraction level. This method
helps ramp up the production material and destress the extraction level for reducing
the abutment stress, which could damage the extraction level. HR is the area divided
by the perimeter. The effects of HR are included as the induced factor of cavability, as
they play a significant role in the design of caved material channels and in determining
the overall development. Block height is one of the critical parts of induced factors in
cavability. After cave initiation, cave material falls off from the caprock as an ellipsoid
shape. The vertical heights of the ellipsoid as the height of draw (HOD) influence secondary
fragmentation. Since as long as HOD applies, secondary fragmentation is a much finer
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fragmentation during the separate gravitational work and facilitates the transition of
primary fragmentation to secondary fragmentation. In this sense, block height is also
included in induced factors of cavability. Lastly, fragmentation of ore in block caving
influences the overall operation process due to its impact reaching the comminution process,
equipment selection, production rates, determination of drawbell plan and size, and
continuous production schedule. Since the fragmentation of a deposit could change the
entire mine life, diagnosing the result of the preconditioning method makes the right
decision more important.

4. Cost Estimation with a Strategic View

4.1. Long- and Short-Term Strategy for Estimation of HF Cost Using Fuzzy Logic

The study not only plans to model the cost estimation of HF using fuzzy functions but
also proposes correlated and uncorrelated cost estimation to avoid ignoring the effect of the
interdependence of certain variables on the cost estimation. To consider these features, this
paper referred to the work of Dimitrovski, A.D., & Matos, M.A [50]. Even though that study
had an analysis of recognising and designing dependent differences as cash flows parameter
which usually consists of interest rates and time values, this study turns our attention to
the engineering parameters’ degree of the dependent and independent relationship since
inadequate values of engineering variables can also lead to additional uncertainties in cost
estimation. It can occur mainly in the industries on which upstream operations (oil and
mining sector) are based because the physical properties of the underground are invisible
and the exact estimate of the material being produced is almost impossible. To overcome
those uncertainties, the study proposes a model that considers the extent to which variables
are caused by their dependence, as well as probabilistic estimation methods.

Before investigating in the light of the strategic approach using fuzzy logic, the study
we discuss the basic definition of the strategy. A term of periodic strategy in mining
operations ultimately exists for the optimisation of the cost. In other words, this is to make
the utilisation of the budget to induce the best efficiency through maximised cash flow with
low capital cost and low operating costs. Thus, the project’s duration can be divided into
short-term, medium-term, and long-term. The short-term can be defined as day-to-day,
but in this paper, the concept of the shift-to-shift is addressed, and the long-term defines
each other period within a year’s range if the operation of HF lasts just about three years.
However, the medium-term was not discussed because the HF fracturing project had a
relatively smaller magnitude of size than other projects.

Furthermore, the short-term strategy is modelled to estimate the HF cost with the
natural factors of cavability as input parameters. The output of this model is modelled
based on “the fracture cost”, “proppant cost”, “drilling cost”, “fracking pumping cost”,
and “others” (such as labour costs and other related operating costs). The short-term
strategy will propose that those assigned orientations determine the timing of expansion
(adjusting the rate of undercut process and initial production), information on the scale
of infrastructure, and direction of preconditioning operation. Although the short-term
strategy proposed in this paper may not address the complexity of all phenomena occurring
in mining operations, it is assumed that the criterion of the cavability parameter would
provide an optimal approach with sufficient logical information due to the cost per borehole
of HF preconditioning. In addition, it will induce not only to be practical but also provide
the opportunity to create periodic updates and action plans for real mine sites through
achievable scenario analysis. It will also help decide the equipment selection and borehole
spacing of the HF and drilling diameter of the borehole.

The long-term strategy of mining planning would generally propose to solve the
problem of large-scale optimisation, which is aimed at finding block extraction sequences.
Since the sequence problem is directly the order to derive the maximum NPV, it performs
the optimal strategy, incorporating physical and economic constraints and future changes in
mineral prices. However, this paper will set the induced factors of cavability in optimising
HF cost estimation as constraints of the long-term strategy. In this case, it suggests three
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possible scenarios for HF cost. Thus, according to those assumptions, the analysis was
made to changes in three scenarios, as the measurement of HF costs from a long-term
perspective can vary. Those modelled scenarios are integral to the optimisation of HF
operation; these inform the development of long-term planning parameters and contain
the consideration of contingency planning for practical operations. To sum up, all these
processes through HF preconditioning aim to maximise rock mass’s cavability assessment,
the efficiency of capital costs, and the scheduling problem. The outcome of maximised
cost estimation would help decide on the scale of infrastructure and ore production by
facilitating undercut propagation and controlling block heights of block caving operation
with inducing additional fragmentation.

4.2. Short-Term Strategy for HF Operation

In this study, the Mamdani FIS was applied to construct short-term HF costs. The
essential component of this model is made up of the input-output sets and if-then rules.
The fuzzy set of input-output sets is developed by triangular and trapezoidal membership
functions, which can minimise their uncertainty. After setting the input-output sets, all
the consequent fuzzy sets will be integrated into a new fuzzy set by using the maximum
operator as the if-then rules construction process. Once the construction of if-then rules is
finalised, it requires a procedure of defuzzification that converts the form of output-fuzzy
sets into a crisp numerical value. The defuzzification method is processed by the method of
COA defuzzification, and it would perform to get the crispy value of each HF cost variable.

For the short-term strategy, it is necessary to restrict the range of the scale to one
borehole operation. This model is assigned to the 9 input variables (UCS, in situ stress,
joint spacing, joint orientation, water, joint aperture, joint persistence, joint roughness, joint
filling), and five output variables (stage and others costs, fluid and proppant costs, Drilling
costs, break pressures, injection rates). Those fuzzified sets are illustrated in Figure 1.
Before specifically describing this model, there is a questionable relationship between input
variables (cavability) and “stage and other costs”, which is the subset of HF cost estimation.
Due to the property of cavability, it seems not to relate to the stage cost and other costs
associated to the operation’s maintenance and labour cost. However, the lower the CI, the
longer the time to shift the operation of HF, so the other and stage costs were set to output
variables together because the time, cost, and labour cost would also increase due to the
chain of actions.

Specifically, input and output variables are illustrated with trapezoidal and triangular
membership functions in Figures 1 and 2. The membership function of input variables is
classified into five classes. The fuzzy input sets were designed to intersect each class based
on the membership degree of 0.5, respectively. The output variable is also classified into
five classes. However, it was determined that the three classes (P10, P50, P90) that were
originally calculated alone would not be more detailed to calculate the value but would
bring up the result of the broad and wide value. Thus, this research goes a little further and
classifies it into five classes by adding more P32 and P68 cases. This helps to flexibly cope
with the estimation of output variables by applying one standard deviation. The fuzzy
output sets, categorised into five classes, are designed to intersect each class based on the
membership degree of 0.4 (Figure 2).

The next stage of fuzzy modelling is the construction of the if-then rules. As discussed
before, the CI is classified into the five parameters. Thus, the number of if-then rules
will have the 5 powers of 9 rules. However, among them, the if-then rule is applied as
itself, the number of rules would be too large. Thus, the generality of the rule is given
in consideration of the weighted value of the CI of Rafiee [44]. Moreover, the natural
characteristic of rock will ignore some impossible rules. When constructing the if-then
rules, the logical rules set that the higher the CI, the lower the HF cost, contrary to the lower
the CI, the higher the HF cost. As the last process of this methodology, the COA method
is employed for the defuzzification process due to the calculation simplicity. The fuzzy
set output was translated into a crisp numerical value through the COA defuzzification
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method, which would lead to the final HF cost estimation. Following the determination
of the cost estimation, its membership degree is obtained by using the fuzzy sets, which
represent the output variables.

 

 

Figure 1. Illustrations of cavability natural factors as input variables (UCS, in situ stress, joint spacing,
joint orientation, water, joint aperture, joint persistence, joint roughness, joint filling) membership
function for each variable (0: Very Low, 1: Low, 2: Medium, 3: High, 4: Very High).
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Figure 2. Illustrations of HF cost estimation as output variables (fluid and proppant cost, drilling
cost, break pressures cost, injection rate cost, stage and others cost), membership function for each
variable (P10: Very Low, P32: Low, P50: Medium, P68: High, P90: Very High).

4.3. Long-Term Strategy for HF Estimation

In this section, the study tries to prioritise the uncertainties encountered when exe-
cuting the HF long-term planning in the block caving mine. First of all, mines in block
caving are exposed to environments where the characteristics of rocks can be distributed
variously. Therefore, long-term strategies for HF should be considered heterogeneous
characteristics of rock for mining planning and constructing essential infrastructure rather
than a homogenous characteristic of rock. Thus, the study makes a choice to measure the
cavability of the induced factors for dealing with the heterogeneous features of the block
caving sector as constraints of the long-term strategy. Then, according to the nature of rock
characteristics, three scenarios in the block caving sector have been suggested. Those cases
are illustrated in Table 3.

Secondly, those scenarios are modelled with FIS in the same way as the short-term
strategy. Fuzzy modelling for long-term strategy is constructed based on four induced
factors of cavability to extract defuzified long-term HF cost estimation with the range of
1 year. For further explanation, induced factors are made of HR, fragmentation size, block
height, and undercut direction as the input variables in fuzzy sets. Finally, those defuzzified
results are compared and analysed by presenting the correlated and uncorrelated cases of
the differentiated long-term budget, according to the composition of scenarios A, B, and C.
For comparison of analysis, the rectified extension principle has been used rather than the
applied arithmetical operation mentioned above.
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Table 3. Three scenarios are illustrated for long-term strategies for hydraulic fracturing costs.

Rating 0 1 2 3 4

Scenario A

Hydraulic radius 18.5 m

Fragmentation 512

Block height 125 m

Undercut direction Fair

Scenario B

Hydraulic radius 50 m

Fragmentation 0.2

Block height 180 m

Undercut direction Fair

Scenario C

Hydraulic radius 25

Fragmentation 10

Block height 225 m

Undercut direction Fair

Those modelled scenarios are integral to the optimisation of HF operation, and these
are not only informing the development of long-term planning parameters but also con-
taining the consideration of contingency planning for practical operations. Measuring
the amount of uncertainty would help make a decision maker construct the scenario’s
consecutive sequence in the mining operation. To sum up, all these processes through
HF preconditioning aim to maximise rock mass’s cavability assessment, the efficiency of
capital costs, and the scheduling problem. The outcome of flexible cost estimation would
help decide on the scale of infrastructure, ore production by facilitating undercut propa-
gation, and controlling block heights of block caving operation by inducing an additional
fragmentation process.

After assuming that the induced cavability factor is an input variable, it is com-
pounded to each output result for recalculation of fuzzy correlation. Furthermore, this
strategy utilises the value of contingency cost, which is referred to as association for the
advancement of cost engineering (AACE)’s contingency table. Through this way, the long-
term strategy for HF operations could conclude to validate “cost estimation” through the
fuzzy economic analysis.

The scenarios assumed in Table 3 imply that each of them has a different rock property
in one massive ore body. However, this scenario also implies uncertainty in scheduling
decisions or budgeting about which part of the rock mass to approach first. Thus, to design
the long-term strategy, we followed the way we used in the short-term strategy method
with fuzzy input and output variables. After the following results are obtained from the
FIS, each of which is defuzzified by the elements of the COA shown in Table 4. The basic
logical configuration is the same the lower the score of cavability, the higher the cost of HF.

The defuzified values were available according to the assigned fuzzy rules shown in
Table 4. However, although the values have tentatively been obtained through long-term
cost estimation for each scenario through an intuitive and uncertainty-tackling FIS by
considering engineering parameters, it is still too vague to apply the estimated cost. Here,
the study is going to focus a little more on the nature of estimation. Universally, cost
estimation should not represent individual numbers but the range of risks and possible
costs. Although the study used the data based on the cost estimation for HF in the oil
industry through the EIA HF report, there are limitations to applying the environmental
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constraints of the underground mining industry and unstable operation, so cost estimation
must be extended into those uncertainties.

Table 4. After defuzzified results of long-term cost estimation of hydraulic fracturing.

Scenarios/Cost
Others and
Stage Cost

Fluid and
Proppants Costs

Drilling
Costs Costs

Break
Pressures Costs

Injection
Rate Costs

scenario A $4,950,000 $5,780,000 $4,770,000 $5,800,000 $280,000

scenario B $4,380,000 $3,900,000 $3,810,000 $4,840,000 $208,000

scenario C $4,460,000 $4,290,000 $3,870,000 $5,160,000 $225,000

If the values are concluded only with the individual values shown above in Table 4, one
will not be able to respond appropriately within the range sanctioned in the project when
risk events occur because it is easy to become a time range of cost estimation. Therefore, if
possible, it appropriate cost estimation is considered to derive the optimal condition cost
through risk analysis before the funding decision.

Before taking the concept of contingency cost, too much or too little range of cost
should be considered as it may cause problems. Since the initial starting point of a project
may tend to schedule HF projects quickly and safely, it derives from overestimating the
budget calculated for the project. In this case, the overrun cost estimation will lock up the
capital, which may adversely affect the budget for the next schedule. On the other hand,
the more detailed and strategic the project is, the more pressure it may create for lower cost
estimation, which increases the likelihood that the outcome of the project will be disruptive.
In general, to quantify the risk, detailed distribution of the contingency could be decisive,
but it is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss how to quantify the risk.

There are two representative methods for quantifying the risk, the parametric estimat-
ing method and the expected value, which are introduced in RP 42R-08 and RP 44R-08
on AACE’s website, respectively. However, parametric estimating is chosen for this study
because a method is used to quantify systemic risk because it helps analyse the impact
of risk through empirical data. Before using this quantification method, it is necessary
to classify the project definition of HF application in block cave operation by referring to
AACE’s class estimate. For this reason, it is summarised with estimate criteria in Table 5
for deciding the scope of the project range, which describes the AACE’s estimate class of
deliverable status and target status by referring to RP 18R-97 [51].

Through Table 5, the application of HF in the block cave mine was assumed to be the
initial control estimate against which all costs were assigned. Therefore, as this criterion,
the study considers that the HF operation could belong to Class 3.

However, before taking the parametric estimation in this paper, the systemic contin-
gency allowance table, proposed by Hollmann, J.K. [52], is applied to the fuzzy model for
CPI research (which is publicly available on AACE’s website) since the in-depth analysis of
parametric estimating in this study is beyond the scope of this paper. This table is intro-
duced in Table 6. As followed by research, the contingency percentage was determined
by the technology rating with the complexity of the project for each class in the systemic
contingency allowance table.

Accordingly, the study considered the cavability to represent the complex operation
and assumed the distribution of contingency cost. For example, the higher the cavability,
the more likely it is that accidental risk events in the underground mine could be created, so
a high percentage of contingency cost was allocated. Conversely, if the cavability is lowered,
the HF cost will be higher, but the accidental events in the underground mine will be less.
As those assumptions followed, it is assumed that the complexity of the contingency rate is
proportional to the degree of cavability, and the HF technology criterion is tentatively set at
the medium level.
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Table 5. AACE estimate Classes, the Maturity level of project definition deliverables and the Expected
accuracy range [51].

Estimate Class Primary Characteristic Secondary Characteristic

Maturity level of project
definition deliverables Expected Accuracy range

Class5
Key deliverables and target

status: block flow diagram by
key stakeholders

P10: −20% to −50%
P90: +30% to +100%

Class 4
Key deliverables and target

status: process flow diagrams
(PFDS) issued for design.

P10: −15% to −30%
P90: +20% to +50%

Class 3

Key deliverables and target
status: piping and

instrumentation diagrams
(P& IDs) issued for design.

P10: −10% to −20%
P90: 10% to +30%

Class 2

Key deliverables and target
status: All specifications and
datasheet complete including

for instrumentation.

P10: −5% to −15%
P90: +5% to +20%

Class 1
Key deliverables and target

status: All deliverables in the
maturity matrix complete.

P10: −3% to −10%
P90: +3% to +15%

Table 6. Typical systemic contingency allowances based on project attributes by Hollmann, J.K. [52].

Systemic Contingency as a Percentage of the Unexpended Base Estimate

Scope Definition Class 3 Class 4 Class 5

Complexity Low Medium High Low Medium High Low Medium High

Tech.

Low 3% 8% 12% 10% 15% 20% 19% 24% 29%

Medium 6% 11% 15% 13% 18% 23% 22% 27% 32%

High 15% 20% 25% 22% 27% 32% 32% 47% 42%

Systemic contingency cost would be set up with the crispy costs, which would take
a task of fuzzified parameters as HF cost contingency. According to those criteria, the
contingency cost of scenarios a, b and c will be assigned to the systemic contingency
percentage of 6%, 12.5%, and 11.5%, respectively. After this contingency cost is allocated to
each scenario, the crispy values are assumed as the median values of the corresponding
fuzzy number for the fuzzification modelling. Then, it is redistributed to the trapezoidal
fuzzy model through each value setting with 0-cut intervals and 1-cut intervals of the
fuzzy numbers.

As follows from Table 7, the contingency costs are associated with each scenario,
with the contingency cost rate, which contains the uncertainty in this model. Finally,
the corresponding trapezoidal fuzzy intervals are multiplied with Table 4 (defuzzified
model) and the result of this calculation is shown in Table 8. Thus, Figure 3 could illustrate
the considered form of both trapezoidal shapes of graphs. It can be regarded as a final
representation of the long-term cost estimation of HF for each scenario, including the
contingency rate.
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Table 7. Contingency rate considered with fuzzy sets.

Contingency Rate/α Cut Intervals α = 0 α = 1 α = 1 α = 0

Scenario A 3.5% 5% 7% 8.5%

Scenario B 9.5% 11% 14% 15.5%

Scenario C 8.5% 10% 13% 14.5%

Table 8. Fuzzified cost estimation included in the range of contingency costs.

Scenarios/Cost
Estimation as per
Contingency Rate

α = 0 α = 1 α = 1 α = 0

A 3.5% 5% 7% 8.5%

$22,335,300 $22,659,000 $23,090,600 $23,414,300

B 9.5% 11% 14% 15.5%

$18,766,110 $19,023,180 $19,537,320 $19,794,390

C 8.5% 10% 13% 14.5%

$19,535,425 $19,805,500 $20,345,650 $20,615,725

Figure 3. Fuzzy model of each scenario for hydraulic fracturing cost from base estimate.

For comparing the cost estimation of HF from the strategic perspective, however, the
uncertainty of the fuzzy equation should consider the relationship between the engineering
parameter and the cost contingency rate. Firstly, as illustrated in Figure 3, it is evident that
scenario A is the last option to consider if ordered in terms of cost. However, scenarios B
and C cannot be confident about which one is clearly the better option. Because scenarios B
and c overlap each other in the fuzzy trapezoidal function, the right extreme of scenario B
and the left extreme of scenario C are overlapping. Thus, it is impossible to find a definite
answer as to which scenario should be worked on first. To address this, the calculation is
done through the arithmetic operation of the fuzzy number introduced earlier in Section 4.
The difference between scenarios B and C in values through the calculation method using
Zadeh’s extension principle is presented in Figure 4. However, in the case of calculation,
the value of the assumption that the variables of cost estimation included in scenarios b
and c are independent of each other is implied.
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Figure 4. Independence case of difference of scenarios B and C.

More specifically, the subtraction between independent fuzzy numbers located at
both extremes naturally implicates the best estimate, which tends to simplify the various
variables used to derive the calculation. However, the simplification of the calculation
may induce results that ignore both recognition of cavability variables commonly used
for cost estimation and contingency rate newly introduced for long-term strategy. In
other words, if the dependence between variables is not considered, the result of fuzzy
arithmetic operation causes a result of exaggerated uncertainty. As a result, the fuzzy
arithmetic operation by the extension principle is applied. In the light of the characteristic
of fuzzy arithmetic operation, the use of fuzzy logic models allows the computation of
variable dependencies. For optimisation of decision making through these considerations,
calculations that consider dependencies for each scenario are presented in Figures 5 and 6.

Figure 5. Uncorrelated dependence costs recognised with the difference of B and C.

Figure 6. Dependence recognised with the difference of B and A (Left) and C and A (Right).

As presented in Figure 4, according to this perspective, it noted that the difference
between scenarios b and c has a positive value at the right extreme when independent of
each other. In this case, it implies that there is a possibility that scenario C will be better.
However, if the two variables are dependent on each other, the right extreme value of the
difference between the two scenarios appears as approximate 0. It implies that the value of
scenario B has a lower cost than choosing scenario C in any case.
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In this way, the recognised differences of the dependence for each case are illustrated
in the left figure of Figure 6 for scenarios B and A and the right figure for scenarios C and A.

Figure 7 is a summary graph so that the graphs shown in Figures 5 and 6 can be
compared collectively. Through the comparison between newly formed fuzzy graphs, it is
possible to find out at what probability the cost can be made in determining the priority of
each scenario.

Figure 7. Dependence recognised with the difference in scenarios A, B and C.

5. Conclusions

The cost estimation of hydraulic fracturing in block caving is presented with short-
term and long-term strategies by using fuzzy modelling. A rigorous literature review
was performed in the oil and gas industry and in block caving for base cost estimation
by using the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data. The result of hydraulic
fracturing base cost estimation is presented in this paper. This modelling used the natural
and induced factors of the cavability index to parameterise engineering variables for cost
estimation purposes.

The short-term strategy is modelled with 9 natural factors of cavability as the input
variable and 5 cost variables as the output variable in the fuzzy inference system. The
long-term strategy is modelled with 4 induced factors of cavability as the input variable and
5 cost variables as the output variables in the fuzzy inference system (FIS). In the long-term
strategy, the result of the defuzzifed values is reconstructed through the fuzzifying process
for considering the inherent uncertainty of cost estimation. After this, the paper presents
the correlated case and uncorrelated case of the differentiated long-term budget, it identifies
to prioritise the project schedule by recognising the dependence on each scenario’s common
characteristic of the cavability parameter and cost contingency rate which is suggested by
the association for the advancement cost engineering (AACE). The outcome of flexible cost
estimation would help to decide on the scale of infrastructure, ore production by facilitating
undercut propagation, and controlling block height of block caving operation including an
additional fragmentation process.

Through this study, it is noteworthy that it is possible to present the inferential process
for cost estimation of a project without comparative historical data in the project’s industry
area. Thus, it would be another method for an initial cost estimate.
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Abstract: In the gob-side entry retaining by roof cutting (GERRC) technique, pressure is offloaded
via directional roof cutting, and a roadway is automatically formed due to the ground pressure
and rock-breaking expansion. To improve the application of the theory and technical system of
GERRC in the Karst area in Southwest China, this research studies the key technology of GERRC in
a high gas outburst coal seam, based on the engineering background of the 39114 working face of
the Honglin coal mine. According to the geological conditions of the 39114 working face, by means
of formula calculation, UDEC numerical modeling, and on-site drilling peeping, the optimal roof-
cutting parameters suitable for the 39114 working face were determined: the roof cutting height
was 7 m, the roof cutting angle was 15◦, and the spacing of pre-splitting blasting holes was 600 mm.
Additionally, the above roof-cutting parameters have achieved good results in the engineering
practices of the 39114 transportation roadway, which shows that the technology of GERRC is feasible
in high gas outburst mines and achieves the goal of safe and efficient mining.

Keywords: high gas outburst coal seam; pre-splitting blasting; gob-side entry retaining; roof cutting;
UDEC simulation

1. Introduction

As the world’s largest energy production and consumption country, coal occupies the
main position in China’s energy consumption structure. With the depletion of easy-to-mine
coal resources, gob-side entry retaining technology has become the primary research and
application direction of coal-efficient mining because of its advantages of maximizing re-
source recovery, avoiding coal loss, and reducing roadway excavation. Since its application
in China in the 1970s, gob-side entry retaining (GER) technology has made outstanding
contributions to the field of non-pillar mining [1–3].

On the basis of gob-side entry retaining technology (GER), He Manchao’s team pro-
posed the technology of gob-side entry retaining by roof cutting (GERRC). In gob-side
entry retaining, the crushing and expansion characteristics of caving waste rock are used to
allow waste rock to fill the mined-out areas and form roadway sides, and further cancel
the filling body [4–7]. Because of its advantages of low cost, easy operation, and fast lane
keeping, this technology has been tested and popularized under different geological and
mining conditions, such as different coal thickness [8–10], different buried depth [11,12],
and different roof conditions [13,14], and produced great economic and social benefits. On
this basis, domestic and foreign scholars have conducted in-depth research on GERRC.

Scholars in various countries have carried out in-depth research on GERRC. For ex-
ample, Wang Q [14] performed a field engineering test in the Ningtiaota mining field,
and proved the feasibility both of no coal-pillar mining schemes, and the technology of au-
tomatically forming gob-side entry retention by roof cutting and pressure relief. He M [15]
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used mechanical analysis and numerical simulation to analyze the structural characteristics
of composite roofs and the effect of GERRC under composite roofs. Shao L [16] studied the
pressure-relief law of secondary gob-side entry retention after double-side roof cutting in a
thin coal seam, which provides an important reference value for secondary gob-side entry
retention in the future. Zhu Z [17] used numerical simulation to analyze key problems,
such as abutment pressure and stress concentration shells, and study the distribution
and evolution characteristics of macroscopic stress fields of surrounding rocks in GERRC,
and the differences from traditional pillar-retaining mining methods. Ma X [18] studied
the design of GERRC by means of mechanical analysis, geometric analysis, and numerical
simulation. Chen T [19] established a mechanical model of hard roofs, and analyzed the
process of pressure relief by roof cutting; the key stage of roadway-stability control in
the process of pressure relief by roof cutting was determined. Based on key block theory,
Sun B [20] established the mechanical model of basic roof fracture structures, and the roof
fracture mechanism of gob-side entry retention under the conditions of roof cutting and
pressure relief was studied.

In addition, high gas mines are widely distributed in China and around the world [21–23].
To explore the applicability of the GERRC technology to high gas mines, the haulage road-
way of the 39114 working face in the Honglin Coal Mine of Guizhou Province was taken as
the research background. The key technology and advanced influence range of GERRC
and pressure relief in gas outburst mines were studied by means of theoretical analysis,
numerical simulation, and field tests. The research results have certain significance for
improving the theory and technology systems of GERRC.

2. Engineering Survey

Honglin Coal Mine is located in Qianxi City, Guizhou province, China. The 9# and
15# coal seams are mainly mined in the Honglin Coal Mine. The 9# coal seam is unstable,
with a thickness of 1.08–3.67 m, and the average thickness is 2.21 m.

The 39114 working face mainly mines the 9# coal seam, and the 9# coal seam is located
in the weak aquifer in the middle of the Longtan formation. The upper limestone aquifer
of the Changxing formation is about 60 m, and the lower is about 65 m from the strong
aquifer of the Maokou formation. The water insulation of the coal seam is good, where only
a small amount of bedrock fissure water is contained, and there is no water-conducting
fault in the area.

The immediate roof of the coal seam is argillaceous siltstone, with a thickness of
3.0–4.5 m, and the average thickness is 3.38 m. The main roof is fine-grained sandstone with
a thickness of 5.3–7.6, and the average thickness is 6.97 m. The main floor is argillaceous
siltstone with a thickness of 6.72 m. The column diagram of the roof and floor lithology is
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Column diagram of the roof and floor lithology.
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The 39114 haulage roadway is a rectangular section with a width of 4.5 m and a height
of 2.8 m. The original support section is as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Original roadway support parameters.

3. Gas Prevention and Control Measures

The 9# coal seam belongs to a high gas outburst coal seam; the gas content at the
elevation of +1435 m to +1540 m is 13.9374 m3/t, the gas pressure is 0.8 MPa, and the
firmness is 1.3. To ensure the safe and efficient production of the mine, it is necessary to take
corresponding gas outburst prevention measures during the excavation and mining of the
39114 working face. Therefore, the method of mining the liberated seam was adopted as the
regional outburst prevention measure during the roadway excavation of the 39114 working
face. During the mining of the working face, pre-draining coal seam gas was used as the
regional outburst prevention measure.

3.1. Mining the Liberated Seam

When the liberated seam is mined, the roof or floor of the protective coal seams can be
damaged and cracks can develop. At the same time, the gas in the protective coal seams
changes from an adsorption state to a free state under the influence of mining. This free gas
moves to the liberated seam through the cracks, so as to achieve the effect of treating the
protective coal seam gas [24].

The 39114 working face is situated in the 9# coal seam, which is adjacent to the 7# and
15# coal seams. The average interval between the 7# coal seam and the 9# coal seam is
11 m, the average interval between the 15# coal seam and the 9# coal seam is 55 m, and the
positional relationship between the three coal seams is shown in Figure 3. The original
gas content and pressure of the 7#, 9#, 15# coal seams are shown in Table 1. According
to the above data, the threat of gas disaster in the 15# coal seam is relatively small, so the
15# coal seam was selected as the liberated seam, and the 9# coal seam was selected as the
protective seam.

Table 1. Gas parameters of the 7#, 9#, 15# coal seams.

Coal Seam Original Gas Content (m3/t) Original Gas Pressure (MPa)

7# 12.46 0.08–0.58
9# 13.9374 0.12–0.69

15# 3.6 0.05–0.4
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Figure 3. Positional relationship and protected range of the liberated and protective seams.

Before mining the 15# coal seam, the pre-drainage of gas per 80 m roadway could
reach the standard level for about 25 days during the excavation of roadways in the
39114 working face. The single-hole gas pre-drainage concentration was about 8–36%,
and the average excavation length per month was 30–50 m.

After mining the 15# coal seam, within the protection range of the liberated seam,
the pre-drainage of gas per 80 m roadway was about 15 days, which was about 40% shorter
than it was before mining the liberated seam. The single hole extraction concentration was
15–48%, and the average excavation length per month could be increased to 90 m.

To further verify the gas prevention and control effect of the liberated seam, 6 inspec-
tion holes and 18 inspection points were arranged in the 39114 haulage roadway. The
maximum gas content was 6.831 m3/t, with an average of 6.13 m3/t, which was 55.9%
lower than the original average gas content of the 9# coal seam, and the protected range as
shown in Figure 3.

The monitoring results show that mining the 15# coal seam as the liberated seam has a
better gas-control effect on the 9# coal seam.

3.2. Gas Pre-Drainage

After the excavation of the 39114 mining roadway was completed, in order to ensure
the safe and efficient advancement of the working face, pre-drainage boreholes needed to be
arranged in the 9# coal seam. In addition, the overlying coal seam of the 9# coal seam is the
7# coal seam, and the distance between the two coal seams is only 11 m. Therefore, when
arranging gas pre-drainage boreholes in the 9# coal seam, the gas pre-drainage boreholes
of the 7# coal seam also needed to be arranged.

After the gas pre-drainage method was determined, the gas in the 9# coal seam was
pre-extracted by drilling along the seam in the 39114 return airway, the 39114 haulage
roadway, and the setup entry, as shown in Figure 4. The drilling parameters of gas pre-
drainage through the 7# coal seam are shown in Table 2.
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Figure 4. Diagram of the arrangement of pre-drainage boreholes.

Table 2. Design parameters of gas pre-drainage boreholes.

39114 Return Airway

Number Azimuth (◦) Dip Angle (◦) Design Length (m) Spacing (m)

1 89 +28 47 0.38
2 110 +25 48 0.38
3 126 +20 55 0.38
4 138 +15 64 0.38
5 146 +11 76 0.38
6 152 +8 88 0.38

39114 Haulage Roadway

Number Azimuth (◦) Dip Angle (◦) Design Length (m) Spacing (m)

1 77 +29 48.5 0.3
2 60 +28 54.2 0.3
3 47 +26 63 0.3
4 38 +23 74 0.3
5 31 +21 85.5 0.3
6 27 +19 98.2 0.3

3.3. Evaluation of Gas Pre-Drainage Effect

In order to verify the gas pre-drainage effect of the 9# coal seam, the gas pre-drainage
rate and residual gas content were analyzed in the range of 300 m outward from the setup
entry of the 39114 working face. In this area, there were a total of 146 horizontal boreholes
and 168 through-layer boreholes.

3.3.1. Gas Pre-Drainage Rate

According to the estimation formula of the total amount of gas in the original coal seam:

Qo = S × q × h × γ (1)

In this formula, Qo is the original coal seam gas volume in the gas pre-drainage
borehole control area, unit: m3; S is the area of borehole control range, unit: m2; q is the
original gas content, unit: m3/t; h is the thickness of the coal seam, unit: m; γ is the bulk
density of the coal seam, unit: t/m3.

After calculation, the original gas volume of the 9# coal seam Qo9 was 2.3733 million m3,
and the original gas volume of the 7# coal seamQo7 was 0.2533 million m3.
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Because the residual gas content after pre-drainage should be lower than 8 m3/t,
the calculation formula of minimum gas pre-drainage amount can be obtained:

Qmin = T × (q − 8) (2)

In this formula, Qmin is the minimum gas pre-drainage volume, unit: m3; T is the
total coal weight within the control range of the borehole, unit: t. It is calculated that the
minimum gas pre-drainage volume from the 7# and 9# coal seams was 1.1017 million m3.
Thus, the minimum gas pre-drainage rate is 1.1017/(0.2533 + 2.3733) = 41.94%.

In order to detect the gas pre-drainage effect, the GD3 pipeline automatic metering
system and the manual CZJ-70 gas comprehensive parameter tester were used to monitor
the gas pre-drainage data in the 39114 working face. The total gas pre-drainage volume
of the GD3 pipeline automatic metering system is 1.1653 million m3; therefore, the gas
pre-drainage rate is 1.1653/(0.2533 + 2.3733) = 44.37%. According to the statistics of the
measured data of each of the pre-drainage boreholes by the CZJ-70 gas comprehensive
parameter tester, the total gas pre-drainage volume is 1.1842 million m3; therefore, the gas
pre-drainage rate is 1.1842/(0.2533 + 2.3733) = 45.10%. The above two gas pre-drainage
rates are greater than the minimum gas pre-drainage rate, which is 41.94%, indicating that
the pre-drainage effect is remarkable, achieving the purpose of gas outburst elimination.

3.3.2. Residual Gas Content and Residual Gas Pressure

To further verify the accuracy of the gas outburst elimination effect in the 39114 working
face, 6 boreholes in the 9# coal seam were respectively arranged in the 39114 return air-
way and haulage roadway, and the residual gas pressure and residual gas content were
measured. In addition, 4 boreholes through the 7# coal seam were respectively arranged
in the 39114 return airway and haulage roadway to determine the residual gas pressure
and residual gas content of the 7# coal seam. The parameters of the boreholes after on-site
measurement and calculation are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Parameters of boreholes.

Location Number Depth (m) Azimuth(◦)
Residual Gas

Pressure (MPa)
Residual Gas
Content (m3/t)

39114 return airway (along
the 9# coal seam)

1
44 180 0.092 6.1033
87 180 0.094 6.1695

2 44 180 0.101 6.3613
3 87 180 0.081 5.7999
4 44 180 0.098 6.2805
5 87 180 0.093 6.1316
6 46 180 0.091 6.0843

39114 haulage roadway (along
9# coal seam)

1 54.2 0 0.08 5.7639
2 80.56 0 0.088 5.9996
3 48 0 0.101 6.3538
4 82 0 0.089 6.0343
5 53 0 0.095 6.1963
6 87 0 0.095 6.204

Average value 0.092 6.114

39114 return airway (through
the 7# coal seam)

1 48.6 89 0.123 6.1639
2 76 146 0.13 6.3053

39114 haulage roadway
(through the 7# coal seam)

1 45 35 0.121 6.1187
2 101.84 35 0.128 6.2756

Average value 0.126 6.2159

The residual gas content in all of the boreholes measured above was less than 8 m3/t.
The residual gas pressure was less than 0.74 MPa, which meets the requirements of coal-
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seam outburst elimination. To further evaluate the outburst elimination effect, 12 bore-
holes which measured 42 mm in diameter and 10 m in depth were constructed in the
39114 working face, and the WTC-2 gas outburst parameter instrument was used to verify
the gas desorption index of the drilling (K1) and drilling cuttings weight (S). After measure-
ment, the maximum value of K1 was 0.23, and the maximum value of S was 1.8, which are
all less than the critical index (K1 < 0.50, S < 6.0). Therefore, the above two measurement
results show that the outburst elimination effect of the 39114 working face is noteworthy,
which created good conditions for the implementation of gob-side entry retention.

4. Determination of Key Technology of Roof Cutting

4.1. Numerical Simulation

As shown in Figure 5, α refers to the cutting angle between the roof cutting line and
the plumb line. H is the roof cutting height, which refers to the maximum vertical height of
the roof cutting seam.

Figure 5. Roof cutting diagram.

To determine the reasonable roof cutting height and angle, the UDEC numerical
simulation model was established according to the engineering geological conditions of
the 39114 working face. The model was 100 m long and 70 m high, and fixed constraints
were imposed on the left, right, and bottom boundaries. A vertical load of 4.0 MPa was
applied to the top of the model to simulate the 160 m thick overlying strata. Subsequently,
the numerical models with different roof cutting heights and angles were established
and calculated. Based on the above, the collapse morphology and vertical displacement
variation of roadway-surrounding rock for different roof cutting parameters were studied.

4.1.1. Roof Cutting Height

During the simulation of roof cutting height, the roof cutting heights were 5.5 m,
7 m and 8.5 m. The other parameters remain unchanged, and the roof cutting angle was
always 15◦, which was biased towards the mined-out areas. The excavation method of
the working face is gradual excavation, and half of the model was intercepted for analysis
after calculation and balance. Collapse morphology and vertical displacement of the model
for different roof cutting heights are shown in Figure 6. At the same time, the monitoring
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points were arranged on the roadway roof; these were used to monitor the maximum
deformation of the roadway roof, and the results are shown in Figure 7.

Analysis of the collapse morphology of roadway-surrounding rock for different roof
cutting height shows that roof cutting can effectively cut off the structural connection
between the roof of mined-out areas and the roadway roof. The roof of the mined-out area
broke and fell down along the roof cutting seam, and the roof of the roadway formed a short-
arm beam structure. After the basic roof sunk, it was stable after contacting the collapsed
gangue in the mined-out areas, providing bearing support for the roof of the roadway.

It can be seen from Figure 6a that when the roof cutting height is 5.5 m, the roof of
mined-out areas is cut down along the roof cutting seam at the height of 5.5 m. In the
process of roof cutting, there is friction between the roof of the mined-out areas and the
roadway roof, which exerts a downward force on the short-arm beam structure of the
roadway roof, resulting in the subsidence of the roadway roof; the maximum deformation
of the roadway roof was 167 mm. In addition, there is a large unfilled space between the
crushed gangue and the basic roof, as shown in Figure 6a.

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 6. Collapse morphology and vertical displacement model (unit: m). (a) Roof cutting height
5.5 m, (b) Roof cutting height 7 m, (c) Roof cutting height 8.5 m.
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Figure 7. Maximum deformation of the roadway roof for different cutting heights.

When the roof cutting height is increased to 7 m, the roof of the mined-out areas is
cut down along the roof cutting seam at a height of 7 m. It can be seen from Figure 6b
that with the increase in roof cutting height, the roof cutting range of the mined-out area
increases, and the degree to which the mined-out area is filled increases, after the collapse
of rock fragmentation and expansion. Meanwhile, the deformation of the roadway roof is
effectively controlled, and the maximum roadway roof deformation is 104 mm, which is
smaller than that when the cutting height is 5.5 m.

As can be seen from Figure 6c, when the roof cutting height is further increased to
8.5 m, the unfilled space between the main roof and mined-out areas is further reduced.
However, due to the increased roof cutting height, the force exerted on the short-arm
structure of the roadway roof also increases, resulting in the greater deformation of the
roadway roof, with a maximum deformation of 112 mm.

In summary, the height of roof cutting affects both the degree to which the mined-out
areas are filled, and the force of the roof cutting on the short-arm structure of the roadway.
A reasonable roof cutting height is needed to ensure that the expanded gangue fills the
mined-out areas as much as possible and the cutting force on the roof of the roadway is as
small as possible. From the numerical simulation results, it can be seen that increasing the
roof cutting height within a certain range can improve the expansion volume of gangue and
reduce the unfilled space of mined-out areas. However, further increases in roof cutting
height may not be conducive to the stability of roadway roof, and also increase construction
costs and difficulty. The numerical simulation results show that when the cutting height is
7 m, the roof cutting effect is preferable.

4.1.2. Roof Cutting Angle

A reasonable cutting angle can reduce the friction between the gob roof and the
reserved roadway roof, enhance the cutting effect and controlling the roadway roof de-
formation. In the roof cutting angle simulation, the roof cutting angles of 0◦, 10◦, 15◦ and
20◦ were simulated to observe the surrounding rock collapse morphology and vertical
displacement distribution characteristics of the roadway. Except for the cutting angle,
the other parameters were kept unchanged, and the cutting height was 7 m. The simulation
results are shown in Figure 8, and the maximum deformation of the roadway roof for
different cutting angles is shown in Figure 9.
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 8. Collapse morphology and vertical displacement model (unit: m). (a) Roof cutting angle 0◦,
(b) Roof cutting angle 10◦, (c) Roof cutting angle 20◦.

As shown in Figure 8a, when the roof cutting line is perpendicular to the roadway roof,
that is, the cutting angle is 0◦, the force of the roof of the mined-out areas on the short-arm
beam structure of the roadway roof is significantly increased, resulting in a significant
deformation of the roadway roof. The cutting seam line is perpendicular to the roof, and
the crushed and expanded gangue only plays a vertical support role for the direct roof
and does not play a support role for the short-arm beam structure of the roadway roof,
which is also one of the direct reasons for the large deformation of the roadway. When the
roof cutting angle is 0◦, the maximum roadway roof deformation is 164 mm, as shown in
Figure 9. As shown in Figure 8b, the friction between the roof of the mined-out areas and
the roadway roof decreases after the roof cutting angle is increased to 10◦. The gangue
collapse is close to the short-arm beam structure of the roadway, which provides a certain
support for it. Increasing the cutting angle can effectively control the roof deformation.
When the cutting angle is 10◦, the maximum deformation of the roadway roof is 116 mm,
which is 29.3% lower than the deformation when the cutting angle is 0◦, as shown in
Figure 9.
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When the roof cutting angle is 15◦, the force between the roof of the mined-out areas
and the roadway roof is further decreased, and the collapsed rock is also close to the
short-arm beam structure of the roadway, providing greater support. Compared with the
roof cutting angle of 10◦, the maximum deformation of the roadway roof is slightly reduced
to 104 mm, which is a reduction of 10.3%. As shown in Figure 8c, when the roof cutting
angle continues to increase to 20◦, due to the large roof cutting angle, the collapsed rock is
more inclined to the mined-out areas, resulting in increased space between the collapsed
rock and the short-arm structure of the roadway roof, which reduces the supporting effect
of collapsed rock on the roadway roof. Therefore, it is not conducive to roadway stability,
and the maximum roadway roof deformation is 137 mm.

In summary, there is an appropriate value for the roof cutting angle. When the roof
cutting angle exceeds this value, continuing to increase the roof cutting angle is detrimental
to the stability of the roadway. It can be seen from the numerical simulation results that
when the cutting angle is ~15◦, the roof cutting effect is preferable.

Figure 9. Maximum deformation of the roadway roof for different cutting angles.

4.2. Calculation of Roof Cutting Seam Parameters

To further determine the roof cutting parameters of the Honglin Coal Mine, the previous
formula was used, combined with the numerical simulation results, to calculate the param-
eters that are conducive to the design of the optimal roof cutting parameters.

4.2.1. Calculation of Roof Cutting Height

To ensure that the roof collapse within the roof cutting range of the mined-out areas
can effectively support the overburden, the cutting height H can be calculated according to
the following formula [25]:

H =
m − ΔH1 − ΔH2

K − 1
(3)

In this formula, m is the coal seam mining height, which is 2.2 m; ΔH1 is roof subsi-
dence, unit: m; ΔH2 is floor heave, unit: m; K is the roof expansion coefficient, taken as 1.35.
Regardless of roof subsidence and floor heave, the roof cutting height H is calculated to be
6.3 m.

In a comprehensive comparison of the 39114 haulage roadway roof lithology his-
togram, the roadway immediate roof lithology was determined to be argillaceous siltstone,
with an average thickness of 3.38 m. The main roof lithology was fine-grained sandstone,
with an average thickness of 6.97 m. To facilitate on-site construction and make the roof
of the mined-out area more prone to collapse along the roof cutting seam, and combined
with the numerical simulation results, the height of roof cutting was determined to be 7 m,
which was adjusted according to the drilling peep results in the later stage.
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4.2.2. Calculation of the Roof Cutting Angle

He Manchao, an academic at the Chinese Academy of Science, obtained this formula
for calculating the roof cutting angle, based on the theory of masonry beams and the S-R
stability principle of the surrounding rock structure [26]:

α ≥ φ − arctan
2(h − ΔS)

L
(4)

In the formula: α is the roof cutting angle, unit: ◦; ϕ is the internal friction angle
between rock blocks, which is 21◦; h is the thickness of the main roof, is 6.3 m; L is the
lateral span of the main roof block, unit: m; ΔS is the subsidence of the rock block, which is
4 m. Additionally, it was calculated that the roof cutting angle α ≥ 14.4◦.

To reduce the amount and difficulty of roof cutting construction, combined with the
numerical simulation results, the cutting angle was determined to be 15◦. In summary,
the roof cutting height of the 39114 haulage roadway in the Honglin Coal Mine was
determined to be 7 m, and the roof cutting angle was determined to be 15◦.

4.3. Pre-Splitting Blasting Parameters
4.3.1. Spacing of Blast Holes

The blast hole spacing in hard rock roofs is usually set in the range of 450–550 mm.
Therefore, the preliminary blast hole spacing was set at 500 mm. To further determine the
blast hole spacing, pre-split blasting experiments were carried out in the field on blast holes
with a spacing of 500 mm, 600 mm, and 700 mm. The borehole peeping instrument was
used to observe cracks in the holes, and the peeping image is shown in Figure 10.

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 10. Blast hole drilling peep with different spacing. (a) Spacing 500 mm (b) Spacing 600 mm
(c) Spacing 700 mm.

As shown in Figure 10a,b, when the blast hole spacing was 500 mm and 600 mm,
two obvious cracks appeared in the blast holes, indicating that spacings of 500 mm and
600 mm were appropriate, and achieved the effect of pre-splitting blasting. As shown in
Figure 10c, there were also two cracks in the blast hole, but the crack width was smaller,
indicating that the spacing of 700 mm between the blast holes was too large and the cutting
effect was poor.

To sum up, it was determined that the blast hole spacing of the roof cutting construc-
tion should be 600 mm.

4.3.2. Blasting Parameters

After engineering practice, the blasting parameters were determined as follows. The
blast hole depth was 7 m, and the spacing was 600 mm. Three binding energy tubes were
used for each hole, and the charge structure was 3–2–1. The sealing mud length is 2.5 m,
based on previous field experience, as shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Explosive charge structure.

5. Engineering Practice

The whole process of gob-side entry retaining in the high gas outburst coal seam is
shown in Figure 12. The mining of the liberation seam eliminates the danger of a coal
seam outburst and provides satisfactory conditions for roadway excavation. After that,
the working face began to advance, and the coal seam gas pre-drainage ensured the safety
and efficiency in the process of coal seam mining.

Figure 12. Whole process of gob-side entry retention in a high gas outburst coal seam.

The outburst danger of the coal seam gas was eliminated by mining liberated seam
and pre-drainage coal seam gas, which created satisfactory conditions for gob-side entry
retention. To keep the roadway along the mined-out area, the roof cutting parameters and
the roadway support parameters were first determined. Then, blastholes were constructed
and pre-splitting blasting was conducted, and support and temporary support in the
process of roof cutting were deployed in a timely manner for gangue retention and to
ensure the stability of the roadway.

5.1. Roadway Support
5.1.1. Retaining Gangue Support

As the 9# coal seam of the Honglin coal mine is a high gas outburst coal seam, in the
design of the 39114 transport roadway gangue support mode, a layer of air duct cloth
was installed in the mined-out area and fixed with iron wire mesh. This can prevent
gas from flowing into the roadway from mined-out areas, effectively prevent air leakage,
and preclude the spontaneous combustion of the coal seam caused by fresh air entering
the mined-out areas.
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The retaining gangue support in the 39114 working face is shown in Figure 13, and
the on-site retaining support effect is shown in Figure 14.

 
Figure 13. Retaining gangue support schematic diagram.

  

Figure 14. On-site retaining support effect.

5.1.2. Advanced Temporary Support

To prevent the influence of advanced stress concentration on the haulage roadway,
single hydraulic props and hinged roof beams were used as advanced temporary support.
The row spacing of the single hydraulic props was 1000 mm, which was 500 mm away from
the roadway rib, as shown in Figure 15. The range of the advanced temporary supports
was 50 m. The working face was advanced in the range of 0–20 m, and two rows of single
hydraulic props were assembled along the roadway; then, when the working face was
advanced in the range of 20–50 m, one row of single hydraulic props was assembled on
the mined-out area side along the roadway, as shown in Figure 15. The effect of the on-site
advanced temporary support is shown in Figure 16.
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 15. Schematic diagram of the advanced temporary support (unit: mm). (a) Support section,
(b) Support planar.

  

Figure 16. Effect of on-site advanced temporary support.
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5.1.3. Delayed Temporary Support

Three rows of single hydraulic props were arranged along the roadway as delayed
temporary support. On the roof cutting side, a single hydraulic prop with a hinged roof
beam was used, and the spacing of the single hydraulic props was 1000 mm. In addition,
a row of single hydraulic props was arranged on both sides of the roadway center-line,
500 mm away from the roadway center-line, and the row spacing of these single hydraulic
props was 2000 mm. Figure 17 is the schematic diagram of the delayed temporary support,
and the effect of the on-site delayed temporary support is shown in Figure 18.

 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 17. Schematic diagram of the delayed temporary support. (a) Support section, (b) Support
planar.

  

Figure 18. Effect of on-site delayed temporary support.
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5.2. On-Site Monitoring

As the 39114 working face did not have Y-line ventilation conditions, to prevent fresh
air from flowing into the mined-out areas, sandbag walls were arranged behind the working
face along the mined-out areas. This resulted in the inability to establish measuring stations
in the retaining roadway. Therefore, ground pressure monitoring was only carried out in
the roof cutting section.

5.2.1. Advanced Influence Range of Roof Cutting

To determine the advanced influence range of roof cutting, three stations were es-
tablished along the 39114 haulage roadway, and one bolt in the middle of the roadway
roof was selected to have a bolt dynamometer installed in it to monitor the working force.
The monitoring stations were 60 m, 160 m, and 260 m away from the setup entry, and the
monitoring results are shown in Figure 19.

 
(a) (b) 

(c) 

Figure 19. Force of bolts. (a) Station 1# (b) Station 2# (c) Station 3#.

As shown in Figure 19a, when the distance from the working face was 40–60 m,
the working force of the bolts increased slowly, and when the distance from the work-
ing face was less than 20 m, the working force of bolts increased sharply. As shown in
Figure 19b, the variation trend of the bolt working force at station 2# was basically con-
sistent with that at station 1#. When the distance from the working face was greater than
50 m, the bolt working force increased slowly. When the distance was less than 40 m,
the bolt working force increased rapidly. As shown in Figure 19c, when the distance from
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the working face was greater than 60 m, the working force of the bolt increased gently,
and increased rapidly when the distance from the working face was less than 60 m.

It can be seen from Figure 19 that, with an increase in the advancing length of the
working face, the working force of the bolts at the three stations showed an increasing trend.
This also showed that, with the advance of the working face, the advance pressure of the
roadway gradually increased and the deformation of the roadway continued to increase.

While monitoring the working force of the bolt, the deformation of the roof-floor and
two ribs of the three stations were also monitored. The monitoring results are shown in
Figure 20.

 
(a) (b) 

(c) 

Figure 20. Deformation of the roof-floor and two ribs. (a) Station 1# (b) Station 2# (c) Station 3#.

5.2.2. Harmful Gas Monitoring in Mined-Out Areas

The 9# coal seam in the Honglin Coal Mine is a high gas outburst coal seam. Although
outburst elimination treatment was carried out before mining, residual gas accumulation
may still occur in mined-out areas. In addition, due to the isolation of fresh air flow in the
mined-out areas, the residual coal in the mined-out areas is prone to anaerobic oxidation
to produce CO. Therefore, it is necessary to use a JSG-8 monitoring system to monitor the
CH4 and CO concentration in the gas extraction pipeline in the mined-out areas. The JSG-8
is a mine fire beam tube monitoring system, which is an electronic product for monitoring
and predicting underground natural fires. The system extracts the gas in the underground
monitoring beam pipe to the ground through microcomputer control, and uses the gas
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chromatograph for analysis, which allows on-line monitoring of the content of CO, CO2,
CH4, and other gases.

It can be seen from Figure 21 that the CH4 concentration and CO concentration in the
extraction pipeline fluctuated slightly, but the CH4 concentration fluctuated around 4%
and the CO concentration fluctuated around 0.06%. This shows that the concentration of
harmful gases in the mined-out areas was relatively small, and the prevention and control
of gas and fire in the mined-out areas was within a controllable range when gob-side entry
retention was used.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 21. Harmful gas monitoring over a period of one month. (a) CH4, (b) CO.

6. Conclusions

(1) The 39114 working face of the Honglin coal mine adopts the methods of mining
the protective layer and gas pre-drainage to eliminate outbursts in the coal seam.
After coal seam outburst elimination, the CH4 content of adjacent coal seams in
the 39114 working face decreased by 50.2% and 56.1%, respectively, indicating that
the mining of the liberated seam and gas pre-drainage can effectively control coal
seam gas.

(2) UDEC numerical simulation software was used to simulate different roof cutting
heights and cutting angles. It was found that increasing the roof cutting height or
cutting angle within a certain range can improve the volume of gangue fragmentation
and reduce the unfilled space in the mined-out area, indicating that there are optimal
values for cutting height and cutting angle.

(3) After engineering practice was carried out on the 39114 working face by the use of
determined optimal roof cutting parameters, the average maximum deformation of
the roof was 98.3 mm and that of the two ribs was 62.3 mm. This shows that the
technology of roof cutting, and keeping pressure-relief retaining roadways along
mined-out areas, can effectively control roadway deformation.

(4) The concentrations of CH4 and CO in the mined-out areas were monitored. The gas
concentration in the mined-out areas fluctuated up and down around 0.3% and the CO
concentration fluctuated up and down around 0.06%, indicating that retaining gangue
support with an air duct cloth can effectively control the generation and escape of
harmful gases.

(5) The technology of gob-side entry retaining by roof cutting was feasible in the high
gas outburst mine, and achieves the goal of safe and efficient mining.
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Abstract: To acquire a satisfying cutting effect during medium-length hole blasting driving of rock
tunnels, an improved wedge cutting blasting method with supplementary blasting of the center
holes was proposed. Initially, the cavity forming mechanism of the improved cutting method was
analyzed theoretically. The results suggested that cutting hole blasting could realize the ejection
of rock within the range from free face to critical cutting depth, and hence reduce the restraining
force of the center hole blasting, and the supplementary blasting of the center holes could further
accomplish the expulsion of the residuary rock. Subsequently, simulation of the improved cutting
method was implemented to exhibit the stress wave evolution and reveal the stress field distribution.
The simulation results indicated that cutting hole blasting could cause the preliminary failure of
the residuary rock, and center hole blasting could strengthen the stress field intensity in 1.8–2.5 m
in order to aggravate the destruction of the residuary rock. Hence, the residuary rock could be
broken into small fragments that were easy to expel out. Finally, a field application experiment was
conducted in a coal mine rock tunnel. Using the improved wedge cutting method instead of the
conventional wedge cutting method, the full-face blasting driving efficiency was obviously enhanced
and the overall blasting driving expense was significantly reduced, which forcefully confirmed the
engineering usefulness of the improved wedge cutting method in the medium-length hole blasting
driving of rock tunnels.

Keywords: wedge cutting blasting method; center holes; supplementary blasting; cavity forming
mechanism; numerical simulation; field application experiment

1. Introduction

To date, the drilling and blasting method still occupies a dominant position in coal
mine underground tunnel driving because of its salient features of convenient operation,
strong adaptability, and economical investment, despite the continuous development of
mechanical excavators [1–4]. During the blasting driving of rock tunnels, the main function
of cutting blasting is creating an extra free face and rock bulking space for subsequent
blasting procedures. Therefore, the selection and design of the cutting blasting method is
the key to determining the overall blasting driving efficiency of coal mine rock tunnels [5–8].
According to the hole layout, the common cutting blasting methods are broadly categorized
into parallel-hole and inclined-hole cutting blasting methods, and wedge cutting blasting
is the most frequently employed among various inclined-hole cutting methods. Engineer-
ing practices prove that the prominent defects of parallel-hole cutting blasting are many
cutting holes, high explosive consumption, and a small cavity size [9,10]. Conversely, the
conspicuous advantages of the wedge cutting method are few cutting holes, low explosive
consumption, and large cavity size [11,12]. Therefore, the wedge cutting method has been
the most extensively used cutting blasting method in the full-face blasting driving of coal
mine rock tunnels.
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Recently, numerous experts and scholars have executed a great deal of research on
wedge cutting blasting and have obtained fruitful academic achievements. For instance,
based on full consideration of the failure modes of different cavity surfaces, Dai and
Du [13] proposed a computing method of wedge cutting parameters, and further discussed
the influences of rock hardness and explosive performance on the design of cutting pa-
rameters. According to the difference between blasting stress wave and detonation gas,
Wang et al. [14] divided the cavity forming process into the rock damage stage and rock
throwing stage, and investigated the cavity forming mechanism by using a simplified
mechanical model. To investigate the influence of cutting hole angle symmetry on the
wedge cutting results, Liang et al. [15] performed similar simulation experiments to analyze
the cutting effect from the aspects of cavity size and blasting hole utilization, and concluded
that the symmetrical arrangement of cutting hole angles would be conducive to the full
utilization of blasting energy. Through laboratory model tests, Pu et al. [16] obtained
the factors affecting the wedge cutting effect, and further computed and sequenced the
gray relational grade of these factors. Then, they found that the cutting hole angle was
the primary factor affecting the cutting blasting results, with a high gray relational grade
of 2.39. Yang et al. [17] concretely investigated the effect of the cutting hole angle on the
cutting cavity size and rock fragment size based on the model test data, and obtained the
optimal cutting hole angle that could be used to guide the design of the cutting param-
eters. Because of the rapidity and complexity of the blasting process, the experimental
research has some deficiencies such as a huge expense, long period, and low accuracy, and
the theoretical calculation can only solve some simplified problems [18,19]. With the fast
progress and development of computer numerical technology, the numerical technique
has become a practicable means to study the cutting blasting mechanisms of rock tunnels.
For example, using the nonlinear analysis platform LS-DYNA, Xie et al. [20] simulated the
damage development process of cutting blasting under different crustal stress, and further
optimized the design of cutting blasting in deep rock. Hu et al. [21] obtained the cutting
cavity extension by introducing the rock damage criterion into the LS-DYNA, and thus
demonstrated the effectiveness of wedge cutting blasting in the blasting driving of mine
rock tunnels. Cheng et al. [22] also simulated the stress wave propagation of wedge cutting
blasting under different explosive diameters, and further analyzed the influence of the
explosive diameter on stress distribution features and cutting cavity formation. According
to the above review, the current research mainly focuses on the blasting mechanism, charge
parameters, and hole parameters of the conventional wedge cutting method.

Currently, the increasing demand for coal energy resources has put forward higher
requirements for the driving speed of coal mine rock tunnels. However, the blasting diving
efficiency of coal mine rock tunnels in China is always at a low speed of 75 m/month,
which cannot maintain the balance between mining and driving and seriously restricts the
productivity of underground coal mines. Accordingly, traditional shallow hole blasting
with a hole depth of less than 1.8 m has become inopportune, and the medium-length hole
blasting with a hole depth of more than 2.0 m has turned into an inevitable and judicious
choice [23,24]. However, the restraining force from the surrounding rock will considerably
increase with the hole depth. Because of the low power of the permitted explosives for
coal mine, the powerful restraining force will inevitably deteriorate the cutting blasting
effect; that is, only a small extra free face and insufficient rock bulking space can be created
after cutting blasting [25], which will lead to small cyclical footage and low blasting hole
utilization in the subsequent blasting driving procedures.

Consequently, in the present paper, an improved wedge cutting blasting method with
supplementary blasting of the center holes was proposed to achieve a good cutting blasting
effect in the medium-length hole blasting diving of coal mine rock tunnels. Initially, the
cavity forming mechanism for the improved cutting method was analyzed theoretically.
Subsequently, a numerical analysis was performed to display the evolution process of the
stress wave and to reveal the distribution characteristics of the stress field. Ultimately,
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field application experiment was conducted in a coal mine rock tunnel to examine the
engineering usefulness of the improved wedge cutting method.

2. Theoretical Analysis of Cavity Forming Mechanism

2.1. Analysis of Restraining Force

Existing research results have indicated that the restraining force from the surrounding
rock would increase with the hole depth (or cutting depth) during single-face blasting
such as cutting blasting. However, because of the limitations of research methods and test
means, it is extremely difficult to evaluate the restraining force quantitatively and accurately.
Previous studies [26,27] have pointed out that the increasing rate of the restraining force
could increase with the hole depth during single-hole charge blasting. Therefore, with
reference to their research achievements, the conventional wedge cutting blasting was
equivalent to single-hole charge blasting, and the variation curve of the restraining force
with the cutting depth was plotted and is shown in Figure 1. Here, the curve A0A1A2A3
corresponds to the change law of the restraining force for conventional wedge cutting
blasting, and H2 and F2 represent the critical cutting depth and the critical restraining force,
respectively. The interpretation of H2 and F2 is that if the actual cutting depth is less than
or equal to the critical cutting depth H2, the cavity forming force can always overcome the
actual restraining force lower than or equal to the critical restraining force F2, and then the
rock in the cutting cavity can be completely ejected.
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F
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F
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Figure 1. Variation curve of the restraining force with cutting depth.

As indicated in Figure 1, during conventional wedge cutting blasting, the restraining
force would gradually increase with the cutting depth along the curve A0A1A2A3. Because
the design cutting depth H3 was greater than the critical cutting depth H2, the restraining
force was always higher than the critical restraining force F2 in the range of H2–H3. There-
fore, the rock in the range of 0–H2 could be thrown out, while the rock within the range
of H2–H3 could be stuck in the cutting cavity. Eventually, only a small extra free face and
insufficient rock bulking space could be provided for the subsequent blasting procedures,
which would exert a detrimental effect on the overall driving efficiency.

Subsequently, it was assumed that supplementary blasting was performed at the
bottom of the cutting cavity. As the rock in the range of 0–H2 had been fully ejected, a new
free face could be formed at the cutting depth of H2, which would lead to a redistribution
of the restraining force in the range of H2–H3. The restraining force would return to zero at
a cutting depth of H2 and would continue to increase along the curve B0B1 in the range
of H2–H3, and curve B0B1 was consistent with the curve A0A1, as illustrated in Figure 1.
The residuary cutting depth in the range of H2–H3 was equal to H1, and H1 was less than
the critical cutting depth H2, which means that the maximum restraining force during
supplementary blasting was equal to F1, and F1 was lower than the critical restraining force
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F2. Therefore, the residuary rock within the range of H2–H3 could be completely ejected
after the supplementary blasting. Eventually, a large extra free face and sufficient rock
bulking space could be provided for the subsequent blasting procedures, which would
have a beneficial effect on the overall blasting tunneling efficiency.

2.2. Improved Cutting Method and Cavity Forming Process

Based on the analysis of the restraining force, an improved wedge cutting blasting
method with supplementary blasting of the center holes could be developed. As illustrated
in Figure 2, similar to the conventional wedge cutting method, cutting holes were sym-
metrically fixed on the left and right sides of the heading face, and the angle between the
cutting holes and the heading face was within the range of 75–85◦. Most of the explosives
required for cutting blasting were filled in the cutting holes and were detonated by the first-
stage detonators. Different from the conventional wedge cutting method, the center holes
perpendicular to the heading face were arranged in the middle area of the heading face,
and its depth was the same as the vertical depth of the cutting holes. A small amount of
explosives were loaded at the bottom of the center holes and detonated by the second-stage
detonators. The forming procedure of the cutting cavity is shown in Figure 3.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Hole layout of the improved wedge cutting method: (a) front view and (b) top view.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Cavity forming procedure: (a) cutting hole blasting and (b) center hole blasting.

After early blasting of the cutting holes, the rock in the range from the free face to
the critical cutting depth formed rock fragments under the intensive blasting load, and
then these rock fragments were ejected out from the cutting cavity under the push action
of the detonation gas. During the medium-length hole blasting, the rock at the bottom of
the cutting cavity could not be thrown out under the powerful restraining force from the
surrounding rock, but it would be preliminarily destroyed by the blasting stress wave from
the cutting holes. Furthermore, a new free face could be created to reduce the restraining
force of the center hole blasting. The cavity created by the cutting hole blasting is shown
in Figure 3a. After supplementary blasting of the center holes, because of the preliminary
destruction and new free face caused by the early blasting of the cutting holes, the residuary
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rock easily formed rock fragments under the blasting stress wave of the center holes, and
then these rock fragments could be ejected almost completely under the push action of the
detonation gas. The cavity generated by the center hole blasting is presented in Figure 3b.

Compared with the conventional wedge cutting method, the process of cutting blasting
was changed from a one-step blasting pattern to a two-step blasting pattern. The early
blasting of the cutting holes and the supplementary blasting of the center holes were viewed
as the first step blasting and second step blasting, respectively. For the first step, early
blasting of the cutting holes could accomplish most of the cavity forming task and could
reduce the restraining force of the center hole blasting. For the second step, supplementary
blasting of the center holes could complete the rest of the cavity forming task to achieve a
satisfying cutting effect.

3. Numerical Simulation and Analysis

3.1. Numerical Model Descriptions

A three-dimensional numerical model with dimensions of 4000 mm × 3000 mm × 3000 mm
(length × width × height) was erected using an eight-node solid element SOLID164 in
ANSYS/LS-DYNA, as shown in Figure 4. Two center holes perpendicular to the free face
were arranged on the middle area of the heading face, and the space, depth, and charge
length of the center holes were 400, 2500, and 660 mm, respectively. Six wedge cutting
holes were symmetrically arranged on the left and right sides of the heading face; the
angle between cutting holes and heading face was 77.5◦; and the space, top space, bottom
space, vertical depth, and charge length of the cutting holes were 400, 1500, 400, 2500, and
1320 mm, respectively. In addition, 40 mm diameter holes and 35 mm diameter explosive
sticks were adopted in all of the blasting holes. The geometrical parameters of the numerical
model were taken from the blasting parameters of the later field application experiments.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Numerical calculation model (unit: mm): (a) front view and (b) vertical view.

In this simulation, a reverse initiation pattern was performed at all of the blasting
holes, and the cutting holes and center holes were initiated at 0 and 1000 μs, respectively.
Through several tentative simulations, the time interval of 1000 μs ensured that the peak
stresses induced by the cutting holes and the center holes were independent of each other.
Setting the initiation points and initiation times was completed using the keyword *INI-
TIAL_DETONATION. To effectively avoid the negative influence of stress wave reflection
from the artificial boundary on the precision of the calculation results, non-reflecting bound-
aries were exerted into the rock model surfaces, except for the heading face [28–30]. In
addition, the convergence tests of the mesh size were implemented before the formal
simulation. During the tests, the number of elements continued to increase until the peak
stress difference at the same stress monitoring point between two consecutive tests was
less than 5% [31–33]. The meshing of the rock model is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Meshing of the rock model.

3.2. Algorithms and Material Models

In ANSYS/LSDYNA, the algorithms used to describe the continuous media mainly
include Euler, Lagrange, and ALE (Arbitrary−Lagrange−Euler) [34,35], and the latter
two algorithms were used in this study. The Lagrange algorithm is more effective for
the description of solid media [36,37]; thus, it was adopted to simulate the rock and
stemming. The ALE algorithm is well suited to describing the fluid media [38]; thus, it was
used to simulate the explosive and air. Furthermore, the transfer problem of mechanical
information between the fluid and solid media was solved by defining the fluid−structure
interaction algorithm.

It is well known that the determination of the blasting load is very important for simu-
lating the blasting process. To achieve high accuracy, the *MAT_HIGH_EXPLOSIVE_BURN
material model was adopted for the explosive, and the detonation pressure resulting from
the release of explosive energy was described by the JWL state equation [39–41]. As for
the other materials included in this study, the *MAT_NULL material model and linear
polynomial state equation were selected for the air [42]. The dynamic response of brittle
materials subjected to high energy explosive loads is a complex rate-dependent process [43];
thus, the *MAT_PLASTIC_KINEMATIC material model considering the rate dependence
was adopted to simulate the rock [44–46]. Moreover, the nonlinear deformation process of
stemming was described by the *MAT_SOIL_AND_FORM material model. In this study,
except for the mechanical parameters of the rock that were tested and obtained through
laboratory tests, the main parameters of the other three materials were selected from the
existing literature [47–49]. The main constitutive parameters of the above four materials
are given in Tables 1–4.

Table 1. Main constitutive parameters of the explosive.

ρe (kg·m−3) De (m·s−1) Ae (GPa) Be (GPa) R1 R2 ωe Ee (GPa)

1100 3200 214 0.182 4.15 0.95 0.15 4.20

ρe is the density. De is the detonation velocity. Ae, Be, R1, R2 and ωe are the material constants. Ee is the
specific energy.

Table 2. Main constitutive parameters of air.

ρa (kg·m−3) C0 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6

1.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.40 0.00

ρa is the density. C0–C6 are the coefficient of state equation.
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Table 3. Main constitutive parameters of rock.

ρr (kg·m−3) E (GPa) μ σsc (MPa) σst (MPa) C P λ

2680 28.1 0.24 78.1 6.4 2.63 3.96 1.0

ρr is the density. E is the elasticity modulus. μ is Poisson ratio; σsc is the compressive strength; σst is the tensile
strength. C and P are the stain rate parameters. λ is the hardening parameter.

Table 4. Main constitutive parameters of stemming.

ρs (kg·m−3) G (GPa) K (GPa) Y0 Y1 Y2 Pc (GPa)

1800 0.016 1.328 0.0033 1.31 ×
10−7 0.1232 0.0

ρs is the density. G is the shear modulus. K is the bulk modulus. Y0–Y2 are the yield parameters. Pc is the
cut-off pressure.

3.3. Simulation Results and Discussions
3.3.1. Dynamic Evolution of Stress Wave

The keyword file containing the above model and material information was sub-
mitted to the solver LS-DYNA. Then, the rock model was partitioned along the hori-
zontal symmetric plane by the post-processing software LS-PREPOST to clearly present
the dynamic evolution process of the stress wave. The dynamic developments of the
stress wave after the charge detonation in cutting holes and center holes are presented in
Figures 6 and 7, respectively.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

  
(e) (f) 

Figure 6. Dynamic evolution process of stress wave after charge detonation in cutting holes: (a) 080 μs,
(b) 160 μs, (c) 320 μs, (d) 470 μs, (e) 600 μs, and (f) 800 μs.
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

  
(e) (f) 

Figure 7. Dynamic evolution process of stress wave after charge detonation in center holes:
(a) 1050 μs, (b) 1100 μs, (c) 1150 μs, (d) 1200 μs, (e) 1250 μs, and (f) 1300 μs.

As illustrated in Figure 6, when the explosive was detonated in the cutting holes, a
huge amount of chemical energy was released in order to induce the stress wave. With the
rapid detonation reaction of the explosive in the cutting holes, the induced blasting stress
wave propagated towards the heading face. Subsequently, the stress waves derived from
the cutting holes were superimposed on each other in the middle zone of the blasting model,
which would promote the destruction of rock in the cutting cavity. At 320 μs, the detonation
transmission of the explosive in each of the cutting holes was completed. However, the
blasting stress wave continued to propagate to the heading face and was reflected as the
tensile stress wave after reaching the heading face. Because of the low tensile strength of
various brittle materials such as rock, the tensile stress wave would cause great tensile
damage to the rock close to the heading face [50]. After that, the forward-propagation
compression wave met the backward-propagation tensile wave to form a complex stress
environment, which would increase the damage level of the rock in the cutting cavity.
The above stress wave evolution after the charge detonation of cutting holes was basically
in accordance with the relevant numerical simulation results of the conventional wedge
cutting method [22].

As shown in Figure 7, when the explosive located in the center holes was detonated
at 1000 μs, a large amount of chemical energy was also released to generate the stress
wave. With the rapid detonation reaction of the explosive in the center holes, the generated
blasting stress wave propagated towards the heading face along the center hole in a circular
wave front, and was superimposed with the stress wave remaining from the cutting holes
to aggravate the destruction of the rock at the bottom of the cutting cavity. At 1150 μs,
the detonation transmission of the explosive in each center hole was completed, and the
blasting stress wave still continued to propagate towards the heading face.

From Figures 6 and 7, the rock in the cutting cavity could be subjected to the blasting
stress waves from the cutting holes and the center holes successively. Owing to the
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deficiency of the numerical simulation, the throwing process of the rock could not be
obtained. However, in fact, after the cutting hole blasting, the rock in the range from the
free face to critical cutting depth could be thrown out and would not be subjected to the
stress wave of the center holes. In contrast, because of the powerful restraining force, the
residuary rock in the range from the critical cutting depth to the design cutting depth could
not be expelled in practice. Therefore, only the residuary rock would be subjected to the
stress waves generated by the cutting holes and the center holes successively.

3.3.2. Distribution Features of Stress Field

In order to intuitively study the specific influence of center hole blasting on the
distribution features of the stress field in the cutting cavity, a monitoring line perpendicular
to the heading face was set in the middle of the rock numerical model. A monitoring point
was fixed every 0.1 m on the monitoring line, and there were 26 stress monitoring points
in the design cutting depth range of 0–2.5 m. Then, the stress−time curves of these stress
monitoring points were output, and that of the typical stress monitoring points at cutting
depths of 0.7, 1.3, 1.9, and 2.4 m are presented in Figure 8.

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

μ μ

μ μ

Figure 8. Stress−time curves of typical stress monitoring points: (a) 0.7 m, (b) 1.3 m, (c) 1.9 m, and
(d) 2.5 m.

As shown in Figure 8, under the blasting stress waves caused by the cutting holes and
the center holes, two peak stresses appeared successively on the stress−time curve of each
stress monitoring point. Nevertheless, after early blasting of the cutting holes, the rock in
the range from the free face to critical cutting depth could be thrown out and would not be
subjected to the stress wave of the center holes, and the rock in the range from the critical
cutting depth to the design cutting depth could not be expelled and would be subjected
to two stress waves from the cutting holes and the center holes. Therefore, the second
peak stress did not exist at the stress monitoring points in the range from the free face to
critical cutting depth, and the first and second peak stresses actually existed at the stress
monitoring points in the range from the critical cutting depth to the design cutting depth.

According to the subsequent field application experiment, an average cyclical footage
of 1.79 m could be acquired using the conventional wedge cutting method, and the critical
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cutting depth was conservatively estimated to be about 1.8 m. Accordingly, after early
blasting of the cutting holes, the rock in the range of 0–1.8 m was ejected out and would not
be affected by the stress wave of the center holes, while the rock in the range of 1.8–2.5 m
was confined in the cutting cavity and would be subjected to two stress waves from the
cutting holes and the center holes. This also means that the second peak stress did not exist
in 0–1.8 m, while both the first and second peak stresses existed within 1.8–2.5 m.

Both the first and second peak stresses were extracted to draw the variation curve of
the peak stress with the cutting depth, as shown in Figure 9. It could be observed that the
first peak stress substantially increased with the cutting depth and reached a maximum
value of 102.9 MPa at 2.2 m. The second peak stress increased initially and decreased
afterwards, and reached a maximum value of 149.0 MPa at 2.0 m. Nevertheless, because
the rock within 0–1.8 m was not subjected to the stress wave of the center holes, only the
range of 1.8–2.5 m was taken for further contrastive analysis.

Figure 9. Variation curve of the peak stress with the cutting depth.

From Figure 9, in the range of 1.8–2.5 m, the first peak stresses were greater than the
compressive strength of the rock. Although the residuary rock was stuck at the bottom of
the cutting cavity as a result of the powerful restraining force after the cutting hole blasting,
it would be preliminarily destroyed by the stress wave produced by the cutting holes, thus
reducing the difficulty of the center hole blasting. Also in this range, the second peak
stress was always greater than the first peak stress. The maximum values of the first peak
stresses and second peak stresses were 102.9 and 149.0 MPa, respectively, and the latter was
1.45 times that of the former. The average values of the first peak stresses and the second
peak stresses were 95.5 and 119.7 MPa, respectively, and the latter was 1.25 times of the
former. It was believed that the stress field intensity in the range of 1.8–2.5 m could be
obviously increased after center hole blasting, which was conductive to aggravating the
destruction of the residuary rock. Consequently, under the successive action of two stress
waves, the residuary rock could be broken into small fragments that were easy to throw
out, thus forming a cutting cavity in line with the design size.

4. Field Application Experiment

4.1. Project Overview

To investigate the engineering effectiveness of the improved wedge cutting method
with supplementary blasting of the center holes, the conventional wedge cutting method
and improved wedge cutting method were applied into blasting driving in the same coal
mine rock tunnel. The same rock tunnel could minimize the harmful influence of geological
conditions on the reliability of test results as much as possible. The rock tunnel was located
in the Pansan Coal mine, Huainan, China, which adopted a straight wall arch section, with
a height of 3.65 m, a width of 4.7 m, and an area of 14.79 m2. The rock strata that the tunnel
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passed through were sandstone, with a compressive strength of 78.1 MPa and a tensile
strength of 6.4 MPa.

4.2. Design of Blasting Scheme

In the field application experiment, two types of drill bits with diameters of 40 mm and
32 mm were selected for the drilling operations. The permitted water-gel explosive for coal
mine, including two specifications, 35 mm × 330 mm × 350 g (diameter × length × weight)
and 29 mm × 430 mm × 310 g, were used as the blasting material. The center holes and
cutting holes employed Φ 40 mm (Φ represents the diameter) blasting holes and Φ 35 mm
explosive sticks, and Φ 32 mm blasting holes and Φ 29 mm explosive sticks were used
for the other holes. In addition, the coal mine permitted electric detonator with five delay
stages was adopted as the detonation device.

Prior to the research and development of the improved wedge cutting method, the
conventional wedge cutting method had been adopted in blasting site for a long time.
Therefore, the blasting design using the conventional wedge cutting method was regarded
as the original scheme, and that using the improved wedge cutting method was considered
as the optimized scheme. Then, the blasting parameters of the original and optimized
schemes are provided in Tables 5 and 6, and the blasting hole layouts of the original and
optimized schemes are indicated in Figures 10 and 11.

Table 5. Blasting parameters of the original scheme.

Hole Name Hole No. Hole Amount
Charge Weight (kg)

Detonating Sequence
Per Hole Sub-Total

Cutting hole 1–6 6 1.40 8.40 1
Stoping hole 7–19 13 0.93 12.09 2
Stoping hole 20–33 14 0.93 13.02 3
Contour hole 34–56 23 0.62 14.26 4

Floor hole 57–65 9 0.93 8.37 4
Total N/A 65 N/A 56.14 N/A

Table 6. Blasting parameters of the optimized scheme.

Hole Name Hole No. Hole Amount
Charge Weight (kg)

Detonating Sequence
Per Hole Sub-Total

Center hole 1–2 2 0.70 1.40 2
Cutting hole 3–8 6 1.40 8.40 1
Stoping hole 9–21 13 0.93 12.09 3
Stoping hole 22–35 14 0.93 13.02 4
Contour hole 36–58 23 0.62 14.26 5

Floor hole 59–67 9 0.93 8.37 5
Total N/A 67 N/A 57.54 N/A

4.3. Experimental Results

During the field experiment, because of the limitation of measuring means, it was very
difficult to detect and evaluate the cutting effect separately without affecting the whole
engineering schedule. Accordingly, the cutting blasting effect could usually be indirectly
reflected by the final blasting results, such as the cyclical footage, blasting hole utilization,
specific explosive consumption, and specific detonator consumption. The statistical data of
the final blasting results under the two blasting schemes are shown in Tables 7 and 8.

As shown in Table 7, when the conventional wedge cutting method was employed for
full-face control blasting, the average values of the cyclical footage, blasting hole utilization,
specific explosive consumption, and specific detonator consumption were 1.79 m, 77.8%,
2.12 kg·m−3, and 2.46 PCS·m−3, respectively. As indicated in Table 8, when the improved
wedge cutting blasting method was adopted for full-face blasting driving, the average
values of cyclical footage, blasting hole utilization, specific explosive consumption, and
specific detonator consumption were 2.19 m, 95.2%, 1.78 kg·m−3, and 2.07 PCS·m−3,
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respectively. Compared with the conventional wedge cutting method, the improved wedge
cutting method increased the average cyclical footage and average blasting hole utilization
by 0.40 m and 17.4%, and reduced the average specific explosive consumption and average
specific detonator consumption by 0.34 kg·m−3 and 0.39 PCS·m−3, respectively. The
improvement in overall blasting driving efficiency and the reduction in overall blasting
driving expense indirectly indicated that the improved wedge cutting method could achieve
a satisfying cutting effect and had well engineering applicability in the medium-length
hole blasting driving of rock tunnels.

Figure 10. Blasting hole layout of the original scheme (unit: mm).

Table 7. Statistical data of the final blasting results for the original scheme.

No. L (m) U (%) Q (kg·m−3) R (PCS·m−3)

1 1.75 76.0 2.17 2.51
2 1.80 78.3 2.11 2.44
3 1.80 78.3 2.11 2.44
4 1.80 78.3 2.11 2.44
5 1.75 76.0 2.17 2.51
6 1.80 78.3 2.11 2.44
7 1.75 76.0 2.17 2.51
8 1.85 80.4 2.05 2.38
9 1.80 78.3 2.11 2.44
10 1.80 78.3 2.11 2.44

Average 1.79 77.8 2.12 2.46
L is the cyclical footage. U is the blasting hole utilization. Q is the specific explosive consumption. R is the specific
detonator consumption.
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Figure 11. Blasting hole layout of the optimized scheme (unit: mm).

Table 8. Statistical data of the final blasting results for the optimized scheme.

No. L (m) U (%) Q (kg·m−3) R (PCS·m−3)

1 2.15 93.5 1.81 2.11
2 2.20 95.6 1.76 2.06
3 2.20 95.6 1.76 2.06
4 2.15 93.5 1.81 2.11
5 2.25 97.8 1.73 2.01
6 2.20 95.6 1.77 2.06
7 2.20 95.6 1.77 2.06
8 2.15 93.5 1.81 2.11
9 2.20 95.6 1.77 2.06
10 2.20 95.6 1.77 2.06

Average 2.19 95.2 1.78 2.07
L is the cyclical footage. U is the blasting hole utilization. Q is the specific explosive consumption. R is the specific
detonator consumption.

5. Conclusions

(1) The theoretical analysis indicated that the rock in the range from the free face to critical
cutting depth could be ejected out after the cutting hole blasting, which reduced the
restraining force of the center hole blasting, and then the center hole blasting could
further complete the expulsion of residuary rock to achieve a satisfying cutting effect.

(2) The numerical simulation visually presented the dynamic evolution of the stress wave
for the improved wedge cutting method. In 1.8–2.5 m, the residuary rock suffered
from the stress waves generated by the cutting holes and the center holes successively.
The stress field with a low intensity induced by the cutting hole blasting could cause
the preliminary failure of the residuary rock, and the stress field with a high intensity
generated by the center hole blasting could aggravate the destruction of the residuary
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rock, which was conductive to breaking the residuary rock into small fragments that
were easily thrown out, hence forming a cutting cavity meeting the design size.

(3) In comparison with the conventional wedge cutting method, the improved wedge
cutting method attained an increase in the average cyclical footage of 0.40 m and the
blasting hole utilization of 17.4%, and a decrease in the average specific explosive
consumption of 0.34 kg·m−3 and the average specific detonator consumption of
0.39 PCS·m−3, which convincingly validated the engineering applicability of the
improved wedge cutting method in the rock tunnel blasting driving.
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Abstract: For San-Xin gold and copper mine, deep blasting large block rate is high resulting in
difficulty in transporting the ore out; secondary blasting not only increases blasting costs but is more
likely to cause the top and bottom plate of the underground to become loose causing safety hazards.
Based on the research background of Sanxin gold and copper mine, deep hole blasting parameters
were determined by single-hole, variable-hole pitch, and oblique hole blasting tests, further using the
inversion method to determine the optimal deep hole blasting parameters. Meanwhile, the PSO-BP
neural network method was used to predict the block rate in deep hole blasting. The results of the
study showed that the optimal minimum resistance line was 1.24–1.44 m, which was lower than
1.6–1.8 m in the original blasting design, which was one of the reasons for the higher blasting block
rate. In addition, the PSO-BP deep hole blasting fragmentation prediction model predicts the block
rate of the optimized blasting parameters and predicted a block rate of 6.83% after the optimization
of hole network parameters. Its prediction accuracy is high, and the blasting parameter optimization
can effectively reduce the block rate. It can reasonably reduce the rate of large pieces produced by
blasting, improve blasting efficiency, and save blasting costs for enterprises. The result has wide
applicability and can provide solutions for underground mines that also have problems with blasting
large block rate.

Keywords: deep hole blasting parameters; blasting funnel; blasting fragmentation; neural network

1. Introduction

As a large industrial country, mineral resources play an important role in social
infrastructure construction. However, due to over-exploitation, shallow mineral resources
have been facing depletion, affected by mining equipment and mining technology. There
are a certain number of hidden resources in the process of recovery. In order to meet the
sustainable development of mines, mining enterprises often need secondary mining of
these resources, and these hidden resources often present extremely complex conditions,
especially in the filling body for recovery, in the surrounding filling body strength, poor
stability of the quarry, difficulty in recovery, etc. How to ensure the stability of the filling
quarry under the conditions of dynamic explosive load is a key technical problem facing
the mining industry.

Blasting is the most important part of mine production. Its quality and efficiency
are not only related to the production efficiency of the entire mining process, but also
determine the economic benefits of the enterprise. In the blasting process, the control of
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blasting fragmentation is very important. The fragmentation of blasting is an important
indicator for evaluating the effect of blasting. Scholars have carried out a lot of research
on the theory of fragmentation of rock blasting and have summarized a variety of control
methods [1]. Shi Xiaopeng systematically studied the effect of blasting vibration on the fill-
ing body of large-diameter deep holes in Anqing copper mine using regression calculations
and theoretical analysis, and then proposed technical measures to reduce the vibration
intensity of large-diameter deep holes in Anqing copper mine based on the actual situation
of blasting production [2]. In the case of Jinchuan’s second mine, where the roof and the
left and right helpers of the working face are filled bodies, Wang Xianlai made a series of
elaborations on rock drilling, blasting material selection, hollowing method, number of
holes, single shot dosage, and micro-difference time for blasting operations in the mining
process, and concluded and optimized blasting parameters, which improved the safety of
underground workers working under filled bodies and provided experience for reducing
mine casualties [3]. However, the blasting process is very complicated, and the mining tech-
nology of different mines is different, resulting in a big difference between the prediction
results of the fragmentation model and the actual ore fragmentation after blasting.

The degree of damage to the rock by explosives and the process control are mainly
realized by blasting parameters. These parameters mainly include the nature of the explo-
sives, the unit consumption of explosives, deep hole density factor, the minimum resistance
line, the bottom distance of the hole, etc. These factors are in series with each other and
determine the volume of the blasting funnel, which in turn affects the block size produced
by blasting. Regarding the determination of blasting parameters, scholars have made a lot
of explorations on the research of blasting parameters, optimizing blasting parameters from
theoretical analysis, physical test (funnel test), engineering analogy, numerical simulation,
and machine learning calculations. For example, Akande and Lawal examine optimization
of blasting parameters for economic production of granite aggregates in Ratcon and NSCE
quarries located at Ibadan using regression models [4]. Rezaeineshat et al. used robust
techniques to design the blasting parameters in open-pit mine with the aim to reducing
ground vibration [5]. Inanloo Arabi Shad and Ahangari proposed an empirical relation to
calculate the proper burden in blast design of open-pit mines and promoted this method to
other mines [6]. Wang et al. proposed a method combining UDEC and LS-DYNA to study
the effects of parameters on the blasting effects [7]. Messaoud et al. classified the quality
of rock mass through cluster analysis, and then studied the influence of different rock
parameters on blasting through principal component analysis [8]. Monjezi and Dehghani
used the neural network to analyze the relationship between the physical and mechanical
properties of the rock mass, the performance of the explosive, the hole network parameters
and the blasting backlash, optimize the blasting parameters, reduce the damage of the
blasting backlash, and the optimization effect is obvious [9]. Sadollah et al. uses reverse
neural network to optimize rock drilling and blasting parameters [10]. Similar research can
be found in many other studies [11–13].

With the development of computer technology, in recent years, traditional theory com-
bined with machine learning to predict the distribution of rock blasting fragmentation has
gradually been recognized by everyone. Monjezi et al. established a 4-layer feed-forward
artificial neural network (ANN) model to predict the distribution of fragmentation [14].
Ghiasi et al. predicted the large block rate generated in the open-pit blasting operation
of Golegohar Iron Mine by using multiple regression methods and artificial neural net-
work [15]. Ghaeini et al. and Ghaeini Hesarouieh et al. used the Mutual Information (MI)
method to predict the blasting fragmentation of the Meydook Mine and compared it with
the Kuz-Ram empirical model and statistical model. The results show that the MI model has
higher accuracy than the Kuz-Ram and statistical models [16,17]. Based on meta-heuristics
and machine learning algorithms, Xie et al. predicted the rock size distribution in mine
blasting using various novel soft computing models [18]. Bahrami et al. implemented
artificial neural network method to develop a model to predict rock fragmentation due
to blasting in an iron ore mine [19]. Murlidhar et al. proposed a new hybrid imperialism
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competitive algorithm (ICA)-artificial neural network (ANN) and found the proposed ICA-
ANN model can be implemented better in improving the performance capacity of ANN
model in estimating rock fragmentation during blasting [20]. Ouchterlony and Sanchidrián
reviewed the prediction equations for blast fragmentation [21]. These models include some
early fragmentation models, first Kuz-Ram models [22], crush zone model (CZM) and
the two-component mode l(TCM) [23–25], extended Kuz-Ram model [26] and Swebrec
function [27]. Some other methods were also adopted to predict rock fragmentation by
many studies, for example, statistical modelling approach [28], muck-pile model [29], KCO
model [30], and deep learning approach [31].

In fan-shaped deep hole blasting, the boulder yield is relatively high. How to take
effective measures to reduce the output rate of boulders in deep hole blasting and improve
the economic benefits of the mine is an urgent problem. Take Sanxin gold-copper mine
as an example, the boulder yield is higher than 12%, in some stopes boulder yield even
reached more than 20%. High boulder yield is not good for safe production and increases
the workload of secondary blasting. This study takes Sanxin gold-copper mine as the
research background and aims at reducing the boulder yield of this mine. Funnel tests [32]
were conducted to determine the optimal blasting parameters including hole distance,
explosive unit consumption, and row space. A combined particle swarm optimization
(PSO) and BP neural network model was established to predict the boulder yield [33]. A
targeted study was conducted to explore the effect of the maximum single-section charge
on the filling body, and the safe distance of the filling body at different charges from the
perspective of safe vibration speed, which provides a basis for the optimization of blasting
parameters in the field.

2. Blasting Funnel Test

2.1. Test Equipment

Measuring tools include: weighing instrument (platform scale with weighing
capacity ≥ 100 kg, electronic scale with sensing capacity ≤ 20 g), 50 m soft leather ruler,
5 m steel tape, shovel, gun stick and lattice screen (50 mm) × 50 mm, 100 mm × 100 mm,
200 mm × 200 mm, 300 mm × 300 mm, 400 mm × 400 mm grid).

2.2. Selection of Test Site

The selection of the blasting funnel test site should take into account that the ore
lithology of the test orebody should be same or as close as possible to the mined area.
According to the field investigation, the test site is selected at 8–3 rock drilling roadway
at −609 m level in Sanxin Gold and Copper Mine. The funnel test site is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Plane layout of blast holes for series blasting funnel test. (In the figure, ‘#’ is for the
convenience of numbering the holes, 1# represents hole number one, and so on).
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The physical and mechanical properties of the rock at the test site are shown in Table 1,
and the performance parameters of the explosives used are shown in Table 2.

Table 1. Results of physical and mechanical properties of 609 horizontal ore and rock.

Lithology
Bulk Density

(N/m3)
Tensile

Strength (MPa)
Elastic Modulus

(GPa)
Poisson’s Ratio

Cohesion
(MPa)

Internal Friction
Angle (◦)

Ore bearing
marble 32,300 6.01 41.007 0.24 17.88 50.5

Table 2. Main performance parameters of ANFO explosive.

Explosive Type Density (g/cm3)
Explosion

Velocity (m/s)
Stiffness (mm)

Explosive Force
(ML)

Explosive Weight
(g)

ANFO explosive 1 3000 12 260 400

2.3. Single Hole Blasting Funnel Test

The designed blast hole depth is: there are 9 boreholes numbered 1–9 in 0.4 m, 0.5 m,
0.6 m, 0.7 m, 0.8 m, 0.9 m, 1.0 m, 1.1 m, and 1.2 m. Due to the errors in site construction
and the sinking of the overlying rock layer caused by ground pressure, the actual depth
of the blast hole is 0.4 m, 0.5 m, 0.6 m, 0.65 m, 0.7 m, 0.82 m, 0.9 m, 1.0 m, 1.1 m. The
distance between holes is 2.4 m, the diameter of blast hole is 60 mm, and the charging
length is 200 mm. Before charging, the individual deep hole is adjusted to the designed
charge depth with gun mud, then the charge package is filled with gun stick, and finally the
hole is plugged with 0.2 m gun mud. The ANFO explosive is initiated in reverse with the
bottom of the detonator hole to reduce the blasting influence between the adjacent holes,
and there are two non-adjacent holes in each blasting.

The layout of the blasthole is shown in Figure 2 below:

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of plane layout of blast holes in funnel test of single-hole blasting. (In
the figure, ‘#’ is for the convenience of numbering the holes, 1# represents hole number one, and
so on).

2.4. Variable Hole Spacing Multi Hole Blasting Funnel Test

Six blastholes numbered 10–15 are arranged. The hole distance is 1.75, 2, 2.25, 2.5,
and 2.75 times of the optimum funnel radius (the specific blasthole distance is 1.03 m,
1.18 m, 1.33 m, 1.48 m, 1.62 m), respectively. There are six holes in a group. The blasthole is
arranged on the vertical free surface, and the hole diameter is 60 mm. The length of the
charge is 200 mm. After blasting, the measuring process of single-hole blasting funnel test
is repeated, and the funnel profile is drawn based on the paint on the grid.
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The layout of the blasthole is shown in Figure 3 below:

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of blast hole plane layout in funnel test of multi-hole blasting with
variable hole distance. (In the figure, ‘#’ is for the convenience of numbering the holes, 10# represents
hole number one, and so on).

2.5. Inclined Bench Blasting Test

The design scheme is shown in Figure 4, and the blasthole layout is shown in
Figure 5 below:

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of geometric parameters of inclined bench blasting.

In the drawing, AB is the roadway wall, L is the hole depth, m;
l—charge depth, m;
l′ is the residual blasthole depth, m;
h—the distance between the bottom of the blasthole and the roadway wall (free

surface), m;
r—blasting funnel radius, m;
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s—blasthole clogging depth, m;
Wmax—maximum resistance line of blasting, m;
α—is the angle between the blasthole and the free surface AB.

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of plane layout of hole in funnel test of inclined bench blasting. (In the
figure, ‘#’ is for the convenience of numbering the holes, 16# represents hole number one, and so on).

There are three blastholes in the inclined bench blasting experiment, numbered 16–18,
drilling depth is the same, and the angles between them and the wall of the roadway are
30◦, 40◦, and 50◦, respectively.

2.6. Test Data Collection

The measurements before and after blasting are as follows:

1. Before blasting, the blasthole diameter, blasthole depth, explosive filling depth and
packing length are measured respectively with steel tape measure, the explosive
burying depth is recorded, and the colored stripe cloth is laid at the bottom of the
roadway to ensure that the ore falling after blasting falls on the colored stripe cloth.

2. After blasting, 200 mm × 200 mm grid is used to cover the blasting funnel surface,
the grid is kept perpendicular to the roadway floor, the original free surface position
was replaced with the grid plane, and the residual hole depth of the blasting funnel
and the straight line distance between the bottom of the hole and the grid plane
was measured.

3. Deducting the falling part of the rock around the funnel mouth, taking the center line
of the blasthole as the axis, the distance between the funnel boundary and the axis
of eight different directions is directly measured every 45◦, and the average value is
taken as the blasting funnel radius.

4. The grid is used to screen the ore after blasting, and the ores of different sizes after
screening are weighed and recorded respectively.

5. The rock fragmentation of blasting funnel test is screened. According to the actual
production situation of the mine, the bulk above 400 mm is defined as unqualified. By
weighing the ores of different sizes, the percentage of the total rock mass in blasting is
calculated, and the blasting effect of blasting funnel test is compared.

6. After inclined bench blasting, in order to ensure the accuracy of the measured data,
a gun stick is inserted into the residual hole, and a tape measure is used to measure
the resistance line at the opening formed by blasting, and the average value of the
resistance line is the maximum resistance line Wmax.
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3. Data Processing and Blasting Parameter Inversion

3.1. Data Processing of Single-Hole Blasting Funnel

The hole 9 was blown up in the field blasting so that the data could not be measured;
the single-hole blasting funnel test results were only obtained for single-hole blasting 1 to 8.
The test results of single-hole blasting funnel are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Funnel test results of single-hole blasting.

Blasthole
Number

Blasthole
Depth (m)

Explosive
Package

Length (m)

Explosive
Package

Depth (m)

Funnel
Volume

(m3)

Funnel
Depth (m)

Funnel
Radius (m)

Buried
Depth
Ratio

Unit
Explosive
Blasting

Volume (m3)

1# 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.1305 0.27 0.371 0.29 0.3263
2# 0.5 0.2 0.39 0.1729 0.27 0.428 0.37 0.4322
3# 0.6 0.2 0.5 0.2166 0.33 0.606 0.48 0.5415
4# 0.65 0.2 0.55 0.2463 0.38 0.573 0.52 0.6157
5# 0.7 0.2 0.45 0.1963 0.3 0.523 0.43 0.4908
6# 0.82 0.2 0.72 0.1761 0.22 0.396 0.69 0.4402
7# 0.9 0.2 0.76 0.111 0.29 0.333 0.72 0.2775
8# 1 0.2 0.85 0.0916 0.16 0.298 0.81 0.229

The characteristic curve of the blasting funnel (V-L curve) and the curve of the rela-
tionship between the radius of the funnel and the burial depth of the explosive package
(R-L curve) are generally characterized by polynomials, while the curve polynomials can
be fitted based on the principle of least squares, and the accuracy of the test curve fit is
mainly expressed by the sum of squares of the errors between the fitted and the test values
of the polynomials. After the observation of the experimental data, the quartic polynomial
is used to fit. MATLAB software was used to make the blasting funnel characteristic curve
and the relationship curve between funnel radius and explosive package burial depth, as
shown in Figures 6 and 7.

Figure 6. V-L blast funnel characteristic curve.
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Figure 7. R-L funnel radius and explosive package burial depth relationship curve.

According to the principle of the least square method, the test data of the blasting
funnel are regressed for four times, and the volume of the blasting funnel (Vj) and the buried
depth of the explosive charge (Le) are obtained. The multiple expressions between the
radius of blasting funnel (Rj) and the buried depth of explosive charge (Lj) are as follows:

V = 25.44L4 − 58.19L3 + 46.29L2 − 14.96L + 1.82 (1)

R = 63.66L4 − 142.36L3 + 111.13L2 − 35.41L + 4.32 (2)

From Figures 7 and 8, we get Vj = 0.24 m3 and Rj = 0.59 m. Substituting Vj and Rj into
Equations (7) and (8) gives:

Optimum embedment depth: Lj = 0.56 m,
Critical buried depth of charge: Le = 0.57 m

Figure 8. Outline of multi-hole same section blasting funnel.

3.2. Data Processing of Multi Hole Blasting Funnel with Variable Hole Spacing

See Figure 8 for the outline of blasting interface, and Table 4 for the test results:
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Table 4. Test results of multi hole blasting funnel with variable hole spacing.

Blast Hole
Number

Medicine Bag
Buried Depth/m

Blast Hole
Spacing/m

Unit Explosive
Blasting Volume

(m3)

Volume of
Blasting Funnel

(m3)

Description of Blasting
Fragmentation

10~11# 0.56 1.05 0.9483 0.3793 Small and uniform lumpiness
11~12# 0.56 1.24 1.0478 0.4191 Small and uniform lumpiness
12~13# 0.56 1.43 1.0601 0.4243 Small and uniform lumpiness

13~14# 0.56 1.55 0.7503 0.3001 The lumpiness is uniform, and
there is basically no large block

14~15# 0.56 1.80 1.1315 0.4526 Large fragmentation

From the blasting effect observed in the field, it is known that a group of blastholes
with a distance of 1.80 m are not connected into grooves after blasting, and basically form
independent blasting funnels. After blasting, the four groups of blastholes with hole
spacing of 1.05 m, 1.24 m, 1.43 m, and 1.55 m are connected to form grooves along the
center line of the blasthole.

The above results show that when the hole spacing is small, the explosive blasting
energy can be superimposed on each other, and the blasting effect is good, and there is
basically no inter-hole spine. With the increase of hole spacing, the explosive blasting energy
becomes weaker and the blasting effect becomes worse gradually. The spine between the
holes gradually appears. When the hole spacing increases to a certain value, the line in the
center of the hole no longer communicates to form a strip blasting groove, but develops
into an independent blasting funnel in the triangular spine between the two holes.

According to the test results of porous blasting funnel in the same section, if the blast-
ing parameters such as reasonable blasting hole spacing and explosive unit consumption
are selected, the triangular spine between adjacent blasting funnels can be broken better.
In order to ensure the blasting crushing effect, it is recommended that the hole spacing is
2.5 times of the optimum blasting funnel radius according to the blasting funnel test results,
and hole spacing is 1.55 m. According to the above situation, under the test conditions, the
optimum hole bottom distance is 1.43 to 1.55 m, and the blasting volume per unit explosive
is 0.7503 m3.

3.3. Data Processing of Inclined Bench Blasting Test

In the experiment of inclined bench blasting, there are three blastholes, numbered
16#, 17#, and 18#. The destruction of the 16# blasthole during blasting, the data could not
be measured. So only the data for blastholes 17# and 18# were obtained, and the angles
between them and the wall of the roadway are 40◦ and 50◦, respectively. Generally speaking,
before blasting, the optimum burying depth obtained from the single-hole blasting funnel
experiment is taken as the predicted median of the blasting funnel length. The hole length
of the inclined bench blasting funnel experiment is 1.6 m and the explosive filling depth is
1.25 m. The layout and results of the test holes are shown in Table 5. The test results show
that the average value of the best resistance line under the test conditions is 0.712 m.

Table 5. Test results of inclined bench blasting funnel.

Blasthole
Number

Hole Depth/m
Inclination

Angle/◦
Orifice

Resistance
Line/m

Hole Bottom
Resistance

Line/m

Charge
Length/m

Best Resistance
Line/m

17# 1.6 40 0.8 1.02 0.36 0.804
18# 1.6 50 0.96 1.22 0.34 0.62

average 1.6 45 0.88 1.12 0.35 0.712
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3.4. Inversion of Stope Deep Hole Blasting Parameters

On the basis of several blasting funnel tests in the field, the following blasting parame-
ters are obtained when the blasthole diameter is 60 mm:

Optimum embedding depth: Lj = 0.56 m;
Optimum funnel radius: Rj = 0.59 m;
Critical buried depth of charge: Le = 0.57 m
Volume of blasting funnel at optimum burial depth: Vj = 0.24 m3;
Optimum hole bottom distance: a = 1.43~1.55 m;
Weight of spherical charge: Q0 = 0.4 kg;
According to Livingston’s blasting funnel theory and based on the blasting energy

balance criterion and similarity principle, many parameters suitable for deep-hole sector
blasting in Sanxin Gold and Copper Mine need to be further deduced so as to provide
scientific basis for the design of deep-hole sector blasting in the future.

The strain energy coefficient E and the optimum burial depth ratio Δj can be deter-
mined by single-hole blast funnel tests:

E =
Le

Q0
1
3

(3)

Δj =
Lj

Le
(4)

where,
Le—critical buried depth, m;
E—strain energy coefficient, which is constant for specific rocks and explosives;
Q0—weight of spherical charge, kg;
Lj—optimum buried depth, m;
Δj—optimum burial depth ratio. Δj is constant for specific rocks and explosives.
By substituting the Parameters (3) and the Equation (4), the strain energy coefficient

E = 0.77 and the optimum buried depth ratio Δj = 0.98 are obtained.

3.4.1. Row Spacing

The row spacing (minimum resistance line) is an important basic parameter for the
design of deep hole blasting, based on the principle that the amount of charge that can be
loaded into a deep hole (Q = πd2LΔ/4) and the amount of charge required for a deep hole
(unit volume of explosive consumption multiplied by the amount of blasting square that
the hole is burdened with (Q = WaLq) are equal, obtaining the equation:

W = d

√
0.785Δτ

mq
(5)

In the equation:
d—aperture, d = 0.060 m:
Δ—charge density, Δ = 1.0 × 103 kg/m3;
τ—deep hole charge coefficient, τ =

Charge length
Gun hole length = 0.85

m—deep hole density factor, m = 1.0 ∼ 1.2
q—single consumption of explosives.
The effective explosive unit consumption approved by conventional blasting theory is:

q =
Q

f (n)W3 (6)

where: f (n)—exponential function of blasting action, f (n) = 0.4 + 0.6n3,
n—blasting action index, n = R

LJ
.

Q—weight of spherical charge, 0.4 kg;
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Combining the two Equations (5) and (6) yields the following equation:

W =
mQ

0.785d2Δτ f (n)
(7)

Therefore, according to the above equation, the minimum resistance line W = 1.24~1.44 m
can be determined.

It can be seen that the minimum resistance line of 1.6 to 1.8 m used in the original
blasting parameters is too large, which may be one of the reasons for the high blasting
block rate.

Vertical sector holes have a hole diameter of 75 mm, according to the slant hole blasting
funnel test results and blasting cube root similarity law, when the blasting funnel test package
in the best burial depth W1 = 0.712 m, package radius r1 = 30 mm. When the diameter of the
blasthole is 75 mm (prototype), the radius of explosive charge is r2 = 37.5 mm (prototype),
and the blasting resistance line is W2 (prototype). The Equation (13) should be satisfied:

W1

W2
=

r1

r2
(8)

Substitute the relevant data into the equation to obtain: b = W2 ≈ 0.88 m.
Therefore, the best minimum resistance line for the prototype spherical explosive

package can be calculated by the spherical explosive package model test. According to
other scholars’ studies, the blasting effect of columnar charge in blastholes is different from
that of spherical explosive packages. When the blasting effect is the same, the resistance
line of the pillar charge package is greater than that of the spherical charge package if the
amount of the charge is also the same.

Wz = KwWa (9)

where: Wz—resistance line of cylindrical charge;
Wa—resistance line of spherical charge;
Kw—coefficient, Kw = 1.2~1.6, take Kw = 1.25
Substitute the relevant data into Equation (9) to obtain the minimum resistance line W

(row distance b) W = b = 1.4 m.

3.4.2. Hole Bottom Distance

The bottom distance of the hole a and the minimum resistance line W (or row distance
b) of the fan-shaped gun hole satisfy the Equation (10).

a = m × W (10)

where: m is the density coefficient, which is the ratio of the distance between the bottom of
the hole and the minimum line of resistance.

As shown in Figure 9, W < R, a > R, the rock breaking area of a single hole is S (a, W),
and the two-hole blasting fragmentation zone just covers all the rock mass in the single-
hole blasting area, and the superposition zone of the two-hole blasting fragmentation zone
eliminates the area where the crushing force cannot be reached. It can be considered that all
the rock masses in the single hole blasting area have been fully broken at this time, which
is the ideal condition of rock mass fragmentation, and it is also the situation that the design
wants to achieve. For this reason, the function S (a, W) can be defined: 0 < W< R, 0 < a < 2R,
make S obtain the maximum value as far as possible and the previously determined w to
determine the optimal value of a. According to the geometric relationship in Figure 9, the
explicit function expression of hole network area S (a, W) can be obtained:

S = 2
(

πR2

2
− R2arctan

a
2w

+
aw
4

)
(11)
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Figure 9. Stress superposition diagram at 0 < W < R, 0 < a < 2R.

Because: 1
4 a2 + W2 = R2, in order to maximize the value of pore network area s, let

the first derivative of s be zero, and according to the empirical calculation:

a = 1.23R (12)

W = 0.789R (13)

Then the deep hole density coefficient is: m = a/W = 1.559.
Based on the above equation calculation as well as the wide hole spacing multi-hole

with section blasting funnel test, m = 1.6 is taken here, and small resistance line with large
hole bottom distance blasting is implemented.

a = 1.6 × 1.4 = 2.24 ≈ 2.2 m (14)

3.4.3. Explosive Unit Consumption

From the single-hole and multi-hole with the same section blasting funnel test, it is
known that when the explosive package is the best burial depth ratio and the blasting
funnel volume is the largest, the explosive unit consumption is optimal. The best unit
explosive consumption approved for single-hole and variable-pitch multi-hole tests by the
optimal burial depth of the explosive package funnel blasting volume are q1 = 0.65 kg/m3

(q1 = 0.4/0.6157 = 0.65 kg/m3), q2 = 0.53 kg/m3 (q2 = 0.4/0.7503 = 0.53 kg/m3). However,
the analysis shows that the test condition of explosive charge funnel blasting is the condition
of full opening and free surface, and the cutting action of joints and fissures will increase
the blasting ballast quantity to a certain extent, and the calculated explosive consumption
index is low. At the same time, industrial production back blasting blocks up and down the
disk for silica or quartz orthoclase diorite, the rock is loose and broken, its detonability is
worse than the test lithology, and back blasting for extrusion blasting, and full free surface
conditions are very different. Therefore, the test results must be corrected to ensure that the
quality of recovery blasting and reduce the rate of large blocks.

Substitute relevant data into the Equation (6) to obtain: q3 = 0.706 kg/m3.
The average explosive unit consumption obtained from the above three calculation

methods is chosen as the average explosive unit consumption for the blasting design of the
test section, which is taken as

q =
q1 + q2 + q3

3
= 0.629 kg/m3 (15)

4. Prediction of Blasting Fragmentation Based on PSO-BP Neural Network Algorithm

4.1. PSO Optimized BP Neural Network Algorithm

Due to the random selection of initial weights and thresholds during the application of
BP networks, local convergence minima occur, which reduces the fitting effect, and to solve
this problem, the initial weights and thresholds of the PSO optimized BP neural network
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(PSO-BP) algorithm are used to solve the local minima problem and improve the prediction
accuracy of the BP neural network algorithm. In PSO, D is the dimension of the whole
search space. See Equation (16) for the position of the i particle.

Xi = [xi1, xi2, · · · , xiD]
T =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

ω11 · · · ωnl
ω1m · · · ωnm
θ1

1 · · · θn
1

θ1
2 · · · θn

2

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

T

(16)

D = (n + m)k + k + m (17)

where: the elements of ω11 · · · ωnl − ω1

the elements of ω1m · · · ωnm − ω2

the elements of θ1
1 · · · θn

1 − θ1

the elements of θ1
2 · · · θn

2 − θ2

D is the dimension of this search space as the sum of all weights and thresholds in the
BP neural network.

A population is randomly initialized with each particle setting a maximum veloc-
ity Vmax corresponding to an initial position maximum Xmax and each particle setting a
minimum velocity Vmin corresponding to an initial position minimum Xmin, and the po-
sitions and velocities of the particles are randomly selected in the interval [−Xmax, Xmax],
[−Vmax, Vmax] for initialization, and each particle in the D-dimensional space in this popu-
lation is represented by a set of weights and thresholds of the BP neural network. Set the
termination condition of PSO optimization, the number of iterations N, the population size
M, the initial value of inertia weight ω, the initial value of acceleration factor c1, c2, and so
on. According to the initial position of each particle, the fitness value F(i) of each particle is
obtained by the fitness function, see Equation (18).

F(i) = k(
n

∑
i=1

abs(yi − oi)) (18)

where: n—number of output nodes;
yi—expected output of the i node of the neural network;
oi—predicted output of the i node;
k—coefficient.
Set the extreme value PgBest of each particle population to the optimal value of the

objective function; calculate the fitness value of each particle, if F(i) > PiBest, F(i) replaces
PiBest and optimize the group extreme value PgBest; update the speed and position of
particles according to Equations (17) and (18) in each iteration; after the termination of PSO
optimization, get the optimal weight and threshold of BP neural network; replace the BP
neural network to initialize the initial weight and threshold of BP neural network, and
input sample data. The BP neural network trains the model in the way of error reverse
transmission. When the error between the output value of the BP neural network and
the real value is large, the reverse error is calculated to reverse forward to update the
connection weight and threshold between the layers until the termination condition is
reached. The algorithm flow of PSO-BP is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Algorithm flow of PSO-BP.

4.2. Neural Network Model Structure

There are many factors that affect the fragmentation distribution of blasting, and it is
difficult to establish a mathematical expression to establish a relationship. How to highlight
the principal contradiction from many influencing factors and select the main influencing
factors to simplify the model as far as possible on the basis of ensuring the reliability of the
data without reducing the prediction accuracy of the model is a problem that we should
carefully consider before establishing the model.

1. There are many factors in the rock that can affect the blasting effect, and this model
does not consider all the factors affecting the rock, but only selects some factors that have
a significant impact on the blasting effect, such as the tensile strength of the rock, the
compressive strength of the rock, and the spacing between the joints of the rock.
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2. In terms of blasting technology and blasting parameters, combined with the existing
equipment in the mine, this model only considers the simple blasting technology of regular
hole layout, uniform charge and millisecond initiation with detonating cord, which is
also the conventional production technology of the mine; in fact, the design of blasting
technology is an art of flexible change.

3. There is no full consideration as to whether the charge is explosive coupled with
blasting rock mass and whether the blasting energy can be fully utilized. At the same time,
in the process of construction, many man-made uncertainties and equipment uncertainties
cannot be fully considered.

4. The original data were normalized with x′ = 2 × x−xmin
xmax−xmin

− 1 because of different
input factor magnitudes and large differences in order of magnitude, and the output data
calculated by the network model are the normalized results, and the final data are obtained
by reverse normalization for easy reading.

Determine the BP neural network structure of the deep hole blasting block degree
prediction model; determine the initial position and velocity of the particle in space ac-
cording to the BP neural network; set the termination condition of the particle population
optimization, the number of iterations N, the population size, the initial value of inertia
weight ω, maximum particle speed Vmax, the initial value of acceleration factor c1, c2, etc.
According to Equation (18) calculate the particle’s F(i); according to F(i) update PiBest, PgBest;
according to Equations (1) and (2) update the particle position and velocity; calculate the
new position of the particle F(i); if F(i) > PiBest, then F(i) replaces PiBest; optimize the
population extremum PgBest; in each iteration according to Equations (1) and (2) update
the velocity and position of the particle; determine whether to reach the minimum error.
If the error requirement is satisfied then PSO optimization is terminated, and after PSO
optimization is terminated, the global optimal particle position is output, the optimal initial
weights and thresholds of the deformation prediction BP network are obtained, and the
training of the highway plane vertical deformation PSO-BP network is started.

Selection of input layer neuron parameters: rock characteristic parameters (density,
compressive strength, joint spacing); seven blasting design parameters (explosive unit
consumption, hole diameter, hole bottom distance, minimum resistance line) are used as
the input layer of the neural network model. The data of the orthogonal experiments are
shown in the following Table 6.

Table 6. Field orthogonal experimental data.

No. Density/(t·m−3)
Compressive
Strength/Mpa

Joint Crack/
(Strip m−1)

Aperture/mm
Hole Bottom
Distance/m

Minimum
Line of Re-
sistance/m

Unit
Consumption of

Explosives/(kg·m−3)

Test Block
Rate/%

1# 2.94 92.7 1.07 65 1.6 1.4 0.579 14.8
2# 2.94 92.7 1.3 70 1.9 1.6 0.629 12.62
3# 2.94 92.7 1.07 65 2.2 1.8 0.579 18.24
4# 2.94 92.7 1.3 70 1.9 1.4 0.629 18.02
5# 3.14 98.4 1.07 65 1.6 1.8 0.579 13.34
6# 3.14 98.4 1.3 70 1.9 1.6 0.629 12.68
7# 3.14 98.4 1.76 75 2.2 1.4 0.679 17.36
8# 3.14 98.4 1.3 70 1.9 1.6 0.629 13.48
9# 3.23 104.8 1.07 65 2.2 1.8 0.579 14.95
10# 3.23 104.8 1.07 65 1.6 1.4 0.579 14.32
11# 3.23 104.8 1.3 70 1.9 1.6 0.629 11.35
12# 3.23 104.8 1.76 75 2.2 1.8 0.679 13.56
13# 2.94 92.7 1.76 75 2.2 1.8 0.679 15.28
14# 3.14 98.4 1.76 75 1.6 1.4 0.679 15.65
15# 3.23 104.8 1.76 75 2.2 1.4 0.679 15.46
16# 2.94 92.7 1.76 75 1.6 1.6 0.679 13.35
17# 2.94 92.7 1.07 65 1.6 1.8 0.579 16.34
18# 3.14 98.4 1.07 65 2.2 1.8 0.579 13.85
19# 3.14 98.4 1.3 70 1.9 1.6 0.629 14.36
20# 3.23 104.8 1.3 70 1.9 1.6 0.629 17.65
21# 3.23 104.8 1.76 75 1.6 1.4 0.679 14.5
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The data sets 1 to 12 in the orthogonal test table of the input data are used as the
training sample set of the model, 13–15 as the validation set of the model and the data sets
16 to 21 and other 6 groups are also used as the test sample set. The experimental factor is
used as the input factor of the network, and the result is used as the output factor.

4.2.1. Determine the Number of Hidden Layer Nodes

A three-layer neural network with infinite hidden layer nodes can realize the selection
of the number of hidden layer nodes when constructing any neural network. If the number
of hidden layer nodes is too small, the network cannot establish a complex mapping
relationship, and the network prediction error is large. However, if there are too many
nodes, the network learning time system will increase, and the phenomenon of “over-
fitting” may occur, that is, the prediction of training samples is accurate, and the prediction
error of other samples is larger. At present, there is no theoretical equation for calculating
hidden layer neurons, but in the process of practical use, it is generally based on empirical
Equation (19):

l <
√
(m + n) + a (19)

where, n—number of nodes of input layer;
l—number of hidden layer nodes;
m—number of output layer nodes;
a—the constant of 0–10, where n is 7 and m is 1,
From Equation (19), the interval of the number of neurons in the hidden layer BP

network can be determined as [2,13]. Analyze the effect of different number of neurons
in the hidden layer on the prediction performance of the BP model. As can be seen from
Figure 11, with the increasing number of hidden nodes, the standard deviation of the
training error of the BP model gradually decreases, and the standard deviation of the
simulation error also shows an overall decreasing trend; while the standard deviation of
the average simulation error shows a trend of first decreasing and then increasing. This
indicates that the network gradually transitions from the “under-learning” state to the
“over-learning” state as the number of implicit neurons increases. When the number of
hidden nodes is 10, the training standard deviation, the simulation standard deviation, and
the average error all achieve the best results.

Figure 11. The effect of hidden layer nodes on the prediction effect.

4.2.2. Determining Inertia Weights ω

It is shown [34] that the particle swarm algorithm performs best and has the highest
probability of finding the global optimal solution when 0.8 < ω < 1.2. Take ω as 0.8, 0.9,
1.0, 1.1, 1.2, run ten times, and calculate the average value of the fitness, and the impact
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results are shown in Figure 12. When ω = 0.9, the global best fitness value calculated by the
debugging parameters is the smallest and the model has the best solution performance.

Figure 12. Effect of inertia weights on model performance.

4.2.3. Determining the Size of the Population

The population size M is generally taken from 20 to 90, and can be increased appro-
priately for complex or class-specific problems. However, the study shows that too large
M values have no significant effect on improving the convergence accuracy of the model,
while the computational complexity increases and the effect of finding the best becomes
worse. M was divided into 15 groups and each group was run ten times to calculate the
average value of the fitness, and the impact results were obtained as shown in Figure 13.
When M = 70, the model had the best solution performance.

Figure 13. Effect of population size on model performance.

4.2.4. Determine the Maximum Velocity of the Particle

To speed up the model computation and prevent the model from diverging or falling
into local optimum in the iteration, the maximum velocity Vmax = kXmax (0.1 ≤ k ≤ 1) is
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generally set, Xmax is the maximum search space, and Xmax is taken as 7. The k values are
divided into ten groups and run ten times to calculate the average value of the fitness, and
the impact is derived as shown in Figure 14, when k = 0.7 and Vmax = 4.9 the model has the
best solution performance.

Figure 14. Effect of maximum particle velocity on model performance.

4.2.5. Number of Iterations

The PSO-BP algorithm is used to track the change of the fitness value of the objective
function, and the change curve of the optimal individual fitness value of the particle swarm
algorithm with the number of iterations is obtained, when the number of iterations reaches
15, the model gradually stabilizes, as shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15. Effect of number of iterations on model performance.

The acceleration factors c1, c2 are dynamically adjusted with time [34] In summary, the
model parameters are set as follows: number of nodes in the implicit layer l = 10, inertia
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weight ω = 0.9, population size M = 70, maximum velocity Vmax = 4.9, c1, c2 ∈ [0.5, 2.5].
The structure of the PSO-BP neural network model is as Figure 16.

Figure 16. BP neural network model structure.

4.3. PSO-BP Deep Hole Blasting Block Prediction

The test sample Table 6 was input into the optimized PSO-BP neural network model,
and the output values were compared as shown in the figure, trends almost overlap and
the difference between the actual and predicted values was between 10−2 and 10−4.

The calculation results of error are shown in Figures 17 and 18. It can be seen from
Figure 17 that the error between the real value and the predicted value obtained by PSO-BP
neural network algorithm optimized by particle swarm optimization is very small. The high
accuracy of parameters obtained by learning sample inversion shows that the algorithm is
feasible and can be used to predict the fragmentation of deep hole blasting. As we can see
from Figure 18, the test data one of the model regression plot has reached 0.88316. This
shows the high accuracy of the prediction, which can be used for practical applications.

Figure 17. Comparison of actual and predicted values.
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Figure 18. PSO-BP plot regression.

Further subdivision of hole bottom distance and minimum resistance line to predict
blast block rate based on production accuracy requirements. Input the design samples
for predicting the fragmentation of deep-hole blasting, and output the PSO-BP network
prediction results of the fragmentation of deep-hole blasting after meeting the requirements
of maximum iteration times or errors. Use PSO-BP network to calculate the data in Table 7.
When the rock density is 3.14 t·m−3, the compressive strength of the rock is 98.4 Mpa, and
the Joint crack is 1.76 strip m−1, the optimal blasting block rate of 6.83% can be achieved
by arranging 75 mm drill holes, setting the bottom distance of the holes at 2.2 m, the
minimum resistance line at 1.4 m, and the primary explosive unit consumption is taken as
0.629 kg·m−3. This parameter has been applied to Sanxin Gold and Copper Mine Company.

Table 7. Predictive design data.

No. Density/(t·m−3)
Compressive
Strength/Mpa

Joint Crack/
(Strip m−1)

Aperture/mm
Hole Bottom
Distance/m

Minimum
Line of Re-
sistance/m

Unit
Consumption of

Explosives/(kg·m−3)

Predicted
Block

Rate/%

1# 2.94 92.7 1.07 65 1.6 1.4 0.579 17.85
2# 2.94 92.7 1.3 70 1.75 1.5 0.679 14.05
3# 2.94 92.7 1.76 75 1.9 1.6 0.629 15.78
4# 2.94 92.7 1.07 70 2.05 1.7 0.604 11.50
5# 2.94 92.7 1.3 75 2.2 1.8 0.654 12.31
6# 3.14 98.4 1.07 65 1.6 1.8 0.579 14.30
7# 3.14 98.4 1.3 70 1.75 1.7 0.679 12.41
8# 3.14 98.4 1.76 75 1.9 1.6 0.659 15.71
9# 3.14 98.4 1.3 70 2.05 1.5 0.604 11.35
10# 3.14 98.4 1.76 75 2.2 1.4 0.629 6.83
11# 3.23 104.8 1.07 65 1.6 1.4 0.579 13.74
12# 3.23 104.8 1.3 70 1.75 1.5 0.604 13.01
13# 3.23 104.8 1.76 75 1.9 1.6 0.654 12.09
14# 3.23 104.8 1.3 70 2.05 1.7 0.629 17.78
15# 3.23 104.8 1.76 75 2.2 1.8 0.679 19.52
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, the blasting parameters were optimized using blast funnel tests to
address the problem of high blast block rate in the actual production of Sanxin gold and
copper mine, and the blast parameters were optimized using PSO-BP neuron algorithm to
predict the blast bulk output rate of sector deep hole blasting after the optimization of blast
parameters, and the following conclusions were obtained in this study:

(1) Blast funnel tests were carried out in the 609 level to determine deep hole blasting
parameters. In the field application of ammonium explosives, blasting funnel characteristics
curve, blasting funnel volume and explosives burial depth relationship, funnel radius and
explosives burial depth relationship, the best burial depth and critical burial depth of the
blasting funnel, bursting pile block degree, and other content analysis and research were
carried out, and then the deep hole blasting hole bottom distance, row spacing (minimum
resistance line), and explosives unit consumption and other parameters were estimated.
The final determination of the bottom distance of the hole is 2.2 m, the unit consumption of
explosives is 0.629 kg/m3, and the row spacing is 1.4 m.

(2) Establishment of PSO-BP deep hole blasting block prediction model, the rock
properties and blast design parameters are selected as the input layer of the neural network,
and the block rate as the output layer, the optimal number of hidden layer nodes is
determined as 10, block prediction for deep sector blasting after optimization of hole
network parameters, predicted block rate of 6.83% after optimization of orifice network
parameters. It is predicted that its prediction accuracy is high and that blasting parameters
can be optimized to effectively reduce the block rate.

(3) For underground mines with high blasting block yield, the results of the thesis
can be applied with slight modifications based on the combination of the mine’s own
geological conditions, which can effectively reduce the generation of blasting block rate at
the site, improving the mine’s efficiency, and providing guidance to underground mining
enterprises to reduce the blasting block rate in blasting construction.
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Abstract: In order to quantitatively evaluate the degree of protection in protective layer mining and
provide guidance for the design of a secondary outburst elimination scheme, a variable weight-
projection gray target dynamic evaluation model for the effectiveness of protective layer mining
is established. The improved order relation analysis method was used to determine the subjective
weight of each index toward the decision-making goal based on numerical diversity characteristics,
and the initial fixed-weight calculation for mixed multi-attribute metrics was processed through the
degree of index action. The variable weight function was used to dynamically adjust the fixed weight
through the penalty and incentive index methods. Four indexes (gas content, gas pressure, coal
seam permeability coefficient, and expansion deformation) were selected, the outburst elimination
and anti-reflection were taken as the guide, and the critical value of each index for eliminating
burst and the critical value of pressure relief were taken as the positive and negative bullseyes.
Based on the variable weight-projection gray target decision model, the distance between the two
target centers of each scheme was calculated; at the same time, the variable weight vector changed
dynamically with the evaluation scheme to achieve the dynamic quantitative evaluation of the degree
of protection. Additionally, compared with the calculation results of fixed weights, it was found that
the variable weight-projection bullseye distance can more accurately reflect the dynamic control effect
of differences in numerical combinations of multi-attribute indexes in different decision schemes
based on the degree of protection of protective layer mining. Taking a mine in PingMei as the
engineering background, Ding protected the Wu area, and the degree of protection in the Wu group
coal seam reached 116.29%, eliminating the outburst risk of the coal seam. The Wu protected the
Ji group coal seam, with the degree of outburst risk in the Ji group being reduced by 14.27, and
the Ding + Wu group protected the Ji group coal seam, with the degree of outburst risk of the Ji
group being reduced by 20.71%, but not eliminated. The evaluation model quantifies the degree of
protection of protective layer mining, and provides a theoretical basis for further assessing whether
the working face should strengthen the enhancing permeability or whether it needs to be used in
tandem with high-strength outburst elimination methods.

Keywords: protective layer mining; degree of protection; variable weight theory; mixed multi-attribute
index; projection gray target; dynamic evaluation

1. Introduction

The outburst risk must be eliminated before the mining of a dangerous coal seam. How-
ever, protective layer mining is the most economical and effective regional measure to prevent
coal and gas outburst [1,2] (pp. 21–36). The purpose of protective layer mining is to relieve the
pressure in the coal seam and increase the permeability, and the gas extraction method is used
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to control the gas and prevent dangerous outbursts with a protective layer [3,4]. At present,
the basis for judging the mining effect of the protective layer is mainly the provisions of
the (AQ 1050–2008) Technical Specification for Protective Layer Mining [5] (pp. 2–3). The
specification states that the index for judging the protection effect of the protected layer
includes gas pressure, gas content, and gas extraction volume. The specification gives the
specific value of the inspection index for determining whether to eliminate the burst, but
does not specify the degree of pressure relief protection derived from the protective layer
mining. At present, most of the research on evaluating the protection effect of protective
layer mining only examines whether the outburst is eliminated [6]; however, there is cur-
rently no in-depth analysis of the situation in which the protected layer does not eliminate
the outburst, but has a certain protective effect, quantifying that the degree of protection
can accurately guide the formulation of secondary outburst elimination plans, improve
outburst coal seam governance efficiency, and save production costs.

In terms of research on the evaluation of protective effects, Chen [7] and Kang [8]
analyzed the effectiveness of upper protective layer mining by monitoring the gas pressure,
the coal seam relative expansion and deformation, the gas flow, and the gas permeability
changes in the protected coal seam. Yuan [9] proposed a technology to quickly and
accurately measure the gas content in coal seams on site, and based on the gas content of the
protected coal seam to determine the coal seam outburst elimination range of the protective
layer. Liu [10] used the analytic hierarchy process to establish a reliability evaluation system
for protective layer mining and proposed 28 evaluation indexes. Du [11] calculated the
reliability of the gas content, expansion deformation, and gas pressure in the protected
layer, obtained the index weight by fuzzy AHP algorithm, put forward a comprehensive
quantitative index of the mining pressure relief effect, and judged the pressure relief effects
and boundaries.

At the same time, when the protection effect evaluation index value for the protection
layer is obtained, the evaluation index value is no longer a single exact number due to the
incompleteness of coal mine site information acquisition and the particularity of the index;
the index value may be a mixed number of exact numbers, interval numbers, or triangular
fuzzy numbers. In order to solve the scheme evaluation of various data form indexes,
SUN [12] realized the measurement of exact numbers, interval numbers, and triangular
fuzzy numbers by constructing an interval attribute framework. Ma [13] proposed a mixed-
attribute generalized gray target decision-making method, and used the vector method to
deal with the mixed multi-attribute problem of deterministic and indeterminate numbers.
Ma [14,15] used the two-element connection number to form a vector to deal with attributes
and weights, in which both attributes contribute to the decision problem of mixed-interval
grey numbers. The above methods can provide a reference for the treatment of index values
in evaluating the degree of protection.

Due to differences in geological conditions, gas content and gas pressure are different
in the same coal seam. When testing the same working face or the same coal seam, the data
present a certain discreteness. This feature must be taken into account in the analysis of the
outburst elimination range of protective layer mining [4]. When assigning index weights,
traditional evaluation methods do not consider the impact of different index values on
evaluation goals. In fact, the index value takes different values in different schemes and
cannot be calculated according to the fixed weight [16]. Aiming to address the problem that
a change in the index value will cause a dynamic change in the evaluation results, and that
the fixed weight is not applicable in the evaluation, Wang [17] proposed the variable weight
theory. Based on the variable weight theory, Wu [18] perfected the method for determining
the threshold value of variable weight interval and weight adjustment parameters, and
used the variable weight function to solve the evaluation problem of water inrush from the
coal seam floor. Xu [19] proposed dynamic evaluation from the perspective of time, and
proposed the dynamic evaluation method of grey target theory. This method can compare
the evaluation values and ranking results of each scheme at each moment and overall, in a
certain period of time. In addition, there are methods that combine subjective weights and
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objective weights for decision evaluation [20], and that can evaluate the synergy of coal
and gas co-mining through fuzzy mathematics (objective) and analytic hierarchy process
(subjective) -combined weighting. Chen [21] fused AHP (subjective) and the entropy weight
method (objective) and built an optimization model based on the Lagrange function. The
weight of the index combination was obtained, and the coal mine rock burst evaluation
model was constructed. The above methods can provide a reference for the treatment of
weights when evaluating the degree of protection.

The existing quantitative evaluation for the degree of protection in the protected coal
seam that has not been eliminated remains to be solved, and the subjective fixed weights of
the index cannot take into account the control effect of the various changes in the mixed
multi-attribute index value on the protective effect. To address these issues, this paper
proposes a dynamic evaluation model of protective layer mining effectiveness based on
a variable weight-projection gray target. Aimed at the different types of indexes, the
calculation of the mixed multi-attribute index is realized by using the index action degree,
the improved order relation analysis method is used to calculate the subjective constant
weight of the index, and the variable weight function is used to dynamically correct the
subjective constant weight of the index. Two evaluation objectives of outburst elimination
and increased permeability are designed, and the variable weight theory and the gray
target theory are integrated, in order to eliminate the critical value of outburst risk and the
critical value of increased permeability as the bullseye. Field data were selected before and
after the protective layer mining of a mine in Pingdingshan, and the measurement for the
degree of protection in protective layer mining was conducted according to the established
variable weight-projection gray target model.

2. Quantitative Evaluation Index for Protection Degree of Protective Layer Mining

The aim of protective layer mining is to eliminate the danger of a coal seam outburst,
relieve the pressure and increase the permeability of a coal seam, and promote gas drainage.
Therefore, the four indexes of gas content, gas pressure, coal seam permeability coefficient,
and expansion deformation were selected to establish a systematic evaluation index system.

2.1. Coal and Gas Outburst Risk Evaluation Index

The “Technical Specifications for Mining of Protective Layers” [5] (pp. 2–3) requires
that the gas content or gas pressure in the protected layer be reduced to below the value
of the initial outburst depth. If there are no data, the gas content of the coal seam must be
reduced to below 8 m3/t, or the gas pressure reduced to below 0.74 MPa, in order for it to
be judged that the purpose of eliminating bursts has been achieved.

Coal seam gas content and pressure are important indexes for evaluating the risk of
coal seam outburst. After the protected layer is depressurized, the gas content and pressure
decrease significantly. According to the “Detailed Rules for Prevention and Control of Coal
and Gas Outburst” [22] (pp. 22–23), for the elimination of the outburst risk, the coal seam
gas content/pressure needs to be less than 8 m3/t or 0.74 MPa.

2.2. Evaluation Index of Coal Seam Pressure Relief and Permeability Enhancement Effect
2.2.1. Coal Seam Expansion Value

During the protective layer mining, a goaf is generated, and during the movement
of the roof and floor coal strata, due to the change in stress, the adjacent upper and lower
coal seams will undergo vertical deformation. In the pressure relief area, the coal seam will
expand and deform, and the deformation also reflects the stress change in the coal seam.
When the coal seam expands, it indicates that pressure in the coal seam is relieved, and the
larger the expansion value, the better the pressure relief. According to the “Regulations
on the Prevention and Control of Coal and Gas Outbursts”, the area where the maximum
expansion value in the protected layer reaches 3‰ is the effective pressure relief range.
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2.2.2. Coal Seam Permeability Coefficient

The coal seam permeability coefficient is a sign of the difficulty in coal seam gas flow,
and it is also one of the important indexes in the degree of pressure relief. The classification
of the coal seam permeability coefficient is shown in Table 1 [1]. The permeability of the
coal seam is closely related to the stress state and fracture development characteristics in
the coal seam. Under the action of the protective layer, the gas pressure in the protected
layer reduction, expansion deformation and fracture development in the protected layer
jointly promote a significant increase in the permeability; the permeability coefficient of the
coal seam can increase from 100 to 1000-times. According to statistical analysis, when the
relative value in the protected layer can reach more than 3‰, the permeability coefficient
in the protected layer can increase by more than 300-times.

Table 1. Coal seam permeability coefficient classification.

Classification Coal Seam Permeability Coefficient (m2·MPa−2·d−1)

easy draw >10
normal draw 0.1~10

hard draw <0.1

3. Dynamic Performance Evaluation Method of Protective Layer Mining Based on
Variable Weight-Projection Gray Target

In order to solve the problem of inconsistency in the form of index evaluation values,
and the difficulty in comparing the relative importance, the improved order relation analysis
method (GI method) was used to determine the initial constant weight of the index, and
then the index’s advantage information and disadvantage information were synthesized.
Referring to the grey target theory, taking the relative distance between the index evaluation
value and the positive and negative bullseye as a variable, a new dominance function was
defined. Combined with variable weight theory, a local state variable weight vector was
constructed based on the punishment–reward mechanism, and the initial constant weight
of the index was dynamically revised to solve the variable weight of the index. Finally,
the projection gray target method was used, and the variable weight projection bullseye
distance was used as the metric to determine the comprehensive efficiency and ranking of
the evaluation objects [7].

3.1. Data Normalization

It was assumed that set E = (e1, e2, . . . , em) consists of m objects, which are waiting
to be evaluated, and that m refers to the quantity. The set X = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) consists of
n indexes, which are under the same criterion layer; n refers to the quantity. The values
of each index form an evaluation matrix V = (vij)mxn. Among them, vij can be given in
three forms: exact number, interval number, and triangular fuzzy number. The data form
of the same index in different evaluation schemes is the same. Because the dimensions
of each index are different, they need to be standardized [16]. The index normalization
matrix is G = (gij)mxn, gij represents the standardized evaluation value of the index xj under
the evaluation scheme ei, and Xb and XC represent the subscript sets of benefit-type and
cost-type index in X, respectively.

The exact number vij = vij can be normalized to:

gij =

{
vij/vmaxj, j ∈ Xb

1 − vij/vmaxj, j ∈ Xc (1)

where vmaxj = max
{

vij|i = 1, 2, · · ·, m
}

.
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The interval number vij =
[
vL

ij, vU
ij

]
can be normalized to:

gij =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

[
vL

ij/vU
maxj, vU

ij /vU
maxj

]
, j ∈ Xb

[
1 − vU

ij /vU
maxj, 1 − vL

ij/vU
maxj

]
, j ∈ Xc

(2)

where vU
maxj

= max
{

vU
ij |i = 1, 2, · · ·, m

}
.

The triangular fuzzy number vij =
(

vL
ij, vM

ij , vU
ij

)
can be normalized to:

gij =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

[
vL

ij

vU
maxj

,
vM

ij

vU
maxj

,
vU

ij

vU
maxj

]
, j ∈ Xb

[
1 − vL

ij

vU
maxj

, 1 − vM
ij

vU
maxj

, 1 − vU
ij

vU
maxj

]
, j ∈ Xc

(3)

where vU
maxj

= max
{

vij|i = 1, 2, · · ·, m
}

.

3.2. Measurement of Index Relative Distance

Definition 1. Assuming that α =
[
αL, αU], β =

[
βL, βU] is two interval numbers, the D(α, β)

distance between α and β is calculated as

D(α, β) =
1√
2

√
(αL − βL)

2
+ (αU − βU)

2 (4)

When αL = αU , βL = βU , α and β are exact numbers, the distance is

D(α, β) = |α − β| (5)

Definition 2. Assuming that α =
[
αL, αM, αU] and β =

[
βL, βM, βU] is two triangular fuzzy

numbers, the D(α, β) distance between α and β is calculated as

D(α, β) =
1√
3

√
(αL − βL)

2
+ (αM − βM)

2
+ (αU − βU)

2 (6)

3.3. Subjective Constant Weight Determined

The GI method (improved order relation analysis method) is a subjective weighting
assignment method, which is based on the ranking of the degree of influence in the index
on decision-making goals given by experts, and which calculates the relative importance
of the index. The index action degree is introduced to solve the fixed subjective weight
determination of different index forms [16].

A total of l experts are invited to rank the importance of n index affecting the evaluation
target.

The Spearman coefficients of ranking given by the ith and vth experts are:

ρiv = 1 −
[

6
n

∑
j=1

(
x̂ij − x̂vj

)2
]

/
[
n
(

n2 − 1
)]

(7)

where x̂ij and x̂vj represent the ranking of the jth index given by the ith and vth experts,
respectively. When the coefficient is greater than or equal to 0.5, the consistency test is
passed; otherwise, the expert is eliminated.
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The qualified ranking is converted into the corresponding score Gij, and the average
score Gj is calculated as follows:

Gj =
1
l

l

∑
i=1

Gij =
1
l

l

∑
i=1

(
n − x̂ij + 1

)
(8)

Ranking the index secondary based on average score, the relative distance of the index
is calculated according to Section 3.2, and the sum of the distances used to represent the
degree of action sj; that is,

sj =
m

∑
i=1

m

∑
k=1

D
(

gij, gkj

)
(9)

If the means of the ranking scores of the two indexes are the same, the index with the
largest effect will be ranked first. The ratio for the importance of adjacent index xj−1 and xj
is

rj =

{
sj−1/sj,

(
j > 1, sj−1 ≥ sj

)
1,
(

j > 1, sj−1 < sj
) (10)

The combined weight ω0
j of the nth index is calculated according to rj, and ω0

j is a
fixed subjective weight, expressed as

ω0
j =

(
1 +

n

∑
j=2

n

∏
i=j

ri

)−1

(11)

3.4. Establish Variable Weight Function to Correct Fixed Subjective Weight

The variable weight function is used to dynamically adjust the fixed subjective weight
of the index according to the specific value of the evaluation program index. When the
dominance of an index is very low, even if the subjective weight of the index is relatively
large, the overall effect of the scheme will be correspondingly reduced, and the index weight
will be penalized. When an index has a high degree of dominance, even if its subjective
weight is small, the overall effect of the scheme will be correspondingly improved, and
the index weight will be encouraged. The penalty and incentive of the dynamic variable
weight should correspond to the size of the constant weight, and the incentive amplitude
of the variable weight function is smaller than the penalty amplitude.

3.4.1. Positive and Negative Bullseye

gij is the standardized evaluation value of the index. The mixed grey targets of
different data form indexes can be expressed as follows:

Positive bullseye: ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

max
{

gij|j ∈ C1, i = 1, 2, · · · , m
}

max
{

gL
ij+gU

ij
2 |j ∈ C2, i = 1, 2, · · · , m

}

max
{

gM
ij |j ∈ C3, i = 1, 2, · · · , m

} (12)

Negative bullseye: ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

min
{

gij|j ∈ C1, i = 1, 2, · · · , m
}

min
{

gL
ij+gU

ij
2 |j ∈ C2, i = 1, 2, · · · , m

}

min
{

gM
ij |j ∈ C3, i = 1, 2, · · · , m

} (13)
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C1, C2 and C3 are the subscript sets of exact number, interval number, and triangular
fuzzy number. Gas pressure and gas content are cost-type indexes; that is, the smaller
the index value, the better. The coal seam permeability coefficient and expansion value
are benefit-type indexes, and the larger the index value, the better. Among them, the gas
pressure and gas content select the critical value of the outburst index in the “Detailed
Rules for Prevention and Control of Coal and Gas Outburst” as the negative bullseye, and
the critical value of the index formulated by each coal mine is the positive bullseye. The
expansion value of the coal seam is 0 before the mining of the protective layer, which is used
as the negative bullseye in this index, and the critical expansion value of 3‰ that needs to
be reached in the protective layer mining is taken as the positive bullseye. The permeability
coefficient takes the initial value of 0.1 for normal draw as the negative bullseye, and the
intermediate value of 5 for normal draw as the positive bullseye. The selection of positive
and negative bullseyes is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Positive and negative bullseye values.

Category Gas Pressure (MPa)
Gas Content

(m3·t−1)
Coal Seam Permeability

Coefficient (m2·MPa−1·d−1)
Expansion Value

(‰)

Positive bullseye critical value critical value 5 3
Negative bullseye 0.74 8 0.1 0

3.4.2. Index Dominance Calculation

The dominance of xj under the evaluation object ei is Rij, which is expressed as

Rij = 1 − exp

⎛
⎝−β

d+ij
(

gij, a+j
)
− d−ij

(
gij, a−j

)
d±ij

⎞
⎠ (14)

where d+ij
(

gij, a+j
)

, d−ij
(

gij, a−j
)

and d±ij represent the distance between the index evaluation
value and the positive bullseye, the distance between the index evaluation value and the
negative bullseye, and the distance between the positive and negative bullseye, respectively,
calculated according to the indexes’ relative distance in Section 3.2. β is the dominance
adjustment coefficient, which takes a positive value; the larger the value, the greater the
adjustment degree of the index dominance.

The matrix for the dominance of each index under each evaluation scheme can be
given as R =

[
R
(

gij
)]

m×n.

3.4.3. Variable Weight Function

The index weights are dynamically adjusted with the index status of each scheme.
The penalty–incentive local state variable weight function based on index dominance is as
follows:

Sij
(

Rij
)
=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
(1/e)mv0

j (Rij−RL), Rij < RL

1, RL ≤ Rij ≤ RU

eδmv0
j (Rij−RU), Rij > RU

(15)

where, according to the index dominance, the indexes are clustered into three categories.
RL and RU denote the critical values of punishment and incentive, respectively. The value
is determined by the K-means algorithm [18].
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Combining the constant weight calculation, Equation (11), and the dominance degree
calculation, Equation (14), the variable weight in the jth index of the ith evaluation scheme
is obtained, which is expressed as

ωij =
ω0

j · Sij
(

Rij
)

n
∑

j=1

[
ω0

j · Sij
(

Rij
)] (16)

3.5. Weighted Projection Grey Target Decision Method to Determine the Advantages and
Disadvantages of the Scheme

From the variable weight ωij and the positive and negative bullseye distances, the
weighted positive bullseye distance λi

+, the weighted negative bullseye distance λi
−,

and the average distance between the positive bullseye and the negative bullseye λ0 are
calculated for each evaluation object [16]; that is:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

λ+
i =

n
∑

j=1
d+ij ωij

λ−
i =

n
∑

j=1
d−ij ωij

λ0 = 1
n

n
∑

j=1
d±ij

(17)

The projected bullseye distance in the ith evaluation scheme is:

ηi = λ−
i − λ+

i =

(
λ−

i
)2 − (λ+

i
)2

λ0 (18)

The calculation flow chart for the variable weight projection target center distance is
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Calculation process.
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4. Dynamic Evaluation of Degree of Protection by the Protective Layer

4.1. Evaluation Area Overview
4.1.1. Spatial Distribution Relationship of Working Face

The main coal seams in a mine of the Pingmei Group are the coal seams in group Ding,
group Wu, and group Ji, in ascending order of buried depth. Protective layer mining is the
preferred method for outburst prevention measures in this mining area. The location of
the studied working face in the evaluation area is shown in Figure 2. Due to the staggered
layout of the working face, there are mainly three types of protective seam mining in the
current stage of mining: group Ding coal seam mining to protect the group Wu coal seam,
group Wu coal seam mining to protect the group Ji coal seam, and group Ding + Wu coal
seam mining to protect the group Ji coal seam.

Ding 9-10-21030 
working face

Ding 5-6-11030 
working face

Ding 5-6-11010 
working face

Ding 5-6-1105  
working face

Ding 5-6-11070 
working face

Ding 9-10-21050 
working face

Ji 15-21030 
working 

face

(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Spatial position relationship of working faces in the evaluation area: (a) working face space
position; (b) working face plane projection. 1. Ding5-6-11010 working face; 2. Ding5-6-11030 working
face; 3. Ding5-6-11050 working face; 4. Ding5-6-11070 working face; 5. Wu9-10-21030 working face; 6.
Wu9-10-21050 working face; 7. Ji15-21030 working face. The black lines show the working face and
measuring point located in coal seam Ding5-6, the blue lines show the working face and measuring
point located in coal seam Wu9-10, and the red line shows the working face and measuring point
located in coal seam Ji15.

4.1.2. Parameter Test Scheme of Evaluation Area

According to various protection forms in the layout of the working face, the test points
are selected, as shown in Figure 2b. Among them, the gas content W, gas pressure P, and
coal seam permeability coefficient λ are measured through the short-line measuring holes
shown in the figure. During the measurement, the coal seam measuring holes are drilled
along the short-line direction. First, the coal powder is taken to test the gas content, and
then the hole is enlarged to observe the gas pressure. After the pressure observation, the
valve is opened to release the gas. The gas permeability coefficient is calculated by testing
the emission law. The expansion deformation is measured through the circle measuring
hole in the figure. During the measurement, the deep base point displacement meter is
constructed from the bottom extraction roadway in the working face of the coal seam Wu
and Ji, and the expansion deformation is obtained by observing the displacement changes
before and after mining.

4.1.3. Experimental Observation Data

1. Gas content

Two test holes are designed for each protection condition and the maximum test result
is taken based on safety considerations. The gas content test results are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Gas content test results.

Investigation Contents
Borehole
Number

Coal Sample
Quality (g)

Loss
Amount

W1

(m3/t)

Natural
Desorption
Amount W2

(m3/t)

Crushing
Desorption
Amount W3

(m3/t)

Non-
Desorbable

Amount
Wc

(m3/t)

Gas
Content

W
(m3/t)

Original area of group Wu NO. 1 693.4 1.06 1.59 1.53 2.23 6.41
NO. 2 588.0 2.74 2.08 2.85 2.23 9.90

Original area of group Ji NO. 1 575.5 1.51 3.09 3.25 1.28 9.13
NO. 2 586.2 1.67 3.35 3.41 1.28 9.71

Group Wu protect group
Ji area

NO. 1 494.2 0.78 2.19 2.13 1.28 6.38
NO. 2 498.9 1.27 3.00 3.36 1.28 8.91

Group Ding+Wu protect
group Ji area

NO. 1 614.0 0.57 2.22 2.15 1.28 6.22
NO. 2 519.7 0.72 2.60 1.74 1.28 6.34

Group Ding protect group
Wu area

NO. 1 531.7 0.62 2.31 1.67 1.28 5.88
NO. 2 522.3 0.66 2.28 1.30 1.28 5.52

2. Gas pressure and coal seam permeability coefficient

Two test holes are designed for each protection condition and the maximum test result
is taken based on safety considerations. The permeability coefficient is obtained according
to the gas emission law of the borehole and the interval number is taken. The test results
are shown in Figures 3–7.

 
(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 3. Original area of group Wu coal seam: (a) NO. 1 measuring point gas pressure test
data; (b) NO. 2 measuring gas pressure point test data; (c) NO. 1 measuring point permeability
coefficient test data; (d) NO. 2 measuring point permeability coefficient test data.
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 4. Original area of group Ji coal seam: (a) NO. 1 measuring point gas pressure test
data; (b) NO. 2 measuring gas pressure point test data; (c) NO. 1 measuring point permeability
coefficient test data; (d) NO. 2 measuring point permeability coefficient test data.

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 5. Wu protects Ji area: (a) NO. 1 measuring point gas pressure test data; (b) NO. 2 measuring
gas pressure point test data; (c) NO. 1 measuring point permeability coefficient test data; (d) NO. 2
measuring point permeability coefficient test data.
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 6. Ding + Wu protects Ji area: (a) NO. 1 measuring point gas pressure test data; (b) NO. 2
measuring gas pressure point test data; (c) NO. 1 measuring point permeability coefficient test data;
(d) NO. 2 measuring point permeability coefficient test data.

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c)  (d) 

Figure 7. Ding protects Wu area: (a) NO. 1 measuring point gas pressure test data; (b) NO. 2
measuring gas pressure point test data; (c) NO. 1 measuring point permeability coefficient test data;
(d) NO. 2 measuring point permeability coefficient test data.
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3. Expansion deformation

The expansion deformation is tested with the device, as shown in Figure 8. Fixed
points are set on the roof of the coal seam. The expansion deformation of the coal seam is
measured by the change in the length of the steel wire in the hole.

Fixed 
point

900cm

305cm

595cm

30
0c

m
80

°

Heavy 
bob

Bottom 
extraction 

tunnel

 
 

(a) (b) 

Figure 8. Expansion deformation test data: (a) test device; (b) test data.

4.2. Model Calculation

The field test obtained the original index parameters in the Wu group coal seam and Ji
group coal seam in a mine of the Pingmei Group and the index parameters in the protective
layer area after it was mined, as expressed in Table 4.

Table 4. Original test data of evaluation area.

Evaluation Scheme
Gas Content

W/m3·t−1
Gas Pressure

P/MPa

Permeability
Coefficient

λ/m2·MPa−1·d−1

Expansion
Value/‰

Group Wu coal seam original area 9.90 1.1 0.157~0.158 0.000

Group Ji coal seam original area 9.71 3.4 0.012~0.014 0.000

The area where the group Ji coal
seam is protected by the Wu group

coal seam
8.91 2.9 0.038~0.039 2.140

The area where the group Ji coal
seam is protected by the Ding + Wu

group coal seam
6.34 2.6 0.052~0.054 2.130

The area where the group Wu coal
seam is protected by the Ding group

coal seam
5.88 0.5 1.945~2.003 17.80

The four indexes are represented by x1, x2, x3, and x4, respectively. The gas content
and gas pressure in the collected index are exact numbers. The coal seam permeability
coefficient and borehole natural flow attenuation coefficient belong to interval numbers.
The index values are standardized according to Equations (1) and (3), respectively, and are
dimensionless. Due to space reasons, this paper does not show the standardized results.
Three experts were invited to provide their assessments of the order of importance of the
indexes, and the Spearman coefficients for calculating the scores of the three experts are
ρ1 = 0.967, ρ2 = 0.967, and ρ3 = 0.933, all of which are greater than 0.5, thus, passing
the consistency check. The average scores given in Table 5 are calculated according to
Equation (8) in Section 3.3, and then the indexes are sorted according to the index action
calculated by Equation (9). The relative importance of adjacent indexes is calculated
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according to Equation (10), and the subjective constant weight of the effect of each index on
the protective layer mining is calculated according to Equation (11).

Table 5. Determining the subjective constant weight of index by the improved order relation analysis
method.

Index Expert 1 Expert 2 Expert 3
Average

Score
Ideal

Ordering
Index

Action
Relative

Importance

Subjective
Constant
Weight

x1 3 4 4 1.333 x2 4 \ 0.333
x2 1 1 2 3.667 x4 2 1 0.250
x3 4 3 3 1.667 x3 4 0.5 0.217
x4 2 2 1 3.333 x1 2 2 0.200

According to Section 3.3, to correct the index subjective weights, the dominance
degree Rij of the four indexes is calculated by Equation (14) and formed into a matrix R:

R =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−0.0049 0.0957 0.0098 0.1648
0.0099 0.0206 0.0101 0.1648
0.0038 0.0058 0.0101 0.1483
−0.0072 0.0110 0.0101 0.1484
−0.0097 0.1636 0.0025 0.0344

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

According to Equation (15), the independent variable in the variable weight function
is divided into three regions. Therefore, the number of clusters is three, and the cluster
centers are f 1 = −0.0020, f 2 = 0.0527, and f 3 = 0.1566, respectively. The penalty threshold
and incentive threshold are obtained as follows:⎧⎨

⎩
RL = f1+ f2

2 = 0.0254

RU = f2+ f3
2 = 0.1047

According to Equation (16), the variable weight is calculated based on the subjective
weight ωij, as shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Index variable weight.

Scheme

Index x1 x2 x3 x4

1 0.1949 0.3229 0.2081 0.2742
2 0.1920 0.3195 0.2099 0.2767
3 0.1946 0.3236 0.2095 0.2724
4 0.1966 0.3218 0.2094 0.2722
5 0.1933 0.3606 0.2069 0.2391

The evaluation target in this paper is Henan Province, China, and the critical value [23]
set by the locality is selected as the positive bullseye. The weighted positive bullseye
distance, negative bullseye distance, and positive and negative bullseye distances of each
scheme are calculated by Equation (17). The results can be substituted into Equation (18) to
calculate the bullseye distance of variable weight projection, as shown in Table 7.
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Table 7. Quantification of the coal seams’ degree of protection before and after protective layer
mining.

Evaluation Scheme
The Original Area of the Ji

Group Coal Seam

The Area Where the Group
Ji Coal Seam Is Protected by

the Wu Group Coal Seam

The Area Where the Group
Ji Coal Seam Is Protected by
the Ding + Wu Group Coal

Seam

Variable weight—projected
bullseye distance 0.3119 0.2674 0.2473

Evaluation scheme The original area of Wu group
coal seam

The area where the group Wu
coal seam is protected by the

Ding group coal seam
\

Variable weight—projected
bullseye distance 0.2321 −0.0378 \

4.3. Results Analysis

The degree of deviation in each scheme from the “optimal combination” can be
determined according to the projected distance between the calculation result and the
bullseye. If the bullseye distance is between (0, 1), the degree of protection is not significant,
and mining is still dangerous. Corresponding to the danger intensity, the larger the value,
the more serious the risk, and the smaller the value, the less dangerous; if the bullseye
distance is between (−1, 0), there is effective protection, and the larger the absolute value is,
that is, the farther the distance from 0, the higher the degree of protection, and vice versa.

From the calculation in Table 7, it can be seen that the distance between the test results
and the bullseye in the original coal seam area, and the distance between the test results
and the bullseye in the protected area, can be calculated by using this model, quantifying
the degree of danger and the degree of protection, which can intuitively and accurately
represent the protective layer mining effect. The variable weight-projected bullseye distance
and the protective degree are reflected in Figure 9.

Figure 9. The degree of protection in the evaluation area.

• The projected bullseye distance of the original area in the group Wu coal seam calcu-
lated by the model is 0.2321, which is dangerous (greater than zero). After mining the
Ding group coal seam of the upper protective layer, the bullseye distance is reduced
to −0.0378, which is effective for protection (less than zero). The degree of protection
in the original area in the group Wu coal seam reaches 116.29%, which has a good
protection effect. In terms of individual indexes, by comparing the gas parameters of
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the original area in group Wu and the area of Ding protected by group Wu, as shown
in Table 4, it can be seen that the safety of coal seam mining is improved, the gas
content is reduced by 40.6%, the gas pressure is reduced from 1.1 MPa to 0.5 MPa, the
gas pressure is reduced by 54.5%, the permeability coefficient increased by 12.38-times,
and the expansion value reaches 17.8‰. The gas content and gas pressure decrease
significantly, and the values decrease to within the safe range of the outburst preven-
tion index. At the same time, the permeability of the coal seam increases by 12.4-times.
The effect of group Wu being protected by group Ding alone is more obvious.

• The projected bullseye distance of the original area in the group Ji coal seam is 0.3119,
which is dangerous (greater than zero). After mining the upper protective layer in
the group Wu coal seam, the bullseye distance is reduced to 0.2674, which is still
dangerous (greater than zero). The degree of protection in the original area in the
group Ji coal seam reached 14.27%, which reduced the degree of danger of the original
area of the group Ji coal seam by 14.27%. Comparing the gas parameters of the original
area in the group Ji coal seam and the area where the group Ji coal seam is protected
by the Wu group coal seam, as shown in Table 4, it can be seen that the gas content
decreased from 9.71 m3/t to 8.91 m3/t, the gas content decreased by 8.2%, the gas
pressure decreased from 3.4 MPa to 2.9 MPa, and the gas pressure decreased by 14.7%.
The permeability of the coal seam increased by 3.2-times, and the expansion value
reached 2.14‰, but it was still lower than the critical value of 3‰, as shown in Table 2.
Only mining the protective layer in group Wu has a certain protective effect on group
Ji.

• After mining the upper protective layer in the Ding + Wu coal seam, the bullseye
distance was reduced to 0.2473 (greater than zero), and the degree of protection in
the original coal seam area reached 20.71%, which reduced the danger level in the
original coal seam area by 20.71%. Comparing the gas parameters of the original area
in the group Ji coal seam and the area where the group Ji coal seam is protected by the
Ding + Wu group coal seam, as shown in Table 4, it can be seen that the gas content
decreased from 9.71 m3/t to 6.34 m3/t, the gas content decreased by 34.7%, the gas
pressure decreased from 3.4 MPa to 2.6 MPa, and the gas pressure decreased by 23.5%.
The permeability of the coal seam increased by 4.3-times, and the expansion value
reached 2.13‰, which was also lower than 3‰, as shown in Table 2. From the results,
it can be seen that the effect of the Ding + Wu protective layer on the group Ji coal
seam is better than the effect of the separate mining in the group Wu coal seam to
protect the group Ji coal seam.

The evaluation results for the working face are shown in Figure 10, showing the
protective effect of the working face with outstanding danger before and after protective
layer mining is carried out. In Figure 10, red indicates that there is a prominent danger that
needs to be eliminated. The evaluation value is a positive value. The darker the color, the
higher the risk. The larger the value, the lower the degree of protection, and the stronger
the secondary means of eliminating the outburst degree must be. Green means that the
outburst degree can be eliminated without secondary outburst elimination. The evaluation
value is negative. The greater the absolute value, the higher the safety and the higher the
degree of protection.
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 10. Quantitative results before and after mining of the protective layer in the evaluation area:
(a) before the protective layer mining; (b) group Ding protects group Wu coal seam region; (c) group
Wu protects group Ji coal seam region; (d) group Ding + Wu protects group Ji coal seam region.

4.4. Gas Control Data Analysis

After the protection layer was mined in this area of the Pingmei Group, the gas
drainage volume of the working face where the protected layer was located increased
significantly. The test data for the gas drainage parameters in the protected layer were
statistically analyzed, and the changes in the gas drainage parameters in the protected layer
working face were compared before and after the mining of the protective layer:

• After group Wu protective layer mining, the gas drainage rate for the group Ji pro-
tected layer increased from 19% to 50.1% and increased by 163.68%. There were still
outstanding dangers.

• After group Ding + Wu upper protective layer mining, the gas drainage rate for the
group Ji protected layer increased from 25.4% to 68.8% and increased by 170.87%.
There were still outstanding dangers.

• After group Ding upper protective layer mining, the index for the group Wu protected
layer was below the outburst critical value; the wind flow gas concentration in the
protected layer working face increased from 0.15% to 0.41% and increased by 173.33%;
and the gas extraction rate increased from 25.4% to 78.3% and increased by 208.27%.

5. Discussion

5.1. Comparative Analysis with the Calculation Results of the Constant Weight-Projection Gray
Target

The projection bullseye distance obtained by using constant weight is shown in the first
row in Tables 8 and 9, and the bullseye distance obtained by variable weight is shown in the
second row in Tables 8 and 9. Through the evaluation of variable weight projection bullseye
distance, the calculation results changed, the degree of protection of group Ding + Wu,
protecting the group Ji area, decreased to a small extent, and other decision-making schemes
improved compared with the constant-weight results. In the process of variable weight,
the incentive advantage index penalizes the inferior index, so that the overall evaluation
results can be balanced.
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Table 8. Comparison of variable weight and constant weight projection bullseye distance for the
group Wu protection effect.

Calculation Results
Group Wu Coal Seam Original

Area
The Area Where the Group Wu Coal Seam
is Protected by the Group Ding Coal Seam

Constant weight bullseye distance 0.2182 −0.0015
Variable weight bullseye distance 0.2321 −0.0378

Table 9. Comparison of variable weight and constant weight projection bullseye distance for the
group Ji protection effect.

Calculation Results
Group Ji Coal Seam

Original Area

The Area Where the Group
Ji Coal Seam Is Protected

by the Wu Group Coal
Seam

The Area Where the Group Ji
Coal Seam Is Protected by the
Ding + Wu Group Coal Seam

Constant weight bullseye distance 0.2948 0.2630 0.2559
Variable weight bullseye distance 0.3119 0.2673 0.2473

The variable weight function is used to dynamically adjust the weight according to
the index dominance of each scheme. In the scheme of group Ding protecting the group
Wu coal seam area, the index dominance of x1 is high; however, the constant weight of
this index is low, and the overall evaluation value is significantly improved by variable
weight. The index dominance of x3 is low in this scheme; however, the constant weight
of this index is high, and the overall evaluation value is reduced by variable weight. In
the scheme of group Wu protecting the group Ji coal seam, the index dominance of x2 is
low; however, the constant weight of this index is high, and the overall evaluation value is
reduced by variable weight. The index dominance of x3 is high, and the constant weight
of this index is high, but the improvement in the overall evaluation value is not obvious,
satisfying the principle that the incentive range should be smaller than the penalty range.
The variable weight calculation can better reflect the weight dynamic change caused by the
test value’s discreteness in the same coal seam or the same working face.

5.2. Comparison with Related Literature

Ref. [10] established a reliability evaluation method for protective layer mining from
a macro perspective, and calculated the index weights by the analytic hierarchy process.
From a macro perspective, the evaluation indexes were more comprehensive, but only the
subjective constant weights were considered in the weight calculation, and the main basis
was the expert-scoring method. In this paper, a variable weight function is established to
correct the subjective weight, and the combination of subjective and objective measures is
more reasonable. According to the gray target projection model, the bullseye distance is
calculated for the targets of eliminated outbursts and the permeability is increased in each
scheme. Given the quantitative results concerning the degree of protection in protective
layer mining, it is possible to judge whether secondary outburst elimination is necessary
and to provide a reference for formulating the most appropriate outburst elimination
scheme, so that the quantification of the degree of protection is more precise and targeted.

Ref. [11] proposed an evaluation model for the reliability of protective layer mining,
which predicts the pressure relief boundary, quantitatively examines the pressure relief
effect, uses the fuzzy-analytic hierarchy process to calculate the weight, and only calculates
the subjective constant weight. The index value only considers exact numbers and is not
compared with the data for the original coal seam and, thus, does not quantify the degree
of protection. This paper solves the multi-attribute decision-making problem of exact
numbers, interval numbers, and triangular fuzzy numbers, revises the subjective constant
weights based on the variable weight function, and quantitatively analyzes the degree
of protection in the protective layer mining. The method in this paper can better reflect
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the multi-attribute characteristics of the evaluation indexes; there are differences in the
combination of multi-attribute index values in each decision-making scheme. The method
can also reflect the control effect of this difference on the degree of protection.

There is no other report in the literature on the quantification of the degree of protection
in protective layer mining. The variable weight-projection gray target model for the
effectiveness of protective layer mining quantifies the degree of protection. It provides a
theoretical basis for further judging whether the working face needs to add high-strength
outburst elimination means, and guides the formulation of a secondary outburst elimination
plan for outburst coal seams.

6. Conclusions

• In the dynamic evaluation model of the variable weight projection bullseye, the
subjective constant weight is corrected by the variable weight function to adjust
the evaluation result, and the evaluation model reflects the dynamic changes in the
evaluation index. Based on the punishment–incentive mechanism, the local state
variable weight function is constructed, and the weight dynamic correction model
is established. A weak index will affect the overall evaluation results. The penalty
mechanism is used to reduce the weight of these indexes, so that the overall evaluation
value is reduced after the weight adjustment. For the advantage index, the reward
mechanism is used to increase the index weight and the overall evaluation value is
increased.

• The research object is the outburst elimination effect in the protected layer in the
engineering of protective layer mining. Taking the critical value of the evaluation
index for outburst elimination and increasing permeability as the bullseye, the bullseye
distance was calculated for each scheme, and the variable weight function was used to
balance the evaluation results, quantifying the degree of protection. If the bullseye
distance is a negative value, this indicates that there is no outburst risk, and the larger
the absolute value, the higher the degree of protection. If the bullseye distance is a
positive value, this indicates that there is an outburst risk, and the larger the value, the
lower the degree of protection.

• Through the quantitative results, the protective layer mining of this mine was found
to have a certain protective effect. Group Ding protects the group Wu coal seam
area, with the degree of protection in the original coal seam reaching 116.29%, a good
protective effect. After the mining of the protective layer, all indexes are within the
safe value. Inside, the coal seam collapses. The group Wu coal seams protecting the
group Ji coal seams area, and the group Ding + Wu coal seams protecting the group Ji
coal seams, did not eliminate outbursts. In the area where the group Ji coal seam is
protected by the Wu group coal seam, compared with the original area, the degree of
risk in the group Ji coal seam was reduced by 14.27%. In the area where the group Ji
coal seam is protected by the Ding + Wu group coal seam, the degree of risk in the
group Ji coal seam was reduced by 20.71%. The degree of protection in group Ding +
Wu to protect the group Ji coal seam scheme was slightly greater than that in group Wu
to protect the group Ji coal seam scheme, and it can be increased by a small increase in
permeability measures or by an improvement in gas drainage drilling design.

• This study obtains the variable weight-projection gray target model for evaluating
the effectiveness of protective layer mining, and quantifies the degree of protection,
provides a theoretical basis for judging whether the working face should be strength-
ened with enhanced permeability, and guides the formulation of a secondary outburst
elimination scheme for an incompletely eliminated outburst coal seam.
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Abstract: A reasonable and stable stope structure is the premise of realizing safe mining of under-
ground metal ore. To safely mine the gently inclined medium-thick ore body, stope stability in
Bainiuchang Mine was analyzed based on the pillar area bearing theory, and stope stability with
regard to nine groups of structural parameters was numerically simulated. The results show that
the existing stope structural parameters failed to maintain stability requirements and tended to be
exposed to the risk of stope collapse. The middle section of the pillar as well as stope roofs and
floors are vulnerable due to tensile stress when mining by open stoping, and the compressive stress
concentration is prone to occur at the junction of the pillars, stope side walls, roofs and floors. Shear
stress contributes little to pillar failure. The reasonable stope structural parameters of open stoping
for the gently inclined medium-thick ore body in Bainiuchang mine are optimized using ANSYS
numerical simulation: stope height 4.5 m, pillar diameter 4 m, pillar spacing 7 m and pillar row
spacing 8 m. The onsite trial shows that the ore recovery rate reaches 82% under these parameters,
which also realizes the equilibrium of safety and economy.

Keywords: gently inclined medium-thick ore body; structural parameter optimization; stope stability;
area bearing theory; numerical simulation

1. Introduction

Gently inclined medium-thick ore body is one of the most widely distributed types
of underground metal deposits worldwide. The inclination angle of this type of ore body
is mostly 5~30◦, which is not conducive to the normal operation of trackless mining
equipment such as intelligent scrapers, nor to ore-drawing under gravity of blasted ore in
the stope. It is internationally recognized as the most difficult type of ore body to mine [1–3].
Open stoping is commonly used in the world to mine gently inclined medium-thick ore
bodies [4], and its mining structural parameters are the most important indicators for
balancing safe, economic and efficient recovery. If pillars are too thin to resist ground
pressure, it usually leads to safety accidents; in contrast, it will cause ore loss and reduce
ore recovery rate and production profit. Structural parameters are the most influential
factors for maintaining stope stability with open stoping. In 1973, Bieniawski proposed the
RMR (Rock Mass Rating) rock mass classification method to evaluate the stability of various
rock masses [5]. Bazaluk et al. [6] studied the stope stability of underground mining of iron
ore by taking yuzhno-belozerskyi deposit as the research object. Wu et al. [7] used ANSYS
and Flac3D to analyze the influence of mine room and pillar configuration on stope stability
in highly fractured areas and preferred the stope structure configuration scheme based on
the objective function and constraint function. Mikaeil et al. [8] used Flac2D to calculate the
load cases such as axial forces, bending moments and shear forces in the vault, bottom and
side walls of the underground roadway and analyzed the stability characteristics of the
roadway support. Zhao et al. [9] used Flac3D to simulate the stope structure and design
the safest stope exposure size based on the Mathews stability graphical solution method.
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Qin et al. [10] analyzed the stability characteristics of ore pillars with different thicknesses
by numerical simulation in an iron mine, which provided a reference for the optimization
of structural parameters. Lan et al. [11] constructed a second-order response surface model
and realized the comprehensive optimization of the stope structural parameters through
multi-objective optimization and multi-attribute decision making. Liu et al. [12] used
Flac3D to establish a numerical calculation model of the fractured ore body and studied
the relationship between the stope span parameters, roof displacement and plastic zone
volume. However, the aforementioned studies were based on safety and technology for
optimization, and less consideration was given to the best economic efficiency during
mine recovery.

Bainiuchang Mine has a typical gently inclined medium-thick ore body, which is
mainly mined using the room and pillar method. The width of ore block is generally
20~25 m, the length is 30~40 m, and a circular pillar with a side length of 2~4 m is reserved.
With the increasing mining depth, the ground pressure management is becoming more
and more complicated, and there is a serious risk of collapse. It is urgent to optimize
the original stope structural parameters. Based on the area-bearing theory, the mining
process before optimization of the Bainiuchang Mine was simulated through ANSYS, and
the stope stability was evaluated through stress analysis. Nine different stope structural
parameters optimization schemes were proposed through orthogonal design, and the stress
conditions of pillar, roof and floor were analyzed based on numerical simulation, and
safe and economic stope structural parameters were further optimized, so as to guide the
mining of gently inclined medium-thick ore body.

2. Area Bearing Theory

The area-bearing theory holds that the load on the pillar is the gravity of the overlying
rock layer from the mining space it supports to the surface, and the area supported by the
pillar is the sum of the mining area and the cross-sectional area of the pillar itself, from
which the axial compressive stress of the pillar is approximated. It reveals the internal
causes of pillar instability and failure (as shown in Figures 1 and 2). Its equilibrium equation
is as follows Equation (1).

σpWp =
(
Wo + Wp

)
pz (1)

where σp is the axial compressive stress of the mine pillar; pz is the vertical positive stress
component of the ground stress field before mining; Wo is the width of the mine room; Wp
is the width of the mine pillar.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of pillar stress.

The strip mine pillar and circular mine pillar are mainly arranged in Bainiuchang
Mine. The calculation Equations (2) and (3) for the axial compressive stress of the two types
of ore pillars can be derived from Equation (1).

The strip mine pillar : σp = γH
(
1 + Wo/Wp

)
(2)
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of pillar bearing calculation.

The circular mine pillar : σp =
4γH

π

(
1 + Wo/Wp

)2 (3)

where γ is the capacity of the overlying rock layer; H is the mining depth [13,14].
Based on the area bearing theory, the axial compressive stress of the ore pillar can

be calculated. According to the area bearing theory, each pillar supports the ore rock
in a certain area. The axial compressive stress of the ore pillar can be calculated by the
gravity of the upper ore rock and the sectional area of the ore pillar. When the axial
compressive stress exceeds the uniaxial compressive strength of the ore rock, the ore pillar
will be crushed, resulting in fragmentation, deformation and even collapse. Then, cause the
collapse of the stope roof. When the number of collapsed pillars reaches a certain amount,
it will produce a chain effect, leading to the collapse of other pillars, and finally the overall
collapse of the mine room. otherwise, it can be safely mined.

Combined with the area bearing theory (Equation (3)) and the Bieniawski pillar
strength formula (Equation (4)), the safety factor calculation formula (Equation (5)) of the
circular point pillar in Bainiuchang mine can be derived.

Sp = σc
[
0.64 + 0.36

(
Wp/h

)]
(4)

where Sp is strength of ore pillar, MPa; σc is strength parameter of ore and rock, MPa; h is
the room height, m; Wp is the width of the mine pillar.

K =
σc
[
0.64 + 0.36

(
Wp/h

)]
4γH

π (1 + Wo/WP)
2 (5)

where K is the safety factor of circular point column. Other physical quantities are
described above.

3. Stope Stability Evaluation

The existing stope stability of Bainiuchang mine is evaluated. The geological structure
of the mining area is well developed, and the weathering is strong. The hydrogeological
conditions of the deposit are complex, with strong karst aquifers filling with water. The
roof of the ore body is a carbonate rock mixed with clastic rock karst fissure aquifer, and
the inflow is 0.0025~1.52 L·s−1; The floor of the ore body is a karst fissure aquifer of clastic
rock mixed with carbonate rock, and the inflow is 0.0109~2.69 L·s−1. The ore body is
stratiform and lenticular in shape, with siltstone and mudstone on the roof and argillaceous
limestone on the floor. The surrounding rock mass of the upper and lower walls of the
ore body is of good quality, and the engineering geological conditions are simple. The
physical and mechanical parameters of the main ore rocks of the Bainiuchang mine are
shown in Table 1. In Table 1, σc represents uniaxial compressive strength, σt represents
uniaxial tensile strength, τ represents shear strength, c represents cohesion, ϕ represents
internal friction angle, E represents elastic modulus, ρ represents density, and μ represents
Poisson’s ratio. The pillar of Bainiuchang mine are shown in Figure 3.
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Table 1. Physical and mechanical parameters of Bainiuchang’s ore rocks.

Ore Rock Type
σc

/MPa
σt

/MPa
τ

/MPa
c

/MPa
ϕ

/(◦)
E

/GPa
ρ

/g·cm−3 μ

Argillaceous Limestone 58.30 3.76 36.81 3.47 28.38 9.37 2.74 0.25
Mudstone 35.42 1.99 30.64 1.14 17.79 4.51 2.79 0.19
Siltstone 77.14 2.78 37.57 4.08 35.97 14.88 2.64 0.27
Ore body 97.62 2.07 50.86 6.58 42.93 12.60 4.00 0.22

 

Figure 3. Picture of pillar in Bainiuchang mine.

The structural geology of site: The fault structures in the mining area are developed,
mainly NW trending faults, with NE trending faults interspersed between them, forming
a structural framework. F2, F3, F6, F7 and F8 in the northwest direction are mainly exposed
in the mining area. F2 fault strike NW-SE, dip direction SW, dip of 65◦. F3 fault is the most
important ore controlling and hosting structure in Bainiuchang mine, with a total length of
5000~6000 m, strike NW-SE, dip direction of 200~230◦ to SW, and dip of 20~35◦. F6 fault
is about 1.7 km, strike NW-SE, dip direction SW, dip of 30~35◦. F7 fault is about 3.5 km,
strike NW-SE, dip direction SW, dip of 34~50◦. F8 fault is about 3.4 km, strike NW-SE, dip
direction SW, dip of 60~75◦.

3.1. Simulation Conditions and Process

The onsite mining process of Bainiuchang mine (as shown in Figure 4): Strip rooms
and strip pillars are arranged in intervals. Strip rooms are mined first. After strip rooms
are mined, the strip pillars are mined, leaving round point pillars with a diameter of 3 m.
The stope height is 3 m, stope length is 40 m and the width is 25 m. Next, a multi-step
excavation finite element calculation model will be established according to the actual
mining process by ANSYS 19.2.

 
Figure 4. Arrangement and mining sequence of rooms and pillars.
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Modeling: The finite element model is established according to the onsite geological
conditions, and the mechanical model is established according to the influence range of
3~5 times the diameter of the excavation space. In order to balance the calculation speed
and accuracy, a 500 m × 500 m × 625 m model is established (Figure 5). On the basis of not
affecting the calculation results and considering the size coordination relationship of the
model, the depth is taken to 1380 m above sea level. The model contains the ore body, and
then contains the target ore block of numerical simulation calculation.

Figure 5. Finite element calculation model.

Mesh refinement analysis: If the mesh is sparse, the accuracy of calculation cannot
meet the requirements. The finer the mesh, the higher the accuracy of calculation, but
the amount of calculation will increase exponentially. In order to balance the calculation
accuracy and efficiency, considering the regularity of the element, we established a material
model based on the key points by using ANSYS. This work is according to the geological
structure model and the distribution changes of the physical property parameters of each
layer in the mining area. Using the tetrahedron (SOLID92) 10 node element type, we
divided the finite element mesh of each volume element. The whole mesh was divided into
57,611 elements and 79,159 nodes (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Finite element model meshing.

Initial stress conditions: Calculated the distribution of in situ stress according to
gravity, as shown in Figure 7.

Boundary condition: The outer four sides of the model are fixed along the x-axis
and y-axis, respectively, and the bottom of the model is fixed along the z-axis as the
boundary condition.

Multi-step excavation numerical simulation process: the internal loading model that
releases the load along the excavation perimeter is used. In the first step, the inversion of
original rock stress is revealed according to the boundary conditions and the load conditions
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(dead weight stress field). In order to get close to the actual results, the second step is
to carry out multi-step excavation simulation calculation according to the onsite mining
process of Bainiuchang mine.

Figure 7. Dead-weight stress field calculation results.

Constitutive model: Three-dimensional elastic-plastic finite element calculation and
analysis of the multi-step excavation was carried out using the Drucker–Prager plastic
yielding criterion commonly used in geotechnical engineering [15,16]. This criterion is
shown in Equation (6).

αI1 + J1/2
2 = k (6)

where: I1 = σ1 + σ2 + σ3 is the first invariant of stress; J2 = 1
6 [(σ1 − σ2)

2 + (σ2 − σ3)
2+

(σ3 − σ1)
2] is the second invariant of stress deflection; α = 2√

3
sin φ
(3±φ)

, k = 6√
3

C·cos φ
(3±sin φ)

are
experimental constants related to the internal friction angle and cohesion of rock; φ is
the internal friction angle of rock; C is the cohesion of rock; σ1, σ2, σ3 is the maximum,
intermediate and minimum principal stress, respectively.

3.2. Simulation Results

Numerical simulations were performed according to the onsite mining process, and the
numerical results of the maximum, intermediate and minimum principal stresses σ1, σ2, σ3
and three axial shear stresses within the stope and pillars can be obtained (Table 2). The
main stress distribution cloud images are shown in Figures 8–13.

Table 2. Numerical simulation results of the recovery process before optimization.

No.
Stress

Parameter
Step 1

(Before Mining)
Step 2

(Mining Strip Rooms)
Step 3

(Mining Strip Pillars)

1 σ1 (MPa) −1.84~−0.49 −14.2~4.68 −26.0~4.42
2 σ2 (MPa) −2.07~−0.98 −16.3~−1.3 −36.4~1.41
3 σ3 (MPa) −16.4~−12.5 −68.5~−16.4 −142.0~−10.9
4 τxy (MPa) −0.15~0.12 −1.70~−1.54 −9.48~9.63
5 τyz (MPa) −0.67~0.70 −21.7~22.9 −25.3~25.8
6 τzx (MPa) −0.007~0.177 2.16~2.83 −32.3~34.7

According to the area bearing theory, when the current stope structural parameters are
adopted, the axial compressive stress borne by the ore pillar is 135.5 MPa, which exceeds the
uniaxial compressive strength of the ore rock (97.62 MPa). At the same time, the simulation
results show that compressive and tensile stresses exist simultaneously during the mining
process. Compared with that before mining, all stresses have increased by tens of times.
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The compressive stresses mainly exist in the junction part of the pillars, stope side walls,
roofs and floors, while the tensile stresses mainly exist in stope side walls, roofs and floors.
With the expansion of mining areas, the tensile stresses in the stope side walls and the
roofs and floors gradually increase, and the compressive stresses in the ore pillars are also
gradually concentrated, with the maximum compressive stress of 142.0 MPa in the pillar.
This is much greater than the uniaxial compressive strength of the ore (97.62 MPa). The
field observation also shows that under the existing stope structural parameters, the plastic
yielding phenomenon of the ore pillars become more and more obvious as mining proceeds;
after the end of the whole stope mining, all the pillars show yielding and the stope stability
is poor. If the deep ore body continue to be mined according to the existing stope structural
parameters, the risk of collapse is extremely high and safe and stable recovery cannot
be guaranteed.

Figure 8. Maximum principal stress distribution in the ore block at 1480 mL before mining (parameters
before optimization: stope height 3 m, pillar diameter 3 m, pillar spacing 7 m, pillar row spacing 9 m).

Figure 9. Minimum principal stress distribution in the block at 1480 mL before mining (parameters
before optimization: stope height 3 m, pillar diameter 3 m, pillar spacing 7 m, pillar row spacing 9 m).
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Figure 10. Maximum principal stress distribution in the ore block at 1480 mL after mining the strip
room (parameters before optimization: stope height 3 m, pillar diameter 3 m, pillar spacing 7 m,
pillar row spacing 9 m).

Figure 11. Minimum principal stress distribution in the ore block at 1480 mL after mining the strip
room (parameters before optimization: stope height 3 m, pillar diameter 3 m, pillar spacing 7 m,
pillar row spacing 9 m).

Figure 12. Maximum principal stress distribution in the ore block at 1480 mL after mining of strip
pillars (parameters before optimization: stope height 3 m, pillar diameter 3 m, pillar spacing 7 m,
pillar row spacing 9 m).
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Figure 13. Minimum principal stress distribution in the ore block at 1480 mL after mining of strip
pillars (parameters before optimization: stope height 3 m, pillar diameter 3 m, pillar spacing 7 m,
pillar row spacing 9 m).

4. Optimization of Stope Structural Parameters

The stope height in Bainiuchang Mine is generally between 2.5 and 4.5 m. Therefore,
the optimization of stope structural parameters was conducted for the three stope heights of
2.5 m, 3.5 m and 4.5 m. The nine optimization schemes after conducting orthogonal design
are shown in Table 3. The finite element calculation continues the method in Section 3.1,
and the ore pillar arrangement is shown in Figure 14.

Table 3. Nine optimization schemes for orthogonal design.

Scheme

Factor Stope
Height/m

Pillar
Diameter/m

Pillar
Spacing/m

Pillar Row
Spacing/m

1 2.5 2 4 6
2 2.5 3 6 8
3 2.5 4 8 10
4 3.5 2 5 8
5 3.5 3 7 7
6 3.5 4 6 9
7 4.5 2 6 7
8 4.5 3 5 9
9 4.5 4 7 8

4.1. Stope Height 2.5 m

The calculation results of schemes 1–3 are shown in Table 4, and the main stress
distribution cloud images are shown in Figures 15–22. The results show that the maximum
shear stress in the stope under the three schemes (36.3 MPa, 27.9 MPa, 28.0 MPa) does
not exceed the shear strength of the ore rock (50.86 MPa). The tensile stresses mainly
appear in the middle of the pillar, stope roof and floor, and the local tensile stresses of
5.83, 4.04 and 4.33 MPa is beyond the uniaxial tensile strength of ore by 2.07 MPa. It tends
to result in a local rock fall in the stope roof. Pillars are mainly subjected to compressive
stress, especially the junction area between the pillars and the roofs and floors is prone
to stress concentration (Figures 17 and 21). In general, the maximum compressive stress
values of 143.0, 118.0 and 123.0 MPa in the three schemes are much higher than the uniaxial
compressive strength of the ore (97.62 MPa), and the ore pillar will be crushed by the
overlying rock layer after the formation of mined-out areas. Hence, these three schemes are
not advisable.
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Figure 14. Nine schemes of room and pillar configurations (a) Scheme 1; (b) Scheme 2; (c) Scheme 3;
(d) Scheme 4; (e) Scheme 5; (f) Scheme 6; (g) Scheme 7; (h) Scheme 8; (i) Scheme 9.

Table 4. Numerical calculation with stope height of 2.5 m.

No.
Stress

Parameter

Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3
2 m × 4 m × 6 m 3 m × 6 m × 8 m 4 m × 8 m × 10 m

1 σ1/MPa −25.6~5.83 −20.3~4.04 −19.6~4.33
2 σ3/MPa −143.0~−1.98 −118.0~−6.25 −123.0~−6.22
3 τxz/MPa −33.7~36.3 −27.9~27.4 −28.0~25.0

Figure 15. Maximum principal stress distribution of scheme 1 pillars at 1480 mL (parameters of
scheme 1: stope height 2.5 m, pillar diameter 2 m, pillar spacing 4 m, pillar row spacing 6 m).

4.2. Stope Height 3.5 m

The calculation results of schemes 4–6 are shown in Table 5, and the main stress
distribution cloud images are shown in Figures 23–30. The results show that the maximum
shear stress in the stope under the three schemes (39.9 MPa, 28.0 MPa, 19.6 MPa) does
not exceed the shear strength of the ore rock (50.86 MPa). The tensile stress distribution
law as mentioned in Section 4.1, and the local rock body of the roof is prone to fall. From
Figures 25 and 29, the compressive stresses are mainly concentrated in the pillars, and the
maximum compressive stress values of 155.0 and 123.0 MPa in the pillars of scheme 4 and
scheme 5 are already much higher than the uniaxial compressive strength of the ore (97.62
MPa). The maximum compressive stress of 86.8 MPa in scheme 6 is relatively low, and all
stress indexes are greater than those of schemes 4 and 5.
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Figure 16. Maximum principal stress distribution in the middle of the pillar at 1480 mL of scheme 1
(parameters of scheme 1: stope height 2.5 m, pillar diameter 2 m, pillar spacing 4 m, pillar row
spacing 6 m).

Figure 17. Minimum principal stress distribution of scheme 1 pillars at 1480 mL (parameters of
scheme 1: stope height 2.5 m, pillar diameter 2 m, pillar spacing 4 m, pillar row spacing 6 m).

4.3. Stope Height 4.5 m

The calculation results of schemes 7–9 are shown in Table 6, and the main stress
distribution cloud images are shown in Figures 31–38. The results show that the maximum
shear stress in the stope under the three schemes (37.8 MPa, 28.3 MPa, 21.0 MPa) does not
exceed the shear strength of the ore rock (50.86 MPa). The tensile stress distribution law
as mentioned in Section 4.1, and the falling rock mass is prone to cause safety accidents.
From Figures 33 and 37, the axes of the ore pillars suffer high compressive stresses, and the
maximum compressive stress of 155.0 and 113.0 MPa in the pillars of scheme 7 and scheme
8 are much higher than the uniaxial compressive strength of the ore (97.62 MPa), and the
pillars are susceptible to collapse by the pressure of the overlying rock after the formation
of mined-out areas. In the perspective of safety, scheme 9 is greater than scheme 7 and 8.
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Figure 18. Minimum principal stress distribution in the middle of the pillar at 1480 mL of scheme 1
(parameters of scheme 1: stope height 2.5 m, pillar diameter 2 m, pillar spacing 4 m, pillar row
spacing 6 m).

Figure 19. Maximum principal stress distribution of scheme 2 pillars at 1480 mL (parameters of
scheme 2: stope height 2.5 m, pillar diameter 3 m, pillar spacing 6 m, pillar row spacing 8 m).

 

Figure 20. Maximum principal stress distribution in the middle of the pillar at 1480 mL of scheme 2
(parameters of scheme 2: stope height 2.5 m, pillar diameter 3 m, pillar spacing 6 m, pillar row
spacing 8 m).
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Figure 21. Minimum principal stress distribution of scheme 2 pillars at 1480 mL (parameters of
scheme 2: stope height 2.5 m, pillar diameter 3 m, pillar spacing 6 m, pillar row spacing 8 m).

 

Figure 22. Minimum principal stress distribution in the middle of the pillar at 1480 mL of scheme 2
(parameters of scheme 2: stope height 2.5 m, pillar diameter 3 m, pillar spacing 6 m, pillar row
spacing 8 m).

Table 5. Numerical calculation with stope height of 3.5 m.

No.
Stress

Parameter

Scheme 4 Scheme 5 Scheme 6
2 m × 5 m × 8 m 3 m × 7 m × 7 m 4 m × 6 m × 9 m

1 σ1/MPa −24.6~4.96 −17.9~4.34 −14.4~3.18
2 σ3/MPa −155.0~−1.08 −123.0~−3.91 −86.8~−6.46
3 τxz/MPa −39.9~37.3 −28.0~27.2 −19.6~19.6

Figure 23. Maximum principal stress distribution of scheme 4 pillars at 1480 mL (parameters of
scheme 4: stope height 3.5 m, pillar diameter 2 m, pillar spacing 5 m, pillar row spacing 8 m).
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Figure 24. Maximum principal stress distribution in the middle of the pillar at 1480 mL of scheme 4
(parameters of scheme 4: stope height 3.5 m, pillar diameter 2 m, pillar spacing 5 m, pillar row
spacing 8 m).

Figure 25. Minimum principal stress distribution of scheme 4 pillars at 1480 mL (parameters of
scheme 4: stope height 3.5 m, pillar diameter 2 m, pillar spacing 5 m, pillar row spacing 8 m).

 

Figure 26. Minimum principal stress distribution in the middle of the pillar at 1480 mL of scheme 4
(parameters of scheme 4: stope height 3.5 m, pillar diameter 2 m, pillar spacing 5 m, pillar row
spacing 8 m).
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Figure 27. Maximum principal stress distribution of scheme 6 pillars at 1480 mL (parameters of
scheme 6: stope height 3.5 m, pillar diameter 4 m, pillar spacing 6 m, pillar row spacing 9 m).

 

Figure 28. Maximum principal stress distribution in the middle of the pillar at 1480 mL of scheme 6
(parameters of scheme 6: stope height 3.5 m, pillar diameter 4 m, pillar spacing 6 m, pillar row
spacing 9 m).

Figure 29. Minimum principal stress distribution of scheme 6 pillars at 1480 mL (parameters of
scheme 6: stope height 3.5 m, pillar diameter 4 m, pillar spacing 6 m, pillar row spacing 9 m).
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Figure 30. Minimum principal stress distribution in the middle of the pillar at 1480 mL of scheme 6
(parameters of scheme 6: stope height 3.5 m, pillar diameter 4 m, pillar spacing 6 m, pillar row
spacing 9 m).

Table 6. Numerical calculation with stope height of 4.5 m.

No.
Stress

Parameter

Scheme 7 Scheme 8 Scheme 9
2 m × 6 m × 7 m 3 m × 5 m × 9 m 4 m × 7 m × 8 m

1 σ1/MPa −25.3~6.01 −19.3~4.61 −16.3~3.89
2 σ3/MPa −155.0~−1.1 −113.0~−2.68 −92.5~−4.78
3 τxz/MPa −35.3~37.8 −27.6~28.3 −20.6~21.0

Figure 31. Maximum principal stress distribution of scheme 7 pillars at 1480 mL (parameters of
scheme 7: stope height 4.5 m, pillar diameter 2 m, pillar spacing 6 m, pillar row spacing 7 m).

4.4. Optimization Results

In summary, the maximum shear stress in the ore pillar under the nine schemes is
all lower than the shear strength of the ore rock of 50.86 MPa, and in the actual mining
process, the occurrence state of the structural planes in the pillar can be disregarded, so the
possibility of complete shear failure of the pillar is low. The maximum compressive stress
of 86.8 and 92.5 MPa for schemes 6 and 9 are both lower than the uniaxial compressive
strength of the ore (97.62 MPa) (Figure 39), which prevail over other schemes. Although
stress values of scheme 6 are all low, scheme 9 has a lower ore loss than scheme 6 due to
retained ore pillars, and the ore recovery rate of 84.92% is higher than that of 79.89% in
scheme 6 (Figure 40). After comprehensive consideration, the stope structural parameters
of scheme 9 are recommended.
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Figure 32. Maximum principal stress distribution in the middle of the pillar at 1480 mL of scheme 7
(parameters of scheme 7: stope height 4.5 m, pillar diameter 2 m, pillar spacing 6 m, pillar row
spacing 7 m).

 
Figure 33. Minimum principal stress distribution of scheme 7 pillars at 1480 mL (parameters of
scheme 7: stope height 4.5 m, pillar diameter 2 m, pillar spacing 6 m, pillar row spacing 7 m).

 

Figure 34. Minimum principal stress distribution in the middle of the pillar at 1480 mL of scheme 7
(parameters of scheme 7: stope height 4.5 m, pillar diameter 2 m, pillar spacing 6 m, pillar row
spacing 7 m).
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Figure 35. Maximum principal stress distribution of scheme 9 pillars at 1480 mL (parameters of
scheme 9: stope height 4.5 m, pillar diameter 4 m, pillar spacing 7 m, pillar row spacing 8 m).

 

Figure 36. Maximum principal stress distribution in the middle of the pillar at 1480 mL of scheme 9
(parameters of scheme 9: stope height 4.5 m, pillar diameter 4 m, pillar spacing 7 m, pillar row
spacing 8 m).

Figure 37. Minimum principal stress distribution of scheme 9 pillars at 1480 mL (parameters of
scheme 9: stope height 4.5 m, pillar diameter 4 m, pillar spacing 7 m, pillar row spacing 8 m).
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Figure 38. Minimum principal stress distribution in the middle of the pillar at 1480 mL of scheme 9
(parameters of scheme 9: stope height 4.5 m, pillar diameter 4 m, pillar spacing 7 m, pillar row
spacing 8 m).

 
Figure 39. Maximum compressive stress in the ore pillars of schemes 1 to 9 (compared with the
uniaxial compressive strength of the ore (97.62 MPa)).

 
Figure 40. Designed ore recovery rate of schemes 1 to 9.
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The optimal structural parameters of the room and pillar method are: stope height
4.5 m, ore pillar diameter 4 m, ore pillar spacing 7 m, and ore pillar row spacing 8 m. Based
on the area-bearing theory, the axial compressive stress of the pillar under this parame-
ter is 67.75 MPa, which is lower than the uniaxial compressive strength of the ore rock
(97.62 MPa). The onsite trial is carried out in S3 stope at 1480 m using the recommended
stope structural parameters, where all the stresses of the ore pillars meet the strength
requirements of the ore rock, and the pillars ensures safety and stability after the ore room
is mined. Additionally, the ore recovery rate of optimized stope reaches 82%, which also
realizes the equilibrium of safety and economy.

5. Conclusions

1. Based on the area bearing theory, when the axial compressive stress is higher than the
uniaxial compressive strength of the ore rock, the stope room will collapse. When the
existing stope structural parameters are adopted, the maximum compressive stress
in the ore pillar (142.0 MPa) is much higher than the uniaxial compressive strength
of the ore (97.62 MPa). The existing stope structural parameters failed to maintain
stability requirements and tended to be exposed to the risk of stope collapse.

2. When open stoping is applied to gently inclined medium-thick ore body, pillars are
less affected by shear stress, and shear stress contributes little to pillar failure; the
tensile stresses mainly occur in the middle of the pillars and within stope roofs and
floors. Pillars mainly suffer compressive stress, especially the compressive stress
concentrations that are prone to occur to the junction of the pillars, stope side walls,
as well as roofs and floors.

3. The optimal structural parameters of the room and pillar method for the gently
inclined medium-thick ore body are: stope height 4.5 m, pillar diameter 4 m, pillar
spacing 7 m, and pillar row spacing 8 m. The onsite mining trial show that the
optimized parameters are beneficial to realize the equilibrium of safety and economy,
while the ore recovery rate reaches 82%.
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Abstract: Few investigations have focused on the potential uses of artisanal gold (Au) mine tailings,
despite the fact that artisanal gold mining activity contributes to environmental issues such as
greenhouse gas. Mineralogical characterizations of artisanal gold mine tailings in Miyove gold
mine (Baradega and Masogwe) in Rwanda were investigated for potential utilization as a source of
valuable gold, using the centrifugal separation technique. Results of X-ray diffraction analysis, energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry, inductively coupled
plasma–optical emission spectroscopy, and X-ray fluorescence showed that artisanal gold mine
tailings samples have significant amounts of gold to justify economical gold extraction opportunity.
The gold grades in the ores and artisanal gold mine tailings were in the ranges of 37–152 and 2–7 g t−1,
respectively. Quartz was a major phase, with minor impurities in two different types of gold ores
and their respective tailings. The beneficiation carried out using centrifugal separation, regarded
as an extension of gravity separation, showed gold grades in the range of 535–1515 g t−1 for gold
ores and 36–302 g t−1 for artisanal gold mine tailings. The gold recoveries for ores and artisanal
gold mine tailings were in the range of 21.8–47.3% and 46.9–63.8%, respectively. The results showed
that the centrifugal separation technique was more efficient in boosting gold recovery compared
to the present panning approach employed at the site, which sometimes recover as low as 10%.
The results suggest that mineralogical characterization of artisanal gold mine tailings allows for the
development and design of a suitable methods for improving gold ore beneficiation and artisanal
gold mine tailings reprocessing.

Keywords: gold mining; artisanal gold mine tailings; centrifugal separation; mineralogical
characterization; artisanal and small-scale mining

1. Introduction

Gold has been prized for its beauty and durability since ancient times [1]. Rwanda
is a major producer of tin, tantalum, and tungsten (3Ts), as well as a gold and gemstone
exporter [2]. Mineral exports brought in approximately USD 67 million in 2010, accounting
for around 15% of total exports and making mining the country’s main source of foreign
earnings [3,4]. Due to the high global gold demand, the gold mining industry has recently
emerged to have great potential, but most of this is carried out by individuals or coopera-
tives (artisanal small-scale miners) [5,6]. The gold mine tailings produced by small-scale
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miners are often dumped in designated tailing ponds with minimal treatment [5,7,8]. An
increased artisanal gold mining in Rwanda has caused a rapid increase in artisanal gold
mine tailings dumped yearly, and this can pose substantial risks to the health of people
living around the mine sites as well as the neighboring ecosystems [9]. The mismanage-
ment of the disposed tailings results in sliding, deforestation, and disturbance in the water
table channel. In addition to decontaminating these mine tailings to prevent the release
of harmful components, potential uses for these large quantities of mine tailings must be
consistently evaluated for metal extraction [10,11]. Thus, re-processing of artisanal gold
mine tailings is a sustainable way of minimizing the consequences of these wastes on the
environment.

In nature, most gold occurs as nuggets and free grains in rocks, veins, and alluvial
deposits [12]. Each gold deposit has unique mineralogical characteristics, thus requiring a
specific type of processing to obtain pure gold [12–17]. The choice of beneficiation process
depends on the nature of the gangue present in the ore and its association with the mineral
of economic value [13,18–20]. For that reason, it is important to carry out a geometallurgical
and diverse characterization analysis, which allows for a better observation of the different
characteristics of the ore and its impact on the treatment of generated tailings [17,21,22].
The steps commonly employed in the processing of raw ore include crushing and grinding,
screening, classification, concentration, dewatering, and disposal of tailings [23–25]. For the
concentration and treatment of tailings, the steps commonly employed are classified using
spirals, hydrocyclones, magnetic concentration, and flotation [14,26,27]. Chemical and
mineralogical characterization allow for a better observation of the different mineralogical
characteristics of gold ore and their relationship with the processing steps [28,29]. Grayson
(2007) [30] identified about 70 different gold processing methods, except those based on
cyanide or mercury, to recover gold lost by artisanal miners without side effects of cyanide
and mercury. With the focus of avoiding the side effects caused by the mercury and
cyanide, various gravity separation techniques have been tested to increase their suitability
in artisanal gold mine [31]. These approaches allow the suggestion of different processing
techniques, leading to changes in the processing steps already utilized. The inclusion of the
information obtained by the mineral characterization converges to the optimization of mine
development and, therefore, to the reduction of gold lost in the tailings, proving a better use
of the mineral resources of a deposit. Thus, mineral characterization is of great importance
for the future of mining since the comprehensive use of artisanal gold mine tailings is vital
for the conservation of natural resources and, ensuring the sustainable development of the
mining industry.

This research is therefore focused on the characterization and beneficiation of a gold
ore, sourced from artisanal gold mine tailings. In light of this, a study on the mineralogical
characteristics of both gold ores and resultant artisanal gold mine tailings was performed
using different analytical tools. To achieve the best grade and recovery, gold ore was
beneficiated, and artisanal gold mine tailings were treated using gravity concentration.
This study is motivated by the search for alternatives that boost the re-treatment of tailings.
The goal of this research was to perform a mineralogical characterization of artisanal gold
mine tailings from a mine located in Rwanda and evaluate the technical feasibility of
reprocessing this material and using it as a potential secondary source of gold.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Site Description and Sampling

The gold ores and artisanal gold mine tailings used in this work were collected from
two zones (Baradega and Masogwe) of a mine in the region of Miyove in northern Rwanda
(Figure 1). The topography of the mine area is defined by the steep hills and flat, marshy
ground in the valleys. The elevation ranges from 1700 to 2200 m above sea level. Details of
the local processing method (Figure S1) and regional geology of Miyove and the history
of artisanal gold mining are shown in the Supplementary information. The samples were
the representative fresh quartz vein of the gold ore deposit and disposed artisanal gold
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mine tailings that were mixed using cone and quartering methods. Two gold ore samples
(n = 2, mass = 10 kg) and disposed artisanal gold mine tailings (n = 2, mass = 10 kg) were
packed in labeled polyethylene plastic bags and immediately returned to the laboratory
for further analysis. Each ore sample collected from the mine was crushed with a hammer
to generate particles with a diameter of <40 mm. To produce particles with a diameter
of 0.5 mm from those with <40 mm, the RETSCH 200520035 jaw crusher BB 50 Tungsten,
which allows the user to set up a desired particle size, was used. A cone and quartering
sampling were utilized to obtain an evenly dispersed sample. A ball mill was used to
grind evenly dispersed samples to finer particles of a diameter ≤75 μm. After grinding, the
sample was mixed thoroughly with the aid of the riffle sample splitter, and a representative
sample was obtained for physico–chemical analysis and mineralogical characterization. For
the process of beneficiation, a sieve shaker was used to produce particles with a diameter
in the range of 45 to 600 μm. The particles with a diameter above 200 μm and the collected
tailings were also ground by using a ball mill for the beneficiation process.

 

Figure 1. Artisanal gold mining. (a) The location of the Miyove gold mine and landscape of two
sampling sites (red points). The photos of three artisanal gold mining methods at Miyove: (b) gold
ore breaking with Hammer; (c) African stone grinding mill; (d) old-style table shaking system.

2.2. Mineralogy and Analysis of Concentrate

The particle size and shape analyses were carried out using a sieve shaker with
meshes in the range of 45–600 μm and a Microtrac FlowSync (Microtrac Retsch GmbH,
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Haan/Duesseldorf, Germany). The mineralogical characterization of the ore samples (n = 2)
and tailings samples (n = 2) was carried out using an X-ray diffractometer (Malvern PANa-
lytical, Westborough, MA, USA) with a Cu-Kα (λ = 0.1540 nm) radiation source operated
at 45 kV and 40 mA. X’Pert HighScore Plus version 4.6a was used to identify the phases
present in the samples. The chemical characterization of samples was performed using scan-
ning electron microscopy in combination with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (JEOL
JSM-700F, Hollingsworth & Vose, East Walpole, MA, USA). The solid samples were digested
in an aqua regia solution (AR, 1:3 ratio of HNO3 and HCl) to analyze the gold content with
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS, PerkinElmer, NEXION350x) [32].
For the quantitative elemental analysis, an inductively coupled plasma–optical emission
spectroscopy (ICP-OES, Perkin Elmer Optima 8000) and X-ray fluorescence analyzer (XRF,
Olympus Vanta M-Series) were also used. The samples for the ICP-OES were prepared
by fusing the sample ore (0.1 g) with lithium tetraborate (1.0 g) as fluxing material in the
graphite crucible at 1000 ◦C for 1 h. Then, 25% nitric acid was used to dissolve the melt
and 2% of nitric acid was used to dilute the solution and also as a blank for ICP-OES
analyses [33]. All analyses were carried out in triplicate, and the average values were
reported.

2.3. Centrifugal Separation Technique

The procedures followed in the centrifugal separation of gold ores and tailings are
depicted in Figure 2. In brief, beneficiation tests were carried out using a centrifugal
concentrator blue bowl customized with kit w/pump and leg levelers in the presence of
water as a fluid (Figure 2b). The riffle sample splitter was used to obtain homogeneous
samples. Three beneficiation trials of 10 kg of gold ores and 10 kg of artisanal gold mine
tailings of size <200 μm were processed. After cleaning the bowl and ensuring that all
connected devices are in place and well controlled, a 12-volt pump was used to pump
water into the bowl. The separation process uses centrifugal forces created by the vortex
movement of water as it moves around the inner cone. Carefully ground samples were
dropped into the bowl and the control valve was opened slowly to avoid overflow. As the
water moved around, the inner cone carried the lighter materials to the surface, dropped
them into a container through the discharge cone, and collected them as tailings. At
the same time, the heavier particles remained and settled at the bottom of the bowl as
concentrate. Beneficiation was carried out continuously with a solid to liquid ratio of 30%
w/w. The obtained gravity concentrates were combined and analyzed for gold content
and elemental composition. Thereafter, the recovery percentage was calculated. Results
obtained using the centrifugal separation technique were further compared with the current
panning approach used at the site (10%) in order to quantify the gold recovery.
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Figure 2. The workflow of the study indicates the importance of the centrifugal separation method in
the remining of artisanal gold mine tailings and compares mineral grade and recovery percentage
before and after beneficiation. (a) Gold ore; (b) artisanal tailings.
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3. Results

3.1. Mineralogy of Raw Gold Ore and Resultant Artisanal Gold Mine Tailings

The gold ore particles were coarser than artisanal gold mine tailing particles (Figure 3).
The diameters D10, D50, and D90 were respectively in the range of 4.8–6.8, 20.4–65.2, and
117.4–231.1 μm for gold ores, and 2.9–5.9, 18.0–56.3, and 88.7–117.2 μm for artisanal gold
mine tailings. The gold grades for ores and artisanal gold mine tailings were in the range
of 37–152 and 2–7g t−1, respectively (Figure 2).

 

Figure 3. Particle size distribution for collected gold ores and resultant artisanal gold mine tailings.

Quartz (SiO2) was the dominant phase in both gold ores and artisanal gold mine
tailings. In addition, K-feldspar and aluminum oxide were evident in gold ores and
artisanal gold mine tailings, respectively (Figure 4).

The elemental compositions revealed by the four studied samples were significantly
different (Figure 5 and Table 1). Quantitative analysis of EDS results represented by the pie
chart in Figure 5 showed that silicon was 34.70–44.50% in gold ores and 29.90–38.30% in
tailings. Aluminium was 9.60–10.20% and 2.10–9.0%, respectively. Iron was 0.00–6.60% and
0.00–3.50%, respectively (Figure 5). Rare earth elements found in both gold ores and arti-
sanal gold mine tailings were cerium, europium, lanthanum, neodymium, praseodymium,
terbium, and yttrium. ICP-OES showed that silicon was 17.81–20.09% in gold ores and
32.42–33.81% in artisanal gold mine tailings. XRF showed that silicon was 41.06–42.71%
and 38.41–39.19%, respectively (Table 1).
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Figure 4. Crystallography of gold ore and resulting tailings, (a) before beneficiation, and (b) after
beneficiation.
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Figure 5. Elemental composition as measured in full scale X-ray on gold ore and resultant artisanal
gold mine tailings, (a) before beneficiation, and (b) after beneficiation. The scale bars are 25 μm. The
pie chart shows the proportions of 12 detect elements.
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Table 1. Elemental composition of raw gold ore and resultant artisanal gold mine tailings.

Element
ICP-OES XRF ICP-MS

Gold Ore Tailings Gold Ore Tailings Gold Ore Tailings

Trace element (%)

Silicon 17.81–20.09 32.42–33.81 41.06–42.71 38.41–39.19
Potassium 2.38–4.43 1.63–1.83 0.87–1.42 1.05–1.49

Aluminium 2.06–3.70 3.23–4.70 4.73–6.49 6.36–6.67
Iron 1.11–1.49 1.74–2.39 1.18–1.92 2.22–2.46

Sodium 0.36–0.57 0.44–0.46 * *
Magnesium 0.10–0.11 0.06–0.08 * *

Titanium 0.09–0.14 0.18–0.19 0.16–0.21 0.18–0.25
Copper 0.04–1.92 0.03–0.04 0.00–0.00 0.00–0.01
Calcium 0.02–0.10 0.02–0.03 0.02–0.14 0.00–0.02

Rare earth element (ppm)

Lanthanum 2.98–14.50 4.90–7.90
Praseodymium 0.60–3.00 1.00–1.70

Yttrium 1.00–3.30 0.90–1.20
Europium 0.14–0.44 0.19–0.40
Terbium 0.03–0.12 0.05–0.05

Neodymium 2.38–11.00 0.11–6.30
Cerium 6.08–29.00 9.90–15.90

ICP-OES, inductively coupled plasma–optical emission spectroscopy; XRF, X-ray fluorescence. “–” indicates a
range; “*” shows below detection limit.

3.2. Mineralogy of Gold Ore and Resultant Artisanal Gold Mine Tailings Concentrate

Quartz (SiO2) was the dominant phase in both gold ore and artisanal gold mine tailings
concentrate. Aluminum oxide and ferrite were evident in gold ores, while hematite was
observable in artisanal gold mine tailings (Figure 4). The compositions of the samples
were significantly different (Figure 5 and Table 2). Based on EDS, gold was 35.30–74.90%
in gold ores and 0.00–1.40% in tailings. Silicon was 0.00% and 3.50–5.10%, respectively.
Aluminium was 0.00% and 0.80–3.80%, respectively. Figure 5 shows that iron was 0.50–4.30%
and 0.80–59.20%, respectively. ICP-OES indicated that silicon was 44.15–41.31% for gold
ores and 41.74–45.50% for artisanal gold mine tailings. XRF indicated 40.89–46.92% and
41.56–41.86%, respectively (Table 2). The gold recoveries for ores were 21.8–47.3%, while
those for artisanal gold mine tailings were 46.9–63.8% (Figure 2).

Table 2. Elemental composition of god ore and resultant artisanal gold mine tailings concentrates.

Element (%)
ICP-OES XRF

Gold Ore Tailings Gold Ore Tailings

Silicon 44.15–41.31 41.74–45.50 40.89–46.92 41.56–41.86
Iron 4.90–5.61 1.76–3.93 2.25–4.86 1.57–3.97

Potassium 0.46–1.13 0.67–1.36 0.06–0.61 0.35–0.77
Copper 0.13–0.17 0.14–0.18 0.00–0.03 0.00–0.00

Aluminium 0.05–0.07 0.21–0.28 2.72–2.72 1.82–3.19
Calcium * * 0.01–0.03 0.02–0.03

ICP-OES, inductively coupled plasma–optical emission spectroscopy; XRF, X-ray fluorescence. “–” indicates a
range; “*” shows below detection limit.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Characteristics of Artisanal Gold Mine Tailings and Potential Features as a New Source of
Valued Gold

This study shows that gold associated rocks in Miyove Gold Mine allow for the extrac-
tion of gold resources efficiently (Figure 2). Manual breaking of gold ores with hammer,
African stone grinding mill and old-style table shaking system are largely employed in the
gold mining of Miyove (Figure 1b–d) possibly due to financial constraints on investment,
lack of technology, and skilled labor [34,35]. For example, modern shaking tables that are
very effective and can concentrate sizeable amounts of ore at a time, providing high-grade
concentrates and liberated gold, are relatively expensive and require some skill to oper-
ate [30]. The use of primitive processing methods results in the generation of solid waste
with high gold content [36]. This confirms our observation showing (1) the utilization of
hammers in breaking gold ores as poor liberation of gold from the host rock [29], and as
the main source of dispersed gold particles on the ground and in tailings (Figure 1b); (2)
establishment of gold particle sizes in undesired ranges due to ineffectiveness in crushing
and grinding gold ores (Figure 1b,c); and (3) inadequate separation of gold particles from
tailings due to ineffectiveness in screening (Figure 1d).

The application of mineralogical information allows for a better understanding and
solution of problems encountered during exploration and mining, and during the process-
ing of ores, concentrates, smelter products, and related materials [13,16]. The geochemistry
of artisanal gold mine tailings was conducted using various methods (XRD, EDS, ICP-MS,
ICP-OES, and XRF) because gold particles and impurities in the form of rocks present in
mine tailings are very tiny, and their smaller size derives amazing features, such as their
chemical properties [28]. As the optimization depends on the mineralogical information of
gold ore to identify the non-valuable minerals associated with gold as well as the gold host
rock, quantitative analysis was performed and the information obtained provided an image
of the sampled artisanal gold mine tailings behavior. Gold was hosted by quartz in the
form of silicon dioxide (Figures 4 and 5 and Tables 1 and 2). The major phase identified was
quartz, accompanied by minor impurities. Ferrite was identified as the phase associated
with quartz, indicating the presence of iron in gold ores with small proportions of few
metallic elements (Table 2). The presence of a hematite phase in the form of Fe2O3 (Figure 4)
implies that gold ore and tailings samples show a paramagnetic property. Some phases
detected in the studied tailings holds hazardous elements that could be considered as
conveyor of human health and environment effects [37]. However, this iron-related phase
was not peaked in the XRD of the gold ore sample, and possibly was masked by the other
gangues presented in the ore [32,38]. The diameter of individual grains of rocks associated
with gold play a major role in the processing of gold, especially when it is associated with
the coarse gangue minerals [31]. Gold grades obtained after crushing and grinding all
samples were high; gangues were rich in silicates (Figure 2). This suggests that processing
gold ore requires specialized machinery that can be suited for the type of minerals being
milled [39]. The processing of the tailings shows that about 2–7g t−1 was lost after using
traditional techniques on the sites (Figure 2), suggesting the inadequacy of methods utilized
by artisanal gold miners [40]. For gold ores, the enrichment ratio (ER) ranged from 9.9 to
14.4, and for tailings, it ranged from 18.0 to 43.1.

ER =
Grade of gold in the concentrate

Grade of gold in the feed
(1)

4.2. Importance of Centrifugal Separation in Artisanal Gold Mine Tailings Remining

Different beneficiation techniques to extract gold from ore are chosen based on various
factors [41–43]. The poor processing methods posed gold losses and health risks to the
miners due to the contaminants exposure. In this study, each beneficiation step was
designed to increase the concentration (grade) of the valuable components of the original
ore (Figure 2). Mined ore and resulting artisanal gold mine tailings underwent comminution
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by crushing and/or grinding, feeding, and gravity concentration by centrifugal separation
to remove the bulk of the rocks and gangue minerals. The utilization of a centrifuge was
extremely beneficial as it eliminated large volumes of waste rocks from the gold. As a
result, the gold in artisanal gold mine tailings was extracted at a reduced operating cost
with respect to energy. The effectiveness of centrifugal separation is closely related to the
gold particle size [31,39]. Additionally, particles in a centrifuge were segregated depending
on their size, shape, density, and rotor speed; hence, the reported gold concentrates have
enhanced grades and recoveries [15,40]. This shows the gold loss and ineffectiveness of
traditional methods described in Figure 1b–d, and that mineral specific gravity facilitates
pleasing separation of gold from its associated gangue minerals [28]. For example, a
recovery of less than 10% of gold from solids of diameters of 74–150 μm and 40% of gold
from solids of diameters of >212 μm [44].

4.3. Environmental and Management Implications

Artisanal and small-scale gold mining often occurs in locations where there is no large-
scale mining presence [8]. Yet, artisanal small-scale mining is associated with a number
of negative impacts [7,45,46]. For example, data and results indicate that poor handling
of artisanal gold mine tailings can contribute to not only environmental degradation, but
also abandoned pits and shafts, as well as a loss of gold resources. In addition, there is
also a possibility of heavy metal contamination in the area due to poor handling processes.
Previous study has examined the historical and current situation and issues of ASGM
in connection to political, social, and environmental repercussions (such as population
displacement, loss of livelihoods, migration of people, cost of living, water scarcity, and
health implications) [47]. Thus, in this study, mineralogical characteristics of artisanal
gold mine tailings using Miyove’s samples in Rwanda and potential features as a new
source of valued gold are shown (Figures 2–5, and Tables 1 and 2). In comparison to
the current panning method used at the site (10%), the gold grades (Figure 2) reveal that
the centrifugal separation technique is more effective in increasing gold recovery from
artisanal gold mine tailings. This further demonstrates the need for efficiency, the use of
environmentally friendly methods for gold recovery in mining (e.g., gravity methods by
centrifugal separation), and artisanal gold mine tailings reuse. The priority areas for any
further investigation must take into consideration more samples to sustain a successful scale-
up of our findings across a wide array of mining sites and mineral separation techniques.
This will thereby help to keep the artisanal and small-scale mining sector economically
more productive rather than destructive.

5. Conclusions

This work presents mineralogical characteristics of artisanal gold mine tailings in two
key mining areas of Miyove in Rwanda for potential use as a source of valuable gold using
the centrifugal separation system. The results showed that artisanal gold mine tailings
samples have significant amounts of gold, that can be mined using centrifugal separation
practice. Quartz was a major phase, with minor impurities in both gold ores and resultant
artisanal gold mine tailings. The centrifugal separation technique as applied to artisanal
gold mine tailings was more beneficial in terms of gold recovery. The mineralogical
characterization of artisanal gold mine tailings makes it possible to propose alternatives
that improve gold ore beneficiation and the re-processing of artisanal gold mine tailings.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/su14138130/s1, Figure S1: Photos showing local gold processing
method during samling (left) and pits excaveated by artisanal miners (right). References [48–55] are
cited in the supplementary materials
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Abstract: Considering the unsafety of the present blasting network used in the blasting mining of
coalfield fires, a unidirectional explosive element (named explosive diode) is proposed according
to explosive logic element principles. Through theoretical and experimental analysis, the internal
structure and mechanism of the unidirectional transmission of the detonation signal were studied.
For an explosive diode, the length of the quenching channel was defined to be the key parameter. The
explosive diode was implemented in the traditional blasting network, obtaining an explosive logic
network. To evaluate the safety and reliability of the explosive diode and explosive logic network,
detonation propagation and explosion-proof experiments were conducted in the lab. The optimum
length of the quenching channel to obtain unidirectional detonation transmission was established.
The results showed that the explosive diode could reliably control the propagation direction of the
detonation signal when the length of the quenching channel was between 15 mm and 25 mm. The
explosive logic network achieved a reliable detonation propagation and was explosion-proof. In
comparison with traditional networks, the explosive logic network showed increased safety and
reliability as the number of subnets increased. This is a significant improvement to mining safety and
demonstrates great promise for engineering applications.

Keywords: safety of blasting network; unidirectional explosive element; detonation propagation;
blasting mining of coalfield fires

1. Introduction

Worldwide, coal fires with a large area, a high temperature, and a long duration
occur frequently in exposed or underground coal seams [1]. In many countries, such as
China [2,3], South Africa [4], India [5], USA [6] and Australia [7], coal fires cause major
disaster during opencast working. Domestic and international research on coal fires
primarily include the following aspects: the distribution and development of coal fires,
the detection and monitoring of coal fires [8–10], the modelling of underground coal
fires [11–13], assessments of the impact on the environment and human health [14] and
fire-fighting engineering [15,16]. Due to different geological conditions in China compared
to other countries, there are fewer studies regarding blasting mining in coalfield fires
outside of China. The major coal fire areas qualified for large-scale open-air mining are
located in northwest China, where the climate is generally arid and rainless, vegetation on
the ground is deficient, wild species are rare, the resident population is sparse, and public
infrastructure near coal mines are underdeveloped. Open mining here adopted physical
cooling construction procedures before blasting mining. Safety regulations for blasting
stipulate that the temperature of the blast holes must be reduced to below 80 ◦C before
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blasting operations are conducted [17]. Blasting mining is distinct from traditional blasting
because of the contact time and general lack of experience with it. The blasting site has
low visibility, contains high-temperature blast holes and is an unsafe working environment.
A field photograph is shown in Figure 1. Recently, in Ningxia province, two serious safety
accidents occurred in coalfield fires, which resulted in the death of more than 10 people
and in injuries to at least 20 more. These accidents were due to the premature explosion
of the subnet, resulting in the entire network being detonated [18,19]. These accidents
seriously affected the mineral mining efficiency and threatened the workers at the blasting
site. Therefore, it is important to improve safety techniques in the blasting network.

 
Figure 1. Blasting mining site, field photograph, December 2021, in Dashitou coalfield fires approxi-
mately 10 km northwest of Ruqigou in Ningxia province. (a) A long-time heated open pit coal mine
(the color of the mountain is dark red), (b) spontaneous combustion coal seam, (c) high-temperature
blast hole (the temperature can reach 400 ◦C) and (d) high-temperature blasting site.

It is significant that an explosive logic network was applied to field blasting to im-
prove the safety of the blasting network. First proposed by D. A. Silvia [20,21] in the
1960s, an explosive logic network is composed of an explosive logic element and an initi-
ating device. This network has a gate function, can make a logical judgement about the
detonation signals coming from the different input ends and decides whether to output
a signal and in which way to output it. A traditional blasting network is divided into
the following categories: the detonating tube network, the detonating cord network, the
electric detonator network and the hybrid network. In the design of a blasting network for
coalfield fires, the blast holes are located in different high-temperature environments. After
the implementation of physical cooling or resistant heat protection measures, the electric
detonator and detonating tube networks are still not suitable for usage. By comparison,
when adopting an RDX as the explosive, the detonating cord exhibited reliable detonation
propagation and high-temperature endurance [22,23]. It is the optimal initiating equip-
ment in the network design. In a traditional blasting network, the detonation signal can
propagate bidirectionally. This is to say that the detonation signal can propagate from the
main network to the subnet under conventional blasting. Similarly, it is able to detonate
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the main network when the detonation signal error is inputted from the subnet. Therefore,
a traditional blasting network poses some potential hazard. In this paper, an element
named explosive diode, which has a gate function that controls the propagation direction
of the detonation signal, was designed. An explosive diode is a connector within the
detonating cord network. Previously, some researchers studied the connector applied to
the detonating fuse blasting network. Bartholomew S W et al. proposed a blasting signal
transmission tube delay unit related to a time delay assembly [24], and Zakheim H put
forward bidirectional delay connectors related to the time delay in the detonating cord
network [25]. This connector mainly plays a time delay role, and research on the size of the
detonation elimination chamber is limited. The author adopted the detonation elimination
chamber structure and the shock initiation structure of a flying plate type in the detonation
sequence [26]. Since conventional high explosives inside the explosive diode were not used,
this structure was highly safe. In the experiments, the explosive diode can be applied to
a traditional blasting network to form an explosive logic network, which performs well
in field blasting. To evaluate the safety and reliable performance of the explosive diode
and the explosive logic network, detonation propagation and explosion-proof experiments
were performed by simulating a field-blasting network in the lab. Moreover, we conducted
a theoretical calculation comparing the reliability of the new and the traditional networks.
From the results of these experiments and the above calculation, the application of explo-
sive logic networks would greatly increase the safety and efficiency of blasting mining in
coal fire areas.

2. Composition of the Unidirectional Explosive Element

As shown in Figure 2, the unidirectional explosive element (named explosive diode)
is composed of a metal shell (2), sealing elements (1 and 8) at both ends of the element, the
input end of the detonation signal (14, End A), a hollow rubber structure (13), sealing wax
paper (4), an excitation setting (5), an explosion-proof structure (6), and the output end
of the detonation signal (7, End B). The relevant parameters of the initiating equipment
(End A and End B) used in the experiment mentioned in this paper are listed in Table 1.
The different densities of the layered charge in the explosion-proof structure 6 are listed in
Table 2 [27]. The metal shell should possess sufficient strength to resist internal detonating
and deflagrating reaction forces, as well as the longitudinal forces that may be applied
during the detonation signal propagation. The preferred material is steel tubing. When
the detonating cord (7 or 14) was inserted into the sealing element (1 or 8), a locking
phenomenon could be produced. The tight fit between the detonating cord and the sealing
element is waterproof and performs a fixed connecting function. The interior of the hollow
rubber structure 13 forms an air channel called quenching channel (3). This quenching
channel functions to control the shock wave attenuation from one side of the hollow rubber
structure to the other. The sealing wax paper (4) prevented the excitation powder (11)
from spilling. The excitation setting (5) was positioned directly abutting the quenching
channel (3) and the second charge (10) to receive and transmit the blasting initiation signal.
The explosion-proof structure (6) functioned to transmit the shock wave signal from the
quenching channel (3) to the detonating cord of End B. Similar to the function of a diode in
an electronic circuit, this element only allows a one-way transmission of the detonation
signal and can also be called explosive diode. When the elements are connected to the
blasting network, two connections are possible: forward connection and reverse connection.
In the case of a forward connection to the blasting network, the detonation signal is input
from end A and output from end B; this can realize a forward detonation transmission.
In the case of a connection to the blasting network in reverse, the detonation signal is
successfully blocked after being input from end B to realize reverse detonation suppression.
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Figure 2. The unidirectional explosive element (explosive diode), (a) schematic, 1 and 8—Sealing
element, 2—Metal shell, 3—Quenching channel, 4—Sealing wax paper, 5—Excitation setting, 6—
Explosion-proof structure, 7—Output end of detonation signal, 9—1st Charge, 10—2nd Charge, 11—
Excitation powder, 12—Bayonet fixing, 13—Hollow rubber structure, 14—Input end of detonation
signal, (b) sample.

Table 1. Initiating equipment (End A and End B).

Types of Initiating Equipment The Core Load of Detonating Cord (g/m)

Detonating cord 2.4; 4.0; 6.7; 9.7; 12.0; 14.0

Table 2. Layered structure’s charge densities.

Serial Number Layered Structure Charge Density (g/cm3)

11 Excitation Powder PETN/Graphite/Al/Oxidant 0.8

9 1st Charge Granulation PETN 1.2–1.3

10 2nd Charge Granulation PETN 0.9–1.0

3. Experimental Methods and Results

In this paper, reliable explosion propagation and explosion-proof experiments were
carried out by verifying the iron plate explosion propagation method (judging the propaga-
tion of the detonation signal by the explosion trace on the iron plate), and the application
range of the key parameters of the unidirectional explosion element was obtained. Based on
the unidirectional explosion propagation model, the explosive logic network was designed.
The logic function of the unidirectional explosive element in the explosion network was also
confirmed by reliable explosion propagation and explosion-proof experiments. At the same
time, the reliability of the traditional explosive network and the explosive logic network
was analyzed. The flow diagram of the experimental methods is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Flow diagram of the experimental methods.

3.1. Experiment to Evaluate the Reliability of the Detonation Propagation

Through the detonation propagation experiment, the explosive diode accessed the
network through a forward connection. In Figure 4, the propagation direction of the
detonation signal is indicated by an arrow (i.e., from End A to End B), and the configuration
is shown.

 

Figure 4. Configuration of the detonation propagation experiment, 1—detonator, 2—detonating cord
of end A, 3—explosive diode, 4—detonating cord of end B, 5—the thickness of 0.2 mm iron-plate.

In the process of detonation propagation, a reliable detonation wave propagation is
the desired goal. The key parameters within this element contain the detonating cord of
End B with different core loads and quenching channel lengths. As shown in Figure 4,
an industrial detonating cord weighing 14 g per meter was inserted into End A and End
B. The element selected a 10 mm quenching channel, and the End B detonating cord was
connected to a 0.2 mm experimental iron plate. An 8# industrial detonator ignited the
detonating cord of End A to test whether the detonation signal could propagate successfully
from End A to End B.
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Based on the experiments shown in Figure 5, multi-group experiments were conducted
to test the effect on the detonation propagation by adjusting the length of the quenching
channel and by using different liner densities of the detonating cord at End B. The results
of these experiments are listed in Table 3.

 

Figure 5. Successful detonation propagation experiments.

Table 3. Detonation propagation results using different design parameters.

Core Load of the Detonating
Cord (End A) (g/m)

Length of the Quenching
Channel (mm)

Core Load of the Detonating
Cord (End B) (g/m)

Results

14.0

10 2.4; 4.0; 6.7;
9.7; 12.0; 14.0;

Y
Y

15 2.4; 4.0; 6.7;
9.7; 12.0; 14.0;

Y
Y

20 2.4; 4.0; 6.7;
9.7; 12.0; 14.0;

Y
Y

25 2.4; 4.0; 6.7;
9.7; 12.0; 14.0;

Y
Y

Y—Reliable explosion, N—Failed, mm—millimeter, g/m—gram per meter.

Considering Figure 5 and Table 3, we concluded that the explosive diode could reliably
allow detonation propagation from End A to End B to achieve a gate function, and the
experimental iron plate was successfully destroyed, as shown in Figure 5. The propagation
process of the detonation signal was as follows. First, a stable detonation signal was
inputted from the detonating cord of End A; then, it was transformed to a shock wave after
passing through the quenching channel. Finally, this shock wave triggered the excitation
setting of the sublayer charge structure to ignite the End B detonating cord, whose core
load ranged from 2.4 g per meter to 14 g per meter.

3.2. Explosion-Proof Experiment

With the experimental method described above, the element accessed the experimental
networks following a reverse connection. The propagation direction of the detonation signal is
indicated by an arrow (i.e., from End B to End A) in the structure diagram shown in Figure 6.

 

Figure 6. Structure diagram of the explosion-proof experiment, 1—detonator, 2—detonating cord of
end B, 3—explosive diode, 4—detonating cord of end A, 5—the thickness of 0.2 mm iron-plate.
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In the explosion-proof experiment, the desired goal was for the element to prevent the
propagation of a detonation signal reliably from End B for different core loads of the End B
detonating cord and quenching channel lengths. The explosion-proof experiment for the
explosive diode was performed as shown in Figures 7 and 8. An 8# industrial detonator
was used to ignite the End B detonating cord and test whether the detonation signal could
be prevented during the propagation from End B to End A.

 

Figure 7. Failed explosion-proof experiments.

 

Figure 8. Successful explosion-proof experiments.

Based on the experiments shown in Figures 7 and 8, multi-group experiments to
test the explosion-proof effect by adjusting the length of the quenching channel and by
varying the core load of the End B detonating cord were performed. The results of these
experiments are listed in Table 4.

Table 4. Explosion-proof results using different design parameters.

Core Load of the Detonating
Cord (End A) (g/m)

Length of the Quenching
Channel (mm)

Core Load of the Detonating
Cord (End B) (g/m)

Results

14.0

10 2.4; 4.0; 6.7;
9.7; 12.0; 14.0;

Y
N

15 2.4; 4.0; 6.7;
9.7; 12.0; 14.0;

Y
Y

20 2.4; 4.0; 6.7;
9.7; 12.0; 14.0;

Y
Y

25 2.4; 4.0; 6.7;
9.7; 12.0; 14.0;

Y
Y

Y—Reliable explosion-proof, N—Failed, mm—millimeter, g/m—gram per meter.

From Figures 7 and 8 and Table 4, when the length of the quenching channel was
10 mm and the core load of the End B detonating cord was 9.7 g per meter or above, it
was concluded that the element could not reliably prevent the reverse propagation of the
detonation signal. The experimental iron plate was destroyed, as shown in Figure 7. When
the length of the quenching channel was between 15 mm to 25 mm, the element could
reliably prevent the reverse propagation of the detonation signal. The detonation signal
failed to ignite the End A detonating cord, and the element realized its explosion-proof
function, as shown in Figure 8.
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3.3. Explosive Logic Network Design and Experiments

The explosive logic network (new network) consisted of an ignition end, a main
network (detonating cord), a subnet (detonating cord) and an explosive diode, as shown in
Figure 9. In comparison with a traditional blasting network, the explosive logic network
had a higher level of safety in the gate function.

 

Figure 9. Schematic diagram of the application of the new explosive logic network.

In the explosive logic network, the objective was to control the unidirectional prop-
agation of the detonation signal in the blasting network. An explosive diode element,
which played an important role as a logic control switch, connected the main network to
the subnet according to a forward connection. The propagation of the detonation signal
included the following processes: inputting from the ignition end, passing through the
main network and the explosive diode and propagating into the subnet of the blast hole. If
a premature explosion occurred in the subnet, the detonation signal would be halted when
it passed through the element in according to a reverse propagation to protect the safety of
the main network. The explosive logic network was utilized to simulate a field-blasting
network. The main network was similar to the ground-blasting network, and each subnet
was similar to the charge holes. The experimental iron plate represented the blasting effect
of a blast hole. In the detonation propagation experiments of this new network, when
the detonation signal was inputted from the ignition end, it could pass through the main
network smoothly, and the explosive diode detonated each subnet reliably. Five obvious
explosion imprints in the iron plate indicated that the reliable explosion met the network
design for field blasting. The experimental apparatus and results are shown in Figure 10.

 

Figure 10. Network of the detonation propagation experiment (a) and results (b).
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In the explosion-proof experiments, the sudden spontaneous firing or premature
explosion of the blast subnet in coalfield fires due to accidents (such as high temperature,
electro discharge, or stray current) caused by the subnet was simulated. From the explosion
imprint on the experimental iron plate and the explosive diode, the propagation of the
detonation signal was halted and did not arrive at the main network. The integrity of the
rest of the network was protected, and the explosion of the entire blasting network was
avoided. The experimental apparatus and results are shown in Figure 11. This experiment
demonstrated that the blast logic network has a high safety in engineering blasting and is
able to protect the staff at the blasting site.

 

Figure 11. Network of the explosion-proof experiment (a) and results (b).

3.4. Reliability Analysis of the Explosive Logic Network

A reliability analysis [28] that compared the traditional blasting network with the new
network was made. In a traditional network, connection reliability between the subnet and
the main network is equal to that of a serial network. The reliability of a subnet is defined
as Pi (i.e., the reliability of every subnet is P1, P2, P3, . . . , Pn). The reliability of the main
network is P and is indicated in the formula (1).

P = P1 × P2 × · · · Pn =
n

∏
1

Pi (1)

In the explosive logic network, the connection reliability between the subnet and the
main network equals that of a parallel network. The reliability of the main network is P
and is shown in the formula (2).

P = 1 − (1 − P1)× (1 − P2)× · · · (1 − Pn) = 1 −
n

∏
1
(1 − Pi) (2)

In the above formulas, n is the number of subnets. The reliability of a subnet was
assumed to be 0.9990, and the reliability of the two networks with a different number of
subnets was compared and is shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Comparison of the reliability of two types of blasting networks.

Subnet Numbers Traditional Network Reliability Explosive Logic Network Reliability

1 0.9999 0.9999

10 0.9900 0.9999

20 0.9802 0.9999

30 0.9704 0.9999

40 0.9608 0.9999

50 0.9512 0.9999
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As shown in Table 5, the reliability of a traditional network decreased as the number
of subnets increased. When the number of subnets reached 50, the reliability of a traditional
network was 0.9512, whereas the reliability of the new network was 0.9999. In a tradi-
tional network, the propagation of the detonation signal was bidirectional (i.e., two-way
propagation), and the error input of the detonation signal from any subnet could trigger
a premature explosion in the main network. In the explosive logic network, the propagation
of the detonation signal was unidirectional (i.e., one-way network), and every explosive
diode played the role of a controlling switch and stopped the input of errors from the
subnet to protect the main network, as shown in Figure 11b. This new type of network,
whose safety and reliability were demonstrated to be higher than those of a traditional one,
is more suitable for blasting mining in coalfield fires.

4. Analysis of the Propagation Mechanism of the Unidirectional Explosive Element

The detonation propagation mechanism is illustrated as follows. First, the stable
detonation signal was inputted from the detonating cord of End A, and then the detonation
signal was transformed to a shock wave when it passed through the quenching channel.
Finally, the shock wave and high-temperature gas products ignited the excitation powder
in the established excitation setting. As the heat accumulated, local hot spots formed and
developed into combustion in a short time. Large amounts of gas were produced and
resulted in a high temperature and high pressure in the examined excitation setting [29].
Afterwards, a slapper with a high velocity formed from the bottom in the considered
excitation setting at a high temperature and a high pressure. Finally, the slapper struck
the layered charge with different densities (2nd charge and 1st charge) in the examined
excitation setting, allowing the propagation of the detonation. In the process of detonation
propagation, the sensitivity of the charge in the explosion-proof structure was reduced from
a high level to a low level, and the detonation energy increased from a low level to a high
level. Therefore, a stable detonation energy ignited the initiating device, and detonation
propagation was achieved.

The explosion-proof mechanism is illustrated as follows. If the detonation signal
was inputted from the detonating cord of End B, it passed through the explosion-proof
structure from the reverse direction, and the detonation energy was greatly reduced under
the conditions where there was a lack of hot spots and a low detonation sensitivity for
the first insensitive charge. Therefore, the detonation energy of End B could not ignite
the initiating device at End A because the sympathetic detonation was attenuated in the
quenching channel, and the system was therefore explosion-proof in the reverse direction.

Analysis of the quenching channel length was carried out. If the quenching channel
was short, the detonation signal from End B attempted to detonate the initiating device at
End A with a sympathetic detonation. The element would directly ignite the detonating
cord of End A when there was a great amount of energy in the sympathetic detonation
and therefore lost the explosion-proof feature. On the contrary, if the quenching channel
was long, the detonation signal would reduce excessively and could not ignite the next
excitation setting needed for the detonation signal to propagate smoothly from End A to
End B. The results of the multi-group experiments were analyzed. If the quenching channel
was longer than 25 mm, the reliability of detonation propagation was low. If the quenching
channel was shorter than 15 mm, the reliability of the explosion-proof system was low.
Therefore, a length of the quenching channel between 15 mm and 25 mm should be selected
for the optimal design of the element.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, an explosive diode as an element of detonation propagation was designed
and added to a traditional blasting network to form a new explosive logic network. To
evaluate the performance of this new network, detonation propagation and explosion-proof
experiments were performed. Moreover, the reliability of the two networks was analyzed
and compared. Some key points are as follows:
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(1) An explosive element (named explosive diode) with unidirectional detonation signal
transmission function was designed. The internal charge structure and detonation
sequence of the element were described in detail, and the unidirectional explosive
propagation of the element was analyzed. The optimal length of the quenching
channel was demonstrated to be between 15 mm and 25 mm. In the detonation
propagation experiments, the explosive diode could reliably propagate the detonation
signal in the forward direction and successfully prevent the reverse propagation of
the detonation signal. When the length of the quenching channel was 10 mm and
the core load of the End B detonating cord was 9.7 g per meter or higher, it was
concluded that the element could not reliably prevent the reverse propagation of the
detonation signal.

(2) In the detonation propagating experiments of the explosive logic network, the deto-
nation signal could successfully pass through the explosive diode to detonate each
subnet reliably. Moreover, in the explosion-proof experiments, the propagation of
the detonation signal was halted by the explosive diode, the main network was not
ignited, and therefore, the explosive diode protected the rest of the network and
avoided the premature explosion of the entire blasting network. The reliability of
explosive logic network and traditional explosive network was analyzed. With the
increase of the number of subnets, the reliability of the explosive logic network ap-
peared greater than that of the traditional explosive network. The explosive element
and explosive logic network can be applied to engineering environments prone to
premature explosion or sudden spontaneous firing, such as high-temperature coal
mine blasting, blast furnace nodulation blasting, high-temperature tunnel blasting,
and can improve the safety and productivity of blasting operations.
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Abstract: Pre-driven recovery rooms are used extensively for the removal of mining equipment
and hydraulic supports in longwall coal mining. Roof stability is a crucial factor influencing the
speed and safety of the removal of operators in pre-driven recovery rooms. The characterization
of roof deformation mechanisms in recovery rooms under front abutment pressures is significant
for surrounding rock control and stability evaluation. In this study, three different roof subsidence
evaluation models, considering different main roof failure forms, were established. It was noticed
that the main roof break position had a significant effect on recovery room roof sag. The breaking
of the main roof above the main recovery room and protective coal pillar was found to be the main
driving force for large roof deformations. Furthermore, field monitoring data of roof sag and coal
pillar stress in the 15205 and 15206 panels of Hongliulin Coal Mine were analyzed. According to
evaluation models and field monitoring data, we propose determination methods for the evaluation
of recovery room roof sag and main roof break position. During the study it was found that the
inversion results of the main roof break position of the recovery room in 15205 and 15206 panels were
4.2 m and 9.1 m, respectively, which are basically consistent with the results calculated by periodic
weighting. The research findings provide a reference for the quantitative evaluation of recovery room
roof stability and the design of support parameters and yield mining.

Keywords: pre-driven recovery room; roof sag; coal pillar stress; periodic weighting

1. Introduction

Pre-driven recovery room technology is a commonly applied equipment removal
method in longwall fully mechanized faces. It was first tested and popularized in the United
States in the late 1980s [1–3]. In this method, one or two roadways are excavated parallel to
the longwall face and approach the terminal line in advance to provide space for equipment
removal and the use of trackless rubber-tired mine cars to transport equipment. In the
process of the gradual popularization of this technology, some researchers have studied
pre-driven recovery room support design methods and developed support technology that
includes single hydraulic props or concrete pillars combined with bolts and cables [4–11].
After the initial support of the recovery room with bolts and cables, a reinforcement
support is constructed as the longwall face approaches 200 m from the terminal line. Single
hydraulic props or concrete pillars can be used to reinforce and support recovery rooms.
This support method has been widely used in the recovery rooms of many coal mines since
the 1990s. Since the beginning of the 21st century, high resistance hydraulic supports have
been extensively employed for roof support in many coal mines, some of which have used
chock hydraulic supports for reinforcement of recovery room supports and to replace single
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hydraulic props and concrete pillars. This support method has significantly improved
control of the surrounding rock and the safety degree of recovery rooms [12–14].

Research on the support technology and design methods of pre-driven recovery
rooms has formed a relatively mature system. Meanwhile, several achievements have
been made in studies on the ground, strata and support responses of recovery rooms at
the end of mining stage and the deformation laws of the surrounding rock of recovery
rooms has been basically determined. Based on a large number of field monitoring and case
studies, researchers have qualitatively determined the factors affecting the surrounding rock
stability of recovery rooms [15–17]. The obtained results show that the surrounding rock
deformation of pre-driven recovery rooms was large in the middle and small at opposite
ends and the main roof failure mode is the key factor determining the roof deformation and
stability. Further, support intensity, overburden depth, mining height, width of coal pillar,
etc. has affected the surrounding rock stability in recovery rooms [18–25]. Furthermore,
according to overburden theory, some researchers have studied the load and stability
of the coal pillars of recovery rooms and have revealed the instability mechanism of
unmined coal pillars in longwall faces and protective coal pillars between the main and
secondary recovery rooms, developing corresponding coal pillar design methods [26–31].
However, although these studies have determined the surrounding rock deformation
law of pre-driven recovery rooms and solved coal pillar design problems to a certain
extent, it is obvious that our understanding of surrounding rock deformation and failure
of recovery rooms is still qualitative rather than quantitative. For example, many field-
monitoring projects and case studies have focused on support technology, most of which
have suggested that the break position of the main roof was the main factor determining
recovery room roof stability. However, there is still lack of comprehensive mechanical
models to explain the quantitative relationship between main roof break position and
roof sag of recovery rooms. In addition, as one of the main measures in controlling roof
deformation, the quantitative relationship between support intensity and recovery room
roof deformation also needs to be studied. So far, some researchers have established
mechanical models for recovery room roof sag by using cantilever beam theory [32];
however, such a simple model cannot explain large roof deformations in some recovery
rooms. Therefore, in many mining areas, due to the inability of quantitative calculation
and evaluation of recovery room roof deformation, some coal mines have formulated
inappropriate support and removal schemes, resulting in support crushing accidents. Such
accidents frequently occur in many mining areas with favorable geological and mining
conditions, which also indicates that the roof deformation and stability evaluation of
recovery rooms is still a problem that needs to be solved. Shennan mining area is located
in Shenfu-Dongsheng Coalfield at the junction of Inner Mongolia and Shaanxi province
in China, which is an area with typical shallow coal seams. Shallow burial, small dip
angle and simple geological structures are the typical features of coal seam occurrence
in this mining area. Recently, high-strength chock hydraulic supports have been applied
to surrounding rock supports in pre-driven recovery rooms. However, by using such
advanced production equipment and simple geological mining conditions, large roof
deformations of the recovery rooms frequently occur, resulting in serious support crushing
accidents which threaten the safety of operators and equipment. Figure 1 shows large roof
deformations and hydraulic support crushing accidents of a pre-driven recovery room in
a typical shallow longwall panel in Shennan mining area. In the figure, shield hydraulic
supports with maximum working resistance of 9000 kN were used in the longwall face and
chock hydraulic supports with maximum working resistance of 12,000 kN were used in the
recovery room. However, roof sag still exceeded 1.2 m and the main recovery room height
was reduced from 3.5 m to just over 2.0 m. Such excessive roof deformations reduced
the stroke of most shield and chock hydraulic support columns to below 100 mm and in
some cases, even to 0; dozens of hydraulic supports were even crushed. In these hydraulic
support crushing accidents at the end of longwall face mining stage, although the main
recovery room roof sag exceeded 1.2 m, the roof sags of headgate and tailgate did not
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exceed 40 mm, indicating that surrounding rock deformation and failure mechanisms of
recovery room were more complex than other mining roadways arranged along the face
advancing direction. Therefore, it is necessary to determine roof deformation mechanisms
in recovery rooms and estimate and identify main roof break positions.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Large deformation of roof and hydraulic support crushing accident of a recovery room in
Shennan mining area: (a) less than 100 mm stroke of hydraulic support column; and (b) completely
crushed hydraulic support.

In this study, roof deformation and coal pillar stress analyses of recovery rooms in two
adjacent longwall panels in Hongliulin Coal Mine were performed. Three different roof
sag evaluation models for recovery rooms considering different main roof failure forms
were established and the roof sag variation law of recovery rooms was analyzed. From the
case studies and theoretical analysis results obtained for two adjacent panels of Hongliulin
Coal Mine in Shennan mining area, the inversion discrimination method of the main roof
break position in the recovery room was established based on theoretical and experimental
data of roof sag and coal pillar stress. According to this inversion discrimination method,
along with periodic weighting observations at the end of the mining stage, the main roof
break position was identified, and a basis was provided for formulating surrounding rock
control measures for recovery rooms during equipment removal stage under different roof
failure forms.

2. Case Study

2.1. Roof and Coal Seam Conditions

Table 1 summarizes the roof lithology and occurrence conditions of 5−2 coal seam.
The average thicknesses of 5−2 coal seam was 7.23 m and was therefore classified as a thick
coal seam. The immediate and main roofs of the 5−2 coal seam were mainly composed of
sandstone with high strength and thickness. The average depth of the 5−2 coal seam at the
recovery room was about 150 m. The roof in Shennan mining area had good stability, was
easy to maintain and did not usually cause large roof deformations and collapse.

Table 1. Lithology and roof condition of 5−2 coal seam.

Coal Seam
Number

Coal Seam
Average

Thickness (m)

Immediate Roof Main Roof
Average

Depth (m)Lithology
Average

Thickness (m)
Lithology

Average
Thickness (m)

5−2 7.23 Sandstone 7.50 Medium
sandstone 19.27 23–206
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2.2. Support and Mining Conditions

Both panels 15205 and 15206 used pre-driven double recovery rooms. Support patterns
in the main recovery rooms of the two panels are given in Table 2. The recovery room was
supported by bolts, cables, and hydraulic supports. Initial supports included bolts and
cables and two rows of chock hydraulic supports were installed as reinforcement support
before the longwall face entrance into the main recovery room.

Table 2. Pattern of supports in the main recovery room of panels 15205 and 15206.

Longwall Panel Arrangement
Support Pattern (Main Recovery Room)

Roof Coal Pillar Rib Mining Rib

15205 Pre-driven double
recovery room

Steel bolts, cables, and
hydraulic supports Steel bolts FRP bolts15206

The support parameters and mining conditions of the two panels are illustrated in
Table 3. The length of the recovery room in both panels was 300 m. The width of coal
pillar between the main and secondary recovery rooms was 20 m. The maximum working
resistances of shield and chock hydraulic supports in the two panels were 17,000 kN and
18,000 kN, respectively. Figure 2 shows a plan view of the support design for the main
recovery room.

Table 3. Support parameters and mining conditions of panels 15205 and 15206.

Longwall
Panel

Longwall Face Main Recovery Room

Mining
Height (m)

Shield Supports
Resistance(kN)

Height (m) Width (m)
Chock Supports
Resistance (kN)

Coal Pillar
Width (m)

15205
6.7 17,000 4.5 6.0 18,000 2015206

Figure 2. Plan view of support design for the main recovery room.
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2.3. Field Monitoring

Previous studies have shown that recovery room roof deformation presented signif-
icant non-uniformity with a large deformation in the middle and small deformations at
opposite ends. Therefore, according to the longwall face dip length of the 5−2 coal seam
in Hongliulin coal mine, the main recovery room was divided into six roof deformation
and six protective coal pillar stress monitoring areas, as shown in Figure 3. Recovery room
roof sag was characterized by canopy-to-base convergence of chock supports. The average
canopy-to-base convergence of the two chock support rows was taken and measured by a
laser range finder. Coal pillar stress changes were monitored by HCZ-2 borehole pressure
cells which were installed at depths of 2, 4, 6, and 8 m. The monitoring results of roof sag
and coal pillar stress in panels 15205 and 15206 are illustrated in Figure 4.

 

Figure 3. Layout of roof deformation and coal pillar stress monitoring areas in the main recov-
ery room.

(a) 

  
(b) (c) 

Figure 4. Roof deformation and coal pillar stress monitoring results of recovery room: (a) distribution
and comparison of the roof sag of the main recovery rooms in panels 15205 and 15206; (b) field
monitoring results of protective coal pillar stress in panel 15205; (c) field monitoring results of
protective coal pillar stress in panel 15206.
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The monitoring results presented in Figure 4 reveal that the deformations of sur-
rounding rocks around the recovery room in panels 15205 and 15206 were quite different.
The maximum recovery room roof sag in panel 15205 was four times higher than that in
panel 15206 and was even larger than 900 mm in the third monitoring area. Coal pillar
stress monitoring results also reveal that the overall increase of coal pillar stress in the
recovery room of panel 15205 was large, and the increase of coal pillar stress in the middle
was higher than 5 MPa. However, the overall increase of coal pillar stress in the recovery
room of panel 15206 was small and the maximum increase of coal pillar stress in the middle
was only 3 to 3.5 MPa with small stress changes in the deep part of coal pillar, which
indicate little disturbance in the elastic zone of coal pillar.

Roof sag monitoring data obtained from the middle of the recovery rooms of
panels 15205 and 15206 are presented in Figure 5. It was observed that recovery room
roof sags of the two panels were greatly increased near the entrance of the longwall face.
The difference was that, beyond the entrance of the longwall face in panel 15205, recov-
ery room roof sag continued to increase by about 42 mm, while the corresponding value
for panel 15206 was relatively smaller. This shows that the roof of the recovery room in
panel 15205 was still in a state of dynamic change after mining was stopped, which is
unfavorable for roof control in the process of hydraulic support removal.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Variation curve of roof subsidence with mining progress: (a) panel 15205; (b) panel 15206.

Figure 6 shows coal pillar failure in the recovery rooms of panels 15205 and 15206. In
panel 15206, only a spalling failure in the lower part of the coal pillar with dirt band and
unsupported areas was observed while in panel 15205, the whole middle and lower parts
of the coal pillar bulged out and some supporting structures such as bolts and joists were
also damaged and failed.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 6. Spalling failure of protective coal pillar in the main recovery room: (a) panel 15205;
(b) panel 15206.
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Based on the above results, it was concluded that although there were no roof fall
accidents in the two monitored panels, there was a great risk of excessive roof deformation
in the recovery room of panel 15205. According to the classification of surrounding rock
stability of coal mine roadways in China, mining roadways with roof sags exceeding
400 mm were in an unstable state [33,34], as presented in Table 4. From roof sag monitoring
results, it was found that the recovery room in panel 15205 was basically in an extremely
unstable state, which greatly increased safety risk during equipment removal process and
made recovery room maintenance difficult; therefore, temporary reinforcement support
was required. For the recovery room in panel 15206, with an overall roof sag of about
200 mm, surrounding rock was relatively stable. This meant there was no need to add
extra temporary supports during the equipment removal process, which not only enhanced
removal speed, but also reduced safety risk. Hence, for pre-driven longwall recovery room,
if roof sag limit value could be controlled at 100–400 mm, equipment could be safely and
quickly removed.

Table 4. Classification of surrounding rock stability of mining roadway.

Stability Category of
Roadway Surrounding Rock

Stability of Roadway
Surrounding Rock

Roof Sag of Mining Roadway (mm)

Average Range

I Extremely stable 30 10~50
II Stable 75 50~100
III Moderately stable 250 100~400
IV Unstable 500 400~600
V Extremely unstable 1200 600~1800

3. Mechanical Model of Roof Deformation of Pre-Driven Recovery Room

3.1. Roof Failure Form in Recovery Room

Based on strata behavior observations in Chinese mining practices, when a longwall
face enters a recovery room, the main roof could continue to break and collapse. Depending
on the main roof break position following the entrance of the longwall face into the main
recovery room, three forms of main roof failure can occur [22,24,27,35–37], as shown in
Figure 7.

From the three main roof failure forms, the second and third forms were not conducive
to equipment removal. As shown in Figure 7a, when the main roof breaks behind the
hydraulic supports of the longwall face, the roof forms a cantilever rock beam. It is obvious
that the roof is in a relatively complete and stable state and only flexural deformations
occur, which are conducive to hydraulic support removal. As shown in Figure 7b,c, when
the main roof breaks above the main recovery room or protective coal pillar, the entire, or
a part, of the recovery space becomes unstable. After primary removal of some chock or
shield hydraulic supports, supporting intensity reduction leads to further rotation of the
key block and roof sag continues to increase, making the removal of remaining hydraulic
supports potentially difficult. On the other hand, some case studies have also shown
that the breaking of the main roof behind the longwall face hydraulic supports does not
necessarily ensure recovery room roof stability. When support strength was insufficient or
cantilever rock beam was too long, the main roof broke again, changing from the failure
form in Figure 7a to those presented in Figure 7b,c.
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(a) 

  
(b) (c) 

Figure 7. Main roof failure forms following the entrance of longwall face into main recovery room:
(a) main roof breaking behind longwall face; (b) main roof breaking above main recovery room and
longwall face; and (c) main roof breaking above protective coal pillar.

3.2. Establishing Mechanical Models
3.2.1. Main Roof Breaks behind Shield Hydraulic Supports

When the main roof breaks behind the shield hydraulic supports, the recovery room
roof takes on a cantilever beam structure since the mining rib is completely mined. If the
breaking of the cantilever rock beam does continue, immediate roof deflection could be
considered as recovery room roof sag. The upper part of the immediate roof bears front
abutment pressure and hydraulic supports directly supported the roof. The developed
mechanical model is shown in Figure 8 where q1 is front abutment pressure; f 1 and f 2 are
supporting intensities of chock and shield hydraulic supports, respectively; w1 and w2 are
the widths of main recovery room and longwall face, respectively; h0 is the immediate roof
thickness; h is the recovery room height; and d1 is the break position when the main roof
breaks behind shield hydraulic supports.

 
Figure 8. Mechanical model for roof sag when the main roof breaks behind shield hydraulic supports.
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Main roof front abutment pressure in front of break position is stated as [38]:

q1(x) = (k − 1)γHe−
2 f
hβ (d1−x)

+ γH (1)

where k is stress concentration factor at main roof break position; f is friction coefficient
and is defined as f = tanϕ1, ϕ1 is the internal friction angle of main roof; β is a coefficient
and is defined as β = 1/λ, and λ is lateral pressure coefficient.

The deflection equation of cantilever rock beam under front abutment pressure is
expressed as:

u1(x) =
(q1 − f1 − f2)x2

24E0 I0

[
x2 − 4d1x + 6d2

1

]
(2)

where E0 is immediate roof elastic modulus and I0 is the section moment of immediate
roof inertia.

In field monitoring, the roof sag monitoring point is generally located in the mid-span
of the main recovery room, i.e., x = W1/2. Substituting Equation (1) into Equation (2) results
in the calculation equation of roof sag in the mid-span of the main recovery room as:

u1 =

w2
1

[
(k − 1)γH

(
1 − e−

2 f d1
hβ

)
− f1 − f2

][
w2

1
4 − 2d1w1 + 6d2

1

]
8E0h3

0
(3)

3.2.2. Main Roof Breaks above the Main Recovery Room

When the main roof beaks above the main recovery room and longwall face, the
immediate roof is affected by front abutment pressure q1 as well as the pressure of key
block and its overburden. The roof sag of the main recovery room is equal to the sum of
deformation under the action of q1 and q2 and is written as:

u2 = u2a + u2b (4)

where u2a and u2b are roof sags under the action of q1 and q2, respectively.
u2a was calculated according to immediate roof deflection and u2b was determined

by the principle of energy conservation in the process of roof rotary deformation. The
calculation model is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Mechanical model for roof sag when the main roof breaks above the main recovery room
and longwall face.

Roof sag under the action of q1 is given as:

u2a =

w2
1

[
(k − 1)γH

(
1 − e−

2 f d2
hβ

)
− f1 − f2

][
w2

1
4 − 2d2w1 + 6d2

2

]
8E0h3

0
(5)

In Figure 9, the immediate roof could be considered as deformation body, its upper
part was the key block along with its overburden, and its lower part was supported by
shield and chock hydraulic supports. According to the principle of energy conservation,
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the work done by roof rotary deformation was equal to the sum of the strain energy stored
in the immediate roof and the work done by hydraulic supports. The energy conservation
equation is expressed as:

W1 + W2 = W3 + W4 + W5 (6)

where W1 is the work done by the key block and its overburden rotary deformation; W2 is
the work done by the immediate roof rotary deformation; W3 is the strain energy stored
in the immediate roof; and W4 and W5 are the work done by chock and shield hydraulic
supports to the roof, respectively.

In Equation (6), the work done by the hydraulic support and the strain energy stored
in protective coal pillar were all related to recovery room roof sag. Therefore, after the
determination of other influential parameters in Equation (6), roof sag calculation equation
was derived. The line distribution stress q2 of the key block and its overburden acting on
the immediate roof was taken as unit length. When the rotation angle was α, the work done
by key block is given by:

W1 =
∫ w1+w2

d2

q2αxdx =
1
2

γ1h1α
(

w2
1 + 2w1w2 + w2

2 − d2
2

)
(7)

where γ1 is the average volumetric weight of the main roof; h1 is the height of the key block
and its overburden; α is the rotation angle of the key block; and l is the step of the main
roof’s last weighting.

Under the action of the key block, the immediate roof deformations and the center of
gravity were also changed. The deformation between the immediate roof and the key block
was considered as coordinated, i.e., the rotation angle of the immediate roof was also equal
to α. Therefore, according to the geometric relationship of immediate roof deformation
shown in Figure 10, the displacement of the center of gravity along the vertical direction Δc
is illustrated as [39]: ⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
Δc = yOC1 − yOC2 =

h0−sin θ
√

h2
0+(d2+l)2

2
sin(α + θ) = h0√

h2
0+(d2+l)2

(8)

C hC
C

O
d l

x

y

Figure 10. Geometric relationship of the rotary motion of immediate roof.

The simplified expression of Equation (8) is rearranged as:

Δc =
1
2
[h0(1 − sec α)− tan α(d2 + l)] (9)

Therefore, the work done by immediate roof rotary deformation is expressed as:

W2 =
1
2

γ0h0l[h0(1 − sec α)− tan α(d2 + l)] (10)

where γ0 is the average volumetric weight of immediate roof.
The immediate roof stored energy under the action of the key block, and this part of

strain energy is calculated as:

W3 =
F2l

2EA
=

γ2
1h2

1l2h0

2E0(d2 + l)
(11)
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By bearing roof deformation of the recovery room, the work done by the chock and
the shield hydraulic supports are stated as:

W4 =
∫ w1

0

f1u2bx
w1/2

dx = f1w1u2b (12)

W5 =
∫ w1+w2

w1

f2u2bx
w1/2

dx =
f2w2u2b(w2 + 2w1)

w1
(13)

By substituting Equations (7), (10), (11), (12) and (13) into Equation (6), u2b is stated as:

u2b =
E0w1(d2 + l)

{
γ1h1α

(
w2

1 + 2w1w2 + w2
2 − d2

2
)
+ γ0h0l[h0(1 − sec α)− tan α(d2 + l)]

}− 2γ2
1h2

1l2h0w1

2E0(d2 + l)
[

f1w2
1 + f2w2(w2 + 2w1)

] (14)

Substituting Equations (5) and (14) into Equation (4) gives the main recovery room
roof sag.

3.2.3. Main Roof Breaks above Coal Pillar

When the main roof breaks above the protective coal pillar, the immediate roof is
completely controlled by the key block and its overburden. Similarly, roof sag under this
main roof failure form could also be calculated by the principle of energy conservation.

According to the mechanical model presented in Figure 11, the calculation equation of
each parameter in Equation (6) was derived. The work done by the key block is stated as:

W1 =
∫ w1+w2

−d3

q2αxdx =
1
2

γ1h1α
(

w2
1 + 2w1w2 + w2

2 − d2
3

)
(15)

 
Figure 11. Mechanical model for roof sag when the main roof breaks above the main recovery room.

The work done by the immediate roof rotary deformation is expressed as:

W2 =
1
2

γ0h0l[h0(1 − sec α)− l tan α] (16)

The strain energy stored in the immediate roof is obtained as:

W3 =
γ2

1h2
1l2h0

2E0l
(17)

The work done by the chock and the shield hydraulic supports are calculated as:

W4 =
∫ w1

0

f1u3x
w1/2

dx = f1w1u3 (18)

W5 =
∫ w1+w2

w1

f2u3x
w1/2

dx =
f2w2u3(w2 + 2w1)

w1
(19)
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When the main roof breaks above the protective coal pillar, the roof rotary deformation
also compresses the outside of the coal pillar and, therefore, the strain energy stored in it,
which is stated as:

W6 =
d3h(γ0h0 + γ1h1)

2

2Ec
(20)

where Ec is coal elastic modulus.
Energy conservation equation is written as:

W1 + W2 = W3 + W4 + W5 + W6 (21)

By substituting Equations (15) to (20) into Equation (21), the calculation equation of u3
is expressed as:

u3 =
E0Eclw1

{
γ1h1α

(
w2

1 + 2w1w2 + w2
2 − d2

3
)
+ γ0h0l[h0(1 − sec α)− l tan α]

}− Ecγ2
1h2

1l2h0w1 − E0d3lhw1(γ0h0 + γ1h1)
2

2E0Ecl
[

f1w2
1 + f2w2(w2 + 2w1)

] (22)

3.3. Parameter Analysis

This section can be divided into two subheadings. This should provide a concise and pre-
cise description of the experimental results, their interpretation, and experimental conclusions.

In Equations (3), (5), (14) and (22), some parameters could be directly determined
by geological data and laboratory tests, while others, such as key block rotation angle,
supporting intensity of shield, chock hydraulic supports and length of the key block (last
weighting step) needed to be determined based on experimental and calculation data. By
using the real-time mine pressure observation system of the Hongliulin Coal Mine, the
last weighting steps of panels 15205 and 15206 were determined to be 19.7 and 18.3 m,
respectively [31]. There were two layers of hard rock in the overburden of the 5−2 coal
seam in Hongliulin Coal Mine. Based on key stratum theory, it was determined that when
the main key stratum broke, h1 was 49 m [40]. The maximum rotation angle of key block is
calculated as [41]:

αmax = arcsin
M − h0(kc − 1)

l
=

{
arcsin 7−4.02×0.3

19.7 = 17◦(15205 panel)
arcsin 7−4.02×0.3

18.3 = 19◦(15206 panel)
(23)

where M is mining height and kc is crushing expansion which was 1.3.
Supporting intensities of shield and chock hydraulic supports needed to be calculated

along with field monitoring data. The average column pressure and calculated support
resistance of shield and chock hydraulic supports after the entrance of the longwall face
into the main recovery room are given in Table 5. According to the data, the supporting
intensities f 1 and f 2 could be calculated using Equations (24) and (25), respectively.

Table 5. Pressure calculation results of hydraulic supports in panels 15205 and 15206 after the entrance
of the longwall face into the main recovery room.

Longwall Panel

Average Column Pressure of
Hydraulic Supports (MPa)

Average Value of Support
Resistance (kN)

Chock Supports Shield Supports Chock Supports Shield Supports

15205 23.09 26.62 10,469 10,833
15206 22.15 30.56 10,041 12,436

The supporting intensity of chock hydraulic supports is calculated as:

f1 =
nFc

w1Lc
=

{
2×10469

6×5.5 = 634kPa (Panel 15205)
2×10041

6×5.5 = 608kPa (Panel 15206)
(24)
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where Fc is the average value of chock supports resistance; Lc is the top beam length of
chock support; and n is the number of chock supports for each supporting section.

The supporting intensity of shield hydraulic supports is calculated as:

f2 =
Fs

w2Lsw
=

{
10833

6×1.75 = 1032kPa (Panel 15205)
12436

6×1.75 = 1184kPa (Panel 15206)
(25)

where Fs is the average value of shield support resistance and Lsw is the top beam width of
shield support.

The parameters required for the calculation and analysis are summarized in Table 6.
The change rule of recovery room roof sag with main roof break position was obtained
by taking break position d as a variable. The value of the main roof break position d is
obtained by Equation (26):

d =

⎧⎨
⎩

d1 > w1 + w2 〈12 < d1 ≤ 20〉
0 ≤ d2 ≤ w1 + w2 〈0 ≤ d2 ≤ 12〉
d3 < B 〈−10 ≤ d3 < 0〉

(26)

where B is the width of protective coal pillar.

Table 6. Statistics of occurrence conditions, surrounding rock mechanical parameters and engineering
factors of the 5−2 coal seam.

Longwall
Panel

Surrounding Rock
Occurrence Conditions

Surrounding Rock Mechanical Parameters Mining and Engineering Parameters

H
(m)

h0

(m)
h1

(m)
γ

(kN/m3)
γ0

(kN/m3)
γ1

(kN/m3)
ϕ1

(◦)
E0

(GPa)
Ec

(GPa)
α

(◦)
l

(m)
f 1

(kPa)
f 2

(kPa)
h

(m)
w1

(m)
w2

(m)

15205 155
4.02 49 22.2 23.5 23.9 38 1.9 1.1

17 19.7 634 1032
4.5 6.0 6.015206 147 19 18.3 608 1184

Roof sag deviation curve and main roof break position were plotted as presented in
Figure 12 by substituting the above parameters and main roof break position d as variables
into Equations (3), (5), (14) and (22). It was seen from the figure that when the main roof
breaks behind the shield hydraulic supports, recovery room roof sag is relatively small (no
more than 80 mm). When the main roof break position moves to goaf, rock beam cantilever
length was enhanced, so roof sag was gradually increased. When the main roof breaks
above the main recovery room, roof sag is sharply increased and reaches its maximum
when the break position is located at the edge of protective coal pillar. At this time, roof
sag is close to 900 mm, which is extremely unfavorable for controlling recovery room
surrounding rock. When the main roof breaks above the protective coal pillar, roof sag is
gradually decreased due to the coal pillar support. In this situation, recovery room roof
sag is relatively small, but because the outside of the coal pillar is affected by the main
roof rotary deformation, coal pillar stress is sharply increased. Once coal stress exceeds
its ultimate strength, the coal pillar is damaged by spalling, which is also unfavorable for
maintaining the stability of recovery room and coal pillar.

By adjusting the parameters of panel 15206 as shown in Table 5, the effect of the
supporting intensity of hydraulic supports on recovery room roof sag was analyzed, as
presented in Figure 13. It was concluded that the improvement of the supporting intensity
of hydraulic supports reduced recovery room roof sag. When the main roof breaks above
the recovery room or the shallow part of the coal pillar, the improvement of the supporting
intensity of hydraulic supports significantly controlled roof sag. When the main roof breaks
above or behind the longwall face, roof sag still decreases with the increase of supporting
intensity, but the decline is small. However, in engineering practice, due to the upper
limit of the supporting intensity provided by hydraulic supports, it is unrealistic to blindly
improve the supporting intensity of hydraulic supports. For example, the maximum
supporting intensity of shield supports installed in the longwall face of the 5−2 coal seam
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in Hongliulin Coal Mine was 1600 kPa and the maximum supporting intensity provided
by the two rows of chock supports in the recovery room was 1100 kPa. When the main
roof beaks at an unfavorable position (−5 m ≤ d ≤ 5 m), even if all hydraulic supports
reach their maximum supporting intensity, recovery room roof sag still ranges from 500 to
600 mm.

Figure 12. Influence of main roof break position on the roof sag of panels 15205 and 15206.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 13. Influence of the supporting intensity of hydraulic supports on the roof sag of recovery
room: (a) chock supports; (b) shield supports.

3.4. Inversion of Main Roof Break Position

Panels 15205 and 15206 were two adjacent longwall panels of the 5−2 coal seam
in Hongliulin Coal Mine in Shennan mining area. The surrounding rock lithology and
roof conditions of the recovery rooms in the two panels were the same with completely
consistent support form and strength. However, roof sag modes in the two panels were
quite different. In order to determine the deformation mechanism of the recovery room roof,
the proposed mechanical model along with field monitoring data of panels 15205 and 15206
were applied to analyze roof deformation differences under similar conditions.

Based on previous analyses, after all relevant parameters were determined, the main
roof break position of the recovery room could be calculated according to roof sag. However,
as shown in Figure 12, two or three main roof break positions could be obtained based on
the inversion calculation of roof sag. If other additional conditions were not considered,
such inversion results would be meaningless. In field monitoring, roof sag and coal pillar
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stress are the most frequently monitored items and relevant data are also the easiest to
obtain directly. Therefore, by combining field monitoring data for panels 15205 and 15206
in Hongliulin Coal Mine, we developed a method for the determination of the main roof
break position for the recovery room in the 5−2 coal seam, as shown in Figure 14. The
inversion discrimination of the main roof break position was divided into three steps:

 

Figure 14. Inversion discrimination method of main roof break position in recovery room: taking the
5−2 coal seam as an example.

Step 1: Determining overburden occurrence conditions, surrounding rock mechanical
characteristic parameters and mining and engineering parameters required for theoretical
models, followed by substituting the roof sag value obtained from field monitoring into
the developed calculation model to obtain two or three alternative values for main roof
break positions after inversion.

Step 2: Determining roof sag and coal pillar stress discrimination criteria for various
main roof break positions according to coal pillar stress monitoring data and roof sag
variation curve with the main roof break position.

Step 3: Filtering the inverted main roof break position data to obtain the final value to
meet the conditions according to the discrimination criteria of roof sag and coal pillar stress.

Based on field monitoring data, the main roof break position of each monitoring area
in the recovery room for panels 15205 and 15206 was calculated, as presented in Table 7.
According to the main roof break position data calculated by inversion, the schematic
diagram of the main roof break lines of panels 15205 and 15206 after the entrance of the
longwall face into the main recovery room were drawn, as shown in Figure 15. Obviously,
the reason for the large deformations in the surrounding rock of the recovery room in
panel 15205 was that the main roof break line was above the protective coal pillar, while
that in panel 15206 was relatively small because the main roof break line was above the
shield support, which was closer to the 12 m calculated by Equation (27).
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Table 7. Calculation of main roof break position in each monitoring area.

Number of
Monitoring Area

15205 Panel 15206 Panel

Average Roof
Sag (mm)

Main Roof Break
Position (m)

Average Roof
Sag (mm)

Main Roof Break
Position (m)

I 240 8.3 (19.6, −8.9) 38 10
II 760 −3.6 (2.8) 142 9.3 (16.2, −9.8)
III 816 −2.4 (1.6) 177 9.1 (17.8, −9.6)
IV 724 −4.2 (3.4) 193 8.9 (18.4, −9.5)
V 521 −6.6 (5.8) 153 9.2 (16.7, −9.8)
VI 184 8.7 (17.5, −9.3) 39 10

Note: the italicized numbers in brackets represent the data removed after filtering.

 

Figure 15. Distribution diagram of main roof break line of recovery room in panels 15205 and 15206.

For verification of the rationality of the developed theoretical models, the main roof
break positions calculated by periodic weighting steps were compared with inversion
results. As summarized in Table 8, periodic weighting steps in the middle of recovery
room in panels 15205 and 15206 were analyzed. The main roof break positions of the
last weighting of panels 15205 and 15206 were estimated to be −8.2 m and 4.0 m; that
is, distance from the main roof break position to the terminal line. The main roof break
positions converted to distance from coal pillar edge were −2.2 m and 10 m, which were
considered as the coordinate system in the model applied in this study.

Table 8. Periodic weighting positions and steps of each panel.

Longwall Panel 15205 15206

Number of
Periodic Weighting

Position
(m)

Step
(m)

Position
(m)

Step
(m)

1 208 — 205 —
2 189.5 18.5 186.5 18.5
3 169.5 20 163.5 23
4 150 19.5 148 15.5
5 131 19 136.5 11.5
6 110 21 119 17.5
7 91.5 18.5 103 16
8 72 19.5 83 20
9 53 19 60.5 22.5
10 34 19 42.5 18
11 11.5 22.5 22 20.5
12 −8.2 19.7 4 18

Main roof break position of
last weighting (m) −2.2 10

From inversion results, the average values of main roof break positions in II~V moni-
toring areas in the middle of the recovery room in panels 15205 and 15206 were −4.2 m and
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9.1 m, respectively, which accord with the main roof break position obtained by periodic
weighting steps.

4. Discussion

From the above analyses, it can be seen that under similar coal mining and geological
conditions, the main reason for large roof deformations in recovery rooms is the main roof
break position. It can also be seen that improving support intensity could also control roof
deformation to a certain extent.

In practice, hydraulic supports can rarely achieve maximum support intensity due to
their own working conditions and the premise they should not replace hydraulic support
selection; therefore, support intensity cannot be increased indefinitely. Hence, monitoring
the working resistance of hydraulic supports and evaluating the stability of recovery
room roof deformation in time are the basic conditions for safe equipment removal [42,43].
When support strength reaches the upper limit and roof sag becomes larger, additional
reinforcement support measures need to be taken.

Improving support intensity is not the best approach to control recovery room roof
sag. The key to control recovery room roof sag is to manually control the main roof break
at a favorable position. It can be seen from the above analysis that if surrounding rock
stability and equipment removal process safety in the recovery room were to be ensured,
the most reasonable breaking position of the main roof last weighting is calculated as:

d0 = w1 + w2 (27)

By pre-splitting the main roof to decrease the front abutment pressure at the position
of d0 before the entrance of the longwall face into recovery room, the main roof would not
break after the entrance of the longwall face into the recovery room and excessive roof
deformation of recovery room could be avoided. At the same time, it is necessary to ensure
that recovery rooms have sufficient supporting intensity to avoid the formation of adverse
failure forms due to secondary breaks in the roof.

The present study was carried out under simple, shallow and hard roof conditions.
Hence, the established mechanical models could be mainly applied to coal mines with
similar overburden conditions. Based on the mechanical models and corresponding inver-
sion method, more factors such as the evolution of overburden structure, elastoplasticity
and meso damage failure of coal and rock mass, and dynamic load of mining should be
considered in future studies.

5. Conclusions

In this study, the effect of the main roof break position on pre-driven longwall recovery
room stability was investigated. Three different mechanical models were developed based
on the three main roof failure modes. Also, the main roof break position of last weighting
in two adjacent panels of Hongliulin Coal Mine was inversed by combining them with
field monitoring data. The following conclusions were drawn:

Main roof break position is a key factor influencing recovery room roof sag. In the
5−2 coal seam, when the main roof broke near the edge of the coal pillar, the maximum
roof sag of the recovery room was close to 900 mm and when it was broken behind the
hydraulic supports of longwall face, it was about 40 mm, indicating a difference of more
than 20 times.

Based on the established theoretical models and field monitoring data and taking
the longwall face of the 5−2 coal seam in Hongliulin Coal Mine as an example, a main
roof break position discrimination method was developed for recovery rooms based on
the inversion of the monitoring values of roof sag and the variation amplitude of coal
pillar stress. The inversion results of the main roof break position of the recovery room
in panels 15205 and 15206 of Hongliulin Coal Mine were −4.2 m and 9.1 m, respectively,
which were basically consistent with the −2.2 m and 10.0 m obtained from ground pressure
observation results.
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When the main roof breaks in an unfavorable position, it is necessary to take temporary
support and reinforcement measures in the recovery room, such as adding bolts and
cables and installing single hydraulic props, to control roof deformation during equipment
removal. Meanwhile, it is necessary to speed up equipment removal to avoid support
crushing accidents due to the continuous rotation and deformation of the key block.
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Abstract: Close-distance coal seams are widely distributed in China, and the mining of overlying coal
seams leads to floor damage. To grasp the properties and the fracture spans of the damaged main roof
in the underlying coal seam, combining the calculation of the floor damage depth with rock damage
theory and the formulas for calculating the first and periodic weighting intervals of the damaged
main roof and the instability conditions of the damaged key blocks are obtained. Three interaction
stability mechanics models are proposed for key blocks with different properties of the upper and
lower main roof, and the instability conditions of the lower damaged key blocks are obtained when
the fracture lines overlap. When combined with a specific example, the field monitoring verified
the calculation results. The research results are as follows: (1) The first and periodic weighting
intervals, horizontal thrust between blocks, and critical load of instability of the damaged main roof
are significantly reduced. Still, there are differences in its reduction under different loads, rotation
angles, and lumpiness. (2) When the fracture lines of the upper and lower main roofs overlap, the
stability of the damaged key blocks is the lowest. There are three linkage stability regions in the
critical load curves of the two key blocks. (3) In this case, the damage equivalent of the main roof is
0.397, which belongs to the local damage type. Its first and periodic weighting intervals are 40 m and
16 m, which is 22% and 24% less than when there is no damage. (4) A supporting load of 0.489 MPa is
required to maintain the stability of the upper key block, and the lower damaged key block is prone to
rotary and sliding instability during the first and periodic weighting, respectively. Thus, the supports
need to bear a total of 0.988 MPa and 0.761 MPa to maintain the stability of the two key blocks
simultaneously. The ground pressure data monitored on-site is in accord with the calculation results.

Keywords: multi-coal seam mining; depth of floor damage; ultimate span of fracture; instability
condition; linkage of key blocks; support bearing capacity

1. Introduction

In underground coal mining in China, the mining of close-distance coal seam groups
is common [1,2], such as Datong mining area [3], Bulianta mining area [4], Zhungeer
mining area [5], and so on. For the two layers of coal in close distance, the overlying
coal seam is generally mined first, and then the underlying coal seam is mined after the
overlying rock collapse is stable [6,7]. As a result, the breaking and periodic pressure of
the overlying strata during the mining of the underlying coal seam will be affected by the
mining of the overlying coal seam, especially the two layers of coal at close distance and
ultra-close distance [8–10].
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In the mining of single-layer coal, regarding the breaking regularity of key strata in
overlying strata, Academician Qian Minggao established a mechanical model according
to the field practice and put forward the “voussoir beam” theory [11,12], which has been
widely used in the field and become the guiding theory of underground coal mining in
China at present. For the mining of the underlying coal seam in the close-distance coal seam
group, because the mining of the overlying coal seam has been completed, the overlying
strata of the underlying coal seam are no longer complete. Still, they are mined under the
goaf of the overlying coal seam [13–15]. And the breaking of the main roof will be directly
affected by the broken main roof of the overlying coal seam [16]; that is, the two main roofs
of the upper and lower coal seams interact with each other, which is different from the
composite key layer [17] and the double-layer hard and thick main roof [18].

The upper coal seam was mined in advance, the main roof and its overlying strata
were broken, and the goaf was compacted after mining. The goaf floor is affected by the
mining of the working face, resulting in rock failure and damage zone, which shows that the
rock mass of the floor is in a plastic state [19]. Zhao et al. [20–22] analyzed the mechanical
properties of the damaged rock from the experimental point of view and developed the
damage model of the fractured rock mass. Zuo et al. [23] calculated the impact load of
cantilever beam fracture on the goaf floor area in the longwall face. Li et al. [24] pointed
out that the floor damage depth is affected by the inclined length of the working face, roof
lithology combination, mining depth, floor lithology combination, coal seam thickness, and
coal seam dip angle. Hu et al. [25] proposed the backpropagation neural network (BPNN)
method to calculate the floor failure depth, and the result was close to the measured value.
Li et al. [26] introduced the thin plate yield theory and obtained the low-stress area where
the maximum displacement area and failure area of the floor are located above the inner
boundary of the rock stress shell of the stope floor. To sum up, the mining of the overlying
coal seam will inevitably cause destruction and damage to its floor strata, which is precisely
the roof strata of the underlying coal seam. Therefore, when the underlying coal seam is
mined, its roof strata have been partially destructed and damaged [27,28]. Because it is
under the goaf of the overlying coal seam, the main roof of the overlying coal seam that
has been broken directly acts on the roof strata of the underlying coal seam, forming the
linkage action of the upper and lower double main roof with different properties.

As the first key layer of coal mining, the mechanical research between its key blocks,
the main roof, has matured [29–31], and its mechanical principle has successfully guided
the field practice [32,33]. As for the extension of the study of the single-layer main roof,
He et al. [34] studied the instability and catastrophe conditions of the single-layer damaged
main roof. Chai et al. [35] studied the structure of highly thick composite key strata
in the stope. Huang et al. [36] studied the double key strata structure of the working
face with large mining height in the shallow coal seam. Ning et al. [18] studied the
instantaneous fracture effect of the double-layer hard and thick main roof. The above
research has progressed in single-layer main roof property and multi-layer key strata joint
action. However, the formula of the common instability condition of double key strata has
not been obtained. The respective properties of double key strata have not been considered,
which is insufficient for the widely existing mining of close-distance coal seams.

Therefore, a method for calculating the damage depth of the floor and four damage
states of the main roof of the coal seam under the close-distance coal seam group are
put forward. Meanwhile, the formulas for calculating the first and periodic weighting
intervals of the damaged main roof and the instability conditions of the damaged key
blocks are obtained by using the clamped beam and cantilever beam models. Therefore,
the interaction mechanism of the two key blocks and discriminant formula of rotary and
sliding instability are obtained by using the damage mechanics and elastic mechanics basic
methods when the coal seam is mined under the gob area. Combined with an example, the
linkage effect of the key blocks of the two main roofs is analyzed, and the instability types
of damaged key blocks during first and periodic fracture and the support load required
to maintain linkage stability are analyzed. In order to verify the calculation results, the
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ground pressure observation of the working face was carried out on the spot. This study
can provide a theoretical basis for the calculation of the main roof weighting step and the
bearing capacity of the support when the coal seam is mined at a close distance.

2. Property Analysis of Upper and Lower Main Roofs

In the close coal seam group, the mining of the overlying coal seam causes the floor
strata to be damaged, resulting in the mining of the underlying coal seam under the
condition of the damaged roof.

2.1. Study on Floor Damage due to Mining of Overlying Coal Seam

In the mining process of the working face, the abutment pressure in front of the coal
wall will lead to the destruction of the floor. As shown in Figure 1, according to the plastic
theory, the limit equilibrium zone generated by the front abutment pressure on the floor
can be divided into three regions: active stress zone (zone I), transition zone (zone II), and
passive stress zone (zone III) [37]. However, the mining of the working face is a continuous
process. With the constant advancement of the working face, the front abutment pressure
is constantly moved forward in the limit equilibrium zone. By connecting the peak point of
its maximum depth ymax, the damage zone in the floor generated by working mining can
be obtained.

 

Figure 1. Mechanical model of floor damage caused by mining.

As shown in Figure 1, the original rock stress is γH0, γ is the average unit weight,
kN/m3. H0 is the buried depth of coal seam, m. The peak value of the front abutment
pressure of the working face is set as K0γH0; this linear load Q is simplified into a uniform
load for calculation which is sufficient to meet the accuracy requirements of the project [38],
as shown in Equation (1).

Q =
(K0 + 1)γH0

2
(1)

where K0 is the maximum stress concentration factor. According to the stress solution of a
half-plane body under uniformly distributed normal load on the boundary in elasticity, the
three stress components of any point V can be obtained:
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⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

σx = − Q
2π [2(θ2 − θ1)− (sin 2θ2 − sin 2θ1)]

σy = − Q
2π [2(θ2 − θ1) + (sin 2θ2 − sin 2θ1)]

τxy = τyx = − Q
2π (cos 2θ1 − cos 2θ2)

(2)

where θ1 and θ2 are the two included angles between point V and stress section, respectively.
According to the elasticity, the principal stress at any point in the bottom plate is:

σ1
σ3

}
=

σx + σy

2
±
√(

σx − σy

2

)2
+ τ2

xy (3)

where σ1 and σ2 are the maximum and minimum principal stress of the rock mass of the
floor, MPa. From Equations (2) and (3), the principal stress at any point of the floor caused
by mining is shown below [37].⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
σ1 = Q

π [(θ1 − θ2) + sin(θ1 − θ2)]− γy

σ3 = Q
π [(θ1 − θ2)− sin(θ1 − θ2)]− γy

(4)

Mohr–Coulomb yield criterion in geotechnical engineering is:

1
2
(σ1 − σ3) = c0 cos ϕ0 +

1
2
(σ1 + σ3) sin ϕ0 (5)

where c0 is the average cohesion of floor rock mass, MPa, ϕ0 is the average internal friction
angle of floor rock mass, ◦. The mining damage depth y of the floor can be obtained from
Equations (4) and (5):

y =
Q

1000πγ

(
θ − sin θ

sin ϕ0

)
+

c0 cos ϕ0

1000γ sin ϕ0
(6)

where θ = θ1 + θ2. From Equation (6), θ = arccos (sin ϕ0). Therefore, the maximum depth
ymax is:

ymax =
Q

1000πγ

(
arccos(sin ϕ0)− sin[arccos(sin ϕ0)]

sin ϕ0

)
+

c0 cos ϕ0

1000γ sin ϕ0
(7)

From Equation (7), the relationship between the depth of floor damage caused by
mining and the depth of burial, the stress concentration factor, the internal friction angle,
and cohesion can be obtained as shown in Figure 2.

 
(a) (b) (c) 
H

y y y

K

K = 
c = MPa

= 

H
K

H
c

ymax H
ymax c

ymax K
c

Figure 2. Influence of various parameters on the maximum damage depth of the floor. (a) The effect
of H0 on ymax (b) The effect of c0 and ϕ0 on ymax (c) The effect of K0 on ymax.
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It can be seen from Figure 2a that the maximum damage depth of the bottom plate
increases by 7.5 times when the buried depth is increased by eight times. This depth
increases by 2.4 m for every 100 m increase in buried depth. As shown in Figure 2b, the
maximum damage depth decreases with the rise of the cohesion and internal friction angle.
The cohesion and internal friction angle increase two times, and the depth decreases by
0.62 times. It can be seen from Figure 2c that the higher the stress concentration coefficient,
the greater the maximum damage depth gradually. The stress concentration factor increases
two times, and the depth increases 1.53 times.

The above is a calculation method to obtain the damage depth of the bottom plate.
If it can be measured in the field (such as seismic wave velocity tomography, AE, micro-
seismic monitoring, etc.) [39–42], the actual measurement data can be used; if the upper
coal seam has already been mined and the field data cannot be obtained, you can refer to
the calculation method in this paper.

2.2. Types of the Damaged Main Roof in the Lower Coal Seam

The mining of the upper coal seam causes damage to the floor of the gob area, and
the floor is the roof of the lower coal seam. As shown in Figure 3, the main roof is divided
into four categories according to the degree of damage to the main roof of the lower coal
seam. Figure 3a represents complete damage to the base roof. In Figure 3b, the main roof
damage area accounts for more than 50% in the vertical direction and belongs to extensive
damage. In Figure 3c, the percentage of main roof damage area in the vertical direction is
≤50%, which belongs to local damage. Figure 3d shows no damage to the main roof.

 

 

Figure 3. Four types of damaged main roof in the lower coal seam. (a) Complete damage to the lower
main roof (b) Wide area damage of the lower main roof (≥50%) (c) Local damage to the lower main
roof (<50%) (d) No damage to the lower main roof.

In this paper, the linkage between the upper broken main roof and the lower damaged
main roof is mechanically analyzed and studied.

3. Stability Calculation and Analysis of Damaged Main Roof in Underlying
Coal Seam

According to the basic principle of damage mechanics, the damaged main roof’s
mechanical properties and instability conditions are studied.
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3.1. Analysis of First and Periodic Fracture of the Damaged Main Roof

As shown in Figure 4, for continuous materials, the uniaxial tensile specimen is
subjected to tensile force P, the intact non-damaged micro section is subjected to uniformly
distributed load, and its area is S. The actual stress area of the damaged rock block is Sa, the
cross-sectional area of the lesion zone is Sd. According to the damage theory, the damage
variable D is shown in Equation (8) below [34].⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
σa =

P
Sa

, σd = 0

Sa + Sd = S
D = Sd

S

(8)

 

Figure 4. Mechanics model of first and periodic fracture of the damaged main roof.

(1) Clamped beam model for the first fracture of the damaged main roof

In general, the first fracture of the main roof is simplified as a two-dimensional
clamped beam model [12]. As shown in Figure 4, the length of the beam is L, the height
of the beam is b, the width is 1, the height of the damage band is b0, the upper surface of
the beam is subjected to a uniformly distributed load q, the exact solution of the horizontal
stress is obtained [43]:

σx = − 6
b3 qx(x − L)y +

1
b3 q
(

4y2 − L2
)

y +
3(2v − 1)

5b
qy − 1

2
vq (9)

where ν is Poisson’s ratio. The maximum bending moment occurs at both ends of the beam,
where the maximum tensile stress first exceeds the tensile strength limit of the material
[σt] [34]. For the damaged main roof beam model, its tensile strength limit is:

σ

1 − D
≤ [σt] (10)

Then (0, −b/2) is substituted into Equation (9) to obtain the limit span Lf of the
damaged main roof beam during the first fracture. The lumpiness if of the fractured rock
block (lumpiness is also called fracture degree [12], which refers to the height-length ratio
of rock block, that is, i = b/L):
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⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

L f = b
√

2[σt ](1−D)
q + 2+11ν

5

i f =
1√

2[σt ](1−D)
q + 2+11ν

5

(11)

(2) Cantilever beam model for periodic fracture of the damaged main roof

The periodic weighting interval of the damaged main roof is usually determined accord-
ing to the cantilever beam [12]. As shown in Figure 4, the exact solution for the horizontal
stress of the damaged cantilever beam is obtained with the same mechanical parameters [43]:

σx = − 6
b3 qx2y +

4
b3 qy3 − 3

5b
qy (12)

Substituting (L, −b/2) into Equation (12), and the limit span Lp of periodic fracture of
the damaged main roof beam and the lumpiness ip are as follows:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

Lp =
√

3b
3

√
[σt ](1−D)

q + 1
5

ip =
√

3√
[σt ](1−D)

q + 1
5

(13)

(3) The first and periodic weighting intervals of the damaged main roof

As shown in Figure 5, with the increase in damage equivalent D, the main roof’s first
and periodic fracture intervals decrease, and the decreasing rate increases gradually. At
the same time, when the load q of the damaged main roof is small, the damage degree of
the ultimate span with a fracture is more obvious. When q is small, with the increase in
damage degree, the first fracture interval of the main roof can be reduced by 61.3%, while
the periodic fracture interval can be reduced by 78.7%.

Figure 5. Relationship between damage degree and first and periodic fracture intervals of the main
roof. (a) First fracture of the damaged main roof (b) Periodic fracture of the damaged main roof.

3.2. Stress Analysis of Key Block of the Damaged Main Roof

As shown in Figure 6, the damage degree will affect the contact length and rotation
angle of the key block, and the stress analysis of the damaged main key block is carried out.
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Figure 6. Stress of key block of the damaged main roof.

For the damaged key blocks, the contact length between the two ends is a1 [12]:

a1 =
1
2
(h1 − l1 sin θ1) (14)

where l1 and h1 are the length and height of key blocks. According to the stress analysis,
the equilibrium relations between ∑FX = 0 and ∑FY = 0 are listed:

{
T1 = T2
q1w1 csc θ1 = Q1 + Q2

(15)

where T1 and T2 are horizontal thrust or extrusion forces between rock blocks, q1 is the
overlying load of the rock block, Q1 and Q2 are shear forces at the contact of rock blocks.

According to the “voussoir beam” theory, there is only horizontal compressive force
at the hinge area F [12], Q2 = 0. w1 is the vertical subsidence of point B during rotation, and
its formula is:

w1 = l1 sin θ1 (16)

Take the moment balance ∑ME = 0 for the action point E of horizontal extrusion pressure:

q1w1 csc θ1 ·
[

1
2

w1 cot θ1 + (h1 − a1) tan θ1

]
= T2 ·

(
h1 − w1 − 1

2
a1 − 1

2
a1

)
(17)

The expression of horizontal thrust T can be obtained from Equation (17):

T =
q1l1 · [l1 cos θ1 + (h1 + l1 sin θ1) tan θ1]

h1 − l1 sin θ1
(18)

The expression of Equation (18), which is transformed into containing i is:

T =
q1L · [cos θ1 + (i + sin θ1) tan θ1]

i − sin θ1
(19)

Substituting Lf, Lp, if, and ip can show that the horizontal thrust at the first and periodic
fracture of the damaged main roof is affected by the damage equivalent D, as shown in
Figure 7.

As shown in Figure 7, the horizontal thrust between key blocks decreases with the
increase in damage equivalent when the damaged main roof is broken for the first and
periodic fracture. The difference is that when the rotation angle is large, the decreasing
trend of the horizontal thrust of the first fracture is fast at first and then slow, and the larger
the rotation angle, the greater the decreasing degree (84%→91%), while the horizontal
thrust of the periodic fracture has no apparent decreasing trend. The decreasing degree is
mainly unchanged (94%) with the larger rotation angle.
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Figure 7. Influence of damage degree on horizontal thrust between key blocks. (a) First fracture of
the damaged main roof (b) Periodic fracture of the damaged main roof.

3.3. Conditional Formula of Main Roof Instability

The sliding and rotary instability conditions of the damaged main roof during the first
and periodic fracture are derived [44].

(1) Sliding instability of the damaged key block

The maximum shear stress of the damaged key block occurs at point E. To prevent the
structure from slipping instability at point E [12], it should meet the following requirements:

T tan ϕ ≥ Q1 (20)

where tan ϕ is the friction coefficient between rocks, Q1 is the shear force at point E, which
can be obtained from Equation (15):

Q1 = q1w1 csc θ1 (21)

The critical lumpiness ism of sliding instability is obtained respectively when the
damaged key block is broken:

ism =
sin θ1 + (sin θ1 · tan θ1 + cos θ1) tan ϕ

1 − tan θ1 tan ϕ
(22)

As shown in Figure 8, the critical lumpiness ism of sliding instability increases with the
increase in the rotary angle of the key block, and the larger the tan ϕ, the larger the growth
rate and the faster the growth rate, and the smaller the tan ϕ, the constant growth rate of
the critical lumpiness ism. Therefore, the smaller the friction coefficient is, the lower the
critical lumpiness of the main roof sliding instability is, and the smaller the influence of the
rotary angle is.

ism is substituted into Equations (11) and (13), respectively, and the relations between
critical loads qfsm, qpsm and D (damage variable) in two states are obtained:

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

q f sm = 10i2sm [σt ](1−D)

5−i2sm(2+11ν)

qpsm = 5i2sm [σt ](1−D)

15−i2sm

(23)
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i sm
h1 l
h1 l

Figure 8. The critical lumpiness of sliding instability of the damaged key block.

As shown in Figure 9, the critical load of key block sliding instability when the main
roof is broken for the first time is more significant than that of periodic fracture. Under
the same rotation angle, the critical load of the first fracture is about 8.3 times that of the
periodic fracture. In addition, the critical loads of both of them decrease with the increase
in damage degree, and the reduction degree exceeds 80%.

 
(a) (b) 

q f
sm

q p
sm

D D

Figure 9. Critical load of sliding instability of the damaged key block. (a) First fracture of the
damaged main roof (b) Periodic fracture of the damaged main roof.

(2) Rotation instability of the damaged key block

Excessive horizontal compressive force T between rock blocks leads to the crushing of
rock blocks at the corner and the instability of the whole key block [12], and the conditional
expression for the instability of rotation is:

T ≤ a1η[σc]D (24)

where η is the coefficient; [σc]D is the compressive strength of damaged rock mass, and its
value should be:

[σc]D = [σc](1 − D) (25)

where [σc] is the compressive strength of intact rock mass. Therefore, the critical load qrm of
the damaged key block for rotary instability is:

qrm =
η[σc](1 − D)(i − sin θ1)

2

2[cos θ1 + (i + sin θ1) tan θ1]
(26)
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As shown in Figure 10, the critical load of the damaged key block for rotary instability
decreases with the increase in damage equivalent, and the larger the rotary angle of the key
block, the smaller the critical load of rotary instability; while the larger the lumpiness of the
key block, the larger the critical load of rotary instability. Therefore, no matter what kind of
instability forms, the damage degree dramatically reduces the stability of key blocks.

 
(a) (b) 

q r
m

q r
m

i
i
i
i
i

D D

Figure 10. Rotary instability of the damaged key block. (a) Influence of the inclination factor
(b) Influence of the lumpiness factor.

4. Calculation and Analysis of the Interaction Mechanism of the Upper and Lower
Main Roofs

In the close coal seam group, when the underlying coal seam is mined under the gob
area of the overlying coal seam, it is necessary to consider the interaction between the
overlying broken main roof and the damaged main roof of the underlying coal seam.

4.1. Main Roof Mechanics Analysis of the Upper Coal Seam

The periodic fracture only needs to be considered to analyze the main roof of the
overlying coal seam because the first limit span is minimal compared with the whole
propulsion distance.

(1) Periodic fracture interval of the main roof of the overlying coal seam

As shown in Figure 11, cantilever beam model with periodic fracture of the main roof,
the limit span of periodic fracture of main roof beam in overlying coal seam Lup and the
lumpiness of fractured rock blocks iup are as follows:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

Lup =
√

3b
3

√
[σt ]

q + 1
5

iup =
√

3√
[σt ]

q + 1
5

(27)

 

Figure 11. Critical load of rotary instability of the damaged key block.
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(2) Sliding instability of the key block of the overlying coal seam

For sliding instability, similarly, the horizontal thrust Tup between key blocks can be
obtained when the main roof of the overlying coal seam is broken.

Tup =
q2l2 · [l2 cos θ2 + (h2 + l2 sin θ2) tan θ2]

h2 − l2 sin θ2
(28)

where q2 is load borne by the key block of the overlying coal seam, l2 and h2 are respectively
length and height of the key block, θ2 is the rotary angle of the key block. Thus, the critical
lumpiness iupm of rock mass sliding instability when the key block in the main roof is
broken can be obtained. The critical load qusm of sliding instability can be obtained by
substituting iupm into Equation (28). The expressions of the two are:

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

iupm = cos θ2 tan ϕ+sin θ2(1+tan θ2 tan ϕ)
1−tan θ2 tan ϕ

qusm =
5i2upm [σt ]

15−i2upm

(29)

(3) Rotary instability of the key block of the overlying coal seam

For rotary instability, similarly, the critical load qurm of rotary instability when the key
block of overlying coal seam is broken periodically can be calculated:

qurm =
η[σc]

(
iup − sin θ2

)2

2
[
cos θ2 +

(
iup + sin θ2

)
tan θ2

] (30)

4.2. Interaction between Key Blocks in the Main Roof of Overlying and Underlying Coal Seams

As shown in Figure 12, as the overlying coal seam has been mined, its main roof has
been broken, and the gob area has been compacted. When the underlying coal seam is
mined below its gob area, the key block of its broken main roof moves for the second time
with the movement of the overburden of the lower coal seam. According to the movement
relationship between them, five interaction forms are summarized (what is studied here is
the key blocks that are moving, not the blocks that have collapsed and stabilized):

(1) The fracture line of the main roof in the overlying coal seam is significantly advanced.
The rotation of the key block only acts on the local area in front of the damaged key
block of the lower layer, while most of the key block acts on the main roof that has not
moved, and the two key blocks that have moved only act locally.

(2) The fracture line of the main roof in the overlying coal seam is slightly ahead. The
rotation of its key block acts on most of the damaged key block of the lower coal seam,
while the other small parts act on the damaged main roof without movement, and the
interaction area of the two moving key blocks is large.

(3) The fracture lines of the main roof in the overlying and underlying coal seams overlap.
The rotation of the key block of the upper coal seam all acts on the damaged key block
of the lower coal seam, and the interaction degree of the two moving key blocks is
the strongest.

(4) The fracture line of the main roof in the overlying coal seam lags slightly, and the key
block rotates in most areas of the key block moving in the lower layer, while the other
small parts act on the key block broken in the lower layer. The interaction area of the
two moving key blocks is also large.

(5) The fracture line of the main roof of the upper coal seam lags by a large margin. The
rotation of its key block only acts on the local area behind the key block that has
moved in the lower layer, while most of it acts on the damaged key block in the lower
layer, and the two key blocks that have also moved only act locally.
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Figure 12. Interaction of the upper and lower main roofs with different properties.

4.3. Interaction Mechanical Model of the Upper and Lower Key Blocks with Different Properties

As shown in Figure 13, summarizing the above five interaction relationships, three
overlying and underlying key blocks interaction models are obtained: (1) The rotation
of the overlying key block acts on the front area of the underlying damaged key block;
(2) The rotation of the overlying key block acts on the underlying damaged key block;
(3) The rotation of the overlying key block acts on the rear area of the underlying damaged
key block.

 

Figure 13. Interaction mechanical model of the upper and lower key blocks with different properties.
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The key block of the upper coal seam moves because it is unable to bear the load
of its load layer, then its structure becomes unstable and turns around; the load value
qs transmitted downward by the key block is a specific value, the most fundamental is
whether this load acts on the key block in the underlying main roof or other areas. From
this analysis, it can be seen that when the fracture lines of the overlying and underlying
main roof overlap, the load transmitted by the upper key block acts on the key block in the
underlying main roof, which is the worst case of instability.

Therefore, this paper mainly studies the stability of the two key blocks in the case of
deterioration; that is, the lower damaged key block bears the effect of q + qs, first fracture
interval Lsf, periodic fracture interval Lsp, and lumpiness isf, isp:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Ls f = b
√

2[σt ](1−D)
q+qs

+ 2+11ν
5 , is f =

1√
2[σt ](1−D)

q+qs + 2+11ν
5

Lsp =
√

3b
3

√
[σt ](1−D)

q+qs
+ 1

5 , isp =
√

3√
[σt ](1−D)

q+qs + 1
5

(31)

For the sliding instability, similarly, the horizontal thrust Tst of the damaged key block
under the additional load of the key block in the overlying coal seam is obtained:

Tst =
(q1 + qs)l1 · [l1 cos θ1 + (h1 + l1 sin θ1) tan θ1]

h1 − l1 sin θ1
(32)

From Equation (22), when the key block in the main roof is broken, the critical lumpi-
ness is independent of the load value; thus, istm = ism. And substitute istm into Equation (22)
to obtain the relationship between critical load qsfs, qsps and damage variable D of key block
sliding instability when the underlying damaged main roof is broken for the first time
and periodically: ⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
qs f s =

10i2stm [σt ](1−D)

5−i2stm(2+11ν)

qsps =
5i2stm [σt ](1−D)

15−i2stm

(33)

For rotary instability, the critical load qsrm of rotation instability of the damaged key
block under the additional load of key block in the upper coal seam can be calculated:

qsrm =
η[σc](1 − D)(i − sin θ1)

2

2[cos θ1 + (i + sin θ1) tan θ1]
− qs (34)

Thus, the catastrophe condition formula for the instability of the damaged key block
when the overlying broken main roof and the underlying damaged main roof overlap
the fracture line is derived, the stability and the additional load transmitted of the key
block in the overlying main roof are considered, the following examples will describe the
application of this conditioning formula.

5. Analysis of Field Application Results

5.1. Geological Survey of Engineering Application Examples

As shown in Figure 14, the No. 4 coal seam of Swallow Mountain mine is firstly mined,
and its main roof has collapsed and compacted the gob area, while the underlying No. 3
coal seam is the coal seam being mined, and the vertical distance between the two coal
seams is 18.4 m, which belongs to the close-distance coal seams. The formulas in this paper
are all applied to study the interaction between two main roofs in close-distance coal seams,
so the theory is used to analyze the fracture step and block stability of the main roofs in the
case of coal seam mining.
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Figure 14. Generalized stratigraphic column of coal seam and strata.

The buried depth of the underlying coal seam is about 400 m, the main roof thickness
is 9.5 m, and its distance from the overlying coal seam is 5.0 m. According to Equation (7),
it can be seen that the damage depth of the floor caused by the mining of the overlying coal
seam is 8.77 m, so the damage depth of the main roof of the underlying coal seam is 3.77 m,
and the intact undamaged depth is 5.73 m. Therefore, the damage equivalent D of the main
roof is 0.397, which belongs to the local damage type.

The calculation shows that the main roof of the overlying coal seam bears the load of
0.864 MPa, the limit span of periodic weighting Lup is 14 m, the broken expansion coefficient
is 1.4 [12], and the maximum rotary angle is 5.7◦. The damaged main roof of the underlying
coal seam bears a load of 0.502 MPa. The ultimate span of the first weighting Lf is 40 m,
which is 22% lower than that of 51 m without damage, and the maximum rotary angle is
4.6◦; The ultimate span Lp of periodic weighting is 16 m, which is 24% lower than that of
21 m without damage, and the maximum rotary angle is 11.6◦.

5.2. Stability Calculation of the Upper and Lower Main Roofs with Different Properties

(1) Instability analysis of the main roof of the overlying coal seam

When mining the working face of the underlying coal seam, it is necessary to analyze
the linkage effect of the key blocks in the main roof of the two coal seams. To maintain
stability, the key block in the overlying coal seam will transfer the load to the damaged key
block in the underlying coal seam. For the damaged key block, this load is an additional
load. Therefore, firstly, the stability of the key block in the main roof of the underlying coal
seam is analyzed.

As shown in Figure 15a, for the sliding instability, the critical lumpiness of the key
block can be calculated as 0.41. Its bearing capacity is 0.375 MPa, which is insufficient
to bear the overburdened load. The sliding instability will occur, and the load value of
0.489 MPa will be transmitted downward. As shown in Figure 15b, for rotation instability,
it has a bearing capacity of 2.889 MPa at the maximum angle of 5.7◦, so rotation instability
will not occur.

(2) Instability analysis of the damaged main roof of the underlying coal seam

1© The first fracture of the damaged main roof
As shown in Figure 16a, when the damaged main roof is first fracture, for sliding

instability, its critical lumpiness is 0.39, corresponding to the bearing capacity of 1.405 MPa,
so the damaged key block will not occur sliding instability. As shown in Figure 16b, for
rotary instability, when the maximum rotary angle is 4.6◦, it has only a bearing capacity of
0.162 MPa, so the damaged key block will have rotary instability.
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Figure 15. Stability analysis of the main roof of the upper coal seam. (a) Sliding instability of the
upper main roof (b) Rotary instability of the upper main roof.
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Figure 16. Stability analysis of the first and periodic fracture of the damaged main roof. (a) Sliding
instability during the first fracture (b) Rotary instability during the first fracture (c) Sliding instability
during the periodic fracture (d) Rotary instability during the periodic fracture.

2© The periodic fracture of the damaged main roof
When the damaged main roof is fractured periodically, similarly, as shown in Figure 16c,

for the sliding instability, its critical lumpiness is 0.54, and its bearing capacity is 0.389 MPa,
so the sliding instability of the damaged key block will occur. As shown in Figure 16d, for
rotary instability, when the maximum angle is 11.6◦, it corresponds to the bearing capacity
of 0.898 MPa, so rotary instability will not occur.
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(3) Combined stability analysis of the upper and lower main roofs with different properties

According to the stability of the overlying and underlying main roofs, the critical load
curve is divided into three regions. Region I: joint instability region, and the upper and
lower key blocks are all unstable; Region II: stability judgment region, the lower damaged
key block remains stable under its own load (the load of the rock layer between the two
main roofs), but it bears the additional load, and its stability needs to be judged; Region
III: combined stability region, the upper and lower key blocks interact with each other and
remain stable.

1© The first fracture of the damaged main roof under the additional load
The upper main roof cannot keep itself stable and will transmit additional load down-

ward, so the damaged key block that is the first fracture will bear the additional load. As
shown in Figure 17a, there are three regions in the critical load curve of sliding instability.
When combined with this calculation example, the stability state of region II is judged.
From the above, the value of the additional load is 0.489 MPa, and the bearing capacity
of the damaged key block that is the first fracture is 0.903 MPa. Therefore, the sliding
instability of the damaged key block will not occur under the action of the additional load.
However, as shown in Figure 17b, the critical load curve of rotary instability only exists in
region I. That is, the two key blocks cannot maintain their own balance, and the support
needs to provide 0.829 MPa to ensure the balance.

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

i /

i /

Figure 17. Stability analysis of the first fracture of the damaged main roof when the two main roofs
interact. (a) Sliding instability during the first fracture (b) Rotary instability during the first fracture
(c) Sliding instability during the periodic fracture (d) Rotary instability during the periodic fracture.

The support bears a load of top coal mass and immediate roof (0.159 MPa) and
inhibits the rotary instability of the damaged main roof, with a total load of 0.988 MPa.
ZF12000/23/35 top coal caving support is adopted on-site, with the roof-control distance
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of 5.18 m and the bearing capacity of the support reaching 1.3 MPa. Therefore, during the
initial pressure, the support function of the support can keep the overlying and underlying
main roofs with different properties.

2© The periodic fracture of the damaged main roof under the additional load
Similarly, for the damaged key block that bears additional load and breaks periodically,

as shown in Figure 17, there are three regions in the critical load curve of sliding and rotary
instability. For the discrimination of region II, as shown in Figure 17c, it is known that
the instability of the overlying key block transmits a critical load of 0.489 MPa, and the
damaged key block cannot maintain its own stability and instability. Therefore, the support
of the working face needs to bear a total load of 0.761 MPa to maintain the stability of
the two key blocks; As shown in Figure 17d, it is known that the load is 0.898 MPa of the
damaged main roof to inhibit the rotary instability during periodic fracture, and there
is 0.396 MPa after bearing its own load layer. Therefore, the rotary instability will occur
under the action of additional load, but the support of the support is sufficient to maintain
its stability.

In this calculation example, the two main roof key blocks move jointly; the lower
damaged key block is prone to rotation instability with the first fracture of the main roof
and sliding instability when the main roof is broken periodically. Still, it can remain stable
under the support of the working face support, which also verifies the rationality of the
support selection.

5.3. Observation of Working Face Support Resistance

Observe the time-weighted mean resistance of the support in the 3215 working face
when mining the lower coal seam, as shown in Figure 18.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 18. Observation of the time-weighted mean resistance of the support in 3215 working face.
(a) Supports near the ends of the working face (b) Supports in the middle of the working face.

As shown in Figure 18a, the first pressure interval of the support near the end of the
3215 working face is 41.5 m, and the average periodic weighting interval of the first nine
times is 16.5 m. As shown in Figure 18b, the first pressure interval of the support in the
middle of the working face is 38.3 m, and the average periodic weighting interval of the
first nine times is 15.8 m. The results are close to the theoretical calculation. At the same
time, the variation range of ground pressure strength and pressure in the middle of the
working face is more significant than that in the end area, and the supports are in good
working condition. When the working face is weighted for the first time, the support bears
the maximum pressure and is close to the ultimate bearing capacity; When the working
face is weighted periodically, the support pressure is significant, but they are all within the
controllable range, which shows that the support selection is reasonable and verifies the
above calculation results.
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6. Conclusions

(1) The mining of the upper coal seam in the group of close-distance coal seams will
trigger damage to the floor. The formula for calculating the damage depth of the
floor is proposed, and the damage depth increases by 2.4 m for every 100 m increase
in burial depth; the cohesion and internal friction angle increase to double, and the
damage depth decreases to 0.62 times; the stress concentration coefficient increases to
double and the damage depth increases to 1.53 times.

(2) Four types of the damaged main roof of the lower coal seam are proposed, and
the mechanical models of the first and periodic fractures of the damaged main roof
are established. The limited span of the main roof during the first and periodic
fractures, the horizontal thrust of the key block, and the critical load of instability
are significantly reduced by the damage; however, there are differences in reducing
regularity under different loads rotary angles, and lumpiness.

(3) The mechanical model of the interaction mechanism and stability of the upper and
lower main roofs with different properties is established. When the fracture lines
of the upper and lower main roofs overlap, the stability of the damaged key blocks
is the lowest. There are three linkage stability regions in the critical load curves of
the two key blocks: joint stability region, stability judgment region, and combined
stability region.

(4) In the example of this paper, the damage equivalent D is 0.397 of the damaged main
roof, belonging to the local damage type. The first and periodic pressure interval
is 40 m and 16 m, decreasing by 22% and 24%, respectively, compared with the
no damage.

(5) A supporting load of 0.489 MPa is required to maintain the stability of the upper key
block, and the lower damaged key block is prone to rotary and sliding instability
during the first and periodic weighting, respectively. Thus, the supports need to
bear a total of 0.988 MPa and 0.761 MPa to maintain the stability of the two key
blocks simultaneously. The ground pressure data monitored on-site accord with the
calculation results.
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Abstract: High water usage is necessary while ore passes through the many stages of a mineral
processing plant. However, a dewatering system filters the final ore pulp product to remove the water,
which is reutilized in the previous processes. This step is fundamental to reducing the fresh new
water consumption. Usually, several tanks, pumps, and filters form a dewatering system—any failure
or shutdowns from those components disbalance the pulp flow. The waste of many tons of water and
ore products for a tailing dam is the worst consequence of a mass disbalance in a dewatering system.
This paper proposes an advanced regulatory control strategy composed of cascade and override
loops for a dewatering system. The main purpose is to increase the production period, even under
filter failure and changes in the inlet pulp characteristics. This control strategy is evaluated using
a digital model of a large-scale Brazilian iron ore processing plant. Two scenarios are investigated:
the simultaneous failure of two filters and disturbances in the flow and density of the thickener. The
simulation results show that the proposed control strategy could extend the period of operation of
the dewatering plant under failures in the disc filters and reject significant disturbances. For the
considered simulation period, the proposed solution increases the time to overflow by 72% when
compared to the previous control strategy. Thus, it is possible to avoid the waste of approximately
2448.36 tons of ore pulp that would be sent to the tailings dam.

Keywords: advanced regulatory control; dewatering process; zero waste

1. Introduction

Recycling water in the process industry is important from a sustainability point of
view. Mineral processing plants widely use dewatering systems to recover water and
partially dry the processed ore. This operation has two purposes: to ensure the simple
transport of ore and to reduce freshwater consumption [1]. The early stages of iron ore
processing consume large volumes of water. After the dewatering operation, approximately
90% of the process water is recovered for reuse [2].

Basically, three units of operation comprise a dewatering system. The first unit consists
of pulp thickening, in which the inlet pulp is separated into two products: clarified water
to be reused and thickened pulp containing a high level of solids (60% to 70% by weight).
The second unit is made up of buffer tanks, whose purpose is to temporarily store the
thickened pulp to minimize the flow difference between the previous stage and the next
one, i.e., the filtration stage. Filters comprise the third and last unit and are used to remove
part of the residual water so that the final product is approximately 90 wt% solids. For
instance, in [3], a maximum water recovery of 97% was achieved by treating the slurry
in a dewatering circuit with a combination of high rate thickener and press filter in a
chromite ore beneficiation plant. Due to the importance of water recovery, this operation is
fundamental, and it is monitored continuously to ensure maximum performance.
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Even when applying the best maintenance practices, equipment failure is an inevitable
event that can affect the productivity of an industry. In dewatering plants, filters frequently
present malfunctions that inhibit their use for several minutes to hours. These well-known
failures motivate the parallel positioning of filters to let them work simultaneously and
independently. Despite the alternative routes, when one or more filters suddenly fail,
the dewatering circuit needs to be adapted to the new temporary condition. In some
cases, buffer tanks are not enough to support the flow difference, and the thickened pulp
overflows into the tailings dam. This waste of valuable processed ore and water negatively
impacts key production performance and sustainability indices [4].

To control the dewatering process, it is essential to consider all subprocesses. However,
a significant part of the existing control approaches focus on just one specific part, such as
thickening [5–9] and pulp tanks [10,11]. These control strategies do not consider the effects
of a unit’s operations on other stages of the process. Furthermore, restrictions must be
respected for the safe operation of the process. For instance, tank levels must remain in safe
ranges, the pulp density must remain in a range that does not compromise the operation of
pumps and valves, and so on.

In this context, few academic papers address the control of mineral processing plants
by taking into account the effects of unit operations on the other stages. In [12], a mul-
tivariable controller, which combines fuzzy control and other strategies, was applied to
a thickener in an iron ore concentration plant. In that work, the effects of the underflow
flow rate and density variations, which cause problems in a subsequent flotation step,
were taken into account. The proposed control strategy seeks to reduce the variability of
these process variables so that the flotation stage’s efficiency is not impaired. Similarly,
an intelligent control strategy was proposed by [13] for an iron ore pumping circuit. In
that study, the control system attenuates flow and density disturbances at the entrance of a
passage box. The strategy allows the box level to fluctuate within the operating limits, re-
ducing the harmful effects of the disturbance on the efficiency of the hydrocyclone powered
by the box. On the other hand, in [14], a fault-tolerant fuzzy controller was designed to
manipulate the setpoints of the regulatory tank level in buffer tanks to control the storage
tank level. Since this strategy uses a natural language, the controllers are easily understood
by a nonspecialist. However, these controllers are difficult to tune and maintain.

In a practical way, advanced control solutions are still challenging to implement and
maintain in the mineral industry. According to [15], regulatory control strategies are still
dominant in this industry. Advanced control applications, such as predictive control,
can be found, though in considerably fewer numbers. The main reasons for the still rare
use of advanced control in the mineral industry are the lack of process models, the high
variability of the process and points of operation and the lack of trained professionals to
keep the system running. On the other hand, regulatory control strategies can be used
to control more complex processes, including the interactions and restrictions between
different stages. Techniques referred to as advanced regulatory control (ARC) can be
used [16]. These techniques are often implemented in addition to basic process controls.
Basic process controls are designed to meet the basic operating requirements of an industrial
plant. In contrast, ARC control techniques are normally added later to achieve better
performance and sustainability of the operation of a process. For instance, in [17], a
cooling water circuit controlled by an ARC controller obtained a 30% reduction in its
energy consumption. This type of application does not require the use of detailed process
models or the acquisition of new assets, as it can be implemented in the control systems
typically in use in the industry as a programmable logic controller (PLC). In [18], several
advanced control schemes were applied to pressure buffering control in industrial gas
headers. The goal was to reduce gas emissions and improve consumer stability. The
application of an adaptive model-based predictive controller in different mineral processing
operations was performed by [19]. The proposed controller enables significant performance
improvements compared to conventional control strategies for processes with long-time
delays and multivariable interactions.
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The main scope of this paper is to present a novel control strategy to automatically
adjust the dewatering system to minimize the loss of valuable materials into tailings
dams. An advanced regulatory controller is designed and compared to a traditional and
nonintegrated controller usually encountered on the shop floor. The primary purpose is
to enlarge the production period, even under random filter failure and dynamic changes
in the inlet pulp characteristics. This study is conducted via a dynamic simulator of a
large iron ore processing plant in Brazil. To the best of our knowledge, no control strategy
manipulates all dewatering stages, and our strategy is failure tolerant regarding faults
in filters.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the dewatering process is described, as
well as the current control strategy. In Section 3, the operational problems of the dewatering
plant under study are discussed. The proposed control strategy applied to the dewatering
process is presented in Section 4. The results attained using the proposed control strategy
are presented in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6, the conclusions are discussed.

2. The Dewatering System

In this section, we describe the dewatering process and the existing regulatory con-
trol strategy.

2.1. The Dewatering Process Description

The proposed control strategy is developed for a mineral processing plant of Vale S.A.,
a mining company in Brazil. In this process, water is mixed with iron ore. This mixture
produces a pulp, which goes through several unit operations. At the end of the process,
iron ore must be dewatered to be transported as a final product. The dewatering process
removes water from iron ore for reuse as process water [20].

The dewatering process is composed of three stages: (i) thickening, (ii) the transport
and storage of pulp, and (iii) filtration. The schematic diagram of the dewatering process
under study is shown in Figure 1. In this process, the pulp with low-grade solids (about
57.4 wt%) feeds a thickener (feed flow, qA). The thickener has a diameter of 35 m and
is designed to process up to 1957 m3/h of pulp. This equipment continuously makes a
solid–liquid separation, producing a clearer overflow and an underflow (thickened flow,
qU) with a higher grade of solids (about 65 wt%). The flocculant (anionic polyacrylamide)
is used to accelerate the sedimentation of the solids and ensure the recovered water with
turbidity around 200 NTU. The thickener is discharged using a centrifugal pump (BP-001),
and part of the material is recirculated. The estimated period of effective operation per year
is 7930 h.

Figure 1. The dewatering process.

After the thickening process, the pulp flows into three buffer tanks (TP1, TP2, and
TP3), with volume of 250 m3 each tank. Due to the high residence time, agitators are used
to prevent the sedimentation of particles. Pumps BP-005, BP-006, and BP-007, at the outlet
of each buffer tank, regulate the pulp flow that goes to the storage tank (TA). All tanks have
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a level measurement, and in the case of overflow, all material is wasted on the tailings dam.
In this case, the plant operation must be stopped.

Pulp from the storage tank feeds a set of vacuum disc filters (filters feed flow, qFDK)
through eight export pumps (BP-00K). The filtering unit provokes a negative differential
pressure, which makes the pulp pass through a semipermeable membrane designed to
hold almost all the solids and leave the clearer water to pass through [2]—the solid deposit
on the membrane increases, forming a cake. After the cake is thick enough, the deposited
solids are removed by applying a positive differential pressure on the disc membrane. At
the end of this cycle, two products are yielded: a solid cake (93 wt% of solids) and the
filtrate (water recovered).

The filtering units, named FDk in Figure 1, have 12 discs with a diameter of 1.9 m
and a volume of 5 m3 in the pulp basins. These units operate independently and each unit
can process up to 190 m3/h of pulp. If a larger volume of pulp is pumped into the filters,
any excess material will leak into the basins and return via overflow pipes to the storage
tank (TA).

2.2. The Current Control Strategy

The current control strategy consists of the nonintegrated operation of the different
stages of the dewatering process. The closed-loop system is depicted in Figure 2. Signal r
denotes the setpoint, u is the system inputs (manipulated variable), and y is the process
outputs (controlled variable). G(s) represents the system dynamics and C(s) indicates the
controller transfer function. The setpoints of the thickener underflow density, thickener
outflow, and buffer tank level are modified over time by a human operator. In addition,
the operator constantly monitors the storage tank level (HTA) to prevent overflow into the
tailings dam if one or more filters fail.

Figure 2. Closed-loop control system.

Among the several strategies applied to control loops, the most used in the industry
for regulatory layer is the PID controller [21]. The main reasons for this are: it is easier
to maintain; there are few tuning parameters; offers good performance and robustness
regardless of operating point [22]. There are five regulatory control loops in the current
control strategy: FIC02, DIC01, LIC03, LIC04, and LIC05. The FIC02 loop controls the
thickener outflow (qU), and the DIC01 controls the thickener underflow density (ρU). These
loops make up a cascading structure, where the master loop is DIC01 and the slave is FIC02.
The LIC03, LIC04, and LIC05 loops manipulate the respective frequency bump to control
the levels of the buffer tanks TP1, TP2, and TP3. For these loops, the regulatory controller
setpoints are defined by the human operator. Table 1 shows the PI controller parameters
for the loops used in the current control strategy with the respective filter time constant
(λ). These controllers are defined using the method proposed by [23]. For all loops, the PI
controller considered in this paper is formulated as

C(s) = Kp

(
1 +

1
Tis

)
, (1)

where Kp and Ti are the proportional gain and integral time, respectively.
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Table 1. PI parameters of the current control strategy.

Loop Kp Ti λ

FIC02 0.07 2.25 1.88
DIC01 −65.83 1382.30 30.00

LIC03/04/05 24.24 66.00 10.00

3. Problem Description

As described in Section 2, the dewatering plant is composed of subprocesses. The first
subprocess consists of pulp thickening. Then, the pulp is transported and stored in tanks,
which have volumes capable of absorbing variations in the process flow. These tanks feed
the filtration stage, which removes residual water, delivering ore with low moisture content.

The current control strategy consists of a nonintegrated operation. Thus, it does not
take into account the effects of unit operations on the other stages of the process. Beyond
that, the control strategy does not consider a global objective. Thus, the operation of the pro-
cess can be severely impaired. In addition, constraints must be respected. For instance, the
pulp density must remain within a range that does not compromise the pump’s operation.

The main problem in the dewatering process under study is the frequent failure of
the disc filters. To illustrate this problem, consider data from 2520 h of operation of the
filter units. During this period, for a total of 1498 h, i.e., 59.4% of the time, at least one
filter was out of service due to a failure condition. For this period under failure, Figure 3
shows the percentage of the number of filters that had problems. Note that 64.6% of
the time, failure occurred in only one disc filter; 27.4% of the time, the failure occurred
in two filters simultaneously. The high frequency of failure has a direct impact on the
productivity of the dewatering plant. In this way, the implementation of a control strategy
capable of maintaining the operation of the process even in the event of disc filter failure
becomes essential.

Figure 3. Percentage of filter failures.

Upon failure of the disc filters, several variables can simultaneously affect the dewa-
tering process. Thus, the human operator cannot act according to the overall context of
the process. In this context, the operational problem is as follows: In the case of disc filter
failure, the filter feed pump stops, and it is not possible to empty the pulp into the filters,
causing the level of the TA tank to increase. This leads to overflow of tank TA, which causes
tons of concentrated pulp to be lost to tailings dams every year.

To overcome this operational problem, the control system should consider the several
variables of the dewatering process and their interactions. The control solutions proposed
in this paper consist of an ARC strategy used to reduce the loss of iron ore concentrate into
the tailings dam by keeping the level of the TA tank within its operational limits, especially
under disc filter failure.
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4. The Proposed Control Strategy

This section describes the proposed ARC strategy. Initially, the variables and loops
used in the proposed control of the dewatering process are described. Then, the proposed
control strategy is presented.

4.1. Variables and Loops of the Proposed Control Strategy

A simplified diagram of the dewatering process with the loops defined for the pro-
posed control strategy is shown in Figure 4. For the sake of simplicity, the buffer tanks
(TP1, TP2, and TP3) are represented by only one block (TPN). In the proposed control
strategy, the outlet flow of the thickener (qU) comprises a slave loop of a cascading struc-
ture. The master loop of this structure is the result of an override control composed of the
average level of the buffer tanks (HTP) and the minimum and maximum restrictions on
the thickener underflow density (ρU). In addition, according to Figure 4, the outlet flow of
the buffer tanks is the result of the action of an override controller consisting of the storage
tank level (HTA) and minimum and maximum restrictions on the level of each buffer tank
(HTP1, HTP2 and HTP3). For the sake of simplicity, in the simplified diagram shown in
Figure 4, the level loops associated with the storage tank are represented by LIC0X, whereas
the minimum and maximum restrictions on the level loops related to the buffer tanks are
represented by LIC0Y and LIC0Z, respectively.

Figure 4. Simplified diagram of the dewatering process.

In this way, there are seven process variables that must be controlled: the thickener
underflow density (ρU), the flow rate of the thickener underflow (qU), the level of each
buffer tank (HTP1, HTP2 and HTP3), the average level of the buffer tanks (HTP) and the
storage tank level (HTA). As manipulated variables (MVs), the following variables are
initially considered: the thickener underflow pump frequency (BP-001), the setpoint of
the thickener outlet flow, the frequency pump (BP-005/6/7) of each buffer tank, and the
frequency of the export pumps (BP-00K). These MVs are analyzed below:

• Thickener underflow pump frequency: This variable is coupled to the density of the
underflow (ρU), the level of the three buffer tanks and, consequently, the average level
of these tanks (HTP).

• Setpoint of the thickener outlet flow: This variable is the setpoint of the slave loop
of the cascade structure and is the result of the override control between the average
level of the buffer tanks (HTP) and the minimum and maximum restrictions on the
thickener underflow density (ρU).

• Frequency of the buffer tank pumps: Each of the pumps is coupled with the respective
level of the buffer tank (HTP1, HTP2 and HTP3). In addition, the pumps are coupled to
the storage tank level (HTA).

• Frequency of the export pumps: Considering the increase in the storage tank level
(HTA), it is necessary to increase the export flow (qFDK) and to pump more pulp into
the filter. The filter has limited dewatering capacity, which means that pulp overfeed
results in overflow of the filter; all overflowed material returns via overflow lines
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(qT), as illustrated in Figure 4. Therefore, the frequency of the export pumps is not
considered an MV but rather a disturbance.

According to the analysis of the MVs, the degree of freedom of the system is reduced.
Now, there are five MVs to control seven process variables (PVs). In this way, the correct
assignment of MVs and PVs becomes essential for adequate operation of the process.

With the reduced degree of freedom, the proposed control approach uses a constraint-
based strategy. This advanced regulatory controller is composed of PI controllers using
override algorithms, connected in a cascade structure. In all cases, it is assumed that pumps
are at the outlets of the buffer tanks.

Table 2 summarizes the input and output variables for the defined scope of the
dewatering control system, as well as the respective loops associated with these variables.
Note that the buffer tank loops have three MVs associated with the override controller.
For example, for buffer tank TP1, the loops are LIC03, LIC06 and LIC09. These loops are
associated with the storage tank (u5), the minimum (u6) and the maximum (u7) restrictions
of the level of this tank, respectively. More details about the dewatering control system
loops are presented below.

Table 2. Loops of the dewatering system.

Loop

Manipulated
Variables

Controlled
Variables

Variable Name Variable Name

FIC02 u1
BP-001

frequency
y1

Thickened
flow

DIC01 u2

SP thickener
outlet flow

y2 Underflow
densityDIC02 u3

y2

LIC02 u4 y3
Average
level TPs

LIC03 u5 BP-005
frequency

y7 TA level
LIC06 u6 y4 TP1 levelLIC09 u7 y4

LIC04 u8 BP-006
frequency

y7 TA level
LIC07 u9 y5 TP2 levelLIC10 u10 y5

LIC05 u11 BP-007
frequency

y7 TA level
LIC08 u12 y6 TP3 levelLIC11 u13 y6

4.2. The Proposed Control Using Cascade and Override Structures

The storage tank level (HTA) is controlled by manipulating the flow rate through
pumps BP-005, BP-006 and BP-007, as illustrated in Figure 5. In nontypical operating
conditions, such as the shutdown of one export pump, BP-00K, there is an imbalance
between the flows qFDK and qTA. In this way, the pumps BP-005, BP-006 and BP-007
decrease the flow rate qTA, keeping the storage tank level HTA close to the setpoint. Thus,
with the flow through the pumps reduced, there is an imbalance between the flows qTA
and qU , raising the levels of the buffer tanks TP1, TP2 and TP3. In this case, the proposed
control strategy uses maximum and minimum level restriction controllers to prevent the
operating limits from being exceeded in each of the buffer tanks. According to Figure 5,
for each buffer tank pump (BP-005, BP-006 and BP-007), there are three controllers whose
outputs are connected by means of the selectors f2, f3 and f4, respectively.
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Figure 5. Proposed control strategy—pulp storage and transportation.

Algorithm 1 describes the operation of the selectors f2, f3 and f4. To understand this
algorithm, consider the control of pump BP-005: Under normal operation, the signal that
controls the frequency of pump BP-005 is the output of controller LIC03 (u5), which controls
the HTA level. If the buffer tank level, HTP1, reaches a maximum or minimum threshold,
LIC03 will no longer control HTA and will be manipulated by controller LIC06 (u6) or LIC09
(u7) to keep the HTP1 level at its maximum or minimum value, respectively. A similar
operation occurs for the BP-006 and BP-007 pump controllers. Table 3 summarizes the
control loops and their respective variables of the buffer tanks.

Algorithm 1 Override selector—pumps BP-005/6/7.

1: if u7/10/13 > u5/8/11 then
2: uselected = u7/10/13;
3: else if u6/9/12 < u5/8/11 then
4: uselected = u6/9/12
5: else
6: uselected = u5/8/11
7: end if

Table 3. Control loops of the buffer tanks.

Loop Description Tank MV PV

LIC03
Storage tank level controllers TA

u5 y7
LIC04 u8 y7
LIC05 u11 y7

LIC06 Minimum level restriction
controllers for each buffer tank

TP1 u6 y4
LIC07 TP2 u9 y5
LIC08 TP3 u12 y6

LIC09 Maximum level restriction
controllers for each buffer tank

TP1 u7 y4
LIC10 TP2 u10 y5
LIC11 TP3 u13 y6
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Note that the control structure described provides selectivity to the system since only
the pumps connected to buffer tanks operating under normal conditions control the storage
tank level. Note also that the level control of the buffer tanks is carried out using pumps
BP-005, BP-006 and BP-007. These controllers are activated only when the operational
limits of the buffer tanks are reached. In this way, under normal operating conditions, the
proposed control strategy uses the flow rate of the underflow of the thickener as the MV to
control the buffer tank levels. This strategy is illustrated in Figure 6, where LIC02 controls
the average level of the buffer tanks, HTP. In addition, loops DIC01 and DIC02 are related
to the minimum and maximum density restriction controllers, respectively.

Figure 6. Proposed control strategy—thickening.

According to Figure 6, loops LIC02, DIC01, and DIC02 comprise an override control,
which is the master loop of the cascade structure. Moreover, FIC02 is the slave loop of this
cascade structure. The control action of the override control of loops LIC02, DIC01, and
DIC02 is selected according to the selector f1, which is described in Algorithm 2. In this
algorithm, signals u4 and u3 represent the MV of the maximum (DIC02) and minimum
(DIC01) density restriction controllers, respectively. These controllers have direct action,
and signal u4 tends to saturate at its minimum value, while signal u3 tends to saturate at
its maximum value. The signal of the medium level controller of the buffer tanks u2 has a
reverse action and is the predominant signal as long as all restrictions are met. The buffer
tanks, despite being decoupled from each other, are kept at very similar levels, as the loop
LIC02 controls the medium level of these tanks. Table 4 summarizes the control loops and
their respective variables of the thickener.

Algorithm 2 Override selector—pump BP-001

1: if u4 > u2 then
2: uselected = u4;
3: else if u3 < u2 then
4: uselected = u3;
5: else
6: uselected = u2
7: end if
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Table 4. Control loops of the thickening.

Loop Description MV B

LIC02
Buffer tank medium

level controller
(master)

u2 y3

DIC01
Minimum density

restriction controller
(master)

u3 y2

DIC02
Maximum density

restriction controller
(master)

u4 y2

FIC02 Underflow flow rate
controller (slave) u1 y1

Under normal operating conditions, the density value of the underflow stays within
the operating limits; thus, signal u4 (DIC02) saturates at the minimum value and u3 (DIC01)
saturates at the maximum value. At the same time, signal u2 (LIC02) remains within these
limits, defining the flow rate of pump BP-001. For example, according to the override
selector presented in Algorithm 2, if the maximum density limit is reached, control signal
u4 increases, and when the control signal becomes larger than signal u2, it becomes the
signal effectively applied in FIC02.

Table 5 shows the PI controller parameters for all loops used in the proposed control
strategy with the respective filter time constant (λ). All controllers were defined using
the method proposed by [23]. Note that for density loops, the same PI controller is used
for the minimum and maximum constraints of the override control. We use the same
parameters for the controllers because the minimum and maximum density loops have
similar dynamics and are independent of the operating point. The same is true for the buffer
tank level and storage tank loops. Note also that for the proposed control strategy, the
same parameters of the PI controllers of the current and nonintegrated strategy described
in Section 2.2 (DIC01, FIC02, LIC03, LIC04 and LIC05) are used. As the control objective is
the same, the same controller parameters are used in both strategies. Thus, the performance
of the two control strategies presented are evaluated under the same controllers.

Table 5. PI parameters of the proposed control.

Loop Kp Ti λ

FIC02 0.07 2.25 1.88
DIC01/02 −65.83 1382.30 30.00

LIC02 1372.60 86.00 15.00
LIC06-11 −29.55 9014.00 50.00

LIC03/04/05 24.24 66.00 10.00

5. Results and Discussion

In this section, the results obtained with the proposed control strategy through dy-
namic simulations are presented. The proposed control was implemented in Simulink ®, and
the simulation of the dewatering process was developed using the commercial simulator
IDEAS ® (Andritz Automation). All elements of the dewatering process under study were
modeled using the principles of mass and energy conservation and population balance.

The framework used to evaluate the control strategy works via an OPC (open platform
communication) connection between Simulink (OPC client) and the IDEAS dynamic process
simulator. In this framework, the OPC works as a bridge between IDEAS and Simulink.
The OPC client uses the OPC server to obtain data from or send commands to the simulator.
Figure 7 illustrates the framework of the control system with the simulator.
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Figure 7. Schematic diagram of the simulation framework.

As presented in Section 3, data from 2520 h of operation of the filter units were
analyzed and classified. According to Figure 3, for 92% of the time under failure, at most
2 filters were stopped. Due to its relevance, the scenario with the simultaneous failure of
two filters was chosen to evaluate the proposed control. In addition, the scenario with
disturbances in the flow rate and density of the thickener was evaluated.

5.1. Case 1: Two Filters Fail

At time t = 0 h, the stopping of two filters of the dewatering process is simulated. The
aim is to analyze how long the plant could operate without a complete shutdown due to
the overflow of the storage tank (TA). Figure 8 shows the main process variables of the
proposed and current control strategies. The MVs are illustrated in Figure 9. Because the
outputs of the controllers are subject to selector override control, the variable us is used to
highlight the signal actually selected and applied to the actuators. For the sake of simplicity,
the loops for tanks TP2 (u8,9,10) and TP3 (u11,12,13) are omitted in all cases since they present
similar characteristics to the loop of tank TP1.
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Figure 8. Process variables—filter failure case, (a) density of the underflow, (b) flow rate of the
underflow, (c) level—storage tank, (d) average level—buffer tanks.
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Figure 9. Manipulated variables—filter failure case, (a) setpoint of loop FIC02—proposed control,
(b) Setpoint of loop FIC02—current control, (c) BP-005 frequency (TP1)—proposed control, (d) BP-005
frequency (TP1)—current control.

According to Figure 9c, under the failure of two filters, the LIC03/04/05 loop con-
trollers of the proposed strategy quickly restrict the frequency of the pumps to keep the
storage tank level at its setpoint. Because these pumps are also coupled to the buffer tanks,
at the moment the pump frequency is reduced, the level of the buffer tanks tends to rise
as shown in Figure 8d. In addition, the controller of loop LIC02 is tuned to maintain the
average level of the buffer tanks at its setpoint; thus, the thickener underflow flow rate
is quickly reduced, as shown in Figure 8b. Moreover, according to Figure 8a, with the
reduction in the flow rate qU , the underflow density starts to rise toward the upper limit
of restriction. When this limit is reached at t = 0.4 h, the master controller becomes the
maximum density restriction loop (DIC02), signal u4. Thus, the DIC02 loop defines the
setpoint for the underflow flow (slave) loop (FIC02), as shown in Figure 9a. In this case, the
average level of the buffer tanks starts to rise.

When the level of the buffer tanks reaches the limit, at time t = 4.7 h, the maxi-
mum level restriction loops (LIC09/10/11) take control over the pumps (BP-005/6/7); see
Figure 9c. At this moment, it can be seen that the density and level restrictions have been
reached, and there is no MV capable of controlling the level of the storage tank, causing its
level to rise until overflow occurs at time t = 5.1 h, as shown in Figure 9c.

Because the current control strategy consists of a nonintegrated operation, the storage
tank level increases rapidly, as shown in Figure 8c. Note also that although the storage
tank overflows, there is no action from the control system, as there is no integration to take
into account the effects of unit operations in the other stages of the process. According to
Figure 8a, there are no changes in the underflow density. However, because the overflow
of storage tank TA occurs due to the failure of the filters, tons of products are destined
for the tailings dam. Thus, in this case and from the practical point of view, maintaining
the underflow density at the setpoint means that ore pulp will be wasted, which directly
impacts the plant’s productivity. The nonalteration of the underflow flow rate and buffer
tank levels, respectively, shown in Figure 8b,d, is also directly related to the waste of ore
pulp into the tailings dam. Figure 9b shows the setpoint for the underflow flow (slave) loop
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(FIC02) for current control. As expected, there is no change in this flow rate because the
control strategy is not integrated. For the same reason, a similar result is obtained at the
pump frequency of BP-005, shown in Figure 9d.

For the period of operation analyzed, Figure 10 shows a duration of filter failure
corresponding to 92% of the time under the failure of up to two filters. Note that when two
filters fail simultaneously, 87.1% of the stoppages last less than three hours and 95.5% of
the failures last less than 5 h. Thus, the proposed control strategy is able to guarantee the
continuity of operation in the majority of failure cases.

� � � �

Figure 10. Failure time of two filters.

According to Figure 9d, in the current control strategy, the flow at the outlet of tank
TP1 is 72 m3/h. The same is obtained for the other TP2 and TP3 tanks. Therefore, the
total flow to the storage tank (TA) is 216 m3/h. Assuming the ore pulp density equal
to 2267 kg/m3 and that the proposed control strategy took 5 h more to overflow, under
these operating conditions, it can be concluded that it is possible to avoid the waste of
approximately 2448.36 tons of ore pulp that would be sent to the tailings dam.

5.2. Case 2: Disturbances

The proposed control strategy is now evaluated under process disturbances. Distur-
bances in the flow rate and density of the fed material are illustrated in Figure 11. At time
t = 0 h, an increase of 10% in the thickener feed rate (qA) is introduced into the system. At
t = 1 h, the feed flow returns to the initial value, and a 10% decrease occurs at time t = 2 h.
At t = 3 h, the feed flow returns to the initial value and remains there until the end of the
simulation. At t = 4 h, the feed density (ρA) increases by 4% before returning to the initial
value at t = 5 h.
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Figure 11. Thickener feeding disturbance.
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Figure 12 shows the main process variables under the proposed control strategy and
current control. The MVs are illustrated in Figure 13. The variable us is used to highlight
the signal actually selected and applied to the actuators. Again, for the sake of simplicity,
the signals of the loops for tanks TP2 (u8,9,10) and TP3 (u11,12,13) are omitted for the same
reasons already discussed.
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Figure 12. Process variables—thickener feeding disturbance, (a) density of the underflow, (b) flow
rate of the underflow, (c) level—storage tank, (d) average level—buffer tanks.

Variations in the flow rate and density of the thickener cause disturbances in the
density of the underflow. Because the density of the underflow is a constraint variable, for
the proposed control strategy, the controllers of loops DIC01 and DIC02 are not used at
any time, as the maximum and minimum density restrictions have not been reached (see
Figure 12a). The maximum and minimum density limits are defined by specialists in the
plant operation.

The underflow density presents an oscillatory characteristic due to the integrated
control strategy. Even so, according to Figure 12c, storage tank TA does not overflow due
to the disturbance. However, for the current and nonintegrated control, the storage tank
level overflows according to the variation in the feed flow rate. According to Figure 12b,
the underflow flow rate does not change under the proposed control strategy for any
disturbances. For the current and nonintegrated control, it is observed that the flow rate
varies by approximately 150 m3/h, which causes variations in the average level of the
buffer tanks, as shown in Figure 12d.
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Figure 13. Manipulated variables—thickener feeding disturbance, (a) setpoint of loop FIC02—
proposed control, (b) setpoint of loop FIC02—current control, (c) BP-005 frequency (TP1)—proposed
control, (d) BP-005 frequency (TP1)—current control.

The MVs for the process under disturbance are shown in Figure 13. Note that for the
proposed control strategy, there are no significant variations in the frequency of pumps
BP-001 and BP-005. On the other hand, despite the variations in these variables, the current
and nonintegrated strategies are not able to avoid storage tank overflow.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a control strategy for an iron ore concentrate dewatering process was
developed and evaluated by employing a dynamic model. The proposed strategy, based on
ARC, could extend the operation period of the dewatering plant under disc filter failure. In
the two-filter failure scenario, the time to storage tank overflow increases by approximately
5 h. This result indicates that the proposed control strategy has the potential to avoid
material waste of approximately 2448.36 tons. In addition, the control strategy was also
able to compensate for disturbances in the thickener feed rate and thickener feed density.
Comparing the proposed strategy with the current and nonintegrated control strategies,
it was observed that the proposed approach was able to control the average level of the
buffer tanks by performing smoother manipulations in the underflow flow rate of the
thickener. Smooth changes in the underflow flow rate allow for a more stable thickener
operation, reducing the chance of low levels of the thicker layer and fewer variations in
flocculant dosage. In addition, abrupt variations in density can impair the performance
of filters that directly correlate to the density of the feed pulp. As demonstrated in the
results, the proposed control strategy was able to reduce the amount of pulp that goes
to the tailings dam. However, this control only postpones the overflow of the tanks, not
completely eliminating material losses. This will only be achieved with physical changes to
the process that require high investment. As future work, we intend to apply advanced
control strategies based on artificial intelligence in order to anticipate the effect of filter
failure. In addition, we will consider the effect of flocculant dosage on the thicker layer level.
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Abstract: During the mining process of the near-vertical seam, there will be movement and collapse
of the “roof side” rock layer and the “overlying coal seam,” as well as the emergence of the “floor
side” rock layer roof which is more complicated than the inclined and gently inclined coal seams,
which causes problems with slippage or overturning damage. With the increase of the inclination
of the coal seam, the impact of the destruction of the immediate roof on the stope and roadway
gradually becomes prominent, while the impact of the destruction of the basic roof on the stope and
the roadway gradually weakens. The destruction of the immediate roof of the near-vertical coal seam
will cause a large area of coal and rock mass to suddenly rush to the working face and the two lanes,
resulting in rapid deformation of the roadway, overturning of equipment, overturning of personnel,
and even severe rock pressure disaster accidents, all of which pose a serious threat to coal mine
safety and production. It is necessary to carry out research on the mechanical response mechanism of
the immediate roof of near-upright coal seams, to analyse the weighting process of steeply inclined
thick coal seam sub-level mining. A four fixed support plate model and top three clamped edges
simply supported plate model for roof stress distribution are established before the first weighting
of the roof during the upper and lower level mining process. The bottom three clamped edges
simply supported plate model and two adjacent edges clamped on the edge of a simply supported
plate model are established for roof stress distribution before periodic weighting of the roof during
the upper and lower level mining process. The Galerkin method is used to make an approximate
solution of deflection equation under the effect of sheet normal stress, and then roof failure criterion is
established based on the maximum tensile stress strength criterion and generalized Hooke law. This
paper utilizes FLAC3D finite element numerical simulation software, considering the characteristics
of steeply inclined thick coal seam sub-level mining. It undertakes orthogonal numerical simulation
experiment in three levels with different depths, coal seam angles, lateral pressure coefficient, and
orientation of maximum horizontal principal stress, and translates roof stress of corresponding
9 simulation experiment into steeply inclined roof normal stress. We conclude that the distribution
law of normal stress along dip and dip direction of a roof under the circumstance of different
advancing distances and different sub-levels. The caving pace of first weight and periodical weight
were counted under the effect of the roof uniform normal stress. It can better predict the weighting
situation of the working face and ensure the safe, efficient, and sustainable mining of coal mines.

Keywords: near-vertical coal seams; horizontally grouped top-coal drawing method; fracture modes;
coordinate conversion; the maximum tensile stress; the first fracture span; periodic fractures span
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1. Introduction

With the gradual depletion of coal resources in mines in Eastern China and the
contradiction between the coal resource exploitation and environment in the mines in
Central China, the focus of coal resource exploitation was changed from Eastern China to
Western China. Western China has a larger proportion of near-vertical (the seam inclination
is greater than 45◦ in China) and extremely thick coal seams (the thickness of coal seams
is greater than 8 m in China) [1,2], and the proportion continues to increase year by year.
The coal seams with an inclination angle of 85◦ to 90◦ are near-vertical coal seams, which
are widely found in Xinjiang, Anhui, Gansu, Inner Mongolia, Asturias in Spain, and the
Lorraine coal areas in France [3]. The amplitude is bent, twisted, upright, or inverted,
forming a nearly upright coal seam occurrence. The near-vertical coal seams are formed
after many tectonic movements and evolutions, and their geological conditions and stress
distributions are complex. The mining of a near-vertical coal seams forms a special coal
rock structure, which is significantly different from other inclined coal seams.

The research on the mechanisms of deformation and fracture of a roof is divided into
two approaches. In one approach, the goaf roof is simplified as an elastic beam, and the
theory of the elastic beam is used to study the deformation and fracture mechanisms [4].
Qian [5] established voussoir beam theory based on the overlying strata and discussed
the sliding-rotation stability condition of the voussoir beam structure. Song [6] analysed
the basic top movement and breaking law of the horizontal sub-section top coal caving
working face by using the rock slab theory and concluded that the pressure on the bottom
side of the working face is lower than the pressure on the roof side and has a hysteresis
phenomenon. Shi [7] analysed the difference of the coal caving process between the steeply
inclined coal seam and the gently inclined coal seam and carried out an experimental
study on the release performance of the broken top coal in the horizontal segmented top
coal mining of the steeply inclined and extra-thick coal seam, appropriately increasing the
segment height. Wang [8] studied the horizontal section height of steeply inclined fully
mechanized caving face and listed the problems and solutions after reasonably raising the
horizontal height. Cheng [9] used numerical calculation and similar simulation methods to
compare the rock movement laws in the process of top coal caving mining with inclined
layers and horizontal sections and believed that inclined layered mining could reduce the
collapse of surrounding rock and the intensity of surface movement. Lai [10] obtained
the range of pre-blasting and support by monitoring the loosening range of the top coal
and comparing the stress-strain law of the top coal in the advanced pre-blasting. Dai [11]
studied the rock movement mechanism of steeply inclined horizontal staged mining and
established a prediction model of surface movement. It is believed that with the mining
face being arranged layer by layer from top to bottom, the surface mobile basin has
the value of expansion and subsidence to the roof side, as well as the characteristics of
continuous accumulation. Cui [12] analysed the continuous disturbance effect of the
sub-section caused by the horizontal section mining, and it is believed that increasing
the thickness of the sub-section is conducive to weakening the impact on the lower sub-
section. Shabanimashcool [13] presented two analytical approaches for studying voussoir
beams by considering the horizontal loading condition of the beams. He [14] studied
the elastic foundation coefficient, the span, and the stiffness of the main roof effect on
the first fracture of the main roof with elastic foundation boundary. Guo [15] carried out
effective support resistance and roof support technology of a fully mechanized mining
face with hard roof conditions and thick coal seams. Yang [16] carried out evolution
characteristics of overburden caving and void during multi-horizontal sectional mining in
steeply inclined coal seams. He [17] carried out mechanism and prevention of rock burst
in steeply inclined and extremely thick coal seams for fully mechanized top-coal caving
mining. Su [18] conducted an experimental study on the rockburst and plate-pressing
process of granite using a true triaxial test system and obtained the acoustic emission
(AE) precursor characteristics of the instability of coarse-grained hard rock. Dong [19,20]
confirmed that the reduction of isotropic components and the increase of double even
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numbers can serve as precursors for rock fracturing development and proposed that
the anisotropic characteristics of wave velocity changes and AE event rates are useful
supplements for identifying rock fracturing. Chen [21] carried out collapse behaviour
and control of hard roofs in steeply inclined coal seams. Kong [22] carried out a stability
analysis of a coal face based on coal face-support-roof system in a steeply inclined coal
seam. He [23] carried out a true triaxial test system to conduct experiments on the rockburst
and plate-pressing process of granite and obtained the mechanisms and precursors of slip
and fracture of coal-rock parting-coal structure.

Although many experts and scholars have done a great deal of research on the min-
ing technology and equipment of steeply inclined and extra-thick coal seams, and have
achieved a series of results, there are few studies on the roof problems faced in the process
of mining of steeply inclined and extra-thick coal seams. Mining steeply inclined and
extra-thick coal seams safely and efficiently have become urgent problems to be solved in
the development of the Chinese coal industry. Many scholars generally believe that steeply
inclined and extra-thick coal seams have the following characteristics in the process of
mining. Firstly, during the mining process of the steeply inclined coal seam working face,
with the increase of the coal seam inclination angle, the sliding force of the surrounding rock
along the tangential direction (coal seam inclination direction) increases, and the normal
vertical stress decreases. Secondly, when the working face inclination angle exceeds the
natural repose angle of a caving rock accumulation, the caving broken rock will slide down
and roll along the floor of the working face, thus forming a migration law different from the
near-horizontal and gently inclined coal seam. Thirdly, along the working face inclination,
there is a large difference in the filling degree (the lower part is filled and compacted, the
middle part is filled, the upper part is not filled), and the gangue migration law. Fourthly,
along the inclined direction, the bearing pressure distribution shows asymmetrical features
with less stress because the pressure along the middle and upper part of the working face
is large, while the lower part of the working face is not filled. After the steeply inclined coal
seam working face is advanced for a certain distance, the floor rock strata within a certain
range will intensify and move to the mined space, resulting in an increase in the trend of
deformation and damage of the floor rock mass. If it is not restrained when the floor is
damaged, slips may occur and this slip damage area develops upward along the inclined
direction. This causes large-scale instability of the floor rock mass, resulting in a higher
likelihood of the destruction of the support system composed of the “roof-support-floor”
of the working face.

At present, the research on the equipment, technology, and surrounding rock control
of the horizontally grouped top-coal drawing method (HGTC) of steeply inclined and
extra-thick coal seams in China is not mature enough. The steeply inclined and extra-thick
coal seam has the characteristics of an area with a large amount of coal mined. The stress
concentrates around the stope and the higher degree and the mine pressure appears severe.
With the continuous increase of coal mining depth, the problems of mine pressure and floor
are more prominent, mainly in the following aspects: the side pressure of the roadway is
large and the maintenance of the mining roadway is difficult. In particular, the roof and
floor are unstable in large areas, and a large area of coal and rock mass can suddenly rush
to the working face and two roadways, which will cause rapid deformation of the roadway,
overturning of equipment, overturning of personnel, and even serious ground pressure
disaster accidents. This is can make coal mines unsafe because high-efficiency production
brings serious threats, therefore, it is very necessary to study the causes, forms and depths
of roof damage in steeply inclined coal seams.

2. Diagrams of the Logical Relation

In this work, the roof fracture regularity of the near-vertical and extremely thick coal
seams with HGTC was studied using the theory of an elastic thin plate. Four mechanical
models of the immediate roof were established based on the different mining conditions
before the roof fractures with the immediate roof assumed to be in a state of elasticity.
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The orthogonal experiment designs were used to analyse the normal stress distribution
of the immediate roof. The immediate roof normal stress distributions of the FLAC3D are
substituted in the four thin plate models. By introducing the fracture criteria, the four
models can be applied to simulate the fracture process of the immediate roof with HGTC.
The diagram of the logical relation of the article analysis process is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The diagrams of the logical relation.

3. Engineering Background

This work takes the Adaohai Mine as the research engineering background. Adaohai
Mine is in the southern margin of the Daqingshan Coalfield of the Yinshan Mountains, 15
km away from Salazi Station and 7 km away from Beijing-Tibet highway in Inner Mongolia
in China. The topography of the Adaohai Mine is very complicated, with steep cliffs, high
mountains, deep valleys, and V-shaped gully development. The bedrock is exposed, the
vegetation is very rare, and the coverage rate is low. The coal seams in the mining area are
nearly vertical, and the ground collapse area formed in the goaf is small, only a narrow
strip. However, with the gradual deepening of the mining depth, the range of ground
collapse expands. More than 70% of the mining area is dominated by conglomerate and
clastic rocks, with frequent phase changes, alternating fluvial facies and peat swamp facies,
large changes in coal seam thickness, complex structure, and difficult to compare coal
layers. The coal measure strata in the mining area include two coal seam groups, CU2 and
CU4. The average dip angle of coal seams is 75◦, and the maximum is 86◦. The average
thickness of the coal seam is 26 m. The height of subsection is 16 m, shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Mining pattern and surface subsidence of Adaohai coal mine in China.

The coal mining method is horizontally grouped top-coal drawing method mining,
which developed from the flat slicing mining method. The difference between the two is
that the height of each group for the former is several times that of each slice for the latter.
The coal cutting method (mechanical cutting or blasting), similar to the method used in
flat slicing, is accepted at the bottom of each group of coal, while the top coal caves by the
aid of gravity. For a compact coal seam, which is hard to cave, a vibratory blast is used
before drawing the top coal. This mining method possesses apparent advantages, like high
monthly output for each working face and low divagate of roadways and so on, as shown
in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The diagrammatic sketch of HGTC.
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The lithology and thickness of the roof and the bottom are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The conditions of the roof and the bottom.

Roof and Bottom Lithology Thickness

Main roof Conglomerate 25 m
Immediate roof Sandstone 2.0 m

Floor Kaolin 4.4 m
Basic bottom Pebbly sandstone, Conglomerate 28 m

The ratio of the immediate roof thickness to the horizontal subsection height is 0.125.
This ratio, less than 0.2 and more than 0.01, satisfies the assumptions of the thin plate
theory [24]. Therefore, the thin plate mechanics models are introduced to analyse the stress
distribution of the roof in various HGTC mining conditions.

4. Mechanical Model for the Roof of the HGTC Mining Face

4.1. Pressure Characteristics of the Near-Vertical Coal Seam Mining Process

The top of the inclined thick seam working face is a composite roof which is composed
of rock stratums and coal seams. Because the strength of the coal seam is lower than the
strength of the two sides of the rock, the destruction, caving, and release of the roof coal
seam is preceded by roof rock, a large space is formed above the goaf. If the ratio of the goaf
filling is low, the rock activity above the working face is more intense. Because the coal seam
dip angle is large, the forces in the normal direction of the rock stratum (the interaction
forces between rock stratums) have great variation after coal seam mining. The normal
stress of the immediate roof adjacent to the exploitation space has an obvious change. The
stress in inclination direction and trend direction of rock stratum varies small, and the rock
layer above the top coal can form a relatively stable “articulated rock plate” and “pressure
arch” structure. The space of the goaf will gradually enlarge with the enlargement of
mining space, the “articulated rock plate” and “pressure arch” structure will gradually
change from a steady state to an unstable state and then will be destroyed. The main
fractures that form are bending break, rotation wreck, overall instability slipping, and
horizontal movement and so on. The change of stress state in the immediate roof will
directly influence the failure characteristics of the immediate roof.

The destruction of the rock layer is a combination of various forms of destruction in
the working face mining of the inclined thick seam. The rock layers near the mining space
(immediate roof and immediate floor) are more complicated, and the rock layers far away
from the mining space (main roof and main floor) are relatively simple. The reason is that
the stress field around the rock has become increasingly small with an increasing distance
from the mining space. Therefore, the damage of the immediate roof will directly influence
strata behaviour of the stope and laneway. Meanwhile, the working face pressure of the
inclined thick seam is more complex and more intense than other conditions of occurrence.

4.2. The Thin Plate Mechanics Model in Different Mining Conditions

When the first subsection was excavated, the immediate roof experienced the first
fracture and periodic fractures in sequence [25]. The four-edges clamped plate model
(model A) was applied to calculate the stress distribution before the first fracture phase,
as shown in Figure 4a. The three-edges clamped and forth-simple support plate model
(model B) was applied to calculate the stress distribution during the periodic phase, as
shown in Figure 4b.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 4. The mechanical model of the roof under different mining conditions (h is the subsection
height, a is mining length, and b is the width of immediate roof). (a) model A; (b) model B; (c) model C;
(d) model D.

When the first subsection was completed, mining began in the other subsections.
The upper edge of roof, close to the goaf of upper subsection, was simplified as simple
support. The immediate roof also experienced the first fracture and periodic fractures in
turn. The first model is the bottom-three-clamped edges simply supported plate model
(model C), and it was applied to calculate the stress distribution before the first fracture
phase, as shown in Figure 4c. The other model has two adjacent edges clamped on the edge
of a simply supported plate model (model D), and it was applied to calculate the stress
distribution during the periodic phase, as shown in Figure 4d.

Model A and model C boundary conditions correspond to the first subsection and
other subsection immediate roof first fracture event, respectively, and the first fracture
pace of the immediate roof is equal to the length of “a”. Model B and model D boundary
conditions correspond to the first subsection and other subsection of the immediate roof,
respectively, between immediate roof periodic fractures. The periodic fracture pace of the
immediate roof is equal to the length of “a”.

4.3. Disturbance Equation of the Mechanics Models
4.3.1. Galerkin Method

The bending problem of elastic thin plates can be solved directly and indirectly only
in a few cases. The Galerkin method is another energy method based on an extreme value
principle alongside a trigonometric series method [26].

The strain energy density of three-dimensional linear elastomer is [27]:

W =
1
2
(σ11ε11 + σ22ε22 + σ33ε33 + σ12γ12 + σ23γ23 + σ31γ31) (1)

where W is the strain energy density of linear elastomer, J; σ11, σ22, σ33, σ12, σ22, σ31 is
stress, Pa; ε11, ε22, ε33 is volume strain; γ12, γ23, γ31 is torsional strain.

For the small deflection bending of thin plates, according to the basic assumptions of
thin plate theory ε33, ε32, ε31, so its strain energy can be expressed as [27]

U =
�

v
WdV =

1
2

�
v

(σ11ε11 + σ22ε22)dx1dx2dx3 (2)

where U is the strain energy of linear elastomer, J.
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The relationship between the stress and strain of the thin plate and the deflection of
the plate can be obtained from the elasticity and Hooke’s Law [27]:

ε11 = −x3
∂2w
∂x2

1
, σ11 = − E

1−υ2 x3

(
∂2w
∂x2

1
+ υ ∂2w

∂x2
2

)

ε22 = −x3
∂2w
∂x2

2
, σ22 = − E

1−υ2 x3

(
∂2w
∂x2

2
+ υ ∂2w

∂x2
1

)
γ12 = −x3

∂2w
∂x1∂x2

, σ22 = − E
1+υ x3

∂2w
∂x1∂x2

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(3)

where, w is the deflection of elastic thin plate; υ is Poisson’s ratio; E is the elastic modulus, N/m2.
Substituting Equation (3) into Equation (2), the strain energy expressed by deflection

w after finishing is:

U =
E

2(1 − υ2)

�
v

x2
3

(
∂2w
∂x2

1
+

∂2w
∂x2

2

)2

−2(1 − υ)

[
∂2w
∂x2

1

∂2w
∂x2

2
−
(

∂2w
∂x1∂x2

)2]
dx1dx2dx3 (4)

Integrate Equation (4) along the direction of plate thickness h to obtain

U =
D
2

�
F

x2
3

(
∂2w
∂x2

1
+

∂2w
∂x2

2

)2

dx1dx2 − D(1 − υ)
�
F

[
∂2w
∂x2

1

∂2w
∂x2

2
−
(

∂2w
∂x1∂x2

)2]
dx1dx2 (5)

where, F is the length and width range of the elastic thin plate; D is the bending stiffness of
the elastic thin plate, D = Eh3/12(1 − υ2), N/m; h is elastic thin plates thickness, m.

For a rectangular plate with a fixed boundary, when w = 0 at the surrounding boundary,
the second term integral on the right of Equation (5) is 0, so the strain energy of the
rectangular plate with a surrounding boundary deflection of w = 0 is

U =
D
2

�
F

x2
3

(
∂2w
∂x2

1
+

∂2w
∂x2

2

)2

dx1dx2 (6)

If the plate is only subjected to the normal load P(x,y), the external force potential
energy is

V = −
�
F

P(x, y)wdx1dx2 (7)

where, V is the potential energy under the action of external force, J; P(x,y) is the load
distribution function of the elastic plate, Pa.

The combination of Equations (6) and (7) can obtain that the elastic potential energy of
the whole plate is

Π = U + V =
D
2

�
F

x2
3

(
∂2w
∂x2

1
+

∂2w
∂x2

2

)2

dx1dx2 −
�
F

p(x, y)wdx1dx2 (8)

where Π Is the elastic potential energy of elastic thin plate, J.
Potential energy of Equation (8) Π the extreme value w is the solution of the thin

plate bending problem. When the boundary condition of the thin plate is complicated,
it is difficult to directly solve the partial differential equation of the plate. The Galerkin
method uses the energy method to solve the partial differential equation of the thin plate.
In principle, the Galerkin method is the equivalent of applying the method of variation of
parameters to a function space by converting the equation to a weak formulation. Typically,
one then applies some constraints on the function space to characterize the space with
a finite set of basic functions [26]. The Galerkin method provides a powerful numerical
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solution for differential equations. To calculate the bending thin plate with the Galerkin
method, the deflection of thin plate can be written as

ω =
∞

∑
m=1

∞

∑
n=1

Amn ϕij (9)

where ϕij is the displacement function that meets all the displacement boundary conditions
and stress boundary conditions. Amn indicates undetermined constants that satisfy the
following: �

F

[
D∇4ω − p(x1, x2)

]
ϕijdx1dx2 = 0 (10)

The deflection equation of the four mechanical models is expressed in the space
Cartesian coordinate system (SCCS), in which the X-axis is along the strike direction of the
immediate roof, the Y-axis is along the inclined direction of the immediate roof, and the
Z-axis is along the normal direction of the immediate roof.

4.3.2. Disturbance Equation of Model A

Model A is shown in Figure 4a using the SCCS. The OL, LM, ON, and MN are clamped
by substance coal and rock. The boundary conditions of model A can be expressed as{

x = 0, x = a, ω = 0, ∂ω
∂x = 0

y = 0, y = b, ω = 0, ∂ω
∂y = 0 (11)

where ω is the deflection of thin plate, and a and b can be seen as constant.
According to the theory of elasticity [27,28] and the theory of plates and shells [29,30],

the deflection of the thin plate of model A should satisfy

∂4ω

∂x4 + 2
∂4ω

∂x2∂x2 +
∂4ω

∂y4 =
p(x, y)

D
(12)

where p(x, y) is the normal stress loading on the thin plate, N.
According to the Galerkin method and the boundary conditions of the four-edges

clamped plate, the deflection equation can be given by

ω1 =
∞

∑
m=1

∞

∑
n=1

A1

(
1 − cos

2mπx
a

)(
1 − cos

2mπy
b

)
, (m, n ∈ N+) (13)

where A1 is the undetermined constant of the model A, and m and n are positive integers.
Deriving Equation (12), substituting it into Equation (13), and then substituting the

result into Equation (10), the undetermined constants of the model A can be obtained as

A1 =
a3b3

4π4D
·

a∫
0

b∫
0

p(x, y)
(
1 − cos 2πx

a
)(

1 − cos 2πy
b

)
dxdy

3a4 + 2a2b2 + 3b4 (14)

4.3.3. Disturbance Equation of Model B

Model B is shown in Figure 4b using the SCCS. The OL, LM, and MN are clamped by
substance coal and rock, and the ON is simple support. The boundary conditions of model
B can be expressed as ⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
x = 0, ω = 0, ∂2ω

∂x2 = 0
x = a, ω = 0, ∂ω

∂x = 0
y = 0, y = b, ω = 0, ∂ω

∂y = 0
(15)
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According to the Galerkin method and the boundary conditions of model B, the
deflection equation can be given by

ω2 =
∞

∑
m=1

∞

∑
n=1

A2

(
1 − cos

2nπy
b

)
sin3 mπx

a
(16)

where A2 is the undetermined constant of model B.
Deriving Equation (12) and substituting it into Equation (16), and then substituting

the result into Equation (10), the undetermined constants of model B can be given by

A2 =
32a3b3

π4Dm3n3 ·

a∫
0

b∫
0

p(x, y)
(

1 − cos 2nπy
b

)
sin3 mπx

a dxdy

135(a/m)4 + 72(a/m)2(b/n)2 + 80(b/n)4 (17)

4.3.4. Disturbance Equation of Model C

Model C is shown in Figure 4c using the SCCS. The ON, LM, and MN are clamped by
substance coal and rock, and the OL is simple support. The boundary conditions of model
A can be expressed as ⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
y = 0, ω = 0, ∂2ω

∂y2 = 0

x = 0, x = a, ω = 0, ∂ω
∂x = 0

y = b, ω = 0, ∂ω
∂y = 0

(18)

According to the Galerkin method and the boundary conditions of model C, the
deflection equation can be given by

ω3 =
∞

∑
m=1

∞

∑
n=1

A3

(
1 − cos

2mπx
a

)
sin3 nπy

b
, (m, n ∈ N+) (19)

where A3 is the undetermined constant of model C.
Deriving Equation (12) and substituting it into Equation (19), and then substituting

the result into Equation (10), the undetermined constants of model C can be obtained as

A3 =
32a3b3

π4Dm3n3 ·

a∫
0

b∫
0

p(x, y)
(
1 − cos 2mπx

a
)

sin3 nπy
b dxdy

135(a/m)4 + 72(a/m)2(b/n)2 + 80(b/n)4 (20)

4.3.5. Disturbance Equation of Model D

Model D is shown in Figure 4d using the SCCS. The LM and MN are clamped by
substance coal and rock, and the OL and ON are simple support. The boundary conditions
of model A can be expressed as

{
x = 0, ω = 0, ∂2ω

∂x2 = 0; y = 0, ω = 0, ∂2ω
∂y2 = 0

x = a, ω = 0, ∂ω
∂x = 0; y = b, ω = 0, ∂ω

∂y = 0
(21)

According to the Galerkin method and the boundary conditions of model D, the
deflection equation can be given by

ω4 =
∞

∑
m=1

∞

∑
n=1

A4 sin3 mπx
a

sin3 nπy
b

, (m, n ∈ N+) (22)

where A4 is the undetermined constants of model D.
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Deriving Equation (12) and substituting it into Equation (22), and then substituting
the result into Equation (10), the undetermined constants of model D can be obtained as

A4 =
256a3b3

9π4Dm3n3 ·

a∫
0

b∫
0

p(x, y) sin3 mπx
a sin3 nπy

b dxdy

25(a/m)4 + 18(a/m)2(b/n)2 + 25(b/n)4 (23)

4.4. The Roof Fracture Criterion

When the elastic plate is deflected in the normal direction, the plate will be bent. In this
case, the surface of the plate can be simplified into a space curved surface. Because the edge
of the sheet is fixed, the arc length in each direction of the plate is greater than the length of
the two fixed edges. Because the length of the plate was increased, the stress state of the
plate will be mainly tensile stress. Generally, a rock has a high compressive strength and a
low tensile strength, and rock shear strength marks the middle of compressive strength
and tensile strength. Therefore, the theory of maximal tension stress was used to determine
the roof strata fracture.

σu = σ1 (24)

where σu is the ultimate tensile strength of rock, Pa; σ1 is the maximum tension stress of
the rock, Pa.

In this part, only the small deformations that occur in engineering structures will be
considered. The small displacements of particles of a thin plate will usually be resolved
into components dx and dy parallel to the coordinate axes x and y. These components are
assumed to be very small quantities varying continuously over the volume of the body.
Consider a small element dx and dy of a thin elastic plate (Figure 5). If the thin plate
undergoes a deformation and dx and dy are the components of the displacement of the
point 0, the displacement in the x-direction of adjacent point A on x-axis is dsx. In the same
manner, it can be shown that the displacement in the x-direction of adjacent point B on
x-axis is dsy. According to the principle of calculating the arc length, the dsx and dsy can be
expressed as: ⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
dsx =

√
1 + w′2dx =

√
1 +
(

∂w
∂x

)2
dx

dsy =
√

1 + w′2dy =

√
1 +
(

∂w
∂y

)2
dy

(25)

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. The deformation of the elastic thin plate, (a) without deformation; (b) small deformation.
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The authors shall use the letter ε for unit elongation. To indicate the directions of
strain, the same subscripts to these letters will be used as those for the stress components.
The unit elongation of the x-direction and the y-direction can be expressed as⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
εx = dsx−dx

dx =

√
1 +
(

∂w
∂x

)2 − 1

εy =
dsy−dy

dy =

√
1 +
(

∂w
∂y

)2 − 1
(26)

Based on the generalized Hooke’s law and the theory of elastic thin plate, the normal
strain of the thin plate can be ignored, i.e., the values of εz, τxy and τyz are zero; thus, the
stresses of the x-direction and the y-direction can be expressed as

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

σx = E
1−υ2

(
εx + υεy

)
σy = E

1−υ2

(
εy + υεx

)
τxy = E

2(1+υ)
γxy

(27)

Substituting Equation (26) into Equation (27), the relationship between the deflection of
the thin plate and the stress at the directions of the x-axis and the y-axis can be expressed as

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
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[(√
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)
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)]

σy = E
1−υ2

[(√
1 +
(

∂w
∂y

)2 − 1

)
+ υ

(√
1 +
(

∂w
∂x

)2 − 1

)]

τxy = E
2(1+υ)

γxy

(28)

Based on the theory of maximal tension stress, substituting the deflection equation
into Equation (28), and solving for the values of σx and σy, the immediate roof fracture
criterion can be expressed as the following:

If the max [σx, σy] < σu, then the immediate roof is intact.
If the max [σx, σy] = σu, then the immediate roof is the critical level of the fracture and

is intact.
If the max [σx, σy] > σu, then the immediate roof is fractured. The value of letter ‘a’ or

letter ‘b’ is the fracture span of immediate roof. The high of sub-level is a constant, therefore
the value of letter ‘a’ can be seen as the first or periodic fracture span of immediate roof.

5. The Stress Situation of the Roof through Numerical Simulation Analysis

5.1. Numerical Simulation Model

The boundary conditions and stress conditions were both required when the four
mechanics model defection equation was calculated. However, because the stress character-
istic of immediate roof was difficult to obtain from field measurement tests, FLAC3D was
used to calculate the normal stress in the immediate roof. To simulate the normal stress
distribution of the four proposed models, the hybrid boundary conditions are applied at
the boundary of the model. To study the normal stress distribution of the immediate roof
in HGTC, the models are created to simulate the excavation process of HGTC based on the
geological condition of the Adaohai Coal Mine.

The immediate roof consists of two or more strata with different lithological characters.
The stratums that have the similar mechanical properties are considered as one layer in
the simulation model. The Mohr−Coulomb criterion was used to determine the failure of
materials in the numerical simulation. Based on the lithological characteristics of Adaohai
Coal Mine, the model was simplified to 13 coal or rock layers, as listed in Table 2.
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Table 2. Primary mechanical parameters of the coal or rock stratum.

NO. Lithology
Thick-
ness/m

Density
Kg/m3

Bulk Modu-
lus/GPa

Shear
Modulus/GPa

Friction Angle/
Degree (◦)

Cohesion/
MPa

Tensile
Strength/GPa

1 Loose layer 20 2100 7.0 3.5 25◦ 5.5 1.6
2 Sandy mudstone Variable 2600 8.1 6.0 36◦ 18.8 3.5
3 Mudstone 48 2470 2.6 2.0 38◦ 4.5 1.0
4 Sandy mudstone 24 2450 8.1 6.0 36◦ 18.8 3.5
5 Medium sandstone 16 2430 10.9 6.9 31◦ 39.5 5.1
6 Sandstone 8 2600 4.9 3.7 30◦ 27.2 6.1
7 Mudstone 2 2430 2.6 2.0 38◦ 4.5 1.0
8 Coal seam 28 1330 1.2 0.8 28◦ 4.2 0.9
9 Mudstone 4 2400 2.6 2.0 38◦ 4.5 1.0

10 Sandstone 12 2450 4.9 3.7 30◦ 27.2 6.1
11 Medium sandstone 16 2650 10.9 6.9 31◦ 39.5 5.1
12 Sandy mudstone 24 2500 8.1 6.0 36◦ 18.8 3.5
13 Coarse sandstone 48 2500 12.5 9.4 35◦ 35.6 3.5

The normal stress distribution of the immediate roof is affected by many factors. Many
experiments are required to analyse these many factors. To simplify the simulation work-
load, the normal stress distribution of the immediate roof was analysed by the method of
orthogonal experiment design [31–33]. Three levels with different depths, coal seam angles,
lateral pressure coefficients, and maximum principal stress directions were considered in
the orthogonal experiment design to better illustrate the stress distribution of immediate
roof in HGTC, as listed in Table 3.

Table 3. The simulations of nine representative combinations, based on the orthogonal array L9 (34).

NO
Seam
Depth

Coal
Seams
Angle

Lateral
Pressure

Coefficient

Maximum
Principal Stress

Direction
Length Width Height

Blocks
Number

Grid Points
Number

1 100 m 65◦ 1 0◦ 277 m 200 m 120 m 553,750 586,921
2 100 m 75◦ 1.25 45◦ 257 m 200 m 120 m 516,250 550,685
3 100 m 85◦ 1.5 90◦ 239 m 200 m 120 m 515,000 549,155
4 300 m 65◦ 1.5 45◦ 277 m 200 m 120 m 553,750 586,921
5 300 m 75◦ 1 90◦ 257 m 200 m 120 m 516,250 550,685
6 300 m 85◦ 1.25 0◦ 239 m 200 m 120 m 515,000 549,155
7 500 m 65◦ 1.25 90◦ 277 m 200 m 120 m 553,750 586,921
8 500 m 75◦ 1.5 0◦ 257 m 200 m 120 m 516,250 550,685
9 500 m 85◦ 1 45◦ 239 m 200 m 120 m 515,000 549,155

The variety of mining depths, lateral pressure coefficients and the maximum horizontal
principal stress were simulated by applying the different boundary conditions to the
simulation model.

A positive correlation was found between the vertical stress and buried depth [34],
and different pressures were applied on top of model to simulate various mining depths.
The pressure was calculated using equation σH = γH, where σH is the pressure loading on
the top boundary of the model, H is the buried depth, and γ is the bulk density of stratum
(average value is 2.5 × 104 N/m3).

Based on the Mohr−Coulumb criterion and the mechanics of materials [35], the
maximum principal stress and its orientation can be calculated as⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩
σ1 = 1

2
(
σx + σy

)
+ 1

2

√
(σx− σy

)2
+ 4τxy2

σ2 = 1
2
(
σx + σy

)− 1
2

√
(σx− σy

)2
+ 4τxy2

α0 = 1
2 arctan

( −2τxy
σx−σy

) (29)
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where σ1 and σ2 are the maximum principal stress and minimum principal stress in the
plane, Pa; σx and σy are the stress loading along the x-axis and y-axis, Pa; τxy is the shear
stress in the plane, Pa; α0 is the orientation of the maximum horizontal principal stress,
degree.

The different maximum principal stress and its orientation angle were simulated using
the different boundary conditions. The relationship between the maximum principal stress
and the boundary stresses of the simulation model can be expressed as

{
σx = σ1 cos2 α0 + σ2 sin2 α0
σy = σ1 sin2 α0 + σ2 cos2 α0

(30)

where σx and σy are the stress loading on the left and right boundary of model, Pa.
To determine the relationship between the “σ1” and “σ2”, the statistics of six mines, a

total of 12 positions, and the in situ stress parameters were counted. According to the field
in situ stress test, the ratio of “σ1” to “σ2” was 1.74 to 1.96, with an average of 1.89, as listed
in Table 4; thus, the ratio of “σ1” and “σ2” in the orthogonal experiment design is 1.89.

Table 4. The in situ stress of the field measurement case in some mines in China.

In-Situ Stress Test Position Depth/m σ1/MPa σ2/MPa σH/MPa σ1/σ2

The rock cross-cut at mining level + 1126 at Adaohai Mine 367.5 18.03 10.9 9.25 1.95
The winch chamber at mining level + 1228 at Adaohai Mine 206.9 12.26 6.84 6.27 1.96
The No. 2-1022 tail entry at Ganhe Mine 461 16.18 8.38 11 1.93
The head entry of scope 2 at Ganhe Mine 529 14.78 7.92 12.77 1.87
The No. 2151 head entry at Tuanbai Mine 33 9.27 5.32 7.8 1.74
The No. 310 tail entry at Tuanbai Mine 405 12.37 6.7 9.67 1.80
The No. 10-1021 head entry at Huipodi Mine 367.9 9.32 4.99 8.77 1.87
The haulage roadway of east scope at Huipodi Mine 355.1 10.32 5.57 8.33 1.85
The central of 1051 lane yard at Pangpangta Mine 490 9.63 5.1 12.26 1.89
The No. 1092 tail entry at Pangpangta Mine 592 11.68 6.16 14.8 1.90
The main haulage roadway at Changping Mine 348.1 10.81 5.6 8.7 1.93
The first contact alley at Changping Mine 343.9 9.64 4.99 8.6 1.93

In this paper, the stress transferred method was used to simulate the real in situ stress
conditions. The boundary conditions for different models are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. The schematic diagram of the boundary condition.

The detailed boundary conditions of the numerical simulation model are shown in
Table 5.
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Table 5. The boundary conditions of the numerical model.

NO.
The Bottom of

Models
The Upper of
Models (Mpa)

The Negative
of x-Axis

The Direction of
x-Axis (Mpa)

The Negative of
y-Axis (Mpa)

The Direction of
y-Axis (Mpa)

1 Fixed 0.25 Fixed 0.32 Fixed 0.18
2 Fixed 0.25 Fixed 0.31 Fixed 0.31
3 Fixed 0.25 Fixed 0.27 Fixed 0.48
4 Fixed 5.25 Fixed 7.88 Fixed 7.88
5 Fixed 5.25 Fixed 6.78 Fixed 3.72
6 Fixed 5.25 Fixed 8.47 Fixed 4.65
7 Fixed 10.25 Fixed 9.09 Fixed 16.54
8 Fixed 10.25 Fixed 19.85 Fixed 10.90
9 Fixed 10.25 Fixed 10.25 Fixed 10.25

The distance between the excavation zone and the boundary is 60 m to eliminate the
influence of boundaries. The working face was excavated for 4 m each time, for a total of
80 m. The first subsection and second subsection were excavated in turn.

5.2. Coordinate Conversion

The stress data calculated by FLAC3D could not be directly used in the proposed
thin plate mechanics models because these two methods are based on different coordinate
systems. Data conversion was required between these two coordinate systems. The
stress information includes the vertical stress (σz), the horizontal stress (σx, σy), and the
shear stress (τxy, τxz, τyz). According to the stress status at a point in different Cartesian
coordinate system conversion relationships [36], the authors converted the stress data of
FLAC3D to data in the new Cartesian coordinate system, for which the x-axis is the working
face mining distance, the y-axis is the inclined direction of immediate roof, and the z-axis is
the normal direction of immediate roof. The new Cartesian coordinate system was obtained
by rotating the numerical simulation Cartesian coordinate system by θ degrees along the
y-axis, as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. The diagram of the SCCS rotation.

The relationship between the different Cartesian coordinate systems can be expressed
as ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

σx′ = σx cos2 θ + σz sin2 θ − τxz sin 2θ

σz′ = σx sin2 θ + σz cos2 θ + τxz sin 2θ
τx′y′ = −τyz sin θ + τxy cos θ
τy′z′ = τyz cos θ + τxy sin θ
τx′z′ = (σx − σz) sin θ cos θ + τxz cos 2θ

(31)

where σx’, σz’, τx’y’, τy’z’, and τx’z’ are stress and strain in the new Cartesian coordinate system.
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5.3. The Normal Stress Distribution of the Immediate Roof

Normal stress distribution, in which the z-axis is the normal stress direction, is given
by Equation (31). The normal stress of the immediate roof along the direction of dip with
different excavation conditions is shown in Figure 8.

 

 

Figure 8. Cont.
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Figure 8. The normal stress distribution of the immediate roof in the direction of dip (D is the seam
depth, A is the coal seam angle, C is the lateral pressure coefficient, and M is the maximum principal
stress direction).

Figure 8 shows the normal stress distribution of the immediate roof when the working
face was excavated 20 m, 40 m, and 80 m in the first subsection and the second subsection.
The following normal stress regularity of the immediate roof can be drawn: the normal
stress distribution of the first and second subsection immediate roof can be approximately
considered as a uniform distribution; the normal stress is positively associated with the
seam depth, the lateral pressure coefficient, and the maximum principal stress direction
(the angle is between 0 and 90), whereas it is negatively associated with the coal seam angle.
The influences in descending order of the four orthogonal factors on the simulation results
in a linear distribution scope of immediate roof is as follows: the coal seam angle, the seam
depth, the maximum principal stress direction, and the lateral pressure coefficient. The
influence in descending order of the four orthogonal factors on the simulation results of the
uniform distribution scope of immediate roof is as follows: the maximum principal stress
direction, the coal seam angle, the seam depth, and the lateral pressure coefficient.

Considering the effect of four factors including the depths, coal seam angles, lateral
pressure coefficients, and maximum principal stress directions on the normal stress dis-
tribution of immediate roof, although the above four factors have a significant difference
in the normal stress, the distribution of normal stress is similar and can be regarded as
uniform load.
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5.4. The Fractures Span of the Immediate Roof in HGTC

Through the above study, the deflection equation of four thin models, the normal
stress distribution of the immediate roof, and the failure criterion were obtained. Based on
these results, the fractures span of the immediate roof in HGTC can be obtained.

In this part, the fractures span of model A is analysed and demonstrated. According
to the results of the numerical simulation, the normal stress distribution can be simplified
as uniform loading: p(x,y) = p. In addition, the deflection equation of model A under the
uniform load can be expressed as

ω1 = A1

(
1 − cos

2πx
a

)(
1 − cos

2πy
b

)
=

a4b4 p
4π4D(3a4 + 2a2b2 + 3b4)

(
1 − cos

2πx
a

)(
1 − cos

2πy
b

)
(32)

Substituting Equation (32) into Equation (28), the tensile stress along the x-axis (the
strike of immediate roof) and the y-axis (the dip of immediate roof) can be expressed as

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

σtx1 = E
1−υ2

[(√
1 + 16A1

2π2

a2 sin4 πy
b sin2 2πx

a − 1
)
+ υ

(√
1 + 16A1

2π2

b2 sin4 πx
a sin2 2πy

b − 1
)]

σty1 = E
1−υ2

[(√
1 + 16A1

2π2

b2 sin4 πx
a sin2 2πy

b − 1
)
+ υ

(√
1 + 16A1

2π2

a2 sin4 πy
b sin2 2πx

a − 1
)] (33)

where σtx1 and σty1 are the tensile stress of the x-axis and y-axis, Pa.
The maximum value of Equation (33) was calculated, where the corresponding point

(x, y) denotes the position of the maximum tensile stress in the immediate roof before first
fracture.

When the value of “x” was “0.3524a” or “0.6476a” and the value of “y” was “ b
π arctan 2υa

b ”
or “b − b

π arctan 2υa
b ”, the maximum tensile stress (σtx1max) in the direction of the x-axis can

be obtained:

σtx1max =
E

1 − υ

(√
1 +

256A2π2υ4a2

(4υ2a2 + b2)
2 − 1

)
(34)

where the value of “x” was “ a
π arctan 2υb

a ” or “a − a
π arctan 2υb

a ”, m; the value of “y” was
“0.3524b” or “0.6476b ”,m; the maximum tensile stress (σtymax) in the direction of the y-axis
can be obtained by

σty1max =
E

1 − υ

(√
1 +

256A2π2υ4b2

(4υ2b2 + a2)
2 − 1

)
(35)

The symbol b represents the inclined extent of the first subsection and is a constant.
When σtxmax or σtymax reaches the ultimate tensile strength of immediate roof rock, the
immediate roof is fractured. The symbol a is the first fracture span of the immediate roof in
the first subsection.

Similarly, the periodic fractures span of the first subsection and the first and periodic
fractures span of the second subsection can be obtained.

For Model B, when the value of “x” was “ a
π arctan 3b

2aυ ”, m; the value of “y” was
“0.25b” or “0.75b”, m; the maximum tensile stress (σtx2max) in the direction of x-axis can be
obtained by

σtx2max =
E

(1 − υ2)

[(√
1 +

2916A22b4a2υ2

(9b2 + 4a2υ2)
3 − 1

)
+ υ

(√
1 +

2916A22b6

(9b2 + 4a2υ2)
3 − 1

)]
(36)
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In addition, when the value of “x” was “ a
π arctan 3bυ

2a , m; the value of “y” was “0.25b”
or “0.75b”, m; the maximum tensile stress (σty2max) in the direction of the y-axis can be
obtained by

σty2max =
E

1 − υ2

[(√
1 +

2916A22b6υ6

(9b2υ2 + 4a2)
3 − 1

)
+ υ

(√
1 +

2916A22b4a2υ2

(9b2υ2 + 4a2)
3 − 1

)]
(37)

For Model C, when the value of “x” was “0.25a” or “0.75a, m; the value of “y” was
“ b

π arctan 3aυ
2b ”, m; the maximum tensile stress (σtx3max) in the direction of the x-axis can be

obtained by

σtx3max =
E

1 − υ2

[(√
1 +

2916A22a6υ6

(9a2υ2 + 4b2)
3 − 1

)
+ υ

(√
1 +

2916A22a4b2υ2

(9a2υ2 + 4b2)
3 − 1

)]
(38)

In addition, when the value of “x” was “0.25a” or “0.75a”, m; the value of “y” was
“ b

π arctan 3a
2bυ ”, m; the maximum tensile stress (σty3max) in the direction of the y-axis can be

obtained by

σty3max =
E

(1 − υ2)

[(√
1 +

2916A22a4b2υ2

(9a2 + 4b2υ2)
3 − 1

)
+ υ

(√
1 +

2916A22a6

(9a2 + 4b2υ2)
3 − 1

)]
(39)

For Model D, when the value of “x” was “0.9a”, m; the value of “y” was “0.9b”, m; the
maximum tensile stress (σtx4max and σty4max) in the directions of the x-axis and the y-axis
can be obtained by

σtx4max =
E

1 − ν2

⎧⎨
⎩
⎡
⎣
√

1 +
9A4

2m2π2(9 − 3
√

5)
4a2 − 1

⎤
⎦ + ν

⎛
⎝
√

1 +
9A4

2n2π2(9 − 3
√

5)
4b2 − 1

⎞
⎠
⎫⎬
⎭ (40)

σty4max =
E

1 − ν2

⎧⎨
⎩
⎛
⎝
√

1 +
9A4

2n2π2(9 − 3
√

5)
4b2 − 1

⎞
⎠ + ν

⎡
⎣
√

1 +
9A4

2m2π2(9 − 3
√

5)
4a2 − 1

⎤
⎦
⎫⎬
⎭ (41)

In the actual engineering application process, the Poisson’s ratio “υ” of the immediate
roof, the rock layer inclination “θ”, the segmental height “bsinθ”, the elastic modulus “E,”
and the normal stress of the immediate roof can be regarded as constants, so the difference
between the advancing distance and the working face can be obtained. The maximum
tensile stress “σtxmax” and “σtymax” pull in different directions on the immediate roof. At the
same time, the tensile strength “σu” and strength reduction coefficient “β” of the immediate
roof can also be obtained through laboratory and field sonic tests. The maximum tensile
stress of the immediate roof obtained by theoretical calculation and the maximum tensile
stress of the rock obtained by the test are compared and analysed. According to the rock
formation failure criterion established above, the stability of the immediate roof is judged.
When the internal tensile stress of the immediate roof reaches the tensile strength of the
rock mass, the tensile failure of the immediate roof will occur at the maximum tensile stress,
and the internal cracks of the immediate roof will expand. The direction is perpendicular
to the direction of tensile stress, and the corresponding advancing distance of the working
face is the first or periodic failure span of the immediate roof rock stratum.

6. Discussion

From the perspective of rock depositional age, the rock layer above the coal seam
and formed after the formation of the coal seam is generally called the roof. From the
perspective of engineering practice, the rock layer above the coal seam is generally called
the roof. The roof of the near-upright extra-thick coal seam is composed of three types of
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coal-rock masses: the “roof side” rock layer, the “overlying coal seam,” and the “floor side”
rock layer. The roof is no longer a single rock layer roof in the traditional sense. This is
the essential difference between the near-vertical and extra-thick coal seam roof and the
traditional gentle and inclined coal seam roof [37]. In the process of mining near-vertical
and extra-thick coal seams, not only will the “roof side” rock layers and “overlying coal
seams” move and collapse, but also the “bottom side” rock layers that are more complicated
than inclined and gently inclined coal seams. There is a problem of slippage or overturning
failure of the roof. With the increase of the inclination of the coal seam, the influence of
the damage of the direct roof on the stope and the roadway is gradually highlighted, and
the influence of the damage of the basic roof on the stope and the roadway is gradually
weakened. The damage of the direct roof of the near-upright coal seam will cause a
large area of coal and rock mass to suddenly rush to the working face and two roadways,
resulting in rapid deformation of the roadway, overturning of equipment, overturning of
personnel, and even serious ground pressure disaster accidents, which will threaten the
safety of coal mines. Efficient production poses a serious threat. Therefore, it is of great
significance to study the breaking position of the first (periodic) breaking of the direct roof
and the evolution process of breaking during the mining of near-vertical coal seams.

In this work, the four-edge-clamped plate model and the top-three-clamped-edges
simply supported plate model are introduced to calculate the deflection of the immediate
roof before the immediate roof first fracture of the first subsection or the other subsections.
The bottom-three-clamped-edges simply supported plate model and the two-adjacent-
edges clamped on the edge of a simply supported plate model are introduced to calculate
the deflection of the immediate roof before the immediate roof periodic fracture of the first
subsection or the other subsections. The immediate roof is assumed to be an elastic thin
plate before the first and periodic fracture, and the Galerkin method is used to calculate the
solution of deflection equation under the effect of normal stress. By introducing the new
fracture criteria, the maximum tensile stress strength criterion and generalized Hooke’s
law, the fracture processes of the immediate roof of these four models are analysed. To
verify the normal stress distribution of the four thin plate models, the FLAC3D numerical
simulation software was used to simulate the direct top stress distribution characteristics
of the horizontal segmented top coal caving in the near-upright extra-thick coal seam.
According to the simulation results, the normal stress distribution of the immediate roof
is uniform. Thus, the deflection equations can be calculated under the uniform normal
stress. The most dangerous position of the immediate roof and the first or periodic fracture
span can be obtained by using the thin plate model and the new fracture criteria. It can
better predict the weighting situation of the working face, and ensure the safe, efficient,
and sustainable mining of coal mines.

This paper has academic and practical significance for further research on the roof
stability of the near-upright extra thick coal seam. However, some deficiencies need to be
pointed out. Due to the limitations of experimental conditions, in the process of solving the
thin plate mechanical model, only the influence of the stress on the normal line of the thin
plate on the deflection of the plate is considered. The influence of the tangential stress on
the deflection of the thin plate is ignored. The result has certain limitations. The number
of coal mining faces that are near-vertical and have an extra-thick coal seam using the
horizontally grouped top-coal drawing method is relatively small in China. This is not
conducive to the development of on-site measurement work, and the theoretical model
lacks the verification of on-site engineering practice, which needs more targeted research in
the future.

7. Conclusions

The objective of this work was to investigate the roof fracture regularity of near-vertical
and extremely thick coal seams with HGTC. The Galerkin method, the theory of maximal
tension stress, and orthogonal experiment design were used to calculate the roof before the
first and periodic fractures span. The following main conclusion can be drawn:
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(1) Four mechanical models and the deflection equations for roof fractures in near-vertical
and extremely thick coal seams have been established, which cover the possibility
of stress on the roof when the roof is gradually damaged by a horizontally grouped
top-coal drawing method in near-vertical and extremely thick coal seams.

(2) The influence of the seam depth, the coal seam angle, the lateral pressure coefficient,
and the maximum principal stress direction on the normal stress distribution of the
immediate roof with HGTC were analysed by orthogonal experiment design and
FLAC3D, and the normal stress could be simplified as uniform loading. The load
could be set as a uniform load according to the numerical simulation results, when
calculating the maximum tensile stress of the roof under the four states.

(3) A calculation method for roof stress distribution based on Hooke’s law and arc length
theorem is proposed. Taking the maximum tensile stress strength criterion as the near-
vertical immediate roof fracture criterion, the first fracture and periodic fractures span
could be obtained, which can better predict the weighting situation of the working
face, and ensure the safe, efficient, and sustainable mining of coal mines.
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Abstract: Subsidence deformation of abandoned goafs can induce cracking, distortion and even
collapse of surface buildings (structures), and thus, subsidence deformation poses a great threat.
Accurate detection of the abandoned goaf location and overburden morphology is an important
prerequisite for stability evaluation and scientific management of surface buildings (structures),
and effective detection methods are bottlenecks for accurate detection. Taking the abandoned goaf
in the Tengzhou section of China’s Mu Shi expressway as an engineering example, step-by-step
detection, traditional detection and combination methods are used to determine the location of the
underlying abandoned goaf and overburden morphology. First, we conduct disaster investigation on
the expressway and surface within the affected area of the abandoned goaf and initially determine the
detection area. Then, according to the principle that the detection range can be examined step-by-step
from large to small, the high-density resistivity method is used for detection, and the high-resolution
seismic method is further selected to analyze the target area. Then, based on the results of the
resistivity method, the position of the abandoned goaf is evaluated with the high-resolution seismic
method, and the distributions of the overburden subsidence, the water-filled fractured zone and the
caving zone (the three belts) are determined. Finally, boreholes are drilled deep into the bottom of the
abandoned goaf at specific locations and the distributions of the abandoned goaf and three belts are
verified and corrected with drilling data, acoustic detection and borehole TV imaging technology,
thereby providing accurate data on abandoned goafs for highway stability evaluation.

Keywords: abandoned goaf; expressway; progressive detection; step-by-step detection; exploration
and combination; comprehensive detection

1. Introduction

After the mining of underground mineral resources, a large number of goafs will
be left behind. These abandoned goafs can become deformed and degraded under the
influence of internal and external factors, which will cause cracks, distortion and even
collapse of surface structures [1–3]. With the development of China’s economy, there are
more roads, railways and large buildings, and the available land resources tend to be
scarce. It is difficult to avoid construction work at sites with an underlying abandoned
goaf [4]. To realize the construction of buildings (structures) at the site of an abandoned
goaf, it is necessary to accurately evaluate and dispose of the abandoned goaf. There are
already many successful cases [5–7]. However, the implementation of these successful cases
must be based on accurately grasping the location of the abandoned goaf and overburden
morphology [8–10]. Most abandoned goafs are often characterized by an advanced age
and a lack of mining data. However, abandoned goafs are still subject to illegal prospecting
and random mining [11,12]. It is difficult to meet the stability evaluation requirements of
the building (structure) foundation by acquiring detailed information about the abandoned
gob area only based on mining information collected by several parties [13,14]. The use of
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reasonable and efficient detection methods to achieve accurate detection of the abandoned
goaf location and overburden morphology is particularly important.

At present, the detection methods for abandoned goafs mainly include electrical detec-
tion, electromagnetic induction detection, seismic detection and radioactive detection. The
electrical detection and electromagnetic induction methods acquire electric distribution
characteristics of the underground rock and soil by an electric field or magnetic field to de-
termine the problem area and have the characteristics of low cost and high efficiency [3,12].
Seismic exploration mainly analyses the elastic wave transfer laws of the rock and soil
to examine the characteristics of the underground rock and soil and has a high detection
precision. Seismic exploration is commonly used in the determination of the goaf, especially
the determination of the three belts [15–17]. Radioactive detection technology has high
sensitivity and high precision and is more frequently applied to radioactive mining areas.
Geophysical exploration methods have certain flaws. For example, the electrical detection
and electromagnetic induction methods are more susceptible to external electromagnetic
fields, and seismic exploration is less accurate at large depths [18]. Therefore, to improve
the detection accuracy of abandoned goaf information, a variety of methods are often used
for comprehensive detection to eliminate multiple solutions and overcome the limitations
of various geophysical methods as much as possible, while large-area deep drilling is
adopted in the verification stage. The use of multiple geophysical exploration methods
can achieve the purpose of complementary geophysical techniques, but the approach also
greatly increases the cost of geophysical exploration [19]. Even in this case, it is difficult
to provide true verification data, and only densely spaced drilling verification with depth
provides true verification data. When intense verification drilling is conducted, the process
can also destroy the stable structure of the abandoned goaf, which can easily cause the
abandoned goaf to become reactivated and induce secondary disasters. It is necessary
to use a combination of fewer but reasonable geophysical techniques according to the
situation of the abandoned goafs and supplementary effective verification methods to
comprehensively determine the exact location and state of abandoned goafs.

At present, the detection of abandoned goafs mainly relies on combining as many
geophysical methods as possible to improve the accuracy of the detection results, and more
often, in-depth detection and superficial verification methods are implemented [20,21]. The
objective of this paper is to take the Tengzhou Section of China’s Mushiexpressway as an
engineering example without detailed knowledge of the mining materials, and the step-by-
step detection method is used to determine the location and filling status of the abandoned
goaf that affects the expressway area. At the same time, the locations of the three belts of
the overburden in the abandoned goaf are determined, which provides a scientific basis for
stability evaluation of abandoned goafs and post-highway construction control.

2. Methodology

The highway with underlying abandoned goaf in the study area is located in the
southeast direction of Tengzhou City, China. The terrain in this area is generally gentle,
and there are local steep ridges. An expressway is a linear structure, and detection of the
underlying abandoned goaf is mainly conducted along the direction of the expressway
and the two sides of the adjacent roadbed [13]. Step-by-step detection is used to gradually
reduce the detection target area, and a combination of several detection methods is used to
determine the position of the abandoned goaf and the overburden state.

Preliminary detection areas are selected through investigation and analysis. In the
absence of accurate mining data, relevant information is collected from abandoned mining
areas by relevant departments, such as the Mining Bureau. At the same time, disaster
investigation is carried out around the affected expressway. Specifically, disaster investi-
gation includes examining the topography and landform characteristics, determining the
distribution characteristics of surface cracks, and studying the spatial position relationship
of the highway’s subsidence-induced distortion. Using the high-density resistivity method
to achieve a high detection efficiency along the line length, a long measurement line is laid
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in the preliminary selected area for basic coverage. The long-line measurement results
are interpreted, and the detection area is further reduced according to the high-resistance
characteristics of the abandoned goaf; short-line detection is then carried out. The high-
density resistivity method is used for the final interpretation results, thereby providing
detection targets for high-resolution seismic methods. The use of high-resolution seismic
methods that are based on the arrival time and axis distribution characteristics of different
geotechnical bodies can effectively determine the position and shape of the abandoned goaf
in the detection target area and the distribution range of the three belts. Verification holes
are drilled into the goaf at the maximum subsidence in the target area, and the position
and shape of the goaf are determined using the high-resolution seismic method and the
distribution range of the three belts are verified and corrected through drilling core data,
sound wave detection data and borehole TV imaging data; the location and status of the
abandoned goaf are thus accurately determined. The process is shown in Figure 1.

 

Figure 1. Abandoned goaf detection verification process.

The distribution range of the three belts is further corrected, and the acoustic detection
of the borehole is carried out. The data processing of the borehole wave velocity test is
mainly to calculate the wave velocity of rock mass. The borehole wave velocity test adopts
a double receiving probe, and the rock wave velocity between the two receiving probes
is [22]:

v =
Δl

t1 − t2
(1)

In the above equation, Δl refers to the spacing between the two receiving probes, t1
refers to the arrival time of the longitudinal wave at probe 1 and t2 refers to the arrival time
of the longitudinal wave at probe 2.
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3. Case Study

3.1. Regional Survey Analysis

(1) Investigation and analysis of surface disaster characteristics

The expressway with the underlying abandoned goaf is located in the southeast of
Tengzhou, China. The terrain in this area is generally flat with scarps. Under the abandoned
goaf, the mileage range of the expressway distortion is K3+480~K4+280, the guardrail is
very distorted, and the subgrade and pavement sinking deformation are very large. Since
1990, the maximum vertical displacement of the subgrade midline has been lower than
the original design elevation of 1.5 m. As indicated by surface disaster survey data, the
main types of disasters on both sides of the highway above the abandoned goaf are surface
subsidence deformation, collapse pits and ground cracks. The location of the route space
and the disaster characteristics are shown in Figure 2.

 

Figure 2. Highway and surface disaster location relationship.

Surface subsidence deformation and collapse pit investigation: In Figure 2, on the
north side of the expressway, an elliptical pond has been formed due to surface subsidence.
The short axis of the pond is 10.5 m long, and the long axis is 38.9 m long. The direction
of the long axis is basically parallel to the direction of the expressway. The position of the
pond is close to the maximum deformation position of highway subsidence, and the edge
of the pond exhibits different degrees of tensile cracks. On the two sides of the highway
K3+480~K4+280, there are a number of small collapse pits, and the edge of the pit near
K3+760 also has circular cracks with different widths. At present, most of the subsidence
areas are still likely to be active, thereby forming new concave areas.

Residential deformation survey: In Figure 2, a private residence is located at K3+780
on the south side of the expressway, and the cross-range of the highway subgrade is
approximately 30 m. A residential housing survey revealed that the wall has a crack of
approximately 2 cm. Upon inquiry to the residents of the household, it was learned that
the wall had gradually cracked and the crack had continuously expanded since 1997; in
addition, crack growth was the fastest after 2000. The residents were evacuated for safety
reasons. The cracks continued to expand from 2000 to 2006 and have basically stabilized
since 2006. Other walls have cracks of varying degrees.

Highway crack investigation: Since the highway pavement was repaired several times
at irregular intervals, no distinct cracks were observed on the expressway surface, and only
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twist deformation was observed. There are clear cracks on the side of the highway subgrade.
The cracks are narrow in the upper part and wider in the lower part, and some intersect
the circular cracks that have developed on the ground. The most cracks are observed near
K3+754.

(2) Investigation and analysis of regional coal mining

Coal mining-related materials were collected at the Municipal Mining Bureau and
the Municipal Highway Bureau. The coal mine is located in Tengzhou city, Shandong
Province. The coal mine is equipped with a pair of main and auxiliary inclined shafts near
the outcrop of the No. 3 coal seam. The location corresponds to K3+760 on the north side of
the expressway, and the cross-range of the subgrade is approximately 50 m. The No. 3 coal
seam is inclined to the east and southeast, and the mining direction is basically the same
as that of the expressway. The mining thickness of the coal seam is 1.3~13.0 m, and the
thickness of most mining areas is between approximately 2 and 8 m. The length of the coal
seam projection is approximately 1000 m, which tends to the southeast, and the inclination
angle is 22◦, while the local inclination angle is 23◦~26◦. The No. 3 coal seam is mainly
mined via longwall mining, and the roof is mined via direct mining. In 1984, mining in
the area was stopped. From 1985 to the end of 2005, the coal mine still used residual and
wear-through mining and direct roof mining of the No. 3 coal seam. The mining location
and the cross-range of the expressway are 240~360 m. The mining range is relatively far
from the expressway. The mining depth is 130~176 m, the average mining thickness is
2~8 m and the dip angle is 23◦~26◦.

The coal mines in the area are old and operated by private companies and corporations.
The mined areas have limited information, and there are no mining drawings. It is impossi-
ble to determine the detailed mining conditions. The roof of the stratum and coal seam in
this area is broken, the strength is low, and the burial depth of the coal seam roadway is
shallow. Temporarily supported roadways and goafs collapse due to the roof rock mass,
which will inevitably lead to the development of geological disasters on the surface [3],
such as the collapse of the two sides of the highway, deformation of the expressway and
destruction of the surrounding houses.

According to the shallow drilling data collected in the previous period, quaternary
sediments are the main cover within 10 m of the stratum in the affected area of highway
subsidence; in the depth range of 10~30 m, the sediments are mainly composed of fully
weathered to strongly weathered sandstone and shale interbeds. Among these strata,
the developed coal seam is visible at a depth of 25 m at K3+684, and the weak and
slightly weathered rock mass occurs below 30 m; there are no detailed drilling data on the
deeper layers.

3.2. Detection and Analysis via the High-Density Resistivity Method

Detection with the DUK-2A high-density resistivity method. The method has the
characteristics of a simple measurement and layout, automatic data collection and result
graph generation, high efficiency, etc. [12]. A total of 60 electrodes were used for data
acquisition, and a Winner device was used. The maximum isolation factor was 16 and
the distance between the electrodes was 10 m. The specific layout scheme is shown in
Figure 3. The measuring electrode distance is 5 m, and the specific arrangement is shown
in Figure 3. Under normal circumstances, the goaf abnormal resistance is divided into two
cases. If the goaf is not filled with any collapsed rock or groundwater, the goaf will appear
as an anomalous high-resistance area; if part of the goaf is filled with collapsed rock or
groundwater, with some of voids remaining, the goaf will exhibit high-resistance anomalies
in certain parts. When the goaf is completely filled with collapsed rock or groundwater, the
goaf will contain conductive ions such as Ca2+ and Mg2+, making the filled area appear as
a low-resistance anomaly. Considering the distribution characteristics of surface disasters
and to acquire mining data on the abandoned goaf in the early stage, survey lines 1 and 2
are laid out. Survey line 1 is arranged at the foot of the roadbed slope on the north side of
the expressway (section K3+480~K3+960), and survey line 2 is arranged at the foot of the
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slope on the south side of the highway subgrade (section K3+470~K3+950). Based on the
interpreted results of lines 1 and 2, survey line 3 is arranged 30 m away on the north side of
survey line 1 and parallel with survey line 1 (section K3+750~K3+905).

Figure 3. Electrical method line layout diagram.

In survey line 1, for the K3+480~K3+960 segment, reciprocating measurements are
taken. As electrical profiling reflects that the test depth is shallow, the results of the
measured profile extracted using the two-section double-pole device are shown in Figure 4.
From top to bottom, the actual acquisition apparent resistivity profile, the calculated
apparent resistivity profile, the interpreted profile and the follow-up line measurement
profile are similar. The interpreted profile shows that the apparent resistivity of the rock
and soil within a depth of 15 m is less than 10 Ωm. This layer is mainly a quaternary cover
layer, which is low in resistivity due to atmospheric precipitation. The burial depth is
between 15 and 50 m, and the apparent resistivity is between 10 and 600 Ωm. This layer
is mainly composed of sandstone and shale with different degrees of weathering. The
K3+640~K3+760 and K3+820~K3+900 segments exhibit an anomalous high-resistivity area
at a depth of 50 m, and the apparent resistivity is between 700 and 7000 Ωm. According to
the preliminary drilling data, the layers are mostly siltstone and sandstone. Generally, the
resistivity of sedimentary rocks is within 1000 Ωm, and it is preliminarily concluded that
there are well-developed fractures in the rock mass below 50 m. When the detection depth
is increased to 88 m, the high-resistance anomalous area does not form a closed area, and
the distribution characteristics of the exposed goaf are not distinct. It is inferred that the
abandoned goafin in this section is likely to be filled by collapsed rock.

In survey line 2, for the reciprocating measurement in the K3+630~K3+790 section,
the measurement direction is from large to small pile numbers, and the detection results
are shown in Figures 5 and 6. From the detection results, it can be seen that the high-
resistance characteristics of the goafs in the K3+650~K3+780 and K3+795~K3+820 sections
of line 2 are distinct. Since the electrical profile reflects a shallow depth, the data of the
measured cross-section of the double-pole device are extracted to clarify the electrical
anomalous reaction in the goaf. The area below a depth of 60 m is also characterized by
high-resistance goaf characteristics, and the exploration depth is increased to 80 m. There
is no distinct anomalous area in the goaf distribution, indicating that the deep goaf is filled
with collapsed rock.
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Figure 4. Resistivity profiles of the K3+480~K3+800 and K3+640~K3+960 section diodes in line 1.

 

Figure 5. Line 2 K3+790-K3+470 section detection results.

Survey line 3 is arranged in section K3+750~K3+905, the most severely distorted
section of the expressway, based on detection results of survey lines 1 and 2, and measure-
ments are obtained from large to small pile numbers. As shown in Figure 7, the shallow
depth is 40 m, and the internal resistivity is less than 50 Ωm. The survey line is located
30 m on the south side of the roadbed. Considering that there is a subsidence pond at this
location, the water system is connected due to the development of bed cracks, and the
apparent resistivity is significantly reduced. In the K3+865~K3+835 and K3+820~K3+795
sections, at a burial depth from 56~76 m, there is a semi-closed anomalous high-resistivity
area, which is inferred to be the impact range of the goaf; the boundary top interface is
indicated with dashed circles in the figure.
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Figure 6. Line 3 K3+950~K3+630 section detection results.

 

Figure 7. Line 3 K3+905~K3+750 section detection results.

The approximate position of the goaf under the expressway is measured by the high-
density resistivity method using line 1 and sections K3+640~K3+760 and K3+820~K3+900,
line 2 and sections K3+650~K3+780 and K3+795~K3+820, and line 3 and section
K3+865~K3+835. According to the thickness, depth, dip angle of the goaf and location of
the abandoned goaf, the extent of the influence of goaf subsidence on the surface can be
inferred, and the general range of deformation of the expressway is K3+480~K4+280. It
is preliminarily determined that most of the abandoned goaf is filled with collapsed rock.
The burial depth is within 0~50 m, which is the range of the subsidence and water-filled
fractured zones. The burial depth of 50~88 m is the impact range of the goaf. Due to the
small difference in resistivity of the shallow geotechnical bodies, it is difficult to distinguish
the areas of the subsidence and water-filled fractured zones. Considering the detection
error and objective detection condition constraints, the high-resolution seismic method is
used to comprehensively determine the target area of K3+470~K4+080 and further examine
the position of the goaf and the distribution of the three belts.
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3.3. High-Resolution Seismic Method Target Detection

The curved subsidence zone and the water-filled fractured zone of the abandoned
goaf are difficult to clearly distinguish on the resistivity profile. Based on the high-density
resistivity detection results, high-resolution seismic reflection wave characteristic analysis
is carried out to further determine the three-belt distribution characteristics of the goaf [23].
Seismic lines are arranged in the determined detection target area K3+470~K4+080. The
main acquisition parameters of the engineering seismograph are: the time window is
182 ms, the sampling points are 1820 and the sampling interval is 0.1 ms, with an offset
of 8 m and a dot pitch of 1 m. The hammer is excited. The test results are shown in
Figures 8 and 9. Survey line 4 is arranged at the shoulder position on the north side (section
K3+480~K4+080), and survey line 5 is arranged at the shoulder position on the south side
(section K3+470~K4+070). Since interpretation analysis of lines 4 and 5 is conducted the
same way, only line 4 is used as an example for the analysis.

 

 

Figure 8. Line 4 detection results.
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Figure 9. Line 5 detection results.

Interpretation of the detection results: The reflected waves in the goaf have the follow-
ing general behavior of the seismic image: for the same curve, fractures or discontinuities
occur along the same phase axis, and the waveform of the reflection profile appears to be
oscillating or periodically increasing. From the test results in Figure 8, the in-phase axis
group is relatively continuous, the in-phase axis is clearly identifiable, and there are many
features. The arrival times of the first, second and third in-phase axes are approximately
5 ms, 15 ms and 25 ms, respectively. The in-phase axis is continuous and has irregular
bending. This phenomenon indicates that there are many sets of sedimentary layers in the
quaternary overburden and weathered rock strata, and the reflection characteristics of the
bedrock surface are very notable; the regional lithology is consistent, and the in-phase axis
is continuous. It is inferred that this part is the curved subsidence zone affected by the goaf,
and the seismic test results are consistent with the resistivity test results.

The wave arrival time of the fourth in-phase axis is approximately 35 ms, the phase is
relatively continuous, and there is an S-bend between K3+830 and K+930. The arrival times
of the 5th and 6th in-phase axes are 45 ms and 55 ms, respectively, and the in-phase axis
is relatively continuous overall, but it is more disordered; an upper convex arc is present
between K3+730 and K3+830. Goaf collapse has caused many cracks in the rock formation,
and the fissure zone can attenuate the energy of the emitted wave, resulting in the emission
wave’s in-phase axis disorder. It is inferred that this part is the water-filled fractured zone
affected by the goaf.

The wave arrival times of the 7th and 8th in-phase axes are 65 ms and 75 ms, respec-
tively, and an upper convex arc is also present between K3+630 and K3+730; in addition,
the in-phase axis is very disordered. The depth of exploration continues to increase, the
in-phase axis of the same phase is more disordered and difficult to identify, and there
is in-phase axis loss between K3+680 and K3+800. This finding indicates that the site is
affected by mining activities, resulting in a large number of gravel collapses and cavities.
The broken rock mass and the unfilled cavity form a strong reflection interface and a region
in which the reflected wave energy is rapidly depleted. The multiple interface reflections
and dissipation of reflected wave energy lead to chaotic observations and loss of in-phase
axis. It is inferred that this part is the goaf zone. This finding is consistent with the actual
mining data.

According to the characteristics of the seismic reflection waves and the results of the
above electrical method, combined with the general position correspondence of the three
belts, a comprehensive analysis is carried out to determine the location of the abandoned
goaf and the specific limits of the three belts. The range of the abandoned goafs that have a
significant impact on the expressway is as follows: along the expressway, with regards to
the K3+580~K3+830 section on the north side and the K3+580~K3+900 section on the south
side, the lateral distance of the north-south sides along the expressway axis is within 30
m. Among these sections, the burial depth is approximately 35 m, which is a subsidence
and deformation zone. The burial depth is between 35 and 75 m, which is the water-filled
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fractured zone. The subsidence zone is between 75 and 90 m, and the unfilled cavity of the
goaf is approximately 2~8 m.

3.4. Probe Verification

To further verify the accuracy of detection, the deformation of the expressway and
the detection results are comprehensively considered, and the K3+580~K3+830 section
is selected, which covers the anomalous high-resistivity area; the resistivity method and
the seismic method are used to examine the missing in-phase axis area via deep drilling.
As shown in Figure 10, the No. 1, No.2 and No.3 holes are characteristic boreholes with
a drilling distance of 40 m, and the boreholes are drilled deep into the goaf. To avoid
verification results that are not representative and based on the characteristic drilling data
of the three boreholes, the No.2 borehole sound wave detection and TV imaging data are
used for verification.

Figure 10. Drilling position map.

(1) Drilling and sound wave detection verification

Drilling data are shown in Table 1. The relative drilling position to seismic line 4 is
shown in Figure 10. According to the drilling data, the depth of the borehole is basically
the same, indicating that the cavity formed by caving is not excessively inclined. The
hole height detected by the drill pipe is different, indicating that the goaf is in a filled
or semi-filled state with no clear regularity. According to the drilling data and related
experiments, the 30 m depth is mainly composed of quaternary sediments and strongly
weathered mudstones and sandstones. Its saturated uniaxial compressive strength is less
than 0.26 MPa and the softening coefficient is less than 0.17, indicating a significant water-
weakening effect and a certain degree of expansion and relative water repellency; the depth
between 30 and 80 m mainly consists of weak weathered siltstone and sandstone, and below
78 m, the drilling phenomenon appears. The thickness of the drill pipe is approximately
3~5 m, and the goaf is filled with groundwater due to the existence of a large number of
connected fissures. The semi-filled goaf is currently in equilibrium, and the drilling quality
is basically consistent with the position of the three belts determined from the geophysical
results. According to the drilling data, it is observed that the range of the fractured and
caving zones is slightly larger compared to the geophysical exploration results, which may
be caused by different degrees of disturbance to the rock sample in drilling sampling.

Table 1. Drilling data.

Point Number Hole Depth/m Drop Depth/m
Drill Rod Detection Cavity

Height/m

1: K3+732 78.0 74.2 3.8
2: K3+800 84.0 80.0 3.2
3: K3+767 85.0 80.5 5.1
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The distribution range of three belts is further corrected, and the acoustic detection of
boreholes is carried out. The data processing of the borehole wave velocity test is based
on Equation (1), discussed in the Methodology section. The No.2 borehole is selected
as the test hole to perform acoustic wave detection and then the acoustic wave test data
are processed to plot the acoustic wave test curve, as shown in Figure 11. The rock mass
velocity at a depth of 50 m in the borehole is basically between 1800 and 3500 ms−1, which
is a normal value range. This section is mainly composed of quaternary sedimentary cover
and strongly weathered mudstone and sandstone. The abovementioned detection results
show that this area mainly belongs to the curved subsidence zone in the three belts of the
goaf. The rock mass velocity below the 50 m depth drops sharply to between 1200 and
3000 ms−1, which is mainly composed of broken, weak weathered siltstone and sandstone.
However, the wave velocity of generally weakly weathered siltstone should be above 4000
ms−1, indicating that a large number of fissures and unfilled voids are present in the rock
mass of this section, which is consistent with the characteristics of the caving zone. The
characteristics of the No. 2 hole wave velocity along with the depth are basically consistent
with the distribution characteristics of the overlying strata in the goaf detected by the
high-resolution seismic method.

Figure 11. Acoustic wave detection curve [24].

(2) Borehole TV imaging technology verification

The borehole TV imaging method is more intuitive [25]. The No. 2 drilling feature
position image is analyzed and the feature boundary image is captured, as shown in
Figure 12. Figure 12a shows that when the probe enters the hole at 30.5 m, the rock wall of
the hole is notably rough and uneven, and the weathering is severe. The probe penetrates
to 46.5 m, as shown in Figure 12b, and although the wall of the hole is smooth, cracks in
the rock are clearly visible. The probe gradually descends, and the wall of the cracked
hole is observed; the borehole wall is uneven. Figure 12c shows a separation void formed
by rock mass collapse at 68 m, indicating that groundwater has reached the goaf and that
the groundwater is visible. The pores of the fracture zone are developed, and the pores
are filled with groundwater. As shown in Figure 12d, the drilling probe penetrated into
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the groundwater-filled area. The water is turbid due to disturbance, and it is difficult
to see the surrounding environment despite the intense lighting. After approximately
1 h at a stationary position, the probe continues to descend, and it is observed that there
is no round hole shape, which is accompanied by a clearly visible boundary line. It is
determined that the boundary line should be the boundary between the roof and the two
gangues of the goaf, as shown in Figure 12e. Based on the other observed probe angles, it is
found that there are many roadway collapse zones filled with gravel and goaf filled with
groundwater, and the field of view is not very clear, as shown in Figure 12f. At a depth of
85.0 m, the descent cannot be continued because the bottom has been reached. The drilling
details in the goaf are clearly recorded by borehole TV imaging technology. The verification
results show that the range of rock formation changes is consistent with the geophysical
results; although goaf collapse is severe, and the goaf is in a semi-filled state and filled with
groundwater, it still has distinct roadway features.

Figure 12. No. 2 borehole TV images [24].

3.5. Verification and Correction Analysis

It has been verified by the deep drilling, sound wave detection and TV imaging
data of the feature location that the goaf is full of groundwater, and most of the voids
are filled by the collapsed rock mass; in addition, locally there are still clear roadway
features. The abandoned goafs can become deformed and degraded under the influence
of internal and external factors, which will cause cracks, distortion and even collapse of
surface structures. Especially, the water and rock mechanical properties will influence the
stability of abandoned goafs. The abandoned goaf has remained stable for a long time, but
disturbance will likely lead to secondary activation of the abandoned goaf, especially due
to digging, which suddenly releases the groundwater in the goaf of surface expressways,
causing catastrophic hazards [26–28]. The proven results of the resistivity and seismic
methods are more accurate. Since the abandoned goaf has an irregular shape, and the error
distribution is used to further correct the heights of the fracture zone, the caving zone and
the goaf. The average size determined via verification technology is considered the average
value, and then the average value of the geophysical results is calculated. Finally, the range
of the goaf is distributed within 30 m on the north side of the expressway axis, namely, the
K3+580~K3+830 section, and the south side is mainly the K3+580~K3+900 section. The
curved subsidence zone has a depth of approximately 35 m, the water-filled fractured zone
has a burial depth of 35~75 m, the subsidence zone is between 75 and 90 m, and the average
height of the abandoned goaf is approximately 4.5 m.
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4. Conclusions

Taking the abandoned goaf in the Tengzhou section of China’s Mu Shi expressway
as an engineering example, step-by-step detection, traditional detection and combina-
tion methods are used to determine the location of the underlying abandoned goaf and
overburden morphology. The following conclusions were reached:

(1) In the absence of detailed mining data on abandoned goafs, step-by-step detection,
traditional detection and combination probing methods should be applied. The
target area is gradually reduced and determined, which improves the location of the
abandoned goaf and the efficiency of overburden morphology detection; mitigating
the lack of effective joint detection with necessary verification techniques is scientific
and reasonable for determining the location and status of abandoned goafs.

(2) Traditional re-detection and superficial verification methods are improved. It is
proposed to verify and correct the joint geophysical findings by using sound wave
detection, TV imaging technology and deep drilling data. The approach also intu-
itively shows the structural characteristics of the three belts in the goaf and the filling
characteristics of the goaf, thereby effectively avoiding multiple detection solutions of
the abandoned goaf.

(3) Because the abandoned goaf has an irregular shape, the error distribution is used
to correct the heights of the fracture zone, the caving zone and the goaf, which
provides a basis for the subsequent evaluation of the abandoned goaf stability and
the expressway subgrade.

(4) The detection results show that the K3+580~K3+900 section is within 30 m on both
sides of the central axis of the expressway, and the goaf is widely distributed in the
depth range of 75~90 m. The depths of the three belts are determined: the curved
subsidence zone has a depth of approximately 35 m, the water-filled fractured zone
has a burial depth of 35~75 m, the caving zone is between 75 and 90 m, and the
average height of the abandoned goaf is approximately 4.5 m. Taking the abandoned
goaf in the Tengzhou section of China’s Mushi expressway as an engineering example,
the location and filling state of the abandoned goaf affecting the expressway area are
determined, and the location of the overburden in the abandoned goaf is determined,
which provides a scientific basis for stability evaluation of abandoned goafs and
post-highway construction control.
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Abstract: To control the problem of coal wall spalling in large mining height working faces subject to
mining, considering the Duanwang Mine 150505 fully mechanized working face, the mechanism of
coal wall spalling in working faces was investigated by theoretical analysis, numerical simulation
and field experiment. Based on analysis of coal wall spalling in the working face, a new grouting
material was developed. The stress and plastic zone changes affecting the coal wall, before and
after grouting in the working face, were analyzed using numerical simulation and surrounding
rock grouting reinforcement technology was proposed for application around the new grouting
material. The results showed that: (1) serious spalling of the 150505 working face was caused by
the large mining height, fault influence and low roof strength, and (2) the new nano-composite
low temperature polymer materials used have characteristics of rapid reaction, low polymerization
temperature, adjustable setting time, high strength and environmental protection. Based on analysis
of the working face coal wall spalling problem, grouting reinforcement technology based on new
materials was proposed. Industrial tests were carried out on the working face. Field monitoring
showed that the stability of the working face coal wall was significantly enhanced and that rib spalling
was significantly improved after comprehensive anti-rib-spalling grouting measures were adopted.
These results provide a basis for rib spalling control of working faces under similar conditions.

Keywords: roof subsidence; grouting reinforcement; roadway support; destruction of surrounding
rock; dynamic pressure roadway

1. Introduction

Comprehensive mechanized mining is often used in coal mining where the mining
height of the fully mechanized mining face is significant, the strata pressure is relatively
violent, and coal wall spalling is prone to occur [1,2]. Soft coal quality increases the
probability of rib spalling. Following rib spalling, end-face roof caving can occur, which
prejudices coal mine safety and affects the normal advancement of the working face,
seriously restricting the efficient production of the mine [3,4].

The problem of coal wall spalling is related to the surrounding rock strength. Many
researchers have investigated the strength of the rock mass through rock mechanics ex-
periments, the results being of great importance for evaluation of the stability of the
surrounding rock [5–7]. There are generally two major ways to prevent or reduce coal wall
spalling [8–11]. First, the stress state of the coal wall of the working face can be improved,
so that the unidirectional force of the coal body is avoided as far as possible to prevent stress
concentration in the coal wall of the working face. This is mainly achieved by accelerating
the advancing speed of the working face, timely beating of the guard panel, moving the
frame with pressure, and increasing the initial support force of the support. Since the initial
support force of the support cannot be infinitely increased, and the force provided by the
guard panel is also limited, this first approach to preventing coal wall spalling is ineffective.
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A second approach is to alter the physical and mechanical properties of the coal, increasing
the cohesion and strength of coal and ensuring the integrity of the coal. This approach is
mainly effected through cement grouting and chemical grouting [12–14]. Therefore, it is
important to identify low-temperature grouting materials which have good permeability,
strong adhesion, low reaction heat, are of low cost, and can be widely applied in coal mines.
Such materials are of great value for the prevention of coal wall spalling, improving coal
production and increasing the economic benefits of coal-mining enterprises [15,16].

With respect to grouting support technology, based on problems associated with the
large deformation of surrounding rock, serious fragmentation of the coal side and failure
of the support body in a kilometer deep well, Kang Hongpu [17] proposed the use of high
pressure anchor grouting-spraying synergistic control technology for a soft coal body and
achieved good results in the field. Seeking to address the problem of large deformation of a
deep coal seam, Xie Shengrong [18] proposed the use of external anchor-internal unloading
collaborative control technology, which significantly improved the stress environment of
the surrounding rock.

Using the 150505 working face of the Duanwang Mine as the engineering context, the
coal wall spalling mechanism of a working face of significant mining height was studied
through field investigation and numerical simulation. Based on analysis of the coal wall
spalling problem, a new type of low-temperature polymer grouting reinforcement material
was developed and use of surrounding rock grouting reinforcement technology suitable for
the 150505 working face was proposed. The results of application of the proposed approach
indicated that progress on the working face was enhanced, leading to economic benefits for
the mine.

2. Engineering Background and Failure Characteristics of the Working Face

2.1. Engineering Overview

The coal seam of the 150505 fully mechanized mining face in the Wang Mine of the
Shouyang Section of Shanxi Province is 15# coal. The strike length of the working face is
288 m, the inclination length is 159 m and the mining area is 49,109.9 m2. The 15# coal type
is a lean semi-bright-type coal, forming blocks and occurring where the coal seam is stable.
The minimum thickness of the coal seam is 3.8 m, the maximum thickness is 4.25 m and the
average thickness is 4.1 m. The minimum dip angle of the working face coal seam is 0◦, the
maximum dip angle is 15◦ and the average dip angle is 6◦, so the occurrence of the working
face coal seam is relatively stable. A plane layout of the working face and a histogram of
the roof and floor of the rock are shown in Figure 1.

 

Figure 1. 150505 working face layout relationship and comprehensive histogram.
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2.2. Overview of Coal Wall Spalling at the Working Face

The rib spalling problem has been a common problem in working faces with significant
mining height, often leading to the support toppling and skewing, the scraper conveyor
becoming stuck and the working face toppling, affecting the advancing speed of the
working face. In severe cases, it may even cause significant casualties.

Mining the working face of a 15# coal seam is associated with coal seam occurrence
stability and the thickness change is not substantial. The working face is a working face
with large mining height. Since the roof of the coal seam is mainly sandy mudstone and
the strength of mudstone is low, the support does not connect to the roof when the mining
height is high and roof management is very difficult. When the support force is too large,
the support is prone to mudstone collapse, spalling, roof fall and the occurrence of other
accidents. Rib spalling of a coal wall in the process of working face advancement is shown
in Figure 2.

 
a  b  

Figure 2. Failure diagram of working face. (a) Block collapse; (b) Support falling.

3. New Polyurethane Composite Materials and Complete Technology for Coal and
Rock Reinforcement

3.1. Development of New Grouting Materials

With respect to the causes of underground surrounding rock failure, the failure modes
of the surrounding rock can be divided into two categories: failure induced by a structural
plane or geological weak plane and failure induced by original rock stress. Soft rock failure
and strength weakening are the fundamental causes of surrounding rock deformation. The
surrounding rock shows different deformation characteristics at different stages. Therefore,
strengthening the surrounding rock to improve the mechanical properties of the surround-
ing rock has become a key area of research. In light of the causes of weakening and failure
of surrounding rock strength, grouting reinforcement technology applied to surrounding
rock is strengthened in stages, and the corresponding point, line and surface reinforcements
are carried out at different stages. The advantage of this approach is that it can improve
the mechanical properties of the weak surface of the surrounding rock combined structure,
enabling it to form a bearing structure and to ensure the self-stability of the surrounding
rock. Moreover, the grout consolidation body can seal cracks and prevent the internal rock
mass from soaking up water and gas, which is of great importance for maintaining the
mechanical properties of the surrounding rock and ensuring its lasting stability [19].

Many types of chemical grouting materials have been developed with different grout-
ing materials having different defects. Some materials have the disadvantages of polluting
the environment, having a long cementation time, brittleness, irritating smell, flammability
and of being harmful to the human body. As an ideal chemical grouting material, it should
have the following characteristics [20]: good injectability, good durability, low reaction
temperature, short curing time, good tensile and compressive strength, good permeability
resistance, non-toxicity, odorlessness, low price and convenience of transportation. Up
to now, most slurries do not fully meet the above requirements. In addition, in current
applications of grouting materials, coal seam fire and smoke accidents have occurred in
some mining areas during grouting. This is due to the high temperature produced by
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the rapid oxidation of the surrounding coal and rock during the chemical reaction of the
grouting materials. Therefore, the grouting material must reduce the maximum reaction
temperature of the coal mine reinforcement material grouting process.

Based on the characteristics of the above grouting materials, the new polyurethane
composite material developed in this paper represents a new, low-temperature and safe
liquid two-component environmentally friendly polymer material. It is produced by the
mixing reaction of A and B two-component materials at low temperature with a volume
ratio of 1:1. The main constituent of the A component is polyether polyol, while the
main constituent of the B component is polymethylene polybasic polyisocyanate. The
composition parameters are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Material composition table.

Component A:
Weight/%

Component B:
Weight/%

Raw Material Name Raw Material Name

Polyol 0–98 Isocyanate 65–100
Foam

over stabilizer 0–2.0 Polyol 0–10

Catalyst 0.4–0.8 Plasticizer 0–35

The new material is produced as follows: First, polyether polyols and some isocyanate
groups are reacted to generate prepolymers with high molecular weight with isocyanate
groups at the end. Then, the prepolymers with isocyanate groups at the end are reacted
with polyether polyol to form polycarbamate. The material has the following characteristics:
when gelled, it is less affected by underground groundwater, has low reaction heat release,
high adhesion, rapid strength increase, and has strong permeability resistance, abrasion
resistance, stamping resistance and aging resistance. The grouting material is mainly
suitable for the reinforcement of loose broken coal rock mass, roadway, small coal pillars
and roadway in disrepair in the underground mining face. Advance grouting reinforcement
to prevent top coal caving during excavation of reserved top coal is required.

The two-component materials are poured using a high-pressure grouting pump; the
components A and B react quickly to form low exothermic and totally non-flammable
elastomers, which are injected into the coal seam or rock strata by high pressure and can be
extended to voids and cracks along the cracks of the soft coal and rock strata. The material
can solidify in a short time and produce high strength cementitious materials to achieve
the purpose of reinforcement; at the same time, the formed gel is subjected to secondary
expansion and the loose coal seam in the non-grouting area is extruded so that the soft
foundation coal seam forms a hard matrix to ensure the effective and safe mining of the
shearer heading.

The structure of this material as shown under different high-resolution electron micro-
scopes is shown in Figure 3.

To determine the physical and mechanical properties of the grouting materials, physi-
cal and mechanical tests were carried out in the laboratory. The standard test conditions
in the laboratory were temperature 23 ± 2 ◦C and relative humidity 50 ± 5%. Before the
tests, the samples were kept under standard test conditions for 24 h. The laboratory test
diagram is shown in Figure 4 and the measured physical and mechanical parameters of the
grouting materials are shown in Table 2.
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Figure 3. Images of new polyurethane composite materials under electron microscope.

    
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 4. Laboratory test diagram. (a) Curing time test; (b) reaction temperature; (c) flashpoint test;
(d) flame-retardant performance test.

Table 2. Technical index of grouting material.

Project
Standard

Requirements

Test Results

Component A Component B

Appearance Homogeneity,
No caking Homogeneity; No caking

Flashpoint /◦C ≥100 225 Not detected

Curing time (23 ± 2) ◦C/s —— 40~100

Expansion multiple /times ≥1.0 2.0~3.0

Ant aging performance
(80 ◦C, 168 h)

No surface change, No
mass loss No surface change; No mass loss

Maximum reaction temperature /◦C ≤140 80~90

Bond strength /MPa ≥3.5 4.2

Flame-retardant and anti-static properties Meet standards
MT113

Non-combustible; anti-static performance meets
the requirements of standard MT113

Harmful Benzene /g/kg ≤5.0 Not detected

Material Toluene + Xylene
/g/kg ≤150 Not detected

Limit Total volatile organic
compounds /g/L ≤700 44

Quality guarantee period (At room
temperature/month) —— ≥6 ≥6
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3.2. Grouting Equipment and Grouting Technology

The supporting parts of the grouting equipment are shown in Figure 5. It is mainly
composed of a grouting flower tube, hole packer, grouting tube, special injection gun, high
pressure hose, grouting pump, A component material and B component material.

Figure 5. Part drawings of grouting equipment.

The grouting construction technology mainly includes: (1) the design of the hole
position; (2) drilling; (3) installing the injection tube; (4) connecting the equipment air supply
pipeline and grouting pipeline; (5) starting grouting; (6) stopping grouting; (7) replacement
grouting; and (8) cleaning equipment and accessories after grouting. The detailed grouting
process diagram is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Grouting process flowchart.

4. Numerical Simulation Verification of Grouting Effect

FLAC3D 5.0 is a finite difference software package for studying geotechnical problems.
In this paper, through numerical simulation, the stress and plastic zone changes of the
coal wall before and after grouting were observed and compared, the peak position of the
advanced abutment pressure of the coal body before and after grouting were determined
and the failure range of the coal body in front of the coal wall were investigated.

4.1. Model Design Size

The model inclination length (X-direction) is 240 m, the strike length (Y-direction)
is 200 m, and the height (Z-direction) is 67 m. According to the geological histogram of
#15 coal in the Duanwang Mine, the model establishes 16 strata including the coal seam, a
total of 3,245,547 nodes, and 3,168,000 grids with a minimum grid size of 1 m × 1 m × 1 m.
The Mohr–Coulomb constitutive model is used in the model. Vertical stress is applied
on the model boundary, which is calculated according to a depth of 230 m at the upper
boundary of the model. The vertical stress is 6.5 MPa and the lateral pressure coefficient is
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1.2. In addition to the upper boundary, the normal displacement constraint is applied on
five boundaries. The numerical simulation model is shown in Figure 7. The mechanical
parameter table of the surrounding rock mass is shown in Table 3.

Figure 7. Numerical simulation model diagram.

Table 3. Rock mechanics parameters.

Serial
Number

Lithologic
Characters

Lamination
Thickness

(m)

Total
Thickness

(m)

Bulk
Modulus

(GPa)

Shear
Modulus

(GPa)

Cohesion
(MPa)

Angle of
Internal

Friction (◦)

Tensile
Strength

(MPa)

16 sandy
mudstone 12.70 67.20 7.01 4.50 1.93 29 2.50

15 fine-grained
sandstone 2.30 54.50 8.95 5.89 2.12 29 3.00

14 sandy
mudstone 2.20 52.20 7.01 4.50 1.93 29 2.50

13 mudstone 0.70 50.00 4.01 3.50 1.50 28 2.00

12 sandy
mudstone 3.50 48.30 7.01 4.50 1.93 29 2.50

11 limestone 1.90 44.80 11.95 8.87 2.51 32 4.0

10 fine-grained
sandstone 1.00 42.90 8.95 5.89 2.12 29 3.00

9 sandy
mudstone 11.50 41.90 7.01 4.50 1.93 29 2.50

8 limestone 1.30 20.40 11.95 8.87 2.51 32 4.00
7 #15 coal 4.00 29.10 3.98 2.50 1.03 22 1.50

6 sandy
mudstone 4.80 25.10 7.01 4.50 1.93 29 2.50

5 #15 lower
coal 1.30 20.30 3.98 2.50 1.03 22 1.50

4 fine-grained
sandstone 4.00 19.00 8.95 5.89 2.12 29 3.00

3 sandy
mudstone 5.00 15.00 7.01 4.50 1.93 29 2.50

2 limestone 5.00 10.00 11.95 8.87 2.51 32 4.00
1 mudstone 5.00 5.00 4.01 3.50 1.50 28 2.00

The specific simulation steps are as follows: First, the vertical force is applied under
the original rock stratum to simulate the pressure of the upper rock stratum. The upper
boundary is a free constraint and the other boundary simulates the bottom layer with fixed
constraints; the original stress is set horizontally. After the model is stable, the excavation
simulation of the #15 coal is carried out. From x = 40 m and y = 75 m, the coordinate point,
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the working face with 160 m inclined length is excavated along the x-axis and the working
face advances 50 m to the y-axis. Then, the model is calculated and, to be stable, the end
and middle of the working face are sliced and the plastic zone and its stress nephogram
before and after grouting are observed.

4.2. Comparative Analysis before and after Grouting
4.2.1. Comparison of Advanced Abutment Pressure before and after Grouting

The distribution of the advanced abutment pressure before grouting is shown in
Figure 8. It can be seen from Figure 8 that the advanced abutment pressure of the working
face can be roughly divided into four regions:

1. The stress reduction area is 0–3 m in front of the working face, which is the most
significant area of coal fragmentation in front of the working face. The cracks in the
coal body are crisscross and there is a risk that the whole coal body will fall off.

2. Severely affected area, 3–10 m ahead of the working face. The area is the face of
the advanced abutment pressure severely affected area. In this area, the stress value
increases sharply to the peak stress, and then falls sharply. The stress on the coal
within the scope of the region is the strongest with high stress causing the coal to
be broken.

3. The slowly decreasing area is 10–30 m in front of the working face. This area is
the front part of the working face advanced abutment pressure influence area. The
deformation increases slowly and the stress value decreases slowly, which has a
continuous effect on the coal body in the area and the coal fracture is small in area.

4. In the original rock stress area, beyond 30 m in front of the work, the stress value of
coal in this area gradually decreases to the original rock stress and the integrity of
coal in this area is good.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 8. Local stress nephogram before grouting. (a) End section; (b) Middle section.

The advanced abutment pressure of the working face after grouting is shown in
Figure 8. It can be seen from Figures 9 and 10 that the advanced abutment pressure
of the coal wall is consistent with the distribution before grouting, which first increases
and then decreases. The coal and rock mass is relatively broken within 0–3 m and the
abutment pressure is small. The stress concentration area is formed within 3–10 m. The
maximum supporting pressure is 24.5 MPa, which is 0.5 MPa higher than that before
grouting. The maximum peak point after grouting is about 3 m ahead of the working
face and 2 m ahead of the peak point before grouting. From this point of view, grouting
has obviously improved the strength and bearing capacity of the coal wall in the working
face, strengthened the mechanical properties of the broken coal affected by mining, and
improved the coal strength greatly. After grouting reinforcement, the cracks in the coal
body are filled and the self-supporting and self-stability ability is strengthened. The failure
conditions of the coal body are transformed from the original weak strength condition of
the crack to the strength condition close to the coal body.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 9. Local stress nephogram after grouting. (a) End section; (b) Middle section.

Figure 10. Comparison of advanced abutment pressure before and after grouting.

4.2.2. Plastic Zone Analysis of Working Face before and after Grouting

Figure 11 is the plastic zone map of the working face before grouting. It can be seen
from Figure 11 that the strength of the coal and rock mass is small; the failure range of the
plastic zone in the coal wall of the working face is 2–5 m. The failure mode includes the
ongoing tensile and shear failure that has occurred. The failure degree of the plastic zone in
the roof rock is relatively complex and the failure range is highly covered to the upper rock.
Near the left and right sides of the working face, the width of the plastic zone of the coal
wall is small, being only 2 m. The working face tends to the middle position and the width
of the plastic zone of the coal wall reaches 5 m. The width of the plastic zone of the coal
wall is related to the advanced abutment pressure. The boundary of the plastic zone of the
coal wall is the position where the advanced abutment pressure reaches a maximum value.

Figure 12 shows the distribution of the plastic zone at the end and middle of the coal
wall of the working face after grouting. It can be seen from Figure 12 that, after grouting,
due to the increase in coal strength at the coal wall of the working face, the failure width of
the plastic zone of the coal wall is significantly reduced compared with that before grouting.
The failure width of the plastic zone at the end is reduced from 2 m to 1 m and the failure
width of the central plastic zone is reduced from 5 m to 3 m. The plastic failure region still
includes ongoing tensile shear failure that has occurred. After the coal wall grouting, due
to the reinforcement of the coal body, the stress concentration at the crack tip is weakened,
the stress state of the rock mass near the crack is improved, and the strength and integrity
of the coal body are improved, so that the overall bearing capacity of the coal wall of the
working face is improved and the rib spalling of the working face is improved.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 11. Plastic zone of coal wall before grouting. (a) Plastic zone of end coal wall; (b) Plastic zone
of central coal wall.

(a) (b) 

Figure 12. Plastic zone of coal wall after grouting. (a) Plastic zone of end coal wall; (b) Plastic zone of
central coal wall.

5. Grouting Scheme and Field Engineering Practice

5.1. Coal Wall Spalling Mechanism Analysis of Working Face

Based on investigation of the geological condition and numerical simulation of the
150505 fully mechanized mining face in the Duanwang Mine, the main causes of coal wall
spalling in working face can be summarized as follows:

(1) Large Mining Height of Working Face
Since the working face is a fully mechanized working face with one-time mining,

the working face has high mining height and high mining intensity, which makes the
advanced abutment pressure of the working face larger and causes the coal body in the
stress-increasing area to be broken. When the working face is pushed to the broken coal
body position, the coal wall is easily broken under the extrusion of the support panel,
resulting in a large area of rib caving. The probability and severity of coal wall spalling
increase with mining height.

(2) Working Face Affected by Geological Structure
The geological exploration results of the geological structure in front of the working

face show that there were nine faults in the working face, which influenced the continuous
mining of the working face. When the working face passes the fault, the roof dislocation
is greater and the support cannot provide sufficient support resistance to prevent roof
subsidence. If the fault-affected area is large, the roadway roof cannot be effectively
supported for a long time, which will generate significant security risks and affect the
stability of the working face [21,22].

(3) Influence of Working Face Roof Lithology
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The coal seam roof of the working face is composed of 1.31 m direct roof strata
(limestone) and 11.47 m old roof strata (sandy mudstone). The strength of the mudstone is
low, easily weathered in water and prone to collapse. Because the strength of the mudstone
is low and it is easily broken, the support cannot effectively connect to the roof, which leads
to coal wall spalling and roof caving.

(4) Influence of Roof Pressure on Coal Wall Spalling
Under the action of self-weight and roof pressure, the coal wall will show two failure

modes of tensile fracture failure and shear failure. In the brittle and hard coal body,
transverse tensile stress that cannot be alleviated or released by the deformation of the coal
body is generated in the coal wall. When the tensile stress reaches the failure strength of
the coal body, coal wall failure spalling occurs. The transverse deformation in the soft coal
seam will relieve or release the tensile stress caused by compression; finally, shear sliding
failure occurs because the shear stress in the coal wall is greater than the shear strength. In
the large mining height working face, the mine pressure behavior is more intense. When
the roof is near the initial pressure and periodic pressure, the abutment pressure of the coal
wall of the working face reaches a peak value; the spalling is more likely to occur under the
action of high roof pressure. After the rapid advance, the roof pressure is alleviated and
the depth and length of the coal wall spalling will be reduced accordingly.

5.2. Grouting Scheme

In the working face, hole grouting is needed in the treatment stage. The working
face is 4 m high, 2.5 m below the roof, 6 m deep, and 45◦ upward. In 150505, the return
airway from the machine tail is 6 m, 2.5 m below the roof hole grouting, with a hole
depth of 6 m, and an elevation angle 45◦ upward for the hole. The hole packer is placed
1–1.5 m away from the orifice. The pore distance preliminary design is 4 m with single hole
grouting quantity control in 20 groups. A schematic diagram of the site grouting is shown
in Figure 13. The diameter of the grouting borehole is 32 mm. To prevent the slurry from
leaking in the roadway wall caused by excessive grouting pressure, the grouting pressure
is 2–5 MPa.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 13. On-site grouting schematic diagram. (a) Grouting pump and connecting injection gun;
(b) Connection between grouting pipe and grouting gun; (c) Perforate.

5.3. Field Effect Analysis

By comparing the rib spalling of the working face before and after grouting, it was
found that the number of rib spalling events in the coal wall after grouting was significantly
reduced and that the average size of the rib spalling coal body was also significantly
reduced, indicating that coal injection helped to prevent rib spalling of the coal wall. When
the working face was pushed to the grouting section, the coal wall of the working face was
observed and it was found that the coal wall formed a bonding layer; the grouting solution
appeared around the obvious cracks, indicating that the slurry had created a bonding effect
on the coal body. In addition, with advancement of the working face, the number and
depth of coal wall spalling events in the working face were gradually reduced. During the
final mining of the working face, the coal wall was basically flat and there was no coal wall
spalling with large spalling depth. The grouting reinforcement effect was obvious and the
efficient production of the working face was achieved while ensuring safety.
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In addition, when the roof is broken, more than 10 people need to be assigned and
production is stopped to maintain the roof. After application of this material, the construc-
tion is carried out during the maintenance shift, which does not affect the coal cutting of
the production shift. Only three to four people are needed to organize the construction and
labor productivity is increased by 150%. After grouting reinforcement, there is no longer a
requirement to stop production to maintain the roof so that the coal mining work on the
working face can occur continuously and as normal. On a monthly basis, over 1500 tons of
raw coal mining were saved and raw coal production increased by 15%. The loss of coal
due to the fault fracture zone was reduced and the recovery rate increased by 8.9%.

6. Conclusions

The main conclusions relating to coal wall spalling of the 150505 fully mechanized
working face in Duanwang Mine are as follows:

1. The working face has a large mining height, there are many faults and folds in the
mining area and the roof of the coal seam is weak.

2. A new nano-composite low temperature reinforcement material was developed, which
has the characteristics of rapid reaction, low polymerization temperature, adjustable
setting time, high strength and environmental protection.

3. Through field observation and numerical simulation, the strength difference of the
coal wall in the 150505 fully mechanized working face of Duanwang Mine, before
and after grouting, was analyzed. It was found that the stability of the coal wall in the
working face was significantly enhanced and rib spalling was significantly improved
after comprehensive rib spalling prevention grouting measures were adopted.

4. Based on investigation of the 150505 fully mechanized working face in the Duanwang
Mine, a comprehensive prevention and control scheme of rib grouting reinforcement
was proposed and industrial tests were carried out. The grouting reinforcement effect
obtained was clear.
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Abstract: Deep mining has become an inevitable trend of mining development. Previously conducted
studies have established that reasonable stope structure parameters are the premise to ensure the safe
and efficient production of deep mines. In order to ensure the safety of deep mining, in this paper, we
systematically review the existing stope structure parameter design methods, and then put forward a
deep stope structure design method based on the stability of mining rock mass. Based on rock mass
quality classification, this method uses a critical span graph and an improved stability graph, and
fully considers the influence of joint occurrence and mining stress on the stability of surrounding
rock, to design the stope structural parameters. Taking into consideration the deterioration of the
quality of deep rock mass, we collect mining data at home and abroad, improve the stability graph,
and make it suitable for the design of stope structural parameters with different mining methods.
The design process of stope structural parameters is expounded through field engineering cases, and
it has specific guiding significance for the design of stope structural parameters in deep metal mines.

Keywords: safety mining; deep mining; stope structural parameters; improved stability graph;
engineering application

1. Introduction

With the gradual depletion of shallow metal mineral resources, the development of
deep mineral resources has become an inevitable trend. After entering deep mining, the
in situ stress increases and the mining technical conditions and environment deteriorate
seriously, which presents significant challenges to the safety production of deep metal
mines [1–3]. Reasonable stope structure parameters are an effective means to ensure safe
and efficient production in deep metal mines.

At present, the design methods of stope structural parameters include the engineering
analogy method, theoretical analysis method, numerical analysis method, and compre-
hensive analysis method; the latter two methods are widely used. Qiu et al. analyzed the
stope stability of the Bainiuchang Mine based on the pillar area bearing theory, and they
optimized the stope structure parameters using ANSYS numerical simulation [4]. Based on
precision finite element modeling and simulation, Zhang et al. determined a reasonable
width range and interval value of the strip for strip mining with subsequent filling [5].
Khayrutdinov et al. used the FLAC 3D modeling software and changed the filling strength
to control the stress–strain behavior of rock mass, to reduce the impact of underground
mining on the surface, and to improve mining safety [6,7]. Li et al. proposed a dynamic
cross layout model based on IDZs, which could dynamically adjust the sublevel height and
drift spacing according to the ore-rock bulk flow parameters, economic indicators, ore body
occurrence conditions, drilling machine, etc. [8]. Taking the Chengchao Iron Mine as the
engineering background, Tan et al. used the method of combining a theoretical calculation,
a numerical simulation, and a physical similarity experiment to sublevel height, production
drift spacing, and drawing space [9].

The design of stope structural parameters is a complex nonlinear problem that usually
involves multiple decision variables such as rock mechanics, mining ground pressure, loss,
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and the dilution index. It is difficult to express the relationships among the parameter
variables by using exact mathematical and mechanical expressions, and correlations among
the variable parameters are weak. With continuously increasing mining depth and the
continuous expansion of mining scale, the geological environment and stress conditions of
underground mining sites become more complex [10], and as a result the existing methods
for designing stope structural parameters are no longer applicable due to their limitations,
as summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Design methods for designing stope structural parameters.

Method Definition Limitations

Engineering analogy
method

According to the existing mine data, it is applied
to similar engineering objects, and then the

corresponding stope structure parameters of the
research object are obtained.

With continually increasing underground
mining conditions, it becomes more difficult to
find underground mining structures under the

same mining conditions.

Analytical method

Taking some mines as the research object, and
aiming at the specific mining conditions and

environment of mines, the formula calculation
method of structural parameter design of

underground stope is constructed by using
mechanical theory.

The structure of deep rock mass is complex,
uncertain, and fuzzy. Using the ideal

mathematical model may have good results in a
specific mine, and can not reasonably and
comprehensively describe all situations.

Numerical analysis
method

Using numerical simulation software to establish
the geometric model of the stope, and its

excavation process is simulated to
comprehensively compare and analyze the stress,

displacement, and plastic zone distribution of
the stope after excavation, and therefore, to

obtain better parameters of the stope.

Optimization is carried out on the given stope
structural parameters, and there is no method to
determine the initial structural parameters. At

the same time, the optimization analysis process
of the modeling cycle is very cumbersome and

heavy workload.

Comprehensive analysis
method

By studying the relevant factors to determine the
stope structural parameters, the corresponding

evaluation system model or mathematical
formula is established by using some emerging

Sciences (neural network, genetic algorithm, and
artificial intelligence) to optimize the stope

structural parameters.

The calculation results are based on the size of
sample data and the means and methods used in
modeling, and the results of different methods

are quite different.

Deep stope is a special mining technical condition with strong mining disturbance
under high stress. When designing stope structural parameters, we should consider
the occurrence of ore body, geological structure, and rock mass quality as well as fully
analyze the impact of mining stress induced by deep mining on surrounding rock stability.
In particular, it is necessary to break through the stope structure design based on the
“experience method” and the “engineering analogy method” and change the design method
for stope structure parameters based on deep mining ground pressure response. The design
method for stope structural parameters that is proposed in this paper is based on rock mass
quality classification, and the structural parameters of deep stope are designed by using an
improved critical span graph and an improved stability graph. This method fully considers
the key influencing factors such as the occurrence of mining ore body, joint development
degree, and mining stress, to ensure the stability of ore and rock in the mining process and
to achieve the purpose of safe and efficient production.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Design Principle of Stope Structural Parameters

From the actual production conditions of mines at home and abroad, on the one hand,
the stope structure parameters play a decisive role in the stability of the stope, and on the
other hand, they also affect the economic benefits of mining [11,12], as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Influence of stope structural parameters on safety and the economy.

When the structural parameters of the stope are too large, it leads to instability and
caving of ore and rock, increases the loss and dilution, and makes it impossible to operate
normally and safely. When the stope structural parameters are too small, it leads to large
mining and cutting quantities and low ore recovery, which reduces the economic benefits.
Therefore, optimization of stope structure parameters should be considered from two
aspects, i.e., safety production and economic benefit. The relationship between these
two aspects should be balanced in the design, and the stope structure parameters should
be increased as much as possible on the premise of ensuring safety in order to improve
economic benefit.

2.2. Design Process of Stope Structural Parameters

The design of structural parameters of deep stope is related to the occurrence of a
mining ore body, the degree of joint development, in situ stress, and other natural factors,
as well as the selected mining method, mining sequence, and ground pressure control
method. The underground stope can be roughly seen as a cuboid, which is composed of
three elements: length, width, and height; its model is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Mechanical model of underground stope.

The specific process of stope structure parameter design is shown in Figure 3. The
general idea is based on the technical and economic conditions of deposit mining, and a
critical span graph and an improved Mathews stability graph are used as tools to incorpo-
rate into the stope structure parameter design the factors affecting stope stability such as
rock mass quality, joint occurrence, and mining stress.
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Figure 3. Design process of stope structural parameters.

2.3. Critical Span Graph

The rock mass rating (RMR) critical span graph has been compiled by experts and
scholars at home and abroad based on a large amount of data measurements [13,14].
Since the RMR critical span graph was developed by Lang at the University of British
Columbia in 1994 and continuously modified by experts and scholars, it has become a
fast and convenient tool for estimating the maximum span that can maintain the stability
of underground engineering according to the RMR rock mass classification score [15].
Brady et al. updated the RMR critical span graph in 2003, as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. RMR critical span graph.

According to the results of rock mass quality classification and based on the RMR criti-
cal span graph, the maximum span in which stability can be maintained by underground
rock mass excavation can be determined. The RMR critical span graph is used to determine
the width of the stope in the parameter design of the stope structure.
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2.4. Improved Mathews Stability Graph

The Mathews graph method for evaluating stope stability was first proposed in
1980 [16]. Since then, a large number of researchers have collected new data from various
mining depths and rock mass conditions, extended this method, and verified
its effectiveness.

The original stability graph was only based on 26 cases. After decades of expansion and
improvement, the style of the Mathews stability graph has been changed to be applicable
to a wider variety of stope sizes, rock mass conditions, and mining methods [17,18].

The original Mathews stability graph contained three different areas, namely, stable
area, unstable area, and collapse area, as shown in Figure 5a [19]. Potvin collected more
mine data in 1988. He divided the area of the stability graph into stability area and collapse
area, as shown in Figure 5b [20]. Nickson and Hadjigeorgiou improved the stability graph
of Potvin in 1992 and 1995, adding more cases of supported and unsupported stopes. The
improved stability graph is shown in Figure 5c [21,22]. Stewart and Forsyth readjusted the
Mathews stability graph in 1995. They subdivided the graph area into four parts through
three transition zones, namely stability zone, failure zone, serious failure zone, and collapse
zone, as shown in Figure 5d [23]. Based on the extended stability database, Mawdesley
used logistic regression analysis to determine the stability boundary and collapse boundary
of the extended Mathews stability graph, as shown in Figure 5e [24].

The original intention of the stability graph was to analyze the stability of under-
ground engineering. With the continuous improvement and development by experts and
scholars, the Mathews stability graph can also be used in the design of stope structural
parameters, but the following problems will be encountered in the design of deep stope
structural parameters:

• The quality of deep rock mass is poor, but the existing data N′ is concentrated around
100 and is applicable to the situation of good rock mass quality evaluation;

• The values of different mining methods corresponding to the zoning curve are not clear;
• The stability coefficient N′ has a large span (0.1~1000) and uneven distribution, inac-

curate value, and large error.
• To solve the above problems, the Mathews stability graph is improved as follows:
• When collecting foreign mine data, we focus on sorting and classifying the data with N′

less than 100, to increase the degree of data concentration, to increase its applicability
when the rock mass evaluation is poor, and to improve the reliability of zoning;

• The collected data are divided into two categories, i.e., unsupported and supported,
to make zoning more accurate and adapt to different types of mining methods;

• The coordinate axes are evenly distributed, and the zoning curve is fitted to eliminate
the value error.

According to the rule that the hydraulic radius increases with an increase in the
stability coefficient N′, a linear function or exponential function is selected as the partition
function. Research has shown that an exponential function has a better fitting effect than
a linear function. The 213 groups of unsupported data and 77 groups of supported data
collected are divided by the exponential function, the partition curve is adjusted according
to the characteristic points, and the partition function is added. The improved stability
graph is shown in Figure 6. The maximum hydraulic radius allowed by different mining
methods is determined according to the stability probability of each partition, as shown in
Figure 6a,b.
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(a) The original stability graph (Mathews)  (b) Potvin improved stability graph 

 
(c) Nickson and Hadjigeorgiou (d) Stewart and Forsyth 

(e) Mawdesley 

Figure 5. Stability graph development process. (a) The original stability graph (Mathews); (b) Potvin
improved stability graph; (c) Nickson and Hadjigeorgiou improved stability graph; (d) Stewart and
Forsyth improved stability graph; (e) Mawdesley improved stability graph.
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(a) Unsupported stability graph 

 

(b) Supported stability graph 

(c) Improved stability graph 

Figure 6. Improved stability graph. (a) Unsupported stability graph; (b) Supported stability graph;
(c) Improved stability graph.
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The data in Figure 6a,b is integrated to form a complete stability graph, as shown in
Figure 6c. The boundary between the stable zone and the potentially unstable zone can
be used as the maximum allowable hydraulic radius of the open stoping method. The
boundary between the potentially unstable zone and the support stability zone can be used
as the maximum allowable hydraulic radius for filling mining. The boundary between the
support stability zone and the cave zone can be used as the maximum allowable hydraulic
radius of the advance support mining method.

3. Case Study

3.1. Project Profile

The Sanshandao gold mine is located in Laizhou City, Shandong Province. The ore
body mainly occurs in the Sanshandao fault zone. The lithology is mainly pyrite sericitized
cataclastic rock and sericitized granite, and the rock mass stability is relatively poor [25].
The three-dimensional model of the ore body is shown in Figure 7. The average dip angle
of the ore body is 50◦ (Figure 7a), and the design stope is located in the middle section from
−915 m to approximately −960 m, with an average thickness of about 45 m (Figure 7b).
Therefore, it belongs to an inclined thick large ore body.

 

Figure 7. Three-dimensional model of ore body. (a) Overall three-dimensional model of ore body;
(b) Three dimensional model of −915m ~ −960m middle section ore body.

In order to ensure the safety and efficiency of mining, it is proposed to adopt the
sublevel open stope and subsequent filling mining method. The three views of the mining
method are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Sublevel open stope and backfilling.

The current stage height of the mine is 45 m. According to the existing development
project, three sections are set for mining, and the stope height is determined to be 15
m. Then, the limit span (width) of stope stability is determined with the help of the
RMR stability graph; on this basis, the stope length is designed by using the improved
stability graph.

3.2. Rock Mass Quality Estimation

Barton rock mass quality classification (Q) and rock mass geomechanics classifica-
tion (i.e., RMR) are common methods for quantitative evaluation of rock mass quality
grade [14,26]. Before classification, the rock quality index (RQD), joint conditions, uniaxial
compressive strength of intact rock, in situ stress conditions, and other evaluation indexes
are collected.

The rock quality index (RQD) determines the range of core belonging to the ore body
according to the spatial position relationship between exploration drilling and ore body as
shown in Figure 9, and calculates the ratio of the total length of the part exceeding 10 cm in
the core to the total length of the core. Finally, the RQD value is 23.92.

 

Figure 9. RQD calculation from exploration drill core.
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The survey line method is used to collect the occurrence information of joints in
the exploration roadway in the middle section of −960 m. The occurrence of joints is
grouped by Dips software and the occurrence of dominant joints is determined, as shown
in Figure 10. The joints are well developed and penetrating, with an opening of less than
1 mm. The roughness of the joint surface is general, partially filled with mud, slightly
weathered, and wet.

 

Figure 10. Survey joint occurrence in prospecting drift and determination of dominant joints with
Dips software.

Rock samples were selected for the rock mechanics experiment, and the uniaxial
compressive strength of intact rock was measured to be 86.74 MPa. The Q and RMR rock
mass quality evaluation methods were used to evaluate the ore and rock quality, as shown
in Tables 2 and 3.

Table 2. Quality classification of Barton rock mass.

Evaluating Indicator RQD Jn Jr Ja Jw SRF Grade Rating Description

Score 23.92 6 1.5 3 1 2 1.00 IV poor

Table 3. Rock mass geomechanics classification (i.e., RMR).

Evaluating
Indicator

Uniaxial Compressive
Strength

RQD
Joint

Spacing
Joint Surface

Condition
Groundwater

Joint
Occurrence

Grade Rating Description

Score 7 3 15 15 10 –10 40 IV poor

3.3. Stope Structure Parameter Design

The RMR critical span graph is used to determine the maximum allowable span
(width) of the stope. When the RMR score is 40, the maximum unsupported span is 8 m,
and therefore, the width of the stope is 8 m.

According to the above-determined stope width of 8 m and stope height of 15 m, and
combined with the indoor rock mechanics experiment and field joint investigation results,
the stability coefficient N′ of stope roof and two walls is calculated.

The stability number N′ is calculated as follows [27]:

N′ = Q′ × A × B × C (1)

where Q′ is the index of rock mass quality, which is the modified Q system classification
method; A incorporates the effects of mining stress; B is the joint occurrence adjustment
coefficient; C is the gravity adjustment coefficient.
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Q′ can be represented by the following equation:

Q′ = RQD
Jn

× Jr
Ja

(2)

where RQD is the rock quality designation, Jn is the joint set number, Jr is the joint roughness
number, and Ja is the joint alteration number.

3.3.1. A Is the Influence Coefficient of Mining Stress

The value of A is determined by two parameters: mining stress and uniaxial compres-
sive strength of intact rock. The calculation formula are as follows:

σc/σ1 < 2; A = 0 (3)

2 ≤ σc/σ1 ≤ 10; A = 0.1125(σc/σ1)− 0.125 (4)

σc/σ1 > 10; A = 1.0 (5)

where σc is the uniaxial compressive strength of intact rock and σ1 is the mining-induced
stress.

The mining-induced stress (σ1) required for calculating A value is calculated using
the RS2 numerical simulation software, and the elastic Mohr Coulomb constitutive model
is adopted. The displacement boundary condition is adopted, the horizontal principal
stress is 40.7 MPa, and the vertical stress is 25.1 MPa. The calculation results are shown in
Figure 11, and the calculation results of A value are shown in Table 3.

 

Figure 11. Mining-induced stress solution results.

3.3.2. B Is the Joint Occurrence Adjustment Coefficient

B is the joint orientation factor. According to the statistical results of joint occurrence,
the main dip angle is 45◦. Combined with Figure 12, the B value is 0.5.
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Figure 12. Joint occurrence adjustment coefficient.

3.3.3. C Is the Gravity Adjustment Coefficient

The failure modes of stope roof and two sides under the action of gravity are mainly
considered, such as stope roof caving, slope slicing, slope sinking, and rock mass structural
plane sliding. Potvin (1988) believed that gravity-induced failure and spalling failure
depended on the dip angle of the mining surface, and the two-slope sinking and sliding
failure mainly depended on the dip angle of the stable joint controlling the ore. The value
of C can be estimated by the following empirical formula:

C = 8−6cos α (6)

For stope roof, α is 0◦ and C value is 2; for stope wall, α is 90◦ and C value is 8.
According to the rock mechanics experiment, the joint occurrence investigation results,

and empirical formula, the calculation results of stability coefficient N′ is shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Calculation statistics of stability coefficient N′.

Position Q′ A B C N′

Roof 1.99 0.1 0.5 2 0.19
Wall 1.99 0.58 0.5 8 4.61

The improved stability graph (Figure 6) is used to determine the hydraulic radius of the
roof and two walls, and then the stope length is calculated, according to Formulas (7)–(9),
and the results are listed in Table 5:

Lroo f =
2HRroo f W

W−2HRroo f
(7)

Lwall =
2HRwall H

H−2HRwall
(8)

Stope length L
L = min

(
Lroo f , Lwall

)
(9)

where Lroof is the maximum allowable length of stope roof; HRroof is the maximum allowable
hydraulic radius of stope roof; Lwall is the maximum allowable length of stope wall; HRwall
is the maximum allowable hydraulic radius of stope wall; W is stope width; H is stope
height; L is stope length.
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Table 5. Calculation statistics of stope length.

Stope Height/m Stope Width/m Position Hydraulic Radius/m Stope Length/m

15 8
roof 3.27 36.09
wall 3.89 16.16

According to the calculation results in Table 5, when the stope width is 8 m and the
stope height is 15 m, the stope length is restricted by the stability of the two walls, and
the maximum length is 16.16 m. The average thickness of the ore body is 45 m, which can
be mined in three times, and the length of each time is 15 m. Finally, the stope structure
parameter is determined as 8 m × 15 m × 15 m.

4. Conclusions

The design of the structural parameters of deep stope is an optimization problem. On
the premise of ensuring production safety, larger structural parameters of the stope should
be selected to maximize the economic benefits of mines.

Based on the stability graph, in this paper, we outline the design process of stope
structural parameters, and improve the stability graph. Although the application scope
of the improved stability graph has been reduced, its data concentration is improved, the
zoning is more accurate, and it is more suitable for the deterioration of the quality of deep
rock mass. In addition, each zone corresponds to the corresponding mining method, which
is more targeted in the design of stope structure parameters.

At the same time, taking the stope structure parameter design of −960 m middle
section of the Sanshandao Gold Mine as an example, in this paper, we expound the design
process of stope structure parameters in detail, which has specific guiding significance for
the design of stope structure parameters.

There are many factors affecting stope stability. In this paper, for the design process
of stope structure parameters, we considered the key elements such as rock mass quality,
joint occurrence, and mining stress; however, we did not discuss the influence of blasting
vibration on stope stability. At the same time, the determination of stope self-stability time
will be the next research direction.
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Abstract: The block caving mining method has become increasingly popular in the last two decades.
Meanwhile, Indonesia has several potential ore bodies which have not yet determined suitable mining
methods. The references to block caving mining projects worldwide and the potency of metal deposits
in Indonesia were reviewed to determine the requirements of ore bodies suitable for mining using the
transformed block caving method. This method can be applied on a blocky ore body with a thickness
of 200–800 m, various rock mass strengths until 300 MPa, from low to high (from 0.3% Cu until more
than 1.0% Cu), but of uniform grade and at a depth from 500 to 2200 m. The technical specifications
for running block caving mines have been synthesized, including preparation methods, undercutting
strategy, mine design, mining equipment and monitoring. Considering the requirements and the
successful practice of the block caving project in the Grasberg Caving Complex as a role model, the
Indonesian government should concentrate on the detailed exploration of porphyry deposits and
feasibility studies on applying the method to the prospective ore bodies, i.e., Onto, Tambulilato,
Tumpangpitu and Randu Kuning. In addition, the exploration method, cost, operation, environment,
mining policy and social geology are important aspects worth noting.

Keywords: caving; Indonesia; mining; porphyry; underground

1. Introduction

Mining production has increased significantly in the last two decades, especially
driven by technological mastery in mineral exploration, mining and processing. Mining
escalation started in 2002 after digitalization and communication rapidly spread worldwide.
Excluding the slight decline in mining production in 2009 and 2016 due to the global crisis,
the general trend in mining production is increasing with an average annual increase of
20.7% [1]. This was mainly because of the high demand for raw materials for electronic
devices, communications and interconnection networks. Therefore, investment in the
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search for new resources and reserves, as well as replenishment in funding for upgrad-
ing productivity, is becoming more necessary than ever. This momentum contributes to
advancements in the mining sector in general, including improving the reliability and
efficiency of mining methods.

The exploration of safe and clean mining on Earth and asteroids has become an
important issue lately, especially in preventing safety accidents and environmental damage.
Micro-seismic monitoring, along with stress and blast vibration monitoring, is a reliable
technology both in open pit and underground mining for early detection of safety hazards
and building an effective emergency rescue system [2]. One of the important achievements
in micro-seismic monitoring is that the dynamic fracture formation process around the
longwall mine can be explained by clustering methodology. The accurate cluster location
can be determined by dividing a continuous group of mining seismic events and relating
them to some parts of the rock mass [3]. These technological developments in mining
practice are expected to increase the opportunities for mining sustainability. The combined
solution of the Triple Helix Model (THM) between government, industry and university,
as well as the Open innovation (OI) concept and Environmental, Social, and Governance
(ESG), should enable sustainable development in a specific country and globally [4].

Most of the highly productive mines in the world are excavated on the surface. Surface
mining is more profitable as it has exceptional advantages in flexibility and mobilizing.
Therefore, realization design for producing as much ore as possible is convenient. Unfor-
tunately, surface mining has an economic limit when the remaining ore reserve becomes
deeper. In that case, underground mining methods are the only option. In addition, under-
ground mining is assumed to leave fewer environmental impacts than surface mining [5].
Among underground mining methods, block caving is the most cost-effective as it can pro-
duce 10,000–100,000 tons per day with a relative operating cost of USD 1 to 2.5 per ton [6,7].
In the last twenty years, existing block caving mines have varying ore body thickness
ranges from 200 to 800 m. A study proposes that the cut and fills stopping method was the
optimal underground mining method for deep mining (>800 m below the ground surface),
compared with block caving and four other methods [8]. However, it is only relevant for
the lead-zinc-silver Trepca mineralization deposit investigated in the study, which has an
irregular shape and ore thickness of 30–100 m. Other studies on underground coal mining
noted that non-pillar mining or Longwall Mining, a caving method for coal deposits, had
the lowest environmental burden and was determined to be the optimal mining method [9].
Thus, the caving method can be favored as an underground mining method due to its high
productivity and low environmental impact. The deposit size must be huge enough to
justify the investment costs at the beginning of production.

In the caving mining method, mining is achieved by breaking most or all of the ore
body. Caving mines are classified as Longwall, Sublevel Caving and Block Caving by
requirement factors, including ore strength, rock strength, deposit shape, deposit dip,
deposit size, ore grade, ore uniformity and depth. Longwall is recommended for any
ore strength, weak/moderate rock strength, tabular deposit shape, low/flat deposit dip,
thin/wide deposit size, moderate ore grade, uniform grade and moderate/deep depth [10].
Due to coal seams having a relatively flat dip, the longwall method is usually applied in
coal mining. Longwall mining in coal seams is an underground mining technique where a
tabular block longwall panel of coal with a typical length of 1.5–3.0 km, a typical width
of 200–300 m and a typical height of 3.0–4.5 m is extracted. Two pairs of roadways are
first driven outside the panel within the seam for access. Machines used for operations are
drum shearer machine as coal cutter, belt conveyor for hauling and hydraulic-powered
roof supports providing temporary support during coal cutting [11]. Longwall mining is
applied intensively in Australia, China and America and also in Ukraine, India, Turkey,
Bangladesh and Poland, [11–28]. In Indonesia, the longwall mining method is applied in
Kutai Kertanegara, East Kalimantan, at the mining concession of PT Gerbang Daya Mandiri
(GDM). GDM recoverable sub-bituminous coal reserves are approximately 29.2 million
tons and one million tons of annual production have been planned [29–33].
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The second caving method, Sublevel Caving, is an underground mining method
proposed for moderate and strong strength of ore, weak rock strength, tabular/massive
deposit shape, steep deposit dip, large thick deposit size, moderate ore grade, moderate
uniformity grade and moderate depth [10]. Sublevel caving is a mass mining method in
which the ore is drilled and blasted while the waste rock caves and fills the space created
by the extraction of ore. The ore body is divided into vertical intervals called sublevel
intervals. The ore within each sublevel interval is drilled in a fan-shaped design at a
constant horizontal distance along the production drift. Load Haul Dump machines load
muck pile from the draw point [34]. Dilution becomes the issue in this method due to the
strength of the ore body and rock mass. Sublevel caving is applied in iron mines in Ukraine,
iron mines in Sweden, iron oxide mines in Norway, coal mines in Spain, coal mines in India
and gold mines in Australia [34–42].

The last caving method, block caving, is recommended for moderate and weak ore
and rock strength, weak rock strength, tabular/thick deposit shape, steep deposit dip, very
thick deposit size, moderate ore grade, moderate uniformity grade and moderate depth [10].
The first documented underground mine which applied the block caving method was the
Pewabic iron mine in 1895 [43]. Although the block caving method has been known for
over a decade, its massive deployment has only occurred in the last twenty years. During
that time, the number of cave mining projects increased almost four times, from 17 to over
50 [44,45]. Not only in number, but caving mines were also getting larger and deeper. In
the beginning, footprint areas and block heights were less than 100,000 m2 and 200 m,
respectively, with the maximal overburden depth of 600 to 700 m. Recent cave mines
have footprint areas greater than 400,000 m2 and block heights exceeding 400 m, with an
overburden depth of up to 1200 m [46,47]. The thickness of the ore body mined using the
block caving method varies between 200 and 800 m. As an indication, the ore body widths
of Northparkes, Ridgeway, Stornoway, Palabora, Grasberg, Oyu Tulgui and El-Teniente are
200 m, 200 m, 225 m, 250 m, 400 m, 500 m and 500–800 m, respectively [47–57].

The most significant evolution in the block caving method is related to the strength of
the caved rock mass. Regarding ore and rock strength criteria, block caving was designed
for weak or moderate rocks [10]. The International Society of Rock Mechanics (ISRM)
Commission on the Classification of Rocks and Rock Masses in 1981 classified rock mass
with uniaxial compressive strength of 6–60 MPa as suitable for block caving. Thanks to
massive underground mining technology innovation, block cave is now implemented in
competent rock; for instance, rock mass with the highest UCS (138 MPa) in Cadia East,
144 MPa in Northparkes, 157 MPa in Deep Mill Level Zone, 170 MPa in El Teniente and
300 MPa in Palabora [58–60]. This condition is classified as a high-strength rock. Some
blocks mentioned above in caving fields took advantage of rock mass preconditioning
to accelerate production, as well as to increase the safety of the workers. Rock mass
preconditioning aims to generate new cracks or to elongate the extent of in-situ cracks
using hydraulic fracturing and/or destress blasting on the competent rock. Some block
caving in competent rock mass performed the rock preconditioning during the preparation
and the development zone before the regular block caving processes [58–60].

All these improvements have enabled the block caving method to majorly contribute
to the supply of ores from underground mines. Five of the ten underground ore mines with
the highest production levels in 2020–2021 use the megatons’ block caving method [61,62].
These are copper, gold and silver mines at Grasberg Operations (PT Freeport, Indonesia),
Cadia Valley (Newcrest Mining, Australia), Padcal (Philex Mining, Philippines) and New
Afton (New Gold, BC, Canada). In addition, diamond mines are located at Udachy (Alrosa,
Russia), where the total ore processed per year is between 3.39–51.53 million tons.

In Indonesia, PT Freeport Indonesia introduced the block caving method. There are
four of five ore bodies in the PT Freeport Indonesia underground complex, which are mined
by the block caving method, i.e., Deep Ore Zone (DOZ), Deep Mill Level Zone (DMLZ),
Grasberg Block Cave (GBC) and Kucing Liar (KL). This method is designed to produce
20,000 to 130,000 tons of ore per day. Grasberg caving complex is categorized as super
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caves with Chuquicamata and New Mining Levels at the El Teniente project in Chile, Oyu
Tolgoi projects in Mongolia and the Resolution Copper project in Arizona [63].

Located in an active tectonic region, Indonesia is famous for hosting large rock mass
intrusion bodies suited to the block caving method. However, only a few have been oper-
ated because the application takes time for technology readiness, feasibility studies, and
development. As a first step, the potential deposits must be explored in detail. Since the
block caving mining practice plays an essential role in maintaining or even upgrading the
total national capacity of rock mass mining in Indonesia, the development and potential
growth of the block caving method application in Indonesia have been reviewed. The dis-
cussions on the transformation and potency of block caving in Indonesia are based on four
aspects, i.e., technological advancement in block caving, geologic and tectonics analysis in
Indonesia, existing operations, and non-technical aspects. It is expected that the opportu-
nities to spread the block caving method in mineral exploitation, especially in Indonesia,
can fulfill the growth in energy demand faced today and in the following decades. This
study is important in dissemination for practitioners, engineers and academics regarding
the block caving method, which is the most efficient method of modern and future mining
for huge ore bodies. Studies in Indonesia are necessary to provide recommendations for
the potential application of this mining method in utilizing the country’s natural resources
(especially metal deposits).

2. Block Caving Method

2.1. Initial Block Caving for Weak to Moderate Rock

Block caving becomes attractive when deposits near the surface appropriate for the
open pit mining method are harder to find. Furthermore, open pit mining has an economical
depth limit of the ore body that can be extracted. Because of this limitation, ore bodies with
low-grade levels at a greater depth cannot be mined using an open pit. On the contrary,
block caving has relatively high productivity and inexpensive production costs, but with a
higher risk in terms of technology and safety.

In the underground mining classification system, block caving is a method for mining
weak to moderate rock and ore (Table 1). Block caving can extract rock on a large scale
following the geometry of the cave propagation. As the cave propagates, ore mass at the top
of the cave and the edge of the abutment will be heavily fragmented and eventually free fall
to be excavated at the production level. As block caving can excavate large rock mass, it can
be applied to almost all rock grades, low to high. The method is applied to mineral deposits
such as iron ore, copper, molybdenum mineralization and diamond-bearing kimberlite
pipes [64]. Recently, it has been used: on porphyry deposits, kimberlite deposits, skarn
and porphyry-related deposits, asbestos mines, iron ore deposits, sedimentary exhalative
(sedex) deposits, volcanogenic massive sulfide (VMS), stratiform deposits and others [65].

Figure 1 shows the general description of the block caving method. The accumulation
of stresses at the top of the cave due to gravity and internal stress is enough to frack and
break rock mass naturally if some conditions are fulfilled, e.g., regarding the radius of the
cave and rock strength. The first stage is the production or extraction level development
below the ore body. The undercut level was commonly excavated about 10–20 m above the
production level, depending on the thickness of the overburdened rock and in-situ stress
conditions. Pillars between the undercut drifts are then drilled and blasted to build slots
below the orebody. This activity is known as undercutting. Draw bells are constructed
between the production and undercut levels to accumulate the broken ore that had fallen
from the top of the cave. Sometimes, secondary fragmentation using a jackhammer or
secondary blasting is required if the block size of broken ore is larger than the requirement
of the processing stages. Well fragmented ore is transferred to draw points at the production
level through the ore pass.
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Table 1. Underground Mining Classification Characteristic (Hartman, Introductory Mining Engineering,
1987).

Underground
Method

Unsupported Supported Caving

Factors Shrinkage
stoping

Sublevel
stoping

Stope and
pillar

Room and
pillar

Cut and fill
stoping

Square set
stoping Longwall Sublevel

caving
Block

caving

Ore strength Strong Moderate/
strong

Moderate/
strong

Moderate/
strong

Moderate/
strong Weak Any Moderate/

strong
Weak/

moderate

Rock strength Strong Fairly strong Moderate/
strong

Moderate/
strong Weak Weak Weak/

moderate Weak Weak/
moderate

Deposit shape Tabular/
lenticular

Tabular/
lenticular

Tabular/
lenticular Tabular Tabular/

lenticular Any Tabular Tabular/
massive

Tabular/
thick

Deposit dip Fairly steep Fairly steep Low/
moderate

Low/
flat Fairly steep Any Low/

flat Fairly steep Fairly
steep

Deposit size Thin/
moderate

Thick/
moderate Any Large/

thin
Thin/

moderate
Usually,

small
Thin/
wide Large thick Very thick

Ore grade Fairly high Moderate Low/
moderate Moderate Fairly high High Moderate Moderate Low

Ore uniformity Uniform Uniform Variable Uniform Variable Variable Uniform Moderate Uniform

Depth Shallow/
moderate Moderate Shallow/

moderate
Shallow/
moderate

Moderate/
deep Deep Moderate/

deep Moderate Moderate

Figure 1. Layout of initial block caving. Undercutting blasting is generated to facilitate cave growth
through weak rock. Draw bells and Finger raises are used to transport the falling ore to the loading
point. The ore is transported to the transportation drift.

The drawing of blasted ore induces the flow of caving material and removes the
support of the cave back. The cave back fails, and the muck pile fills the space formed by
undercutting activity. The cave will continue to propagate upward if the ratio between the
area and the circumference of the cave has satisfied the in-situ rock strength. In this case,
blasted ore falls to draw points at the production level. This continuous caving process
is the expected flow production in the block caving method. The last mining cycle is
loading and hauling from the production level to the processing facility on the surface.
The footprints of cave mining are usually built in several thousands of square meters.
Typically, the development takes about ten years from the first access drifting until the first
production when ore mass reaches the cave propagation and collapses.

In the early underground mining references, e.g., Pewabic iron mine, the block caving
mining method was suited to ore bodies with the characteristics below [10,66].

1. A weak ore body can easily be fractured or fail and be separated around the block.
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2. A weak wall rock breaks into bigger boulders than an ore fragment, where the pressure
helps to break the ore body below.

3. Homogeneous deposit shape is required, as it is impossible to conduct selective
mining. Should eye catching characteristics cause physical differentiation between
ore body and capping, dilution at the draw point can be avoided. Ore body should
be difficult to react with air. Therefore, this method is not appropriate for sulfidation
deposits.

4. Dip of the deposit is not a problem. However, a dip > 65◦ is favorable if it is a vein.
5. Deposit thickness > 3 m with height > 35 m.
6. The grade of ore should not be high.
7. The depth is moderate.

The grade of ore should not be high (point 6) as the uniformity of grades in the ore
body is more important than a certain percentage of grades, because in this method almost
all parts of deposits can be recovered. Considerations of mine feasibility depend more on
the volume of ore, along with the other contained minerals, that will determine the life of
the mine. The high-grade Cu deposits containing low-grade other minerals is equivalent
with the low-grade Cu deposits containing high-grade other minerals. As quantitative
values for comparison, Ridgeway Deeps has 0.38% Cu and 1.80 g/t Au [49–51], while
El-Teniente ore body has 0.62–0.98% Cu, 0.019% Mo, 0.005 g/t Au and 0.5 g/t Ag [55,66].
Both are mined economically using the block caving method.

Later, with the more quantitative approach, Miller-Tait, 1995 [67] stated that the block
caving method is most appropriately applied to mine deposits with these characteristics:

1. A massive ore body with a thickness of more than 100 m, a dip of more than 55◦ and
depth of more than 100 m.

2. Grade distribution is relatively uniform.
3. Very low-quality ore body (Rock Mass Rating, RMR = 0–20), wall rock is from very

weak to moderate (RMR = 0–60).
4. The ore body and wall rock’s uniaxial compressive strength (σc) are very weak.

Compared with major principal stress (σ1), the ratio σc/σ1 is lower than 5.

2.2. Transformation to Competent Rock

To accelerate the technology and safety of block caving, caving practicians routinely
discuss the current block caving technology, paradigm-shifting and recent developments
in block caving at the International Conference on Block and Sublevel Caving. These
events were held five times in Cape Town (2007), Perth (2010), Santiago (2014), Vancouver
(2018) and Adelaide (2022). Together with other cave mining methods, panel caving and
sublevel caving, block caving transforms itself in order to improve its viability, safety, cost,
production and profitability. Research and practice were performed to develop solutions
that reduce lead times and capital investment for the near future.

Industry research and innovation mostly contribute to upgrading the implementation
of recent technology in block caving practice and benchmarking. The experiences of
mining consultants and contractors in servicing different sites enrich a mature and flexible
operation. University or research institutes support a profound understanding of rock
behavior and its response during mining, develop modified formulation or classification
systems and deploy new approaches to solve the latest problems. Collaborative research
between all interested parties is a valuable process.

The newest update in block caving transformation announced in 2022 is the modified
block caving method called Raise Caving. The fundamental difference with the conven-
tional block caving method is that this system uses a hoisting system for mucking the ore
through the raise, which is developed vertically at the center of the ore body from the top
to the bottom. Boring, charging of explosives and supporting the raise are conducted on
the platform placed in the hoisting system. This platform is removed from the raise during
blasting activity and placed at the station’s level to avoid damage [68–72]. The method
consists of two phases, the de-stressing phase, and the production phase. The de-stressing
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stages consist of the slot rise, the start slots and the slots that are developed from top to
bottom of the ore body. In the production phase, de-stressed rock masses are blasted and
fall to the draw points. The caving rises from bottom to top. Ladinig described raising
caving as a hybrid method starting from a pillar-supported method in the early phase,
converting to an artificially supported shrinkage-stopping method during the production
phase and ending up in a caving method as stopes are drawn empty. Raise caving was
successfully tested for a pre-feasibility study on Kiruna Mine. It reduces approximately
50% of the cost of infrastructure development compared with the conventional caving
method [71].

In the last two decades, block caving underwent a series of transformations in terms
of mining equipment and technologies. It impacted the escalation of production rates and
scale. At the start of the block cave mine in 1898, the production rate was about 2–8 kilo
tons per day as it was only implemented on a weak rock at shallow depths. There was no
significant improvement for 80 years, during which production rates increased steadily to
10–20 kilo tons per day. The mechanized system began to be utilized in the 1970s. All active
cave mines nowadays use Load Haul Dump (LHD) for material handling that could achieve
20–40 kilotons per day. LHD is like conventional loaders but was developed for the toughest
rock mining applications, taking overall production economy, safety and reliability into
consideration. In addition, induced micro-seismicity due to mineral extraction conducted
in deep underground mining is continuously monitored to minimize the seismic hazard.
Thanks to the improvement in block caving technology in the last decade, the production
capacity increased to 80–160 kilotons per day.

Technical improvements in mining extraction and safety have allowed block caving to
be applied on moderate to strong rock [73–78]. In some block caving, hydraulic fracturing,
and or destress blasting were implemented before the undercutting process started [58,60].
Hydraulic fracturing aims to decrease rock mass strength by stimulating new fractures and
extending existing fractures. These preparation stages are called preconditioning. Figure 2
shows the scheme of block caving on a large scale, where preconditioning rock mass is
conducted on the next excavating process target.

Figure 2. Layout of modern block caving with hydrofracturing and destress blasting for precondi-
tioning the competent rock mass. In this example, rock mass preconditioning by blasting is carried
out through a well drilled from the undercutting level (blue and red lines) and hydraulic fracturing
through a well drilled from hydraulic fracturing above the cave. The falling material from the
propagated cave is mucked from the extraction level.
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The layout of intensive preconditioning, where hydraulic fracturing and de-stress
blasting were combined, is also shown in Figure 2. These techniques enabled competent
rock to be mined using block caving because of rock fragmentation before production. The
hydraulic radius of the block caving is also increased due to the higher rock strength of the
competent rock. For instance, in a weak rock required hydraulic radius is only a maximum
of 50 m. However, now block caving mines in competent rock reach continuous caving at
minimum hydraulic radius of 60–70 m and an undercutting area of around 280 m × 280 m.

In mining production technology, autonomous LHD is an excellent technology that
has been relied on for the prodigious rate of major block caves productivity. This improves
mining safety and, therefore, enables block caving in low-grade and larger deposits. A
tele-remote system was experimented with in the 1980s with the main goal of removing
the operator from the mucking process at the draw points. The recent version of au-
tonomous LHD enables one operator to control 2–3 LHDs from a central control station.
Henderson mine, Colorado, Magma mine, Arizona, and the Andes, Chuquicamata, Chile,
Grasberg, Indonesia and Oyu Tulgui, Mongolia are cave projects that have been utilizing
this autonomous system [79].

In terms of modeling, numerical modeling offers a fast and representative rock me-
chanics assessment when several designs need to be analyzed. Numerical modeling was
used for the first time in 1973 to study cave propagation behavior at the El Teniente Mine
in Chile [80]. In the beginning, numerical modeling of block caving is limited to two-
dimensional, elastic behavior and a continuum model. Along with developing tools and
applications, it upgrades to the three-dimensional, elastoplastic behavior, and discon-
tinuous or hybrid model. Most of the numerical modeling is exploited to simulate the
stress–strain condition, rock mass behavior around the cave, cave propagation mechanism,
and subsidence behavior, or compared to the other results of empirical, physical, or analyti-
cal methods. Discontinuous and hybrid models are developed specially to accommodate
the modeling of heterogeneous or defected rock and its flow in the caving process [81,82].
Cellular automata, an artificial intelligence with iterative, stochastic, and discrete mathe-
matical models coupled with its predecessor numerical tools, is the recommended approach
for block caving modeling. Caving mechanics models were then utilized for production
scheduling [83–88].

Mining companies in the USA and Australia, Freeport McMoran, Newcrest Mining
and Rio Tinto, are the leading companies in block caving mining practice. Their success in
operating several sites becomes a reference for other mining companies in practicing this
method. They noted that the geotechnical setting is always a determinant factor of mine
planning and design. Freeport McMoran successfully redesigned the mine and modified
ground support in long- and short-term planning at Grasberg Block Caving when faced with
heterogeneous rock masses [56]. Newcrest Mining considered fragmentation, hydraulic
fracturing, mine design, cave management and the stress abutment zone as geotechnical
considerations for mine planning and design in the Cadia Valley Operation [49]. Rio
Tinto, with its recent experiences in Grasberg, Palabora, Northparkes, Argyle and present
projects in Oyo Tolgui and Resolution Mine, but cautioned that detailed measurement and
monitoring are the most important steps in the design, construction and operation of block
caving mines [57].

Productivity, grade and mining value are sensitive aspects in operating block caving
projects [89]. As the most promising advanced underground mining method after open
pit closure, it is necessary to consider whether the exposure on the surface and the risk of
slope failure of the open pit affect the grade of the underground ore body [90]. Regarding
this issue, the concept of “Cave to Mill” was introduced to provide consistent tonnage and
grade feed which consists of (i) better characterization of the material reporting to draw
points, (ii) measurement of the variation in metal content that is delivered from draw points
and (iii) a bulk sorting system which offers flexibility and control [91]. Sensor-based sorting
applications and automation of an online grade analyzer are helpful tools for intensifying
the capacity of material handling and the efficiency of the quality control process [89–91].
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Understanding the actual condition of rock mass is vital in mine stability analysis. In
terms of actualization aspects, monitoring is the best method for quantifying rock mass
and is used as a reference for validating and verifying predictive models. Micro-seismic
monitoring is also the most effective method for block caving compared to other monitoring
methods (displacement monitoring with dilatometer, multiple borehole extensometer,
borehole camera, scanner, radar, or aerial photographs). This condition is due to its capacity,
which covers a large area and records the spatio-temporal alteration. In addition to being
sensitive to movement, the data obtained is very comprehensive and flexible for various
advanced analysis purposes. Micro-seismic monitoring methods have been applied in
several caving mines, using both passive and active seismic sources. Based on our previous
study, the placement of the seismometer network significantly affects the resolution and
level of data certainty [92]. The collaboration of analytical methods and iterative solutions
has helped to localize the source of seismic events accurately. The accuracy of the location
of the source of this event is essential for modeling geological structures in rock mass [93].

3. Requirements and Technical Specifications for Block Cave Mines Globally

Currently, there are over 50 cave mining projects in various stages of study and
development in the world (Figure 3). They have spread mostly in North America, Australia,
Africa, and South America. Some valuable projects are also located in Asia, i.e., in Indonesia,
the Philippines and Mongolia. The several specifications of the existing block caving
mines in the world are reported in Appendix A, Table A1. The block caving method has
transformed from the original limited version to the recent version that is more productive,
more efficient, with higher technology, and safer. The block caving method in the future
may become competitive in terms of its development process if it can keep following the
current rapidly evolving trend, be more flexible in applying varied depths and grades of the
ore body and maintain minimum risks associated with mining hazards. Based on the best
practice and available references for block caving [94], e.g., Palabora and Cullinan in South
Africa; Grasberg Caving Complex in Indonesia; Northparkes Mine, Argyle, Ridgeway
Deeps, Cadia East and Carrapateena in Australia; Andina and El Teniente in Chile; Renard
and Red Chris in Canada; Resolution Mine in Arizona; Salvador in Central America;
Jwaneng in Botswana; Padcal in the Philippines; and Oyu Tolgoi in Mongolia, block cave
mines’ requirements and technical specifications could be summarized as follows.

Mine planning becomes crucial to achieve the best tactical short-term and long-term
strategies, since it ensures the life of the robust block caving on strong rock masses. In
the development stage of block caving, especially if using autonomous hauling, the haul
distance from the production level at the bottom of the ore body to the processing plant on
the surface must be designed as efficiently as possible to ensure the smooth flow of trans-
portation equipment. In addition, structural design, functional design and maintenance
management system design should deal with realistic and appropriate design limits [95,96].

In the undercutting stage, the optimization of the undercut is the main parameter in
design. It imposes stress perturbation, hydraulic radius, cave propagation, caving direction
and the stability of pillars at the extraction level [97–99]. The main target of undercutting
competent rock mass is to achieve a large hydraulic radius while keeping the level stable.
To do so, the height of the undercut cannot be less than 10 m and requires wider pillars and
powerful rock support on the extraction level. This mining process makes the block caving
work like an underground rock factory [99].

Block caving has several risks related to rock mass instability. Rock burst and strain
burst are the main unexpected risks in cave establishment, as the constructed void is big
enough to disturb the equilibrium condition of the rock mass. Common geotechnical
hazards include subsidence, mud rush, rock fall, caving stall, caving hazards, collapse,
flying rock and other uncontrolled material movements. Air blasts must be encountered
where the cave intersects any excavation.
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Figure 3. Distribution of caving mining globally compiled from previous studies, some of them listed
in Table A1 (Appendix A).

It is also worth noting that the block caving applied on strong-hard-competent rock
masses may face the problem of rock fragmentation. If the rock is deformed in coarse
fragmentations, it might cause production loss and impede the continuity of ore flow
at the draw point. Optimum fragmentation is a must to avoid material being stuck at
draw points. One needs to understand the geological settings and structures of the in-situ
rock: rock’s strength, mineral composition, joint conditions, and natural fractures, to plan
the mining strategies: pre-conditioning, undercutting, cave initiation, cave propagation,
drawing and ore handling process, since these conditions achieve successful fragmentation
and draws controlling. In some block caving, fragmentation problems could be avoided
by a combination of comprehensive modeling of geological settings, statistical analysis
and forecasting algorithms, digital imaging, laboratory testing, or numerical simulation for
fragmentation modeling or dilution prediction [100–104].

Based on the last transformation and the practice of existing and developing block
cave mining projects, the following sum up the new/updated typical orebody parameters
requirement for block caving:

1. Ore body dimension

Suitable ore body types for this method are porphyry or pipe, large with thick, wide,
tabular, or blocky dimensions. There are several applications on other types of deposits,
i.e., sedex, VMS, stratiform, and others. However, the most common is porphyry.

2. Ore body and rock mass quality

As preconditioning had been a casual practice in many caving projects, there are no
limited requirements for ore strength of the ore body. The upper limit of the uniaxial rock
strength of competent rock mass to be mined using block caving is 300 MPa.
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3. Grade

Block caving is allowable for mining from low to high-grade ore bodies. The minimum
cut-off grade varies depending on the specific site’s engineering setting and other factors.
However, the grade distribution of ore bodies should be relatively uniform. The exploited
deposits have grade from 0.3% to >1.0% Cu.

4. Depth

On the latest block caving mining projects, orebody lies at depths from 500 up to 2200
m below the surface.

Technical specifications for running block caving mines:

1. Preparation method

Technical specifications of hydraulic fracturing and/or de-stress blasting are defined
by ore body and rock mass quality. Undercutting blasting is continued until the cave prop-
agation is achieved by a certain hydraulic radius depending on the in-situ rock strength.

2. Undercutting strategy

The advanced undercutting trend is the most optimum strategy by compromising
pre-undercutting and post-undercutting. This strategy allows only a limited excavation
of the draw bell in the draw horizon before the undercutting process. The remaining
development in extraction level is continued in the de-stress condition area.

3. Mine Design

Both El Teniente and C-Cut are still used. There are no significant changes from the
original version of the block caving mining method in undercut, production and draw bell
configuration. Production rates accelerate to more than 80,000–130,000 tons per day.

4. Mining equipment

Mucking equipment from loading in the draw point to haulage level consists of Load
Haul Dumps. They have been operated autonomously in some super cave projects.

5. Monitoring system

Micro-seismic monitoring, with its advancement in tomography technology, is a
helpful and reliable tool for measuring damage and modelling stress distribution on the rock
mass induced by block caving mines. It should provide a concise and precise description
of the experimental results, their interpretation and the experimental conclusions that can
be drawn.

4. Existing Caving Mine in Indonesia

4.1. Grasberg Caving Complex

Esrtberg prospective area was discovered by mining engineers, Jean Jacques Dozy and
A. Colijn in 1936. However, this area was not explored in detail until Freeport discovered
the report in 1960. An expedition led by Forbes Wilson and Del Flint rediscovered the
Erstberg mineral deposit. By signing the Contract of Work (CoW) with the government of
Indonesia in 1967, Freeport became the mining contractor for the Erstberg deposit. In 1973,
Ertsberg was declared operational after completing the exploration and feasibility study.
Grasberg deposits were discovered in 1988, three kilometers from the Erstberg mine [105].
Since the opening of Erstberg and Grasberg, several block caving mines have been operated
by PT Freeport Indonesia (PTFI) to mine the ore body.

Orebodies on the CoW area of PTFI are extracted using surface and underground
mining systems (Figure 4) [106]. Ertsberg East Skarn System (EESS) deposits were mined
by block caving. Gunung Bijih Timur (GBT) block caving mine started production in 1980
through to 1993, from an elevation of 3474 m to 3626 m, recovering 60 million tons of ore.
Intermediate Ore Zone (IOZ) or Erstberg Stockwork Zone block caving was in operation
from 1994 until 2003, with total production of over 50 million ore. IOZ mine connected
vertically with the GBT mine. The footprint of the IOZ orebody was 330 m long by 220 m
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wide, with ore column heights of 150–220 m. DOZ mine block cave mine is located about
320 m below IOZ mine and about 1200 m below the surface.

Figure 4. Ore bodies in Grasberg Block Cave Mine. There are five existing blocks in the Grasberg
Block Cave Mine, i.e., Grasberg Block Cave, Kucing Liar, Big Gossan, DOZ, DMLZ. Each block is
accessed through a spur towards the Portal at Ridge Camp.

DOZ block was at the elevation of 3126 m to 3476 m. The undercut level is 3146 m or
20 m above the production level. DOZ block cave was designed to be more than 1000 m
long and 500 m wide. The mine had 857 draw points, designed in a column footprint of
15 × 18 m. There were three main specific geological units that were encountered in the
DOZ mine: diorite and magnetite skarn, forsterite skarn and dolomite-marble and highly
altered localized ore (HALO). They had a specific gravity of about 2.22–2.9, Rock Quality
Designation (RQD) of 22–93%, Unconfined compressive strength (UCS) from 21–130 MPa,
and Rock Mass Rating (RMR) 25–90, classifieds from poor to fair up to very good. The
mining operation was completed after being targeted to produce 25 kilotons of ore per
day [107].

Deep Mill Level Zone (DMLZ) is the deepest block caving below DOZ. DMLZ, located
at elevation 3.125–2.590 msl, has a reserve of about 472 million tons, 0.85% copper and
0.72 g/ton gold. DMLZ targeted a diorite intrusion body bounded by dolomite. The diorite
is similar that in Ertsberg, which was also altered by potassic phyllite and endo-skarn
garnet intersected by quartz vein and anhydride [108–111]. Diorite in Extraction Level and
Undercut Level has UCS 156.5 MPa and middle RQD 70–100% [59]. This strong, intact
rock and competent rock mass characteristic make cave mining practice more challenging.
DMLZ will have 700 active draw points in total production to complete the mine operation
in 2041 [56].

Grasberg Block Cave (GBC) is the underground mine using the block caving method
that continued production of Grasberg orebody after the Grasberg Open Pit Mine was
completed in 2018 [109,110]. GBC began to develop in 2004 by drifting the first access.
Caving was started by undercutting in September 2018 and draw-belling in December
2018. Grasberg orebody is a porphyry copper-gold deposit formed by a multiphase dioritic
intrusion replenished in the center of a volcanic breccia complex. The mineralization is
about 1600 m in length vertically and from about 200 m to over one kilometer in width. The
extraction level using El Teniente-style layout with production panel drifts space of 30 m are
at 2830 m elevation. The draw point spacing of 20 m was designed and resulted in a total
of 2400 draw points. The undercut level was developed 20 m above the extraction level.
The overall 700,000 m2 large and about one kilometer in diameter footprint of the GBC
orebody is sectioned into eight blocks. Operating multiple blocks simultaneously to meet
the production target is exceptionally challenging due to its special condition, where a large
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block cave sits below the largest open pit in an area of high rainfall. The mine closure of
the cave was targeted in 2041 with a production of 130,000–160,000 tons per day. Character
of rock mass in this cave mine is more complicatedly heterogenous than DOZ, classified
as fair to very good ground and poor to fair ground regarding geotechnical domain. The
first domain consists of 7 lithologies and has RQD 72–88% with UCS 80–140 MPa. The
second comprises five (5) lithologies and has RQD 11–90% with UCS 5–80 MPa [56,105–113].
Kucing Liar block deposit, the next operated large block cave mine, was developed in 2022
and targeted to begin production in 2027.

No detailed technical notes related to blasting practice specifications at Grasberg
Caving Complex were documented. Based on the underground ring blasting design (long
hole blasting techniques applied in block caving), the most common diameter ranges from
64 to 115 mm. For draw belling, a fan of 102 mm diameter consists of 9 holes with the length
of blast hole drilled in the roof range from 8 to 22.9 m. By burdening 2.5–2.6 m, it consumes
about 58 to 188 kg emulsion (1.1 gr/cc) per hole: the smaller hole diameter, 89 mm, is used
on a narrow inclined undercut ring to avoid dilution. The burden is designed to be closer,
only ranging from 1.8 to 2.1 m, with 5 holes in a fan. It needs from 8.7 to 69 kg emulsion
(1.0 gr/cc) per hole [114]. As the draw belling and undercutting blasting output, the broken
ore was mucked from the draw point using Load Haul Dump (LHDs) operated remotely,
then delivered via loading chute to a rail haulage system. Wire mesh and shotcrete were
applied to support the draw point and undercut level. Blasting conducts for two rings (fan
series) every day and results in about 80–100 kilotons of Cu-Au fragmented ore.

4.2. Semi Caving in Pongkor

The second case of a block cave mine in Indonesia presented in this paper is a small
block caving modified from a typical underground mining method. Initially, all primary
veins were mined using cut and fill as a common mining method. However, some ore mass
collapses were found in sill drift during development. Therefore, in 2004, the semi-caving
system was successfully applied in Pongkor underground gold mine. Given the classifica-
tion of weak ore observed, caving mining was selected to be operated on those ore masses.
Based on the in-situ rock strength, a small hydraulic radius of approximately 3.3 m was
required for cave propagation. During application for four months with the undercut, the
dimension caused by the continuous caving of the ore body was approximately 20 × 10 m
and ore production increased to 95.7%. This case could be referred to by miners regarding
how to modify the underground mining method as semi-caving if the ore body or rock
mass is extremely weak for maintaining excavation [115].

5. Mineralization Type and Potential Cave Mines in Indonesia

In mine planning and design, ore body parameters are fixed technical and economic
considerations. Mining method classified by ore body condition is the main aspect of
planning and design. The mineralization style includes all the ore body’s basic parameters.
The geological setting and geotechnical characteristics of the ore body and the surrounding
rocks are fundamental to mine design. This condition will influence tunnel support require-
ments and productivity. The depth below the surface, regional stresses, and geothermal
gradients can all have significant impacts on aspects of mine design, performance, and cost.
The commodity may also influence how the ore is mined, treated, or transported [65].

This means that the style of mineralization is a fundamental control in the life of a
mine. This condition is in accordance with the laws and regulations in Indonesia. As
written in the Indonesian Mining Law, 2020, mining is a part of or all of the activities stages
to manage and undertake minerals or coal, which includes general study, exploration,
feasibility study, construction, mining, processing and/or refinement, development and/or
utilization, transportation and selling, and also post-mining activity.

This law had been detailed by the Ministerial Decree of Energy and Mineral Resources
in 2018. It is explained within it that mine planning is arranged at the stage of the mine
feasibility study. Mining method and system as an aspect of mine planning consists of
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mining system (surface or underground), mining method, mine schedule, production
rates, and life of the mine. The mining system must be suited to special and geotechnical
conditions, ore bodies, mine environmental considerations, and mining technology. Based
on this guidance, the inventory of ore deposits and their style of mineralization is the first
step in assessing the appropriateness of block caving as a mining method in a specific site.

As the path of the world’s ring of fire, the Indonesian archipelago was formed due to
the interaction and collision of the gigantic crustal blocks of the Eurasian, Indian, Australian,
and Pacific plates. The process was induced by ultrabasic rocks containing rich mineral
resources distributed extensively in eastern Indonesia, while in western Indonesia most
of the orebodies explored are associated with the active volcano-plutonic arc or the stable
mass of the Sunda Shelf [116–119].

Indonesia’s geological condition is promising since the magmatic arc is strongly
associated with copper and gold mineralization. Gold mineralization in Indonesia was
formed in the andesitic arc. The andesitic arc occurs in the Cretaceous range to the Pliocene
(3–20 million years), especially in the Cenezoic age. At the time, Indonesia’s plates started
to experience subduction and actively generated a certain zonation of magmatic arcs.
The identified gold deposits in Indonesia are copper-gold porphyry, skarn, high and low
epithermal sulfidation system, sediment-hosted gold, gold-silver-barit and base metals
deposits and kelian type, a transition from porphyry to an epithermal system [116–119].
Based on tectonic activity along the magmatic arc, the eastern part of Indonesia is dominated
by porphyry and skarn formations, as well as a small percentage of hydrothermal sulfide
deposits and hosted sediment. In Western regions of Indonesia, mineralization tends
to be epithermal deposits. Low sulfidation was generated in relatively shallow areas
of Sunda Land [119,120]. Regarding the relationship with magmatic arcs, deposits in
Indonesia are related to andesitic magmatic arcs that formed rapidly during magmatic
activity. This shows that this mineralization is related to the subduction of the ocean
floor. Epithermal deposits were formed along the continental arc, which was the island arc
joining the Sunda Shelf during the period of mineralization due to crust thickening and
intensive elongation. Porphyry gold occurred both in the environment of the island arc
and continental arc [119–121].

Porphyry and epithermal deposits form in the upper crust. They are related to sulfur
and water-rich intermediate to silicic magmatic sources of hydrothermal fluids that move
upward and produce extensive hydrolytic and alkali wall-rock alteration, quartz veins
and sulfides. Figure 5 shows that the porphyry body is formed above magma chambers
where fluids hydro fracture rock at 700–350 ◦C and pressures range from supra-lithostatic
to supra-hydrostatic. The formation depth ranges from 2 to 10 km [119,120].

Block caving method had been implemented on these ore body genesis: kimberlite
pipes, skarn deposits, porphyry deposits, asbestos deposits in peridotite rock, iron ore
deposits and stratified sedimentary horizons. Thirty-one of 80 mines that used the block
caving method were porphyry deposits, while 6 were skarn and porphyry-related deposits,
including Grasberg Caving Complex in Indonesia [65]. It is proven that this type of
porphyry deposit is very suitable for using this underground mining method, considering
the relatively large shape of the ore body. Moreover, the block caving mines in porphyry
deposits are practically a transition of the open pit above it, in terms of extending their
mine life. Observing the existing copper and gold mines in Indonesia, the block caving
mining method was only implemented economically in the porphyry type. In contrast, the
other quartz veins were mined using the stopping method. Thus, it is highly recommended
to explore porphyry deposits and declare them as prospective deposits for the application
of the block caving method.
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Figure 5. The schematic of porphyry ore body. Different colors indicate the different mineralization
and alteration of the intrusion body.

Figure 6 shows the location of porphyry deposits in Indonesia. They are distributed
mostly in eastern Indonesia. Tapada, Bulagidun, Tombulilato and Motomboto porphyry
deposits were generated on Sulawesi East Mindanao Arc. Grasberg porphyry deposits
and skarn system related were generated on Medial Irian Jaya Arc. The genesis of the
Kaputusan porphyry deposit is associated with Halmahera Arc. Onto, Elang, Batu Hijau,
Randu Kuning and Tumpang Pitu porphyry deposits are located in southern Indonesia,
which is associated with the Sunda-banda Arc.

Figure 6. Porphyry deposits in Indonesia, compiled from previous studies in Table A2 (Appendix A).

Table A2 (Appendix A) shows that the style of mineralization of economic deposits
in Indonesia is dominated by porphyry and quartz vein. Ore mineralization deposits in
Indonesia are generally classified as primary and secondary deposits. A primary deposit
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is formed from the magmatic process. Porphyry, stockwork, alteration zone, or skarn
system are related to hydrothermal phases. In epithermal phases, gold enrichment fulfills
the empty structure or voids in the rock mass, where Au/Ag/Cu/Mo quartz veins are
concentrated. Secondary deposit such as alluvial placer transported and sedimented on
river meander is extracted by local miners using artisanal or traditional mining methods.

A large dimension is a fixed requirement for implementing the block caving method.
The large ore bodies explored in Indonesia with potential to be mined using the block
caving method are the Onto deposit in Eastern Sumbawa, Cabang Kiri deposit in Gorontalo,
Tumpangpitu-Tujuh Bukit Porphyry in East Java and Randu Kuning deposit. Most global
block caving projects have been mining the Cu Porphyry orebodies. Indonesia needs to be
concerned about performing a feasibility study on this ore body type.

Copper and gold mineralization and their associated minerals, such as silver and
molybdenum, is related to magmatic arc. Generally, Indonesia’s copper and gold mineral-
ization results in various deposits of porphyry, high-sulfidation epithermal deposits, low-
epithermal deposits, Au-Ag-Cu±base metal mineralization, skarn and sediment-hosted.
Based on the tectonic events that occurred along magmatic arcs, eastern Indonesia is
dominated by porphyry and skarn, some high sulfidation hydrothermal deposits and
sediment-hosted. Western Indonesia has mineralization that consists of low-sulfidation
epithermal deposits in the shallow Sunda arc [116–121].

Porphyry gold deposits can be formed on both island arc and continental
arc [65,114–119]. Magmatic arcs in Indonesia where porphyry deposits are suspected
to be found are Sunda-Banda Arc (Au-Cu porphyry), Aceh Arc (Cu-Mo porphyry), Central
Kalimantan Arc (transition from epithermal to porphyry), Sulawesi-East Mindanao Arc
(Au-Cu porphyry) and Central Irian Jaya Arc (porphyry and skarn orebody). Halmahera
arc has not yet been explored. However, the mineralization type is hypothesized in the
form of Cu-Au porphyry.

• Onto deposit

Onto deposit is a large Cu-Au deposit discovered in 2013 on eastern Sumbawa Is-
land. Cu occurred as covellite and pyrite-covellite veinlets in a tabular block. The block
dimension is at least 1.5 × 1 km and the vertical height is ≥1 km. In 2013, a diamond drill
program tested an extensive advanced argillic alteration litho-cap within the Hu’u project
on eastern Sumbawa Island, Indonesia. A very large and blind copper-gold deposit (Onto)
was discovered, in which copper occurs largely as disseminated covellite with pyrite and
as pyrite-covellite veinlets in a tabular block measuring at least 1.5 × 1 km, with a vertical
thickness of ≥1 km. The porphyry intrusions were emplaced at shallow depth (≤1.3 km),
with A-B–type quartz veinlet stockworks developed over a vertical interval of 300 to 400 m
between ~100 and 500 m below sea level (BSL), 600 to 1000 m below the present surface,
which is at 400 to 600 m above sea level. Although the greatest amount of copper occurs as
para-genetically late covellite deposit during the formation of the advanced argillic alter-
ation, approximately 60% of the resource at 0.3% Cu cut-off still occurs within the porphyry
stocks, indicating that porphyry stocks are a fundamental control on mineralization [121].

• Porphyry deposits on Tambulilato

Porphyry Cu-Au mineralization on Tambulilato, North Sulawesi, is present at Cabang
Kiri, Sungai Mak, Kayubulan Ridge and Cabang Kanan. Hypogene Cu-Au mineralization
is typically associated with magnetite-bearing K-silicate assemblages, partially obliterated
by sericite, illite and chlorite. Copper as chalcopyrite and bornite and Au show a positive
correlation. Multiphase intrusions and alteration-mineralization events are commonplace.
Biotite-bearing K-silicate alteration at Cabang Kiri and Kayubulan Ridge yields K-Ar ages
of 2.93 ± 0.06 and 2.36 ± 0.05 Ma, respectively. Cabang Kiri possesses a gold-rich zone
(>1.5 ppm Au) open at depth and the bulk of the mineralization at Sungai Mak is contained
in a supergene chalcocite blanket [122].

• Tumpangpitu, Tujuh Bukit porphyry deposit
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The inferred hypogene sulfide resource estimate for the Tumpangpitu Cu-Au-Mo
porphyry deposit is 1.9 billion tons at 0.45% Cu, 0.45 g/t Au and 90 ppm Mo, equating
to 28.1 Moz Au, 19 Blbs Cu and 400 Mlbs Mo at a 0.2% Cu cut off. The total measured,
indicated, and inferred resource for the high-sulfidation Au-Ag oxide is 71.4 million tons at
0.80 g/t Au and 26.3 g/t Ag with 1.9 Moz Au and 60.3 Moz Ag at 0.3 g/t Au cut-off grade.
The advanced exploration resulted in the Tujuh Bukit porphyry deposit having a total of
1.9 billion tons of inferred global resource of ore at an average grade of 0.45% copper and
0.45 g per ton of gold, containing 19 billion pounds of copper and 28 million ounces of gold.
In early 2018, work began on the underground development of the exploration decline. It
progressed encouragingly throughout the year toward developing a long-life and low-cost
block cave porphyry copper and gold mine [123].

• Randu Kuning deposit

The Randu Kuning prospect is a part of the East Java Southern Mountain Zone,
occupied mostly by plutonic and volcanic igneous rocks, volcaniclastic, siliciclastic and
carbonate rocks. Magmatism-volcanism products were indicated by the abundance of
igneous and volcaniclastic rocks of Mandalika and Semilir Formation and many dioritic
intrusive rocks of the Late Eocene-Early Miocene magmatism. Porphyry Cu-Au and in-
termediate sulfidation epithermal Au-base metals mineralization at Randu Kuning have
strong genetic correlation with the magmatism and volcanism processes. The mineral-
ized dioritic intrusive rocks in the area are distributed at the center of the depression
of an ancient volcanic crater. Many intermediate sulfidation epithermal prospect areas
surround the Randu Kuning porphyry Cu-Au. Most mineralization, including porphyry
and epithermal environments, is associated with quartz-sulfide veins. However, not all
porphyry vein types contribute to copper and gold mineralization. The early quartz-
magnetite veins (particularly A and M vein types) generally do not contain Cu-Au or
are barren. In contrast, the later sulfide-bearing veins, such as quartz-sulfide (AB type)
veins, chalcopyrite-pyrite (C type) veins and quartz-sulfides-carbonate (D type) veins
are mineralized. Mineralization contains copper and gold deposits in the range of about
0.66–5.7 g/t Au and 0.04–1.24% Cu. On the epithermal level, mineralization is mostly
related to pyrite+sphalerite+chalcopyrite+quartz+carbonate veins and hydrothermal brec-
cias. The epithermal veins and breccia lead to the occurrence of silver, zinc and lead
mineralization. It commonly contains around 0.4–1.53 g/t Au, 0.8–8.5 g/t Ag, 0.17–0.39%
Cu, 0.003–0.37% Zn, 00089–0.14% Pb [124].

The block caving method is a promising underground mining method for mineral
production in Indonesia, specifically for Cu-Au-Ag-Mo porphyry-type deposits. It is
needed a comprehensive and high certainty of orebody knowledge. For thinner deposit
shapes like quartz veins, semi-caving is reliable as an alternative method to modify the main
method–usually stopping group type (cut and fill, shrinkage, sublevel stopping)–while the
ore body has a weak or poor quality.

6. Opportunities and Challenges of Block Caving Method in Indonesia

The number of prospective ore bodies to be mined using block caving methods
mentioned above will increase the exploration program. Presently, the new targets of ex-
ploration in Indonesia are determined by scholars and investors who spend their resources
to study prospective areas on Sunda Arc, such as Tangse, Gunung Subang, Ojolali and
Miwah [125–128].

6.1. Exploration

The exploration method should be by type of deposits to ensure the success of explo-
ration activities. Valuable deposits in Indonesia are mostly porphyry and epithermal. The
most useful geophysical techniques in exploration for these are high-resolution magnet-
ics and electrical surveys. Airborne magnetic and electromagnetics surveys are fast and
cost-effective, particularly in areas of rugged topography. Regional magnetics, gravity,
remote sensed data, and topographic data can also identify major structures, intrusive
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complexes and alterations. Radiometric surveys can be useful in mapping geology and
alteration. Table A3 shows the recommended exploration methods classified by the type
of deposits summarized [120]. Geophysical exploration methods benefit the prospecting
and general exploration stage or scope study. After prospecting has been plotted, another
detailed method should be conducted, such as detailed topography, core drilling and
geophysical logging. Laboratory testing is conducted, including rock mass characterization
and ore body quality. This aims to arrive at the best understanding of ore body conditions.
Therefore, feasibility studies can be held using data with high confidence.

6.2. Cost

Investment capital cost to develop block caving method is expensive. For representa-
tion, the pre-feasibility cost of Tujuh Bukit Porphyry was about $58 million [123,129]. The
development cost of GBC and DMLZ plus the infrastructure was $7.8 billion, taking place
from 2008 to 2021 [130]. Ridgeway Deeps was developed at the cost of A$525 million [131].
Capital investment for Carrapateena block cave development of about A$1.2 billion to
A$1.3 billion was weighted toward 2025 to 2027. It has been analyzed that incentive pricing
of USD 3 to 3.5 per lb ore is required to upscale the currently proposed caving projects
into the production stage [132]. Of course, this consideration is a special challenge for
the investor. The joint venture between the government mining company and national or
global world-class mining company investment hopefully will be helpful in accelerating the
operation of the block caving method in Indonesia. Investment capital cost on block caving
projects usually involves the construction of a block cave, underground crusher, automated
remote loaders, modifications to the processing plant and deployment of the monitor-
ing system. Raise caving, introduced recently, should be considered for its feasibility in
reducing the cost of infrastructure development.

6.3. Operational

Block caving is a mining method with large productivity/mass mining. Remote-
control systems for ore drawing and mucking are unavoidable to improve safety and
pursue production targets. The deployment and mastery of this remote-control technology
system should be supported by providing training/internships for prospective operators
working in block caving mines. Mastery of the technology of controlling remote mining
will be beneficial for the availability of Indonesian human resources competent in operating
block caving mining systems. The possibility of adopting a block caving or even the raise
caving method should be considered for optimum mining practice.

6.4. Environment

Block caving does not cause uncontrollable environmental impacts, such as changes
in landscape on the surface, especially in block caving mines in strong deep rocks. In some
instances where the deposited deposits result from an open pit mine, it is necessary to
conduct a comprehensive study to establish the optimal crown pillar geometry [133,134]. In
relatively shallow deposits, block caving can trigger subsidence at ground level. The maxi-
mum area, angle and subsidence depth should be predicted at the feasibility study stage
and monitored during mining to ensure no facilities on the surface are affected [135,136].
Other risks to worry about during the operational phase of mining that may impact workers
are rock stability, mud rush and air blast. With a good understanding of the geological
structure, hydrogeology, and fluid mechanics within rock masses, the best mining designs
and practices can be applied to control unexpected impacts. At the stage of detailed explo-
ration, the three aspects must be appropriately characterized and the influence of mining
on all three must be considered [137,138]. In addition to the development of science and
technology, mastery of human resources to understand the condition of the rock mass is
absolutely necessary in the context of implementing an environmentally friendly block
caving mine in the future.
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6.5. Policy

Indonesia has been experiencing a tortuous journey in mineral resource management.
At the beginning of the independence era (1945–1965), President Soekarno spread a strong
spirit of nationalism and anti-imperialism. In this era, the Indonesian government na-
tionalized mining companies that the Dutch regime controlled then. Investment and aid
from western countries were rejected [139]. In the New Order regime (1965–1997), foreign
investments were facilitated by Mining Law 1967 with the mining work contract (Kontrak
Karya) scheme. The reformation era had been inspired by the decentralization that had
impacted the rapid growth of mining permits owned by local businesses. The government’s
lack of readiness for the monitoring system and the experience of mine owners in good
mining practices left some “troublesome homework” until the present day. The biggest
problem is that of the voids of former mines and their unfinished land arrangement, as
their function is written in the mine closure documents. Finally, after almost half a century,
Indonesia’s government issued a new Mining Law in 2009 (Mineral and Coal Mining
Law No.4 2009). It reorganized the superintendence of the mining industry, specifically,
responsibility for carrying out product down streaming and prioritizing the fulfillment
of domestic demand. After the legalization of the newest Mining Law (Mining Law No.3
2020–The Amendment of Mineral and Coal Mining Law No.4 2009) and Omnibus Law
2021, the Indonesian government remained open to global investors with commensurate
authorization and benefits. This condition is more suitable for the investment climate
and promises a brighter future for the mining industry in Indonesia. Therefore, there is a
legal opportunity to apply the block caving method in Indonesia by experienced foreign
companies.

6.6. Social Geology

Mining industries have specific characteristics: high return, high risk, high technology
and high investment. Mining is an industry operating over long time periods, especially in
the block caving method, where the development and production time is relatively long
due to the large deposit volume. This requires engagement with community growth on
the local scale and country development on a national scale. As echoed in the last decade,
social geology has become a required aspect that must be fulfilled [139–141]. Besides being
technically feasible and economically profitable, mining projects must also be socially
acceptable. Every new investment that comes in must be able to make a real contribution
to society. The issue has become a crucial and sensitive issue, especially due to the impact
of the social gap issue since Grasberg and Erstberg reserves have been exploited until the
present. The appropriateness of profit sharing between the mining company and Indonesia
has been criticized. This special requirement is known as a “social license” to operate.

The new mode of block caving mining methods uses autonomously operated and
machine-intensive means for producing a large volume of ore. It is possible to assume that
this reduced need for human labor means that this mining project provides only a low
positive impact on people’s employment. In addition, Indonesian miners are not familiar
with this method, so their participation will be restricted. The contribution of the block
caving mining project must be realized in another form, for instance, technological transfer
by training Indonesian workers to become advanced in the application of these methods.
Indonesia should mirror settled mining countries such as Australia and USA, who have
made block caving an underground mining method supplying a large total volume of their
national ore production.

7. Conclusions and Recommendations

The new requirements of ore bodies, suitably mined using the transformed block
caving method, have been successively identified. This method can be applied to a blocky
ore body with a thickness of 200–800 m, various rock mass strengths until 300 MPa, from
low to high (from 0.3% Cu until more than 1.0% Cu), but uniform in grade and at a
depth from 500 to 2200 m. The technical specifications for running block caving mines,
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including preparation methods, undercutting strategy, mine design, mining equipment
and monitoring systems, have been synthesized. The potential ore bodies mined using the
transformed block caving method have been recommended. The block caving method is
promising for underground mining metal deposits in Indonesia, especially Cu-Au porphyry
deposits. Although it is favorable for rock mass of various strengths and ore bodies at any
grade level, a large dimension of the ore body is the fixed requirement. This condition is
due to the need for fast and continuous production to comply with the specific pay-back
period and settle the investment costs. Therefore, porphyry is the appropriate ore body
type to be mined using this method. Considering the requirements and the successful
practice of the block caving project in Grasberg Caving Complex as a role model, the
Indonesian government has been suggested as the main responsible body, assisted by
national or global investors. The suggestion is to concentrate on the detailed exploration
of porphyry deposits and feasibility studies applying the method to the prospective ore
bodies, i.e., Onto, Tambulilato, Tumpangpitu and Randu Kuning. In addition, exploration
method, cost, operation, environment, mining policy and social geology are important
aspects worth noting. The infrastructure development stage of block caving needs 3–5 years
until continuous production. The existing block caving projects have a life for production
ranging from 12 to 35 years. Thus, a long-term concession is proposed, of about 15 until
40 years, covering development and operational production stages.
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Abstract: The gob-side entry retaining (GER) technique, as the family member of the pillarless
coal mining system, is becoming popular, mainly attributed to its high resource recovery rate and
significant environmental benefits. Seeking cost-effective backfill material to develop the roadside
backfilling body (RBB) is generally a hot topic for coal operators and scholars. Except for its relatively
high cost, the other shortcoming of the widely used high-water backfill material is also obvious when
used in arid, semi-arid deserts or Gobi mining areas lacking water. The modified high-water backfill
material (MBM) mixed with aeolian sand was recently developed as an alternative to conventional
backfill materials. Some critical parameters affecting both the physical and mechanical properties of
the MBM, including the amount of the aeolian sand and water-to-powder ratio of the high water-
content material, have been experimentally investigated in the present research. Test results showed
that the MBM featured high early strength and bearing capability after a large post-peak deformation.
In particular, the adjustable setting time of the MBM through changing the amount of sand widens
its application in practice. Unlike the high-water backfill material, the MBM is a typical elastoplastic
material; the stress-strain curves consist of pore compression, elastic deformation, yielding, and total
failure. Note that both the peak and residual strength of the MBM increased as the doping amount
of aeolian sand increased, which is probably because of the impacted aeolian sand and the uniform
reticular structure of the ettringite in the MBM. Compared with the high-water backfill material, only
limited cementitious material and water resources are requested to cast the RBB, which provides
more economical and environmental benefits for the application of the GER technique in the arid,
semi-arid deserts or the Gobi mining areas.

Keywords: aeolian sand; water-cement ratio; backfill material; compressive strength; micromorphol-
ogy; gob-side entry retaining

1. Introduction

Concern about many serious eco-environmental problems caused by coal exploitation
is a global problem [1,2]. As a result, much research in recent years has focused on the
development of mining techniques that are environmentally friendly [3]. Under the rapid
development of the mining industry in recent decades, the continuous and irreparable
impacts of contaminated air, degraded soil, polluted water, damaged biodiversity, and
geological disaster of mining operations may increase the risks of mine development [4].
The coal reserves in Northwestern China account for about 70% of China’s total coal re-
sources [5,6]. However, most coal mines are distributed among these arid and semi-arid
regions, where water resources are in short supply, and there is sparse vegetation, a barren
ground surface, and ecological vulnerability [7]. As is well-known, aridity and water
shortage are the major natural disasters in Northwestern China and the primary causes
of ecological vulnerability in this region [8,9]. In recent years, however, large-scale coal
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mining activities in Western China have further aggravated ecological deterioration [10].
Environmental problems caused by general mining processes mainly included: (1) the
influence on people, biota, biodiversity, the atmospheric environment, and surface ecosys-
tems [11–13]; (2) the influence on the soil environment [14], the hydrological system [15],
and severe geological disasters. These effects were combined with each other and caused
more complicated consequences [11]. Therefore, maximally adapting the coal mining
activities to the local ecological environment was an inevitable road towards “green coal
mine construction and green mining in Western China”.

Much research in recent years has been widely applied to control eco-environmental
problems caused by coal exploitation, such as grout injection [16], room mining [17], strip
mining [18], backfill mining [19], and pillarless coal mining [20]. The increased favor for
the backfill mining method was due to several advantages: high extraction rate, effective
control of ground pressure, reduction of ground surface subsidence, and eco-environment
improvement of the mining region [21,22]. The backfill mining methods were divided into
several types based on the backfill material used, such as hydraulic backfilling, gangue
backfilling, and cemented past backfilling [23]. These backfilling methods offered viable
pathways to liberate coal resources under the buildings. However, some drawbacks still
existed, such as a complex backfilling process, slow backfilling speed, high backfilling cost,
and unavailability of backfill materials. Recently, some new backfill materials have been
developed, such as flexible formwork concrete, high-water backfill material, and cement
mortar. Such novel backfill materials somehow reduce the backfilling cost and expand the
application scope of the backfilling technology [24–28], such as roadway backfill mining [3]
and pillarless coal mining [20].

The gob-side entry retaining (GER) technique enables pillarless coal mining by using
a roadside backfilling body (RBB), which can effectively reduce the roadway-driven ratio,
improve the resource recovery rate, and has significant economic and environmental
benefits (Figure 1) [25,27]. Flexible formwork concrete and cement mortar have higher
strengths but lower vertical deformation capacity. Therefore, such backfill materials hardly
meet the requirement for a large deformation capacity of RBB for GER. On the other
hand, high-water backfill materials have the benefits of having high early strength, high
flowability of single slurry, fast setting of mixed slurry, and high bearing capability after a
large post-peak deformation. Besides, such backfill materials were incompressible under
triaxial compression and better adapted to the underground goaf environment, which was
usually cold, damp, and enclosed [29]. Given the above discussion, high-water backfill
materials are believed to be ideal for the RBB.

Figure 1. Three-dimensional flowchart of the GER technique.

However, high-water backfill materials have the following defects if used in mining re-
gions in arid and semi-arid deserts or Gobi mining regions: (1) it consumes a large amount
of water to prepare high-water backfill materials, which aggravates water shortage [30];
(2) despite the high content of water, the high-water backfill material is necessary in large
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quantities [31]; (3) due to the low strength of the backfill body, doping massive cementitious
materials enhances the strength [32]. As is well known, aeolian sand extensively occurs on
the ground surface in Northwestern China. Therefore, it is easily found in nature, is inert
and harmless, and causes no pollution to water bodies and the surrounding environment.
Moreover, aeolian sand provides a sufficient raw material source to prepare backfill materi-
als for coal mines [33]. Therefore, it is necessary to study an alternative to conventional
backfill materials with aeolian sand, which not only liberates coal resources but also limits
high-water backfill materials and water resources in the arid, semi-arid deserts or Gobi
mining areas.

In the present study, we developed a modified high-water backfill material (MBM)
that met the coal exploitation requirements of coal mining in Northwestern China. In the
proposed novel MBM, aeolian sand was the primary aggregate and a high-water backfill
material was the calcium sulphoaluminate (CSA) based cementitious grout material. Some
research has been conducted in past years to understand better the physical and mechanical
characteristics of backfill material and their influencing factors, which showed that the
physical and mechanical properties were affected by external and internal (e.g., binder type,
content, water chemical properties and content, composition, and content of aggregate)
factors. Although the influence of these variables has been extensively documented in the
literature, the reported results were inconsistent due to large differences in the physical,
chemical, and mineralogical properties of cementitious materials and aggregates [23,34–41].
In this study, in order to expand the application scope of the MBM in coal mines located in
the arid and semi-arid deserts or Gobi region, we prepared 16 test samples with a diameter
of 50 mm and a height of 100 mm. Then we studied the effect of the doping amount of
aeolian sand and water−cement ratio on the physical and mechanical characteristics of
MBM (e.g., initial setting time, unconfined compressive strength, and its microstructure).
The main outcomes of this research may contribute to the safe and green exploitation of
underground coal mines in the arid and semi-arid deserts or Gobi.

2. Experimental Scheme

2.1. Test Sample Design

The sample preparation and testing were conducted at Xinjiang University. Firstly,
we prepared 16 test samples with a diameter of 50 mm and a height of 100 mm. Next, the
water−cement ratio and the doping amount of aeolian sand were changed as the main
parameters to discuss the influence of doping aeolian sand on the mechanical properties of
the MBM. Then, the samples constituted three series and ten groups. In each group, there
were two nominally identical samples.

As shown in Table 1, series 1 consisted of six standard short cylinders with three
different water−cement ratios (1.0, 1.5, and 2.0) and the doping amount of aeolian sand
being 0%. Samples in series 2 were differentiated from each other by the cementitious
grout material’s water-cement ratio (1.0, 1.5, and 2.0). The doping amount of aeolian sand
was 60% in each sample. To study the influence of the doping amount of aeolian sand,
we prepared eight test samples for series 3, each having a water−cement ratio of 1.0, but
4 different doping amounts of aeolian sand (0%, 20%, 40%, and 60%).

We named each test sample following a specific convention. The first number repre-
sented the water−cement ratio of the cementitious grout material, the second the doping
amount of aeolian sand, and the last was a Roman numeral that differentiated two nomi-
nally identical samples. Take U-1.5-00-II as an example. U-1.5-00-II represented the second
test sample, with a water−cement ratio of 1.5 in the cementitious grout slurry and the
doping amount of aeolian sand being 0%.
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Table 1. Details of specimens.

Series Group Specimen Water−Cement Ratio (w/c) Sand Content (as)

1
U-1.0-00 U-1.0-00-I,II 1.0 0%
U-1.5-00 U-1.5-00-I,II 1.0 0%
U-2.0-00 U-2.0-00-I,II 1.0 0%

2
U-1.0-60 U-1.0-60-I,II 1.0 60%
U-1.5-60 U-1.5-60-I,II 1.5 60%
U-2.0-60 U-2.0-60-I,II 2.0 60%

3

U-1.0-00 U-1.0-00-I,II 1.0 0%
U-1.0-20 U-1.0-20-I,II 1.0 20%
U-1.0-40 U-1.0-40-I,II 1.0 40%
U-1.0-60 U-1.0-60-I,II 1.0 60%

2.2. Raw Materials

The CSA cementitious grout material was provided by Yangzhou Zhongkuang Con-
struction New Material Technology Co., Ltd. (Yangzhou City, China). The high-water
backfill material was composed of two main ingredients, A and B. It mainly consisted
of sulfate aluminum cement, a suspending agent, and a set retarder. B was a mixture of
lime, gypsum, a suspending agent, and an early strengthener [42]. The initial setting time
was short after combining slurries A and B. Besides, the test sample developed sufficient
strength within a short period. Therefore, such materials have the benefits of not causing
pipeline blockage and have easy pumpability, high early strength, and environmental
friendliness, with extensive application in mine backfilling, leak stoppage, and fire retar-
dancy. The aeolian sand used for experiments came from the Kumtag Desert, one of the
main deserts of northwestern China. We conducted grain size distribution on aeolian
sand according to ASTMC136/C136M [43]. The cumulative grain size distribution curve
(Figure 2) shows that the aeolian sand grain distributions were mainly between 0.075 mm
and 0.25 mm. These grain sizes accounted for about 90% of the total mass, while the
remaining were 0.25 to 1.0 mm.

 

Figure 2. Grain size distribution curves of aeolian sand.

2.3. Test Sample Preparation

Next, we prepared the MBM samples (Figure 3). Material slurry A had aeolian sand
mixed at a specific ratio. Material B slurry had added water adequately mixed. Finally,
slurry A was doped with aeolian sand combined with the slurry B doped with aeolian
sand, mixed for 5 min, and was left to stand still. The mixed slurry was poured into a mold
and cured for 24 h before demolding. The test sample was covered with a preservative film
and placed in an enclosed container. The subsequent tests began after 7 d of maintenance.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Preparation of MBM specimens: (a) casting MBM; (b) curing MBM.

2.4. Testing Equipment and Instruments

Our main discussions were on the influence of doping aeolian sand and the water−cement
ratio on the physical and mechanical characteristics (e.g., initial setting time, unconfined
compressive strength, and microstructure). The setting time of MBM should meet the
requirements for the filling process for GER. If the setting time is too short, pipeline
obstruction quickly happens, which will not be conducive to material transport. If the
setting time is too long, MBM might not be easily formed in the goaf, thus failing to achieve
the backfilling purpose. Therefore, the control of the setting time is of high importance.
The Standard Vicat needle test for all test samples was as per GB/T1346-2001 [44]. We
took the average initial setting time from two repeat tests on the same sample. When
used to backfill the space underground, MBM was usually squeezed between the roof
and floor of the coal seam. Therefore, the backfill body was subjected to uniaxial loading.
The uniaxial compression test was crucial for the backfill material. We conducted the
classical loading tests on MBM using the WAW-600D Hydraulic Universal Testing Machine.
As shown in Figure 4, four strain gauges (SGs) were installed at the mid-height of each
sample to measure axial and circumferential strains and the overall axial deformations of
the samples. According to ASTMD7012-2010 [45], we used a loading rate of 1.5 mm/min
for the compression test in all samples under the displacement loading mode. In order to
understand the microscopic characteristics, we observed the morphology of MBM using
the ZEISS LEO-1430 VP scanning electron microscope (Carl Zeiss AG, Jena, Germany).

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Test set-up: (a) hydraulic universal testing machine; (b) layout of strain gauges.
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3. Experimental Results and Discussion

3.1. Results of Vicat Needle Test

The standard Vicat needle test results are shown in Figure 5. As shown in Figure 5,
doping aeolian sand would affect the initial setting time of MBM. With the doping amount
of aeolian sand fixed at 60%, the initial setting times of the samples with the water−cement
ratio being 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 were shortened by 50%, 26%, and 30%, respectively, compared
with those not doped with aeolian sand. When the water−cement ratio was fixed at 1.0,
the initial setting time of the samples was 43 min, 53 min, 33 min, and 21 min when the
doping amount of aeolian sand was 0%, 20%, 40%, and 60%, respectively. It is noteworthy
that the initial setting time of the MBM decreased with the increased doping amount of
aeolian sand and decreased with the water−cement ratio. It is logical that adjustment of
the initial setting time by changing the doping amount of aeolian sand met the technical
requirements of the construction of RBB.

 

Figure 5. Evaluation of initial setting time and final setting time.

3.2. Failure Modes

The failure modes from the various tests of MBM are in Figure 6. As shown in the
figure (Figure 6a,c), for the pure high-water materials (e.g., U-1.0-00, U-1.5-00 and U-2.0-00)
and at a small doping amount of aeolian sand (e.g., U-1.0-20), failure first occurred at one
end of the sample. Then, the cracks gradually propagated from the middle to the other
end of the sample. Thus, a sharp tensile crack was formed, causing the failure of the entire
sample. As the doping amount of aeolian sand continued to increase (Figure 6b,c), the
sample underwent axial compression and radial expansion due to pressure from above. The
friction at the end of the testing machine resulted in a three-way stress zone in an inverted
cone shape at the top of the testing machine, where an X-shaped crack zone developed.
With sustained axial pressure, a shear fissure intersecting with the axial line appeared in
the lower part of the X-shaped crack zone. This fissure became a macroscopic crack, further
leading to the sample’s shear failure. Interestingly, as the doping amount of aeolian sand
increased, the modified samples gradually transitioned from tensile failure to X-shaped
shear failure. It seems likely that the failure modes of MBM can be affected by sand content.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 6. Typical failure modes of MBM specimens: (a) as = 0% and three different w/c (1.0, 1.5, and
2.0); (b) as = 60% and three different w/c (1.0, 1.5, and 2.0); (c) w/c = 1.0 and different as (20% and 40%).
Herein, as is the sand content, w/c is the water-cement ratio.

3.3. Stress-Strain Curves

Using the WAW-600D Hydraulic Universal Testing Machine, we obtained the stress-
strain curves of every sample. Figure 7 shows the axial stress−axial strain curves of MBM.
Note that MBM is classic elastoplastic. Such material was not only compressible to adapt to
surrounding rock deformation but also had residual strength even after failure. These two
features are highly desirable for the construction of RBB [46].
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 7. Cont.
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(d) 

 
(e) 

Figure 7. Stress–strain curve of MBM specimens: (a) as = 0% and three different w/c (1.0, 1.5, and 2.0);
(b) as = 60% and three different w/c (1.0, 1.5, and 2.0); (c) w/c = 1.0 and different as (20% and 40%);
(d) w/c = 1.5 and different as (0% and 60%); (e) w/c = 2.0 and different as (0% and 60%). Herein, as is
the sand content, w/c is the water-cement ratio.

As shown in Figure 7c–e, the doping of aeolian sand dramatically altered the char-
acteristics of the stress−strain curve of MBM. The stress−strain curve was divisible into
four stages: pore compression, elastic deformation, yield, and failure. But compared with
pure high-water materials (e.g., U-1.0-00, U-1.5-00 and U-2.0-00), MBM specimens display
distinctive features at these four stages.

(1) Pore compression stage: This stage was more clearly distinct in the pure high-water
materials (e.g., U-1.0-00, U-1.5-00, and U-2.0-00); as the water−cement ratio increased,
the stage of pore compression became even more distinct (Figure 7a,b). But for
MBM specimens, the scene became less precise as the doping amount of aeolian sand
increased (Figure 7c). It would appear that the specimens with a larger water−cement
ratio had a more remarkable pore compression stage. At the same time, the higher
sand content that led to this stage was not significant. It may be because the doped
aeolian sand particles filled the pores between the originally pure high-water material,
reducing the number and space of pores.

(2) Elastic deformation stage: This stage became less distinct and had a shorter duration
for pure high-water materials (Figure 7a) and a low doping amount of aeolian sand
(Figure 7c). However, as the water−cement ratio increased, this stage became less
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precise and had a shorter period (Figure 7a,b). In addition, as the doping amount of
aeolian sand increased (Figure 7c–e), this stage became more distinct and had a longer
duration. This phenomenon mainly dominated in the modified material samples
U-1.0-60. It may be assumed that the more considerable amount of aeolian sand doped
into the high-water material, the smaller the pores between aggregate particles. The
friction between the aggregate particles could further increase due to the cementing
effect of the high-water materials. Therefore, the inter-particle dislocation was more
unlikely to happen.

(3) Yield stage: An apparent fracture plane appeared in the samples at this stage, and
the fracture propagated constantly. At a higher doping amount of aeolian sand
(Figure 7b–e), the failure occurred rapidly, resulting in a higher peak and more
significant compressive strength on the curve at this stage. However, for pure high-
water materials and samples doped with a small amount of aeolian sand (Figure 7a,c),
the peak and the compressive strength were smaller on the curve. The above might
be because the friction between the aggregate particles was lower due to the larger
pores between them.

(4) Failure stage: The MBM displayed significantly different features at this stage. The
stress−strain curve showed a more gentle decreasing trend in the pure high-water
materials (Figure 7c–e). However, the stress was still high even at the maximum strain,
indicating a high residual strength (Figure 7a). Apparently, the decrease was steeper
on the stress−strain curve for the MBM (Figure 7b–e). The stress corresponding to
the maximum strain was lower in MBM than in pure high-water materials. Besides,
this stress decreased as the doping amount of aeolian sand increased (Figure 7c). It
would seem that although the post-peak strength decreased slightly, the MBM had
high bearing capability after a large post-peak deformation.

3.4. Consumption of Raw Materials

Figure 8 shows the compressive strengths and material consumption for different
test samples. As shown in Figure 8a, the strength of the samples negatively correlated
with the water−cement ratio when the doping amount of aeolian sand was 0% and 60%.
When the doping amount of aeolian sand was above 40%, the strength of the sample
positively correlated with the doping amount of aeolian sand, compared with the pure
high-water material (e.g., U-1.0-00). Besides, the amounts of cementitious material and
water negatively correlated with the doping amount of aeolian sand (Figure 8b). Compared
with the pure high-water materials (e.g., U-1.0-00, U-1.5-00, and U-2.0-00), the samples
with the water-cement ratio being 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 and the doping amount of aeolian sand
being 60% had an increase in strength of 45%, 83%, and 111% (Figure 8a), respectively;
the amounts of cementitious material and water consumed decreased by 60% in all these
doped samples. As shown above, the aeolian sand-modified high-water backfill materials
had higher compressive strength. Besides, it consumed smaller amounts of cementitious
materials and water in preparing these materials. It should be possible, therefore, to reduce
cementitious material and water resources requested to cast the RBB, which provided new
insight for the application of the GER technique in the arid and semi-arid deserts or Gobi
mining areas.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 8. Consumption of raw materials: (a) Uniaxial compressive strength of specimens of dif-
ferent groups; (b) The percentage of water and cementitious material consumed by specimens of
different groups.

4. Micromorphological Analysis

In order to understand the microscopic characteristics, we observed the morphology
of MBM using the ZEISS LEO-1430 VP scanning electron microscope (SEM). Figure 9
shows 6000× SEM images of MBM. As shown in Figure 9, when the doping amount of
aeolian sand was small (Figure 9a,c), the sample particles were slender and elongated,
with a fibrous reticular structure. The fibrous substances were interwoven and overlapped
with each other. Moreover, tight connections resulted, though some small cavities still
existed. When the doping amount of aeolian sand was 20% (Figure 9c), the sample particles
were short and prismatic. This may be the reason for the lower strength of the sample
(e.g., U-1.0-20) compared to the pure high-water material (e.g., U-1.0-00). As shown in
Figure 9b,c, when the doping amount of aeolian sand increased, the sample particles had a
denser fibrous reticulate structure. This was unlikely to form large penetrating cavities. By
contrast, the structure with the lower doping amount of aeolian sand was loose and more
likely to have large penetrating cavities. Therefore, it seems plausible that the materials with
the denser fibrous reticulate structure were stronger than those with the loose structure.
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(c) 

Figure 9. SEM images of MBM specimens: (a) as = 0% and three different w/c (1.0, 1.5, and 2.0);
(b) as = 60% and three different w/c (1.0, 1.5, and 2.0) [31]; (c) w/c = 1.0 and different as (20% and 40%).
Herein, as is the sand content, w/c is the water-cement ratio.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we introduced a modified high-water backfill material (MBM) mixed
with aeolian sand. To fully understand both physical and mechanical properties of the
MBM, a total of 16 samples with a diameter of 50 mm and a height of 100 mm were
experimentally tested. Some critical parameters, such as the doping amount of aeolian sand
and the water−cement ratio, have been well concerned. The initial setting time, unconfined
compressive strength as well as the microstructure of the MBM were investigated in-depth.
The main conclusions based on the results and discussions are listed below:

(1) The initial setting time of the MBM decreased with the increased doping amount of
aeolian sand and decreased with the water−cement ratio of the high water backfill
material. It is thus possible to regulate the setting time of the MBM by changing the
doping amount of aeolian sand to meet the technical requirements of the construction
of RBB.
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(2) The typical stress−strain curve of the MBM consists of four portions: pore compres-
sion, elastic deformation, yield, and failure, indicating that the MBM is a typical
elastoplastic material.

(3) The MBM consistent with the high-water backfill material has the benefits of having
high early strength, high flowability of single slurry, fast setting of mixed slurry, and
high bearing capability after a large post-peak deformation.

(4) Both the peak and the residual strength of the MBM increased with the doping
amount of aeolian sand within a specific scope, which may be because the existence
of the aeolian sand impacted the integrity and uniformity of the reticular structure of
ettringite in the MBM.

(5) Compared with the high-water backfill material, only limited cementitious material
and water resources are requested to cast the RBB, which provides new insight for the
application of the GER technique in arid, semi-arid deserts or Gobi mining areas.
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